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Abstract
The relationship between direct operating cost and departure
noise annoyance was developed for commercial tilt rotor air-
craft. This was accomplished by generating a series of tilt
rotor aircraft designs to meet various noise goals at minimum
DOC. These vehicles were spaced across the spectrum of possible
noise levels from completely unconstrained to the quietest veh-
icle that could be designed within the study ground rules. A
group of optimization parameters were varied to find the minimum
DOC while other inputs were held constant and some external
constraints were met. This basic variation was then extended
to different aircraft sizes and technology time frames. It
was concluded that reducing noise annoyance by designing for
lower rotor tip speeds is a very promising avenue for future
research and development. It appears that the cost of halv-
ing the annoyance compared to an unconstrained design is
insignificant and the cost of halving the annoyance again is
small.
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1.0 Introduction
The tilt rotor VTOL aircraft configuration is a serious
contender for a significant role in intercity public transporta-
tion in the future, particularly in densely populated regions.
Like other rotary wing aircraft types, the tilt rotor is in-
herently relatively quiet due to its low disc loading and low
flow velocities in and around the propulsion device. however,
commercial rotary wing aircraft may have to be quieter in the
future to achieve community acceptance. This is particularly
true in the case of intercity service which would involve large
vehicles and high frequency of operations at some terminals.
Because of the small size of the vertiport, the aircraft opera-
tions are closer to the surrounding non-user population.
Furthermore, it may be necessary for economic reasons to locate
terminals in areas having a relatively low background noise
level, such as residential areas.
In order to assess the potential of tilt rotor aircraft as
a viable part of tile intercity transportation system, it is
necessary to know what degree of noise reduction can reasonably
be expected in the future. In other words, the relationship
between noise reduction and cost increases must be known.
There are two methods of reducing the noise exposure due to
aircraft operations, changes in flight profile and changes in
design. The aircraft trajectory can be moved further from the
listeners, the amount of noise generated can be reduced by
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reducing thrust, or the speed can be increased in order to reduce
noise exposure. This method of noise reduction is explored
for VTOL aircraft in references 1 and 2. This method does not
generally have a significant impact on direct operating cost
(DOC). The second method is to change the design of the air-
craft to reduce the noise generated at a given distance, thrust
level, and speed. This is the method considered here.
Design changes for noise reduction in tilt rotor aircraft
are discussed in Ref. 3 in considerable depth. Design changes in a
12,000 lb gross weight.aircraft were considered there, both from
the military point of view (to reduce aural detectability) and
the commercial point of view (to reduce noise annoyance). It
was found that reduction of the rotor tip speed used in the
helicopter mode and conversion is the most effective means of
reducing noise annoyance. Other design changes which were con-
sidered include variations in number of blades, blade tip shape,
blade planform, blade airfoil section, blade twist, and blade
spacing. It was found that dramatic noise reductions cannot
be accomplished with these changes. It appears that they would
also not generally result in a dramatic change in DOC. Therefore
these types of changes were neglected in the work reported here.
The object of this study was to develop the relationship
between direct operating cost and departure noise annoyance for
tilt rotor aircraft. This was accomplished by generating a
series of tilt rotor aircraft designs to meet various noise
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goals at minimum DOC. These vehicles were spaced across the
spectrum of possible noise levels fromr completely unconstrained
to the quietest vehicle that could be designed within the study
ground rules. A group of optimization parameters were varied
to find the minimum DOC, while other inputs were held constant
and some external constraints were met. This basic variation
was then extended to different aircraft sizes and technology
time frames. This study is analogous to the one conducted
previously by the Flight Transportation Laboratory for helicopt-
ers (Ref. 4). However, unlike the helicopter work, this study
used a single measure for evaluating total community annoyance
due to a departure operation.
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2.0 Design Procedure
In this study a large number of tilt rotor aircraft designs
were created with the aid of a preliminary design computer
program (Ref. 5). The purpose of this preliminary design program
is to rapidly obtain parametric variations of the design for a
set of particular requirements. The program does not internally
optimize the design; this is done by the user. The program
takes as input a set of design parameters sufficient to fix the
design. It then performs the normal preliminary design cal-
culations to obtain both the other design parameters of interest
an various figures of merit. Figures of merit include per-
formance parameters such as speed and payload-range, direct
operating cost, and noise annoyance. The noise annoyance portion
is the subject of section 3.
2.1 Program Description
A flow chart of the preliminary design computer program is
shown in Fig. 1. The program begins by reading input data.
Various parameters which are independent of gross weight are
then calculated: atmospheric properties, fuselage profile
drag and constant weights.
Then the program goes into a design procedure which is
an iteration on gross weight. Initially a gross weight is
estimated from the constant weights; on succeeding iterations a
new gross weight is found from those of the preceding two
iterations.
-5-
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Fig. 1 Computer program flow chart (cont'd)
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Next the rotors and wing are sized. The rotor radius
is found from the input disc loading. The wing span is based
on rotor-fuselage clearance. The wing loading is input and
the area and aspect ratio are calculated. The hover thrust
coefficient is found, using the input tip speed and corrected
for wing download. Then the rotor solidity is found using the
input thrust coefficient to solidity ratio (CT/a).
The cruise lift to drag ratio is found from the wing and
fuselage geometry. Then the cruise propulsive efficiency of
the rotors is calculated according to an empirical formula
from the cruise forward Mach number, the cruise tip Mach num-
ber, and the rotor solidity.
Next the airplane mode best rate of climb speed is
calculated. Then the conversion speed and airplane mode wing
lift coefficient are calculated, corresponding to the input
helicopter mode maximum advance ratio. This lift coefficient
and the ratio of the airplane mode best rate of climb speed
to the conversion speed are output to evaluate conversion perform-
ance.
Thenthe powerplant is sized to the maximum of the re-
quirements for emergency hover, conversion and cruise. The
emergency hover requirement is for one engine out hover on
a hot day at an input altitude. The conversion requirement
is established by an input conversion power factor (labelled
"Excess Factor Hel Mode" in the output) which is the ratio
of conversion power desired to normal hover power. Power
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is corrected for temperature, altitude, forward speed and
r.p.m. It is assumed that the engines operate at rated r.p.m.
in hover and a penalty is accepted for any reduction in
r.p.m. in the airplane mode. This completes the selection of
design parameters.
The aircraft is then flown through the design mission
to find the fuel consumed. The assumed mission profile
consists of ten phases:takeoff, acceleration and conversion
to the airplane mode, airplane mode climb, acceleration to
cruise speed, cruise, airplane mode descent, deceleration and
conversion to helicopter mode, hover, landing, and reserve.
The portion which is independent of cruise altitude is done
separately,so that it will not be repeated in the stage length,
variation later. The fuel burn rate is corrected in each phase
for power setting, r.p.m., forward speed and altitude. Optional
provision is made for the aircraft to obey the FAA speed limit
of 250 kt. IAS below 10,000 feet. If the aircraft has more
installed power than that required for cruise at design cruise
speed, and if the drive system and rotor limits permit, then
the aircraft is allowed to cruise faster, up to these limits.
Cruise fuel is calculated according to the Breguet method.
Then the component weights are calculated. Both the
rotor and drive system weights are taken to be the highest
resulting from helicopter mode and airplane mode design re-
quirements considered separately, If the rotor hover coning
angle exceeds 8.50 weight is added to approximate tip weight
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and blade weight necessary to reduce coning to this amount.
Here it is assumed that the rotor is of the gimballed type
having a first flatwise bending mode frequency of 2 per rev.
The wing weight is independent of flap area, but is adjusted
for the lift coefficient required in conversion.
Now the component weights and fuel weights are summed,
which results in a new gross weight. If the difference between
the new and old gross weights is greater than ten pounds, the
design procedure goes through another cycle. When the itera-
tion is complete, the parameters describing the final design
are printed.
The vehicle is then flown through various input stage
lengths which are less than the design range, with appropriate
input cruise altitudes. The time, distance and fuel for each
stage is calculated and printed. Then the program calculates
the direct operating cost (DOC) for each stage length, by
category, and prints this out. The DOC is calculated according
to the Lockheed/New York Airways formula. (Ref. 6)
2.2 Calibration
In order to calibrate the computer program, the program was
used to produce approximations of two existing tilt rotor designs.
These were the Bell D302 (Ref. 7) of 44,100 lb gross weight and
the Vertol 215 (Ref. 8) of 67,000 lb gross weight. These
designs were picked because they represent the experience of
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two different firms and they are near the middle of the size
range of interest. Both were configured as transport aircraft.
However they were designed to meet military requirements which
compromised their effectiveness as commercial aircraft. By
making allowances for the. military requirements in the inputs
to the computer program, good agreement with the original
designs was obtained. Both of these designs are intended to
represent approximately 1975 technology, and therefore the
values of the technology factors which gave the best agreement
in the calibration were considered to be 1975 values.
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3.0 Noise Evaluation Procedure
The arrival, or descent and landing, operation of a tilt
rotor aircraft may generate slightly greater community
annoyance than the departure, or takeoff and climbout, operation.
There are two aspects of the descent and landing operation that
account for the assymmetry between the two. First, there may be
more blade/wake interaction in the helicopter mode descent than
in climb, depending on the exact trajectory, Second, the descent
must be constrained to avoid the vortex ring state and inability
to control the descent. Thus the annoyance produced by the
descent and landing is more dependent on operational considera-
tions than on design parameters. The annoyance produced by the
takeoff and climbout, on the other hand, is strongly dependent on
operational considerations than on design parameters. Many of the
design changes which reduce departure noise will also reduce
arrival noise. For these reasons, departure annoyance was con-
sidered more appropriate for this study of noise reduction
through design changes.
3.1 Departure Path
After the direct operating cost portion of the computer program,
the departure trajectory to 10,000 feet altitude is calculated in
detail. The result is a time history of the distance, altitude,
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flight path angle, thrust and rotor tilt angle relative to the
flight path. This history then is input to the noise annoyance
calculation.
The departure path is shown schematically in Figure 2.
Throughout this path acceleration is constrained by power
available. There are three other constraints for passenger
comfort. The acceleration builds up smoothly over
a specified time to its allowable input maximum, which is used
for all phases of flight. The rate of rotation of the accelera-
tion vector after obstacle clearance is specified. Finally,
the maximum fuselage pitch angle is specified.
To determine the departure path prior to the airplane mode
climb, the program considers steps in velocity, of input size,
and calculates the acceleration magnitude according to the
routine shown in Figure 3. The rotor tilt angle is first
found from the balance of forces perpendicular to the accelera-
tion vector and the power limited acceleration magnitude is
found from the force balance parallel to the acceleration vector.
If the power limited acceleration is larger than the allowable
acceleration, the force balances are set up again and solved
for the thrust and a new tilt angle. The the time, distance,
altitude, and flight path angle are found from the acceleration
and velocity. The forces and angular relationships are shown
in Figure 4. The nomenclature is given in Table 1.
A simple model is used to predict the performance of the
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Fig. 4 Forces and angular relationships
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Table 1 Conversion Nomenclature.
Computer Output Description .
Symbol Label
V VEL Freestreem Velocity, ft/sec
Vind not shown Induqed Velocity of Rotors, ft/sec
TIHRUST THRUST Total Rotor Thrust, lb.
HFORCE not shown Total Rotor In-Plane Force, lb.
L LWGO Lift of Wing Portion not Influenced
wgo by Rotor Flow, lb.
Lwgi  LWGI Lift of Wing Portion Influenced byRotor Flow, lb.
Dwgo DWGO Drag of Wing Portion not Influgnced
wby Rotor Flow, Ib.
Dwgi DWGI Drag of Wing Portion Influenced by
Rotor Flow, lb.
Dft DFUST Drag of Fuselage and Tail, lb.
Y GAM Flight Path Angle, deg.
P ALP Angle between Rotor Mast and Freestream
Velocity, deg.
e THE Angle between Wing Zero Lift Line
and Horizontal, deg.
"wgo  AWQ Angle of Attack 
of Wing Portion not
Influenced by Rotor Flow, deg.
av ALV Wing Angle of Attack Change Inducedby Rotors, deg.
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rotor and wing through the complete range of rotor tilt angles.
Elementary helicopter blade element and momentum theory formulae
are used to find the rotor thrust, since the advance and inflow
ratios are not large. To predict the wing forces, it is assumed
that the flow through the rotor is fully developed when it
reaches the wing. Hence the portion of the wing that is influenced
by the rotor is that portion which is overlapped by the inner
half of the disc area. On this portion of the wing the total
slipstream velocity is assumed to be the vector sum of the free-
stream velocity and the fully developed induced velocity of the
rotor. The optimum flap deflection cannot be conveniently found,
so it is assumed to be equal to the flight path angle. The air-
craft is assumed to be pitched up to the input maximum, or until
the angle of attack of the rotor-influenced portion of the wing
is 30 less than stall, whichever is less, until the aircraft
reaches the speed where the wing lift is equal to the gross weight.
Conventional fixed wing methods are used to calculate
performance at the beginning of the airplane mode climb and
at 10,000 ft. altitude.
3.2 Noise Prediction
Noise nomenclature is given in Table 2. There are three
significant sources of noise in the tilt rotor vehicle: the
engines, the drive system and the rotors. The noise from the
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Table 2 Noise Nomenclature
Symbol Description
a rotor blade angle of attack, deg.
p air density, slugs/ft3
angle between rotor axis and a line joining the rotor
hub and a ground noise measuring point
Ab  rotor blade area, ft2
c rotor blade chord, ft.
d slant distance from aircraft to noise measuring
point, ft.
DIR vortex noise directivity correction, db.
DT time increment in noise calculations, sec.
fpeak vortex noise peak frequency, Hz
FENGI engine installation weight factor
GAMOCD obstacle clearance angle, deg.
HOC obstacle clearance height, ft.
L overall sound pressure level, db.
L perceived noise level, db.
P,
BEPN effective perceived noise level, db.
RA relative noise annoyance
SEL effective perceived noise level at 500 ft. sideline, db.
t rotor blade thickness, ft.
T thrust
Vtip  rotor tip speed, ft/sec.
tip
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engines can generally be reduced to less than that from the
rotors in a quite straightforward manner, as discussed in Ref. 3.
The weight penalty for quieting the engine and drive system
below the rotor noise level is accounted for by increasing the
engine installation weight factor (FENGI) if the 500 ft. side-
line noise livel (SEL) is below 95 EPNdb. In the absence of
adequate empirical data, the author's engineering judgement
was used to obtain the following relationphip: The engine
installation factor was kept at 1.50 at 95 EPNdb and was assumed
to be 1.60 at 87 EPNdb and 2.00 at 80 EPNdb. A parabolic curve
was fitted between these points.
Rotor noise is predicted using helicopter methods because
only low disc loading and forward speeds are considered. Heli-
copter rotor noise is usually classified into three categories:
blade slap or impulsive noise, rotational or discreet frequency
noise, and vortex or broadband noise. The understanding of
the mechanisms of rotor noise is rapidly evolving and this
classification has been questioned. However, it remains the
most useful one for the moment.
Blade slap is by far the most offensive of these types of
noise when it occurs. (Ref. 12) It can occur in high speed
helicopter flight due to compressibility phenomena in the
vicinity of the advancing tip, (most frequently on two.bladed
rotors) or it can occur at low speed due to interaction
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between a blade and the tip vortex of another blade. The former
mode should not be a problem in commercial operation of tilt
rotor aircraft because there should be no need to operate at
high .speed in the helicopter mode. Since there is no rotor
overlap in the tilt rotor the latter mode should be limited to
descent conditions where the wake does not leave the rotor disc
rapidly. This noise generation mechanism is notstrongly dependent
on design parameters, but more on operational considerations.
Because it is not likely to occur in the departure operation, it
is neglected in this study.
Rotational noise will result because the pressure field
around a rotor or propeller blade will change periodically
relative to a stationary observer. The fundartental frequency
is the blade passage frequency, which is very low (less than
20Hz.) for most rotary wing aircraft. The rotational noise spec-
trum consists.Qf a series of discrete tones, starting at the
fundamental and decreasing in amplitude as frequency increases.
Since precise prediction of higher harmonic airloading is
generally not possible, a partly empirical prediction method must
be used. Unfortunately the body of experimental data is very
small, and hence the process of deriving a prediction method is
not unique. Nevertheless, there is a commonly accepted prediction
method (Ref. 9). Using this method for typical rotary wing air-
craft, it is found that rotational noise is significant compared
to vortex noise only at high advancing tip Mach numbers in the
helicopter mode or if the noise is calculated at large distances
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from the vehicle. The former condition is not likely to apply
to :the tilt rotor aircraft in commercial operation. In the latter
case the overall noise level has dropped below the background level
assumed in this study. For these reasons rotational noise is neglected.
Vortex noise arises from two sources: random airloads on
the blades and turbulent flow in the blade wakes. The vortex
noise spectrum consists of a continuous broad hump with a peak
geilerally in the range of 200-600 Hz. A reasonably reliable
method for predicting vortex noise has been developed (Ref. 10
and 11). Overall sound pressure level (SPL) at 300 feet is given
by the following formula:
-10,2
7.62 x 10-102(Vti )2
Lp = 10 log1 0 2Ab
The complete spectrum is predicted from the figure developed
empirically by Schlegel for an unstalled rotor blade (Ref. 10).
It is then necessary to correct for the sensitivity of the
human aural system; this is normally done by conversion to
Perceived Noise Level (PNL). It is recognized that none of the
currently accepted corrections take adequate account of the
annoying nature of very low frequency sounds or amplitude modula-
tion typical of helicopter noise spectra. Improvement in these
corrections must await new subjective testing. Following unpub-
lished work by Anthony Hays at the M.I.T. Flight Transportation Lab,
the spectral distribution in SPL and the corresponding weighed
and combined PNL measures were calculated for the range of base
frequencies of 100-400 Hz. over distances from 100 to 20,000 ft.
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It was found that the combined effect of the conversion from
SPL to PNL and the losses and changes in emphasis due to
atmospheric absorption could be approximated within a decibel
by the formula
LPN = Lp + 3.0 - 0.000375,d
This held good for SPL ranges from 120 - 80 db, and was
conservative in the 80-70db range. The formula was valid only
for distances greater than 2000 ft. Within 2000 ft. a correc-
tion which depended upon the peak frequency was necessary.
LpN = Lp + 3.0 - 0.000375*d + 0.0264 fpeak (1- d/2000)
The peak frecquency is the Strouhal frequency given by the
following approximation for a = 60
0.28(V //2)f = tip V /C
peak tcosa + c sina Vtip/c
Distance attenuation is simply the dilution of sound energy
by spreading over larger spherical surface areas as the distance
from the source increases. Thus, if the standard distance is
300 ft., the energy levels at otner distances are reduced by the
ratio of the squares of the distances, or 6 decibels per doubling
of distance.
There is in additon an adjustment to the local perceived
noise level due to different viewing angles from the rotor shaft.
Reference 9 gives the formula for the adjustment in decibels,
cos 700 + 0.1DIR = 101cgl0 2700 + 0.i]
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The conversion from perceived noise level (LPN) to effective
perceived noise level (LEPN) involves converting the LpN measure
to energy units, multiplying by the duration, and dividing by
the standard time, 10 seconds. Thus
10(LEPN ) = (10(LPN/10) * DT/10)
all DT
3.3 Annoyance Prediction
The annoyance measure is based on the work of Ref. 13. The
noise annoyance routine calculates Effective Perceived Noise
Level at a large number of points on a grid representing the
area on one side of the flight path. The noise pattern is
symmetrical. The EPNL at each point is then converted to personal
annoyance units,
(LEPN - cutcff)/33.2
Annoyance = 10 tc
Because this measure is asymptotic to zero the cutoff noise
level must be above the background noise level. Here this
difference is assumed to be 10 EPNdB which is consistent with
the normal fluctuation of the bac]ground level. The annoyance
value is one at the cutoff and zero below. The land use pattern
and cutoff levels used in this study are shown in Figure 5.
The personal annoyance is then integrated over the population
surrounding the airport. Since the population density is assumed
constant it does not appear explicitly. The annoyance value at
each point is multiplied by the surrounding land area and the
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Fig. 5 Land use plan
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a single departure.
Unlike other measures, this community annoyance measure
obeys the following simple rules:
1) A sound 10 EPNdb, louder is twice as annoying.
2) A noise quieter than the background noise level produces
no annoyance.
3) The total annoyance resulting from two people listening
to a noise is twice the annoyance of one person listening
to the same noise.
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4.0 Study Method and Ground Rules
4.1 Variations
The basic variation consisted of five aircraft designs of
1980 time frame having 50 seats. These vehicles were spaced
across the spectrum of possible noise levels, from completely
unconstrained to the quietest vehicle that could be designed
within the study ground rules. The noise goals that were used
for design optimization were in terms of Effective Perceived
Noise Level at 500 feet side line, while the total noise
annoyance was used for comparing optimum designs. The tilt
rotor designs generated in this study are designated by codes
consisting of a letter mnemonic indicating the noise class:,.,a
number indicating the time frame and a number indicating the size
in terms of passenger seats. The basic variation aircraft and
their noise goals are shown in Table 3. The parameters that
were varied to find the minimum DOC aircraft for each noise goal
are shown in Table 4, along with the approximate range over which
they were varied. The final optimal values of these parameters
are given in Table 10, section 5.
In the size variation the basic variation was repeated for
sizes of 20, 80 and 110 seats. The gross weight did not converge
for S-80-110, as discussed in Section 5, so it is not included
here. In the timeframe variation the basic variation was repeated
for time frames of 1975 and 1985. In this study, the time
frame is intended to be the year of initial prototype flight
-27-
Table 3 Basic Variation Noise Goals
Noise Goal




D-80-50 Double Quiet 87
S-80-50 Silent 84
Table 4 Design Optimization Parameters
Parameter Units Range
Cruise Speed mph 250-425
Disc Loading lbs/ft 2  6-16
Helicopter Mode Tip Speed ft/sec 300o350
Airplane Mode Tip Speed ft/sec 300-650
Wing Loading lbs/ft 2  50-100
Conversion Power Factor* 1.10-2.20
* Ratio of power desired in conversion to that required in
a normal hover.
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testing, with airline service following two to five years later.
The values of the parameters which were changed to produce the
size and time frame variations are given in Tables 5 and6 ,
respectively. The 1975 values of the parameters used in the
time frame variation are based on the calibration of the computer
program as discussed in Section 2. The 1980 and 1985 values
were derived using the author's judgement and knowledge of
projected technological developments to extrapolate historical
trends. The optimality of the values of the optimization
parameters found in the basic variation was checked by varying
each of these parameters singly for extreme points of the size
and time frame variations, namely C-75-20, C-80-110, S-80-80,
C-75-50, and S-85-50, S-75-50, and S-85-.50. No significant
improvements could be found so these parameters were kept
constant for each noise class throughout the size and time frame
variations.
In all the previous variations the oLstacle clearance
path was kept fixed at 600 to 100 ft. In order to assess how
this choice of path might affect the results, the obstacle clear-
ance path was varied. Eight other departure paths were considered
with obstacle heights of 50, 100 and 200 feet and obstacle clear-
ance angles of 300, 600 and 900. It was found that the basic
variation aircraft did not have sufficient power in the convzr-
sion phase to execute the departure paths having greater obstacle
heights or steeper obstacle clearance angles. The reason for
this is the assumption in the departure path calculation that
that the vertical speed built up in the obstacle clearance phase
is maintained through the acceleration and conversion phase.
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Table 5 Design Parameters Varied with Size
Parameter 20 50 80 110
Cabin Crew 0 1 2 3
Fuselage Length, ft. 55 80 95 110
Fuselage Diameter, ft. 8.5 10 11.5 13
Table 6 Design Parameters Varied with Time Frame
Parameter 1975 1980 1985
Rotor Hover Efficiency 0.83 0.85 0.87
Rotor Conversion Efficiency 0.81 0.83 0.85
Specific Fuel Consumption, 0.42 0.40 0.38
lb/hp. hr.
Airframe Weight Technology 0.80 0.78 0.76
Factor
Rotor Weight Technology 1.05 1.00 .95
Factor
Drive System Weight Technology 0.85 0.83 0.81
Factor
Engine Power/Weight, hp/lb 7.0 8.5 10.0
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The higher paths require that conversion be executed while
maintaining a greater vertical speed requiring extra power
which the basic variation aircraft do not have. Therefore the
path variation was accomplished using a more powerful aircraft,
QP-80-50. This design is similar to Q-80-50 but the conversion
power factor has been increased from 1.40 to 2.00.
Finally a hovering case was run to develop a standard level
of total annoyance. A vehicle was found which generated 95.0
PNdB at 500 ft. distance while hovering at 100 ft. altitude.
This is approximately the noise level of the Vertol 347
helicopter. Then this vehicle was hovered over the center
of the vertiport for one minute at 100 ft. altitude to obtain
a standard level of total annoyance. All gross levels of
annoyance produced by other vehicles were divided by this
value to obtain relative annoyance, which is used for all plots.
4.2 Constraints
Several constraints, which are external to the computer
program, were obeyed during the variations described above. A
rotor solidity of 0.25 was considered the arbitrary maximum.
The wing aspect ratio was kept below 8.0 to avoid aeroelastic
problems. The wing loading was kept above 50 to permit reason-
able ride quality. Finally the conversion speed was not permitted
to be less than two thirds of the airplane mode best rate-of-climb
speed, in order to have an adequate conversion corridor.
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4.3 Constants
The values of significant constants which were used through-
out the study are shown in Tables 7, 8 and 9. Complete data on
all the aircraft designs discussed in this report is presented
in Appendix 1. Direct operating cost was calculated at a variety
of stage lengths.. The cost over two 200 mile segments, with the
engines not shut down at the intermediate stop, was selected as
representative of typical high-density short haul operations.
DOC is in 1973 dollars.
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Table 7 Design Constants
Parameter Value
Design Range, stat. mi. 500
Cruise Altitude, ft. 15,000
Max. Helicopter Mode Advance Ratio 0.40
Wing Thickness/Chord Ratio 0.21
Wing Taper Ratio 0.70
Flap Area/Wing Area 0.25
Wing Max. Clean Lift Coefficient 1.40




Field Elevation, ft. 0
Emergency I1over Altitude, ft. 2300
Maximum Acceleration1 g. 0.25
Maximum Deceleration, g. 0.20
Hot Day Temperature, 0F. 95
Standard Day Temperature, 0F 59
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Table 8 Operating Cost Constants
Parameter Value
Utilization, hr./yr. 2000
Depreciation Period, yr. 10
Residual Value, % 0
Airframe Cost, $/lb. 80
Engine Cost, $/hp. 60
Fuel Cost C/gal. 18
Hull Insurance Rate, % per yr. 4.0
Maintenance Labor Rate, $/hr, 7.00
Table 9 Departure Path Constants
Parameter Value
Max. Fuselae Pitch Angle, deg. 20
Max. Accel. Vector Rotation Rate, deg./sec. 20
Acceleration Buildup Time, sec. 5
Obstacle Clearance Angle, deg. 60*
Obstacle Clearance Height, ft. 100*
*Except in Path Variation
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5.0 Results and Discussion
The basic variation resulted in five aircraft covering the
spectrum of noise levels, but designed to common ground rules
as discussed in Section 4. The basic variation includes only
1980 50 seat aircraft. The principal characteristics of these
aircraft are shown in Table 10. For comparison the principal
characteristics of QP-80-50, and of the hover example aircraft
are given in Table .11. The rotor and wing planforms are shown
in Figure 6. DOC is plotted vs. relative annoyance for the
basic variation in Figure 7. This curve is the central result
of this study. DOC for other stage lengths can be found from
Figure 8. Complete information on all the aircraft designs
discussed in this report is given in Appendix 1. Effective
Perceived Noise Level Maps for basic variation aircraft are
given in Appendix 2.
Starting with C-80-50 and moving downward in noise level,
we see that each step cuts the relative annoyance roughly in
half. M-80-50 differs from C-80-50 mainly in helicopter mode
tip speed and solidity, and the resulting change in DOC is very
small. Going on to Q-80-50, we see that now airplane mode tip
speed and wing loading are also reduced, resulting in a slightly
greater change in DOC. With D-80-50 cruise speed is added to the
list of changing fundamental parameters and DOC begins to rise
more sharply. Finally, in S-80-50 the effects of further
changes in all these parameters combine to give a sharp increase
-35-
Table 10 Characteristics of Basic Variation Aircraft
C M Q D S
Disc Loading lbs/ft2  12.0 12.0 9.0 7.0 6.5
Solidity 0.081 0.143 0.179 0.200 0.245
Tip Speed Hel. Mode
ft/sec 825 620 480 400 350
Tip Speed, Airplane
Mode ft/sec 560 550 480 400 350
Installed Power, hp 9388 9447 8784 8328 9190
Conversion Power Factor 1.30 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.65
Wing Loading, lb/ft2  95 95 75 63 50
Wing Aspect Ratio 7.91 7.85 7.72 7.91 6.56
Cruise Speed, mph 429 431 411 351 284
Cruise Lift/Drag 9.98 10.11 10.55 12.52 14.57
Fuel Weight, lb 4248 4126 3973 3978 4803
Payload, Ib 10,150 10,150 10,150 10,150 10,150
Empty Weight, lb 28,114 29,924 33,861 37,778 44,719
Gross Weight, lb 42,511 44,200 47,984 51,906 59,672
DOC, $/seat trip for
two 200 mile trips 13.56 13.84 14.93 17.18 21.89
EPNdB @ 500 ft
Sideline, Departure 103.1 95.0 90.0 86.8 84.0
Relative Annoyance,
Departure 1.482 .657 .279 .133 .074
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Table 11 Characteristics of Two Example Aircraft
HoverQP-80-50 Example
Example
Disc Loading 9.0 12.0
lbs/ft 2
Solidity 0.179 0.122
Tip Speed Hel 480 673
Mode, ft/sec
Tip Speed Cruise 480 550
ft/sec
Installed Power, 10,500 9393
hp
Wing Loading 75 95
lb/ft 2
Wing Aspect Ratio 7.57 7.87
Cruise Speed, mph 427 432
Cruise Lift/Drag 10.36 10.01
Fuel Weight, lb 4561 4127
Payload, lb 10,150 10,150
Empty Weight, lb 38,938 29,295
Gross Weight, lb 53,649 43,572
DOC, $/seat trip 16.04 13.75
for two 200
mi. trips
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in gross weight and a large increase in DOC. This vehicle is
up against all the constraints discussed.in Section 4. Thus it
is appropriate that the slope of the DOC vs. relative annoyance
curve in Figure7 is nearly infinite at this point.
In the size variation, the basic variation was extended to
include 20, 80 and 110 seat sizes. The gross weight did not
converge for S-80-110, because the rotor weight penalty to
prevent excessive coning at low tip speeds increases rapidly
with aircraft size. DOC is plotted against relative annoyance
for each size in Figure 9. However,. it is appropriate when
comparing the noise annoyance of aircraft of varying size to
consider the annoyance per seat, since fewer departures would
be required to transport a given number of passengers on larger
aircraft. Thus DOC is plotted vs relative annoyance per seat
in Figure 10. It can be seen that the minimum DOC aircraft
decreases in size as the permissable annoyance is reduced. The
110 seat aircraft has the lowest DOC over most of the annoyance
range but it is interesting to see how close the 50 seat and
80 seat aircraft are in DOC. The effect of frequency on demand
would favor smaller aircraft, and henc the best aircraft from
the airline system point of viewis probably smaller than 80 seats.
Also the curves indicate that DOC would not decrease significantly
for aircraft larger than 110 seats.
In the time frame variation, the basic variation was extended
forwards and backwards in time, from 1980 to 1985 and 1975. DOC
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Figure 11. The curves fall rather close together, reflecting
a fairly small advancement in aircraft technology over this
time period. However, over most of the annoyance range, moving
ahead in time can produce a substantial reduction in annoyance
at constant DOC.
The path variation was accomplished with an aircraft, QP-80-50,
which is similar to Q-80-50 but the conversion power factor was
increased from 1.40 to 2.00, as discussed in Section 4. Nine
different departure paths were used with obstacle heights of
50, 100 and 200 feet and obstacle clearance angles of 300, 600,
and 900 . The results are plotted iii Figure 12. From these
curves it can be seen that higher departure pathsproduce greater
annoyance, but annoyance is not very sensitive to the height of
the path. To explore this further, the highest, middle and
lowest paths are shown in Figure 13. Although the middle path
in this figure is approximately twice as high as the lowest one,
it takes longer to execute resulting in theannoyance being
increased about 15%. The same thing can be said with respect to
the highest and middle paths. This is in agreement with Ref. 14.
There it was shown that higher flight paths result in substantial
reduction of the areas within contours of Perceived Noise Level.
However, when these values were adjusted for the duration of the
noise, the area within most contours of Effective Perceived Noise
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6.0 Conclusions
The central conclusion of this work is that reducing the
noise annoyance of commercial tilt rotor aircraft by designing
for lower rotor tip speeds is a very promising avenue for future
research and development. It appears that the cost of halting
the annoyance compared to an unconstrained design is insignificant
and the cost of halving the annoyance again is small.
Designing for noise reductionbiases size selection in favor
of smaller designs and the decrease in DOC for sizes over 80
seats is small. Improvements in aircraft technology in the next
ten years will offset the cost of considerable noise reduction.
The noise annoyance is not very sensitive to choice of departure
path but higher departure paths produce slightly greater annoyance.
The principal limitation of this study is the state of the
art regarding low tip speed, high solidity rotors. The prediction
of performance, weight, and noise generation are all based on
substantial extrapolations of data on existing rotors. There
is a critical needfor research in this area if commercial tilt
rotor aircraft are going to have a small noise impact. If the
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Appendix 1
Computer Output for All Designs
R OTILT OR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974 
_
C-80-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 42511. INST NCORMAL PWR (HP) 9388. *LENGTH (FTI 80.0 *ROTOR 1.00
ow _ EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) ....__. 28114.__ *NUMBER OF_ENGINES 2. *DIAMETERJFT) 10.0 .DTRANSMISSION 083
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4248. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAMF 0.78
PAYLOAn (LRI 10150. *2 RAIFD EMRG HVR .. 140.- ENGINE (HP/LB) .. 850
* CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 429. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
_ L/D CRIIISE_ 9.98 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 3.04
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HPI 9388. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
..__ *PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVER (HP) 6563. EMPENNAGE 1..82 .__ *FIELD ELEVATION (F__ ,
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7865. TOTAL PROFILE 12.31 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0__4_ 0 WING INDUCED 2.06 *STD DAY TFMD (DEG F) 59.
d ROTORS *FMEPG HOVCR ALT (FT) 2030.
- *DISC LOADING (PSFI 12.00 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LBI *HOT DAY TEMP (DFG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 23.7 *EFFICIENCY O.97 ROTORS 3269. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150t SOLIDITY C.C81 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LBI 3146. __DRIVE SYSTEM 4256, __MAX ACCFLIERATION_(G.I.- _C.25_
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.01 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 4256. POWERPLANT 1657. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES 6 . NACELLES 241. *CRUJISF AITITIJnIF(FTI 15000.
* *CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 362. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPSI 1058.
*PROFILE ORAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 448. WING 3223. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
% DOWNLOAD 4.5 *LOADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 5536. *STRIICT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
0 *EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPECT RATIO _ 7.91 EMPENNAGE 82q. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 59.5 LANDING GEAR 1275. *CAITN CREW 1.
CRUISE __ 0.79 _ MEAN CHORD (FT) . _ 7.52 FLIGHT CONTROLS 1787. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
* HEL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 3268. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 267.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 2512. *TAPFR RATIO C.70 ELECTRICAL 659.
*TIP SPEED HOVER. 825. SWEEP (CEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 703.
S * CRUISE 560. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.32 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.75 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX MEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 _FLUIDS 213.
" . *FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPD/CCNVER SPD 0.75 CABIN CREW 153.
* DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF C LANDING 2.00 86.
0 7 ACCEL. C CONV. 900. 3.9 0.64 .33.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 168.9208. 14100. 13.1 4.19 226.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 12.1 2.08 118.
S___ .CRUISE _.429. 439.5 61.44 2869.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 429.,292. 14100. 33.4 5.88 44.
DECEL. & CONV. SOC. 0.9 1.11 9.
c TOTAL 500.0 77.35 3385.
SRESERVE 20.00 862.
0- 
- ------- ---- _ -_ -__ _
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
C-80-50
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. 130. 153, 200. 300. _ 40).-5. .5 . ...
CRUISE ALTITUDE IFT.) 2000. 403C. 100C1. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15003. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 438. 451. 461. 461 461. 461. 461.
CRUISE LID 12.27 12.27 8.46 8.75 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.02
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.1 35.1 22.3 38.2 79.6_ 129.6 __229.6._ 329.6 __ 429,6 .. _
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13.8 17.1 20.7 27.5 34.1 47.1 60.1 73.1
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 293. 431. 631. 804. 1184. - 1552 . .2276... 2988... 3687._
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 172. 218. 263. 289. 327. 352. 382. 399. 410.
DIRECT OPERATING COST. - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE(S/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HPI= 60.0 _INSURANCE RATE=Q.043 -- FUEL_ COST (CENTS/GAL)=_8.0
DOC=1.70+0.0244*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5C0.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0O 0=200 1CC+200+ O+ 0f 0=300 200+200 _ 0+ 0400-- -
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. 150.. 200. 300. 435 2 20 3040
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/L 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 7/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.563 0.446 0.369 0.336 0.297 _ 0.276 0.254 _ 0.243 0.237 0.351 0.306 0.284
FUEL & OIL 0.326 0.240, 0.234 0.224 0.219 J.216 0.211 3.207 0.205 0.225 0.218 0.216
HULL INSURANCE 0.311 0.246 0.2C4 0.185 0.164 0.152 0.140 0.134 0.131 0.185 0.163. 0.152
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.200 0.931 0.807 0.745 0.681 0.643 0.605 0.585 0.572 3.760 0.688 0.651
LABOP AIRFRAME 0.474 0.311 0.240 0.206 0.171 0.152 0.133 0.123 0.118 0.204 0.169 0.151
MATERIAL AIRFRAME-- 0.1 4 0.113 0.085 0.071 0.057 0.049 0.042 0.039 0.036 0.068 0.055 0.048
LABOR ENGINES 0.317 0.174 0.123 0.98. 0.072 0.059 0.046_ -0.40 0.036_ 0.099 __0.066. 0.55
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.519 0.280 0.195 0.154 0.111 0.090 0.068 0.058 0.051 0.136 0.099 0.081
MAT. BUIRDEN 1.029 0.631 0.472 0.396 0.316 _0.274 0.233 0.212 0.200 0.38) 0.305 0.267 ---
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.524 1.509 1.115 0.925 0.727 0.625 0.523 0.471 0.441 0.876 0.694 0.602
DEPPECIATION 0.904 0.715 0.592 0.539 0.477 0.442 0.408 0.390 0.380 0.537 0.474 0.447
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.628 3.156 2.514 2.209 1.885 1.710 1.535 1.447 1.393 2.173 1.856 1.695
$/FLIGHT HOUR 798.0 687.7 661.4 638.7 615.9 602.7 586.9 577.6 571.;4 631.1 609.8 597.4
S/SEAT MILE 0.0926 0.0631 0.01503 0.C442 0.0377 0.0342 _0.0307 0._Q289 0.0279 0.0435 0.0371 0.0339
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.31 3.16 3.77 4.42 5.65 6.84 9.21 11.57 13.93 8.69 11.14 13.56
C-80-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LANDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB L L LB LB LB EG D DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 45113. -0. -560. 0. 733.- 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0641 0.0015 0.0079 6463.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 49670. -3. -684._ 2. 670. __. 26.5 24,6-35.424,8_0.0698 0.C 41 _.097 .539 ..
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.163 60.C 4S361. -10. -694. 5. 626. 28. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0728 0.0068 0.0086 7772.
6.2 24. 41._ 18. 0.129 60.0 48050. -19. -697... 9 .. 54. _24.2 24-635.4 _2. .5 0.0748Q,00 95 0.0084__7772
7.8 42. 73. 23. 3.CS5 60.C 46808. -31. -696. 15. 561. 9). 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.0768 0.0126 0.0082 7772.
8.5 58. 100. 24. 0.060 60.0 45531. -46. -695. 23. 537. 134. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.0789 0.3159 0.CO80 7772
ACCELERATION AND CCNVERSION
9.5 78. 127. 33. 0.152 52.4 44541. -83. -940. 26. 326. .137. 30.3 24.6-27.8_21.5 0.0807_0.0203 3.0078 7772,
10.4 106. 151. 40. 0.171 41.7 43891. -166. -1265. 28. 211. 105. 40.1 24.6-17.1 25.4 0.0818 0.0309 0.0077 7772.
11.3 142. 175. 48. 0.174 33.8 _44118. -202. -1571. 28. _ 168. 74. 48.1 24.6 -9.2 28.2 0.0814 O.f431 0.0077 7772.
12.2 186. 199. 57. 0.176 28.2 44176. 59. -1836. 26. 148. 54. 53.6 24.6 -3.6 28.3 0.0812 0.0549 0.0U78 7772.
13.0 238. 222. 66. 0.179 24.1 44202. 437. -2091. 34. 141. 45. 57.4 24.6 0.5 27.1 0.0811 0.066..0078 7772.
13.8 295. 244. 75. 0.191 21.C 44238. 851. -2361. 52. 142. 48. 59.6 24.6 3.6 25.2 0.0809 0.6783 0.0078 7772.
14.7 360. 266. 85. 0.191 18.5 44142. 1393. -2656. 79. 1418. . 62. 61.7 24.6 6.1 22.9 0.0813 0.0900 0.t078 7772..
15.5 435. 288. 94. 0.188 16.6 43971. 2G36. -2988. 117. 159. 87. 63.4 24.6 8.0 23.6 0.0812 0.1017 0.0077 7772.
16.3 521. _ 311. _104. 0.180 15.0 _42927. _ 2781. -2336. 165. 1__16.~_123._64. 24-.6__9.6 17.9 0.0830 0.1125 0.0376_ 7772.
17.2 614. 334. 113. 0.183 13.7 41224. 3628. -907. 223. 71. 170. 63.1 24.6 10.9 15.2 0.0863 0.1227 3.0073 7772.
19.0 716. 357. 123. 0.184 12.6 39305. 4578. 598. 291. 69. 229. 61.8 24.6 12.0 12.9 0.0904 0.1325 0.0069 7772.
19.0 837. 382. 133. 0.167 11.7 36927.. 5631. 2246. 369. 104. 298. 61.2 24.6 12.9 10.6 0.0960 0.1416 C.0065 7772.
19.9 969. 407. 143. 0.165 10.9 34576. 6787. 3953. 457. 174. 379. 59.3 24.6 13.7 8.7 0.1024 0.1504 0.3061 7772.
21.0 1126. 435. 153. 0.149 10.1 31788. 8045. 5834. 555 277. 470. 57.7 24.6 14.4 7.1 0.1112 0.1577 0.0056 7772. .
22.2 1318. 467. 162. 0.130 9.5 28723. 9406. 7866. 663. 413. 572. 55.6 24.6 15.1 5.6 0.1229 0.1630 0.0051 7772.
23.5 1541. 502.- 172. 0.118 9.0 ---25665. 1C868. 10006. 781. 574. 686. 52.1 24.6 15.6 4.3 0.1375 0.1658 3.0045 7772.. -
24.9 1803. 542. 182.'0.107 8.5 22474. 12430. 12299. 909. 765. 810. 47.3 24.6 16.1 3.2 0.1571 0.1636 03.')40 7772.
26.6 2123. 587. 192. 0.092 8.0 19955. 13596. 13978. 979. 892. 880. 43.7 24.0 15.9 2.4 0.1772 0.1594 0.0035 7772.
28.4. 2483. 635. 202. 0.086 7.6 18184. 14498. 15186. 1012. 964. 915. 40.3 23.0 15.4 1.9 0.1946 0.1567 0.0032 7772.
30.3 2882. 686. 212. 0.082 7.3 16448. 15425. 16459. 1047. 1039. 952. 35.8 22.2 14.9 1.4 0.2156 0.1479 0.0029 7772.
32.2 3308. 738. 222. 0.080 7.0 14831. 16383. 17796. 10-4. 1118. 991. 29.8 21.4 14.5 1.0 0.2400 0.1303 0.0026 7772.
34.1 3742. 789. 232. 0.082 6.7 135C7. 17410. 19195. 1127. 1201. 1038. 21.8 20.8 14.2 0.6 0.2648 0.149 3.0024 7772.
36.0 4191. 839. 241. _0.C83 6.4 12429. 18428. 20623. 1169. 1286. 1084. 12.4 ?2.2 13.8 0.3 0.7893 0.642 0.00322 7772.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
36.0 4191. 839. 246. 0.0 14.2 13859.
196.7 46673. 10000. 283. 0.0 11.7 12058.
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE=103.1 EFND6
TIME 1.5 4.5 7.7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 39.0 45.0
PNL 101.5 102.3 101.7 100.3 98.7 95.4 89.9 83.2 75.9 70.6 66.6 61.9 94.5 52.1
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT=104.5 EPNDR
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 65.5 EFNCB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD CF TAKECFF POINT= 63.3 EPNCB,
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.114760+07
.... - -- ----- --
P TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
M-80-500-  
--
__ DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL POWEFPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORSGROSS WEIGHT (LB) 44200. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 9447. *LENGTH (FTJ 80.0 *ROTOR 1.00EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 29924. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 
_ 2. *DIAMETER (F TL_ 0__ .0 *TRANSMISSION .. 83FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4126. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 'AIRFRAMF 0.78PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. *T RATED EMRG HVR . 140. *FNGINF (IIP/LB 8.50
* CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 431. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
.L/D CRUISE 10.11 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 3.15
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 9447. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
* *PASSENGER SEATS 50. CONVER (HP) 656. EMPENNAGE 1.99 *FIELD ELeVATION (FT) _ .*CARGO 4LR) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7945. TOTAL PROFILE 12.52 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
ROTORS *SFC ILB/HP kR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 
__ .2 14 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTOSC 
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2003.*DISC LOADING (PSF) 12.00 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB) *HOT DAY TEMP (OEG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 24.2 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 4076. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150SOLIDITY 0.143 HEL MODE WEIGHT (L) .. 4018. DRIVE SYSTEM 
_ 4901. *MAX ACCELERATION (GI 025BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.72 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 4901. POWERPLANT 1667. *DFSIGN CPRISE (IMPH) 400.TOTAL BLADES 8 NACELLES 244. *CRUISF ALTITUDE (FT) __.503C.*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 345. SOUND SPFFD CRSF (FPS 1059.- *PROFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 465. WING 3323. 
-MAX DECFI EPATION (G) 0.20
% DOWNLOAD 50 *LO ING IPSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 5569. STRICT LA) FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 7.85 EMPENNAGE 862. *FLIGHT CPEW 2.
CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 60.4 LANDING GEAR 1326. *CABIN CREW 1. ICRUISE 0.71 MFAN CHORD (FT) 7.70 FLIGHT CONTROLS 1888. ATC SPEED LIMIT• YESHEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 4076. *THICKNESS/CHCRD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 272.AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 3928. *TAPFR RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 696.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 620. SWEEP (CEG) 
-5.3 INSTR AVI:JNICS 703.
* CRUISE -- 550. CRUISF LIFT COEFF 0.32 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.34 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 221.
* *F4AD AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPD /CCNVER SPD 1.00 CABIN CREW 150.
b DESIGN MISSION SPEED 
_ HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING 2.00 86.P ACCEL. & CONV. 90G. 0.9 0.64 33.AIRPLANE CLIMB 169.,210. 14100. 11.5 3.66 192.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 9.7 1.67 93.
CRUISE 
_ 431. 443.0 61.69 2811.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 431.,292. 14100. 34.0 5.98 39.
DECEL. C CONV. ____.OC . .9 _ 1.10 ..... 9.
TOTAL 500.0 76.75 3263.
D RESERVE 
__ _-__ _._ 
___. 20.00_ 864.
M-80-50 4-
STAGF LENGTH (MI.) 25. _ 5C. _ 75. _ 100._ 150... 200.-__ 300. _. 400....__.500. ._
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4300. 10O01. 12500. 1503C. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
SCRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 437. 438. 442. 442. 442. 442. 44?,
CRUISE L/D 12.45 12.45 8.68 9.20 9.79 9.79 9.79 9.79 9.79
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.. 17.5 35.7 29.9 48.8 90.9_ 140.9 240.9 340.9 440.9 ______ .
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13.7 16.8 20.6 27.7 34.5 48.0 61.6 75.2
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 28 1. 409..__ 592. _ 746-.1_076. 1409. . 2066. 2713. 3351.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 173. 219. 268. 292. 325. 348. 375. 390. 399. 0
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST (I/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE CCST (S/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=.040__ FUEL COST_ CENTS/GAL) = 18.0 If
DOC=1.71+0.0253*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL = 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ C=300 2Q0+2003+0+ . -+__400 _
STAGE LENGTH . 25. 5C. 75. ICC. 150. 200. 300. 400. 500. 200. 3 0-0 40,
NO. CYrLFS/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 11f 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 211 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.557 0.440 0.361 0.331 0.297 0.277 0.258 0.248 0.242 0.349 0.306 0.295 ___
FUEL & OIL 0.313 0.228 C.720 0.2CB 0.199 0.196 0.191 0.188 0.186 0.206 0.200 0.196
HULL INSURANCE 0.326 0.258 10.211 0.194 0.174 0.162 .. 0.151 0.145 0.142 0.195 0.173 0.162
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.196 0.926 0.752 0.733 0.670 0.635 0.6j0 0.581 0.570 0.753 0.679 0.643
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.482 0.316 0.242 0.209 0.174 0.156 0.138 0.128 0.123 0.2083 0.172 0.155
MATEPIAL AIRFRAME 0.193 0.118 0.088 0.074 0.060 0.0)52 0.045 0.341 0.039 0.072. 3.058 0.051
LABOR ENGINES 0.317 0.174 0.123 0.C98 0.073 0.060 0.047 0.040_0.037 _0. 089 . 0.066 .055 _
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.522 0.281 0.16 0.154 '0.112 0.091 0.070 0.059 0.0C53 0.137 0.100 0.082
MAT. BUPDEN 1.039 0.637 0.474 0.3Y99 0.321 0.281 0.240 0.220 0.207 __Q.385 0.310 ._0.273
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.553 1.526 1.121 0.934 0.740 0.639 0.538 0.488 0.458 0.890 0.706 0.616 I
DEPRECIATION 0.946 0.748 0.613 0.563 0.504 0.471 0.438 0.421 0.411 0.565 0.501 1.471 L
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.695 3.200 2.526 2.229 1.915 .1.746 1.576 1.490 1.439 2.206 1.886 1.730
S/FLIGHT HOUR 813.9 701.6 675.8 650.0 622.7 607.9 590.6 580.7 574.1" 639.9 616.9 602.6
$/SEAT MILE 0.0939 0.0640 0.0505 0.0446 0.0383 0.0349 0.0315-0.0298-0.0288 0.441 _.031__7__0Q,1346
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.35 3.20 3.79 4.46 5.74 6.98 9.46 11.92 14.39 8.82 11.32 11.84 0
__
~--~ ~- -~-- -~-- -- ~--- ~ --- ~~~ =0
M-80-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,300 FT FSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. ORSTACLE HEIGHT=100._ MAX ACCELROTATION_RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP_IME= 5..
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO __DWGI DFUST ALP THE _AWO ALV LAMDA .... M.J CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 46909. -0. -585. 0. 765. . 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0853 0.0020 0.0139 6442.
4.0 T. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 51647. -4. -714. . 2. 700. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0929 0.0054 0.0154 7560..
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.162 60.0 51265. -10. -727. 5. 656. 28. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0966 0.0C90 0.0152 7776.
6.2 24. 42. 18. 0.123 60.0 49719. -19. -720. 10. 604. 54. 27.5 24.6-35.422.5_0.0996 0.0127 0.0148 7776.__
7.9 43. 75. 23. 0.CS2 60.C 48536. -32. -723. 16. 587. 90. 28.3 24.6-35.4 22.0 0.1020 0.0168 0.0144 7776.
8.5 58. 100. 24. 0.057 60.C 47245. -48. -725. 24. 561. 134. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.3 0.1048 0.0210 0.0141 7776.
SACCELERATION AND CONVERSIrN
9.5 76. 124. 33. 0.167 52.0 46214. -86. -992. 26. 330. __133. 29.8 24.6-27.4 21.3 0.1071 0.0267 0.0138 7776..
10.4 104. 148. 40. 3.173 41.1 45648. -172. -1337. 28. 216. 99. 40.5 24.6-16.6 25.8 0.1084 0.0413 0.0136 7776.
11.2 139. 171. 48. 0.175 33.3 45E66. -184. -1656. 27. 173. 69. 48.5 24.6 -8.7 28.5 0.1078 0.0575 0.0137 7776.
12.1 183. 194. 57. 0.176 27.7 45925. 89. -1930. 26. 153. 51. 54.0 24.6 -3.1 28.6 0.1076 0.1731 0.0137 7776.
13.0 235. 217. 66. 0.181 23.7 45962. 452 ._-2193. 35. 146. 44. 57.6 24.6 0.9 27.3 0.1073 0.9888 3.C137 7776.
13.8 292. 239. 75. 0.190 20.6 4595. 915. -2475. 55. 148. 48. 59.9 24.6 4.0 25.3 0.1071 0.1u
4 3 0.0138 7776.
14.6 358. 260. 84. 0.189 18.2 45881. 1483. -2781. 85. 155. 63. 62.0 24. 6 6.4 23.1 0.1071 0.1199 0.0137 7776. __
15.5 433. 282. 94. 0.186 16.3 457C0. 2149. -3127. 125. 166. 9u. 63.7 24.6 8.3 20.7 0.1073 0.1356 0.0137 7776.
16.4 525. 306. 104. 0.169 14.8 44452. 2924. -2333. 176. 116. 127. 64.7 24.6 9.8 17.9_ 0.1101 0.1498 0.0133 7776.______
* 17.2 619. 329. 113. 0.182 13.5 42773. 3804. -966. 237. 72. 176. 63.1 24.6 11.1 15.2 0.1142 0.1635 0.C128 7776.
18.1 726. 352. 123. 0.174 12.4 40653. 4_791. 729. 308. 71. 236. 62.3 24.6 12.2 12.8 0.1198 0.1764 3.0122 7776.
19.0 846. 377. 133. 0.169 11.5 38351. 5894. 2414. 390. 110. 307. 61.0 24.6 13.1 10.6 0.1267 0.1989 J.0115 7776.
23.0 985. 403. 143. 0.156 1C.7 35701. 7093. 4239. 483. 187. 389. 59.7 24.6 13.9 8.7 0.1358 0.2:)01 0.C107 7776.
21.1 1145. 431. 152. 0.146 10.0 32902. 8389. 6177. 585. 296. 482. 57.7 24.6 14.6 7.1 0.1470 0.2133 U.C099 7776.
22.3 1345. 464. 1(2. 0.124 9.4 29642. 9800. 8316. 699. 442. 586. 55.8 24.6 15.2 5.6 0.1629 0.2171 0.0089 7776.
* 23.7 1577. 500. 172. 0.114 8.8 26447. 11316. 10553. 822. 614. 7Cj. 52.2 24.6 15.8 4.3 0.1825 0.2208 0.0080 7776. o
25.2 1851. 540. 182. 0.102 8.3 23114. 12936. 12953. 956. 816. 826. 47.2 24.6 16.3 3.2 0.2090 0.2175 1.0)70 7776.
27.0 2183. 586. -- 192. 0.089 7.9 20660. 14058. 14562. 1019. 934. 886. 44.0 23.8 15.9 2.4 0.2341 0.2137 0.0062 7776.
28.8 .2559. 635. 202. 0.083 7.5 198803. 14987. 15824. 1052. 1009. 921. 40.6 22.9 15.4 1.9 0.2575 0.2101 3.0(57 7776.
30.8 2972. 687. 212. 0.C79 7.2 16997. 15945. 17153. 1088. 1088. 958. 36.0 22.1 14.9 1.4 0.2857 0.1993 J.JjS5 7776.
32.8 3409. 740. 222. 0.078 6.8 15321. 16935. 18550. 112?. 1172. 998. 30.0 21.4 14.5 __1.0 0.3186 0.1747 0.0046 7776.
34.7 3848. 790. 232. 0.082 6.5 13953. 17995. 20014. 1171. 1259. 1045. 21.9 20.7 14.2 0.6 0.3520 G.14'3 0.0042 7776.
36.6 4295. 839. 242. 0.C83 6.3 12834. 19079. 21543. 1216. 1350. 1093. 12.3 20.1 13.9 0.3 0.3854 0.0848 .. 0039 7776.
38.5 4758. 889. 247. 0.083 6.1 12369. 170C4. 22428. 1242. 1403. 1121. 6.2 19.8 13.7 0.1 0.4010 0.0446 u.0038 7776.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
38.5 4758. 889. 248. 0.0 16.1 15796.
178.4 42323. L0030. 285. 0.0 13.4 13754.
-- NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 95.0 EPNCB
TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5 42.0
PNL 93.2 94.0 93.4 92.2 90.7 87.8 82.9 77.0 70.8 66.1 62.2 57.8 52.9 51.9
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF PCIhT= 96.2 -EFNCB
NOISE AT 209000 FT SIDELINE= 60.7 EFNCB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKECFF PCINT 58.6 EPNOB
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.508650+06
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
0-80-50 .. _ EjSIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL PCWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TFCHNnLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 47984. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 8784. *LENGTH (FT) 8p.0 *RnTOP 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 33861. *NUMBER OF ENGINES __ .. *DIAMETER (.FT) -10.0 __*TRANSMISSION . 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LR) 3973. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFPAMF 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. *T PATEO EMRG HVR 140. . .. .*ENGINF (HP/LB.I 8-50.
CRUISE SPEED (MPHI 411. * CENV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGIN'E INSTALLATION 1.54
L/D CRUISE 10.55 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 4.23
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR FMRG HVR (HP) 8784. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVER (HP) 6572. EMPENNAGE 2.54 *FIELDO ELFVATION ..(FTi) - 0.
*CARGO (LA) 0. CRUISE (HP) 8287. TOTAL PROFILE 14.61 SOUlNO SPEFOD HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 2.29 . STD DAY TEMP (DEG F)_ 59.
ROTORS *EMFRG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADING (PSF) 9.00 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB) vHOT DAY TEMP (CFG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 29.1 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 5471. CT/SIC MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.179 FEL MODF WEIGHT (LB) 5714. DRIVE SYSTEM 6248. MAX ACCEIERATION (G ___ 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.73 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 6248. POWERPLANT 1550. *DESIGN CRIIISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL PLADES 12 NACELLES 206. __*CPIJISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 323. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 640. WING 4111. *MAX DC LFRATIfCN (GI 0.20
% DCWNLOAD 4.9 *LOADING (PSF) 75.0 FUSELAGE 5638. *STRIICT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT PATIO 7.72 FMPENNAGE 936. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 70.3 LANDING GEAR 1440. 'C4BIN CREW
CRUISE 0.71 MFAN CHORD (FT) 9.11 FLIGHT CONTROLS 2120. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 5270. *THTCKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 283.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT ILB) 5471. *TAPFR RATIO C.70 ELECTRICAL 782.
-TIP-SPFEOHOVER 490. SkEFP (DEGI -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 703.
* CRUISE 480. CRUISE LIFT COEFF . C.28 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 PAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.76 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 240.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPO/CCVER SPD 1.20 CABIN CREW 150.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED -IEIGGFT GIST TIME FIEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING 2.00 80.
ACCEL. t CONV. 10CO. 0.8 0.61 31.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 157.,195. 14000. 11.6 3.94 189.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 9.5 1.73 88.
CRUISE 411. 443.4 64.74 2739.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 411.,292. 14CC0. 33.9 6.03 34.
DECEL. & CONV. CC00. 0.8 1.12 8.
TOTAL 500.0 80.16 3171.
RESERVE 20.C3 802.
Q-90-50
STAGE LENGTH (MI.I 25. 5C. 75. 100. 150. 2. . 300.- 400... 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 20 0. 400C. 10001. 12500. 1503)0. 1500 . 1501J. 1500). 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 4C6. 410. 411. 411. 411. 411. 411.
CRUISE L/D 12.37 12.37 9.36 9.98 10.55 10.55 10.55 10.55 10.55
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.6 35.8 32.7 50.3 92.7 142.7 242.7 342.7 _442 .7
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13.8 17.4 21.4 29.1 36.4 51.0 65.6 80.2
BLOCK FIIFL (LB.) 274. 401. 564. 707. 1019. 1332. 1952. 2564. 3167.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 172. 218. 259. 280. 309. 330. 353. 366. 374.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE(S/HR)= 7.30
AIRFRAME COST ($/LR)= 90.0 ENGINE CCST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=O.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.72+0.0280*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+15C+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+233+ 0+ 0+ _0=400 ......
STAGE LENGTH 25. .. 50. 15. ICC.__ 150. 200. 303. 400. 500. 200. 300. 400.
NO. CYCLFSISTARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1i 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.556 0.440 C.37C 0.341 0.3U9 0.290 0.271 0.261 0.256 0.358 0.318 0.208
FUEL F OIL 0.305 0.223 0.209 0.197 0.189 0.185 0.191 0.178 0.176 0.197 0.189 0.185
HULL INSUR ANCE 0.362 0.286 0.241 0.222 0.201 0.189 0.176 0.170 '0.166 0.222 0.200 0.199
TOTAL FL IGHT OPS 1.222 0.949 O.820 0.759 0.699 0.664 0.628 0.610 0.598 0.778 0.706 0.672
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.503 0.330__ 0.57__ 0.223 0.188 0.169 3.150 0.141 0.135 0.222 0.186 0.168
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.212 0.130 0.CG8 0. C3 0.068 0.063 0.051 0.047 0.045 0.381 0.066 0.058
LABOR FNGINES 0.310 0.171 0.121 0.097 0.073 0.060 0.048 0.041 0.038 0.088 0.066 0.356
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.496 0.262 0.183 0.145 0.106 0.)86 0.066 0.057 0.051 0.128 0.0q5 0.078
MAT. BURDEN 1.057 0.651 0.491 0.417 0.339 0.298 0.257 0.237 0.224 0.402 0.328 0.291
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.569 1.543 1.151 0.965 0.774 0.674 0.573 0.523 0.493 0.921 0.741 0.651
FDEPRECIATION _ __ 1.040 0.923 0.692 0.638 0.579 0. .543 0.57 0.489 0.479 0.640 0.575 0.543
TOTAL. DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.832 3.315 2.663 2.363 2.052 1.981 1.78 .... 1.622 1.569 2.338 2.022 1.866
SIFLIGHT H3UR 831.6 721.3 688.8 662.8 634.9 620.1 603.1 593.4 587.1 654.4 629.9 615.3$/SEAT MILE 0.0966 0.0663 0.0533 0.0473 0.0410 0.0376 0.0342 0.0324 0.0314 0.0468 0.0404 0.0373
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.42 3.32 3.99 4.73 6.16 7.52 10.25 12.97 15.69 9.35 12.13 14.93
Q-80-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=OO. MAXACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIMF= 5,.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWG I OWGODWGI __ DFUST ALP THE_ AWQ ALV__ LAMDA My. _CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG D EG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.C50 60.0 50914. -1. -632. 0. 823. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.0954 0.0026 0.0174 5971.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 56048. -5. -768. 2. 740. 10_.LO. 26.5 24.6-35.424.5 0.1050 0.0070 0.0192 7085. .
4.7 . 12. 20. 13. 0.221 60.0 58234. -13. -822. 6. 721. 28. 25.5 24.6-35.4 23.2 0.1119 0.0116 0.0199 7771.
5.6 19. 33. 19. 0.178 60.0 56344. -26. -836 .__ 13. 634 . 55.. 26.3 24.6-35.4_20.9 0.1156_0.0157 0.0193 7771. .
6.7 32. 56. 23. 0.136 6C.C 5458. -42. -832. 21. 606. 90. 27.2 24.6-35.4 20.3 0.1194 0.0208 0.0187 7771.
8.4 55. 95. 28. 0.093 60.C 52800. -63. -828. 31. 577. 135. 28.2 24.6-35.4 19.6 0.1234 0.0262 0.C181 7771.
8.5 58. 100. 28. 0.055 60.0 51270. -88. -837. 43. 560. 188. 29.2 24.6-35.4 18.9 0.1271 0.032 0.0176 7771.
ACCELERATION AND CCNVERSIN
9.5 "0. 129. 37. 0.156 52.7 49906. -139. -1092. 45. 353. 173. 29.6 24.6-28.1 18.2 0.1305 0.0374 0.0171 7771.
10.4 109. 156. 44. 0.172 42.5 49719. -261. -1482. 46. 259. 132. 39.3 24.6-17.9 22.0 0.13090.0573 0.0171 77711.
11.4 151.. 185. 52. 0.158 35.0 49982. -391. -1849. 48. 211. 97. 47.8 24.6-10.4 24.0 0.1301 0.0
79 4 0.0172 7771.
12.3 201. 214. 60. 0.160 29.5 50053. -30. -2203. 41. 190. 73. 53.1 24.6 -4.9 23.7 0.1297 0.008o 0.0172 7771.
13.3 259. 241. 69. 0.169 25.4 50128. 449. -2574. 49. 185. 61. 56.5 24.6 -0.8 22.3 0.1292 0.1192 0.0173 7771.
14.2 326. 268. 78. 0.167 22.3 50C71. 1054. -2979. 70. 189. 60. 59.4 24.6 2.3 20.4 0.1291 0.1195 0.0173 7771.
15.1 404. 296. 87. 0.163 19.8 49933. 1793. -3435. 105. 201. 71. 61.7 24.6 4.8 18.3 0.1291 0.1600 0.0172 7771.
16.1 497. 326. 97. 0.154 17.8 49889. 2661. -3044. 153. 168. 93. 63.1 24.6... 6.8 15.9 0.1312 0.1792 0.0169 7771.
17.1 590. 353. 107. 0.171 16.1 47CC9. 3668. -1261. 216. 104. 126. 61.5 24.6 8.5 13.4 0.1363 0.1970 0.0163 7771.
18.1 712. 385. 116. 0.143 14.8 44169. 4813. 771. 292. 98. 170. 61.9 24.6 9.8 10.9 0.1446 0.7129 0.0153 7771.
19.3 849. 418. 126. 0.138 13.6 41336. 6095. 2871. 381. 145. 225. 60.246 24.6 11.0 9.0 0.1540 0.2289 u.0143 7771.
20.5 1011. 455. 136. 0.127 12.6 38093. 7515. 5171. 485. 240. 292. 59.1 24.6 12.0 7.2 0.1667 0.2430 0.0132 7771.
21.8 1203. 495. 145. 0.115 11.7 34558. 9073. 7661. 602. 379. 370. 56.9 24.6 12.8 5.7 0.1932 0.2547 0.0120 7771.
23.3 1431. 539. 155. 0.104 11.0 30782. 10767. 10351. 733. 560. 459. 53.7 24.6 13.6 4.4 0.2054 0.2621 0.0107 7771.
25.0 1703. 588. 165. 0.093 10.3 26800. 12597. 13257. 878. 782. 558. 49.1 24.6 14.3 3.2 0.2359 0.2619 3.0093 7771.
26.8 2019. 643. 175. O.CE5 9.7 228C7. 14562. 16380. 1036. 1042. 6@9. 42.1 24.6 14.8 2.2 0.2783 0.2472 0.0080 7771.
28.8 2377. 701. 185. 0.079 9.2 19516. 16301. 19133. 1160. 1269. 759. 34.0 24.2 15.0 1.4 0.3275 0.2156 0.0068 7771.
30.8 2768. 761. 195. 0.076 8.7 17456. 17459. 20886. 1206. 1375. 798. 27.8 23.3 14,5_1.9 0.363 0.18948Q.0061 7771.
32.8 3167. 819. 204. 0.G79 8.3 15935. 18712. 22733. 1260. 1487. 843. 19.L 22.5 14.2 0.6 0.4088 0.1400 0.0055 7771.
34.8 358R. 878. 214. 0.078 7.9 14592. 2,0008. 24672. 1317. 1605._893. _ 8.5 21.8 13.8 0.2 0.4470 0.0687 O.CG,51 7771 ..
37.0 4J75. 943. 224. 0.C71 7.6 13857. 21385. 26598. 1380. 1717. 943. -3.2 21.1 13.5 0.0 0.4712-0.0347 0.C0049 7771.
39.2 4582. 1009. 230. 0.070 7.4 13510. 21421. 26562 1331. 1650. 919. -3.2 20.3 12.9 0.0 0.4835-0.0?70 0.0048 7771.
-. AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,C00 FT
39.2 4582. 1009. 231. 0.0 15.8 16666.
189.0 41702. 10OO. 265. 0.0 13.2 14537.
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 90.0 EFNCF
TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5
PNL 88.2 89.2 88.5 87.1 85.5 82.7 78.3 73.2 67.7 62.1 57.7
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF PCINT= 91.0 EFNCB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= .56.6 EFNCR--
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF PCINT= 54.5 EFNCB
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.216490+C6
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
0-80-50 ._ . _- __ __ _ DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 51906. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 8328. *LENGTH (FTI 80.0 *POTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 37778._ _ *NIJMRER OF ENGINES_ 
__ 2. *DIAMETER _(FT) 10.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3978. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.50 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78 -
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. _ *T RATED EMRG HVR 140- *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 351. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENCINE INSTALLATION 1.60
L/D CRtlISE 12.52 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 
-5.49
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 8328. FUSELAGE 5.43 DFSIGN MISSION
*PASSFNGER SEATS 50. CCNVFR (HP) 6710. EMPENNAGE 3.29 *FIELD FLFVATION (FT) ___ 0.
*CARGO (LI) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7761. TOTAL PROFILE 17. 19 SOIIND SPFFD HVP (FPS) 1117.
* SFC (LB/HP HP) 0.400 WING INDUCED 3.75 *STD DAY TFMP (DEG Fl 59.
RnTORS 
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2030.
*DISC LCADING (PSF) 7.00 DRIVE SYSTEN COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LR) tzHOT DAY TEMP (DEG FI 95.
RADIUS (FT) 34.4 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 6541. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.200 -EL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 7634. DRIVE SYSTEM 7825. *MAX ACCFLERATION (G) 0. 25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.70 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 7825. POWERPLANT 1470. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 340.
TOTAL BLADES __ 16 NACELLES.. I1. *CR(IISF ALTITU F (FT 15003.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 324. SOUND SPFFD CRSE (FPS). 1059.
S*PROFILE DRAG COEFF C.010 AREA (SF) 824. WING 4872. -MAX DECELERATION (GI 0.20
1 DOWNLOAD 4.7 *LCACING (DSF) 63.0 FUSELAGE 5705. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 7.91 EMPENNAGE 1012. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 80.7 LANDING GEAR 1557. *CABIN CREW 1.
CRUISE 0.64 MEAN CHCRP (FT) 10.21 -FLIGHT CONTROLS 2368. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES I
hEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 6474. *THICKNESS/CHCRD RATIO C.210 HYDRAULICS 295.
AIRPLANE wEIGHT (LBI 6541. *TAPER RATIO C.70 ELECTRICAL 874.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 400. SwFEP (CEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 733.
* CRUISF 400. CRUIISE LIF.T COEFF 0.32 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COFFF CONVER 2.16 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *1PA) LIFT C']FFF CLEAN 1.40- FLUIDS 260.
*FLAP ARFA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CL IMB SPOI/CCVER SPD 1.35 CABIN CREW 151.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HE IGFT 01ST TIME FUIEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF F LANDING 2.00 76.
ACCEL. F. CONV. 1400. 1.0 0.81 42.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 148.,12. 136CC. 12.1 4.43 199.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 5.7 1.21 58.
CRUISE 351. 444.5 75.94 2798.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 351.,284. 13(00. 35.6 6.76 36.
DECEL. 1 CONV. 1400. .0 1.33 10.
TOTAL 50C.J 92.50 3218.
RESERVE __ 20.00 760.
b 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - -
D-80-50
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 5C.. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. _ 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 1C001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISF SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 354. 353. 351. 3. 351.35 351. 351.
CRUISE L/ID 11.97 11.97 11.19 11.84 12.52 12.52 12.52 12.52 12.52
CRUISE DISTANCF (MI.) 17.9 36.0 37.8 54.5 94.5 144.5 244.5 344.5 444.5
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 9.1 14.2 18.8 23.5 32.7 41.2 58.3 75.4 92.5
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 303. 451. 579. 722. 1028. 1347. 1978. 2602. 3218.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 165. 211. 239. 255. 275. 291. 309. 318. 324.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATICN(HR)=20,0. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=1o. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAMF COST (S/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST (S/HP)= 60.0 _INSURANCE __RATE=0040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.73+0.0335*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+2)0+ 0+_. 0+ 0=4_00
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. ICC. 150. 200. 30) 400. 50. 200. 300. 4 00NO. CYCLFS/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.568 0.445 0.39? 0.368 0.341 0.322 0.304 0.295 0.289 0.382 0.348 0.330
FUEL 8 nIL 0.338 0.251 0.215 0.201 0.191 0.187 0.183 0.181 0.179 0.236 0.192 0.187
HIILL INSURANCE. 0.413 0.323 0.285 0.767 0.247 0.234 1'.221 0.214 0.210 0.266 0.245 0.234
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.319 1.019 0.8;2 0.835 0.779 0.744 0.708 0.689 0.678 -0.854 0.785 0.731
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.533 0.348 0.281 0.249 0.214 0.194 0.175 0.165 0.159 0.245 0.211 0.1('3
MATERIAL AIPFRAME 0.235 0.144 0.112 0.096 0.080 0.071 3.062 0.358 0.055 0.093 0.077 0.073
LABOR ENGINFS 0.307 0.169 0.122 0.C99 0.075 .. 0.063 0.051 0.045 0.041 0.090 0.069 0.035
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.463 0.250 0.177 0.141 0.105 0.086 3.)067 0.058 0.052 0.125 0.094 0.078
MAT. BURDEN 1.093 0.673 0.524 0.451 0.376 0.335 0.293 0.272 0.260 0.436 0.364 0.327
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.632 1.584 1.216 1.035 0.850 0.749 0.648 0.598 0.568 0.989 0.815 0.727 H
DEPRECIATION 1.180 0.923 C.814 0.763 0.708 0.669 0.631 0.612 0.600 0.762 0.701 0.669
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST$/AIRCRAFT MILE 5.131 3.526 2.922 2.633 2.336 2._ 162 1.987 1.899 1.846 2.605 2.300 2.148$/FLIGHT HOUR 846.4 743.6 6S8.9 671.9 643.0 629.1 613.2 604.4 598.7 666.1 639.2 624.8$/SEAT MILE 0. 1026 0.07C5 0.0584 _0.0527 0.3467 0.0432 0.0397 0.0380 0.0369 0.0521 0.0460 0.9430
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.57 3.53 4.38 5.27 7. C1 8.65 11.92 15.19 18.46 10.42 13.80 17.18
0-80-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO _LWGI _DWGO DWGI OFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA m_ CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG Hp
ORSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 55026. -1. -651. 0. 842. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.6 0.1013 0.0031 0.0195 5674.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 6C.0 60581. -6. -797. 3. 752. 10. 26.4 24.6-35.424.2 0.1121 0.0033 0.0215 6773.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.C 63177. -16. -880. 8. 704. 28. 25.3 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1202 0.0134 0.0224 7495.
5.4 17. 30. 18. 0.229 6C.0 63336. _ -32. -913. _16. 667. 55._25.3_24.6-35.420.3_ 0.1267 0.0187 0.0225 7887.
6.3 27. 48. 23. 0.175 60.C 60786. -52. -907. 26. 604. 91. 26.4 24.6-35.4 18.8 0.1320 0.0240 0.0216 7887.
7.5 44. 76. 2A._3.129_60.C 58713. -78. -911. 39. 584. 135. 27.4 24.6-35.4 18.1 0.1367 0.0305 3.0209 7887.
7.9 58. 10. 29. 0.084 60.0 56753. -1C9. -924. 54. 567. 189. 28.4 24.6-35.4 17.3 0.1414 0.0374 0.0202 7887.
ACCELERATION AND CCNVERSICN
9.7 96. 155. 38. 0.090 55.3 54952. -175. -1111. 65. 435. 216. 31.1 24.6-30.7 17.5 0.1463 0.0488 0.0196 7887.
11.0 138. 200. 46. 0.115 46.7 53512. -321. -1470. 72. 328._ 196. 38.0 24.6-22.1 18.5 0.1498 0.0695 0.0191 7887.
12.4 197. 247. 54. 0.110 38.8 53916. -529. -1887. 75. 267. 151. 46.5 24.6-14.3 20.3 0.1484 0.0956 0.0192 7897.
13.9 272. 296. _ 2. 0.107 33.0 54262. -460. -2324. 71. 238. 117. 52.6 24.6 -8.4 20.1 0.1472 0.1205 0.0194 7887.
15.2 352. 339. 70. 0.121 28.6 54373. 92. -2803. 66. 230. 95. 56.0 24.6 -4.0 18.8 0.1465 0.1446 0.0195 7887.
16.5 444. 382. 79. 0.121 75.1 54357. 791. -3334. 80. 234. 84. 59.2 24.6 -0.5 17.0 0.1461 0.1691 0.0195 7887.
17.8 552. 427. 88. 0.118 22.3 54255. 1648. -3937. 109. 248. 85. 61.7 24.6 2.2 15.2 0.1459 0.1937 0.0195 7897.
19.2 682. _ 474. _ 98. 0.110 2C.1 52899. 2667. -3186. 156. 198._ 98. 63.0 24.6 4.5 13.0 0.1491 0.2163 0.0190 797 7.
20.6 920. 520. 107. 0.114 18.3 53241. 3851. -1002. 219. 139. 121. 62.1 24.6 6.3 10.7 0.1564 0.2370 0.0181 7887.
22.0 ._ 977. 567. 117. 0.110_16.7 47126. 5203. 1377. 298. 145. 157. 61.2 24.6 7.9 8.7 0.1661 0.2568 0.0170 7837.
23.4 1156. 616. 126. . 1C6 15.4 43639. 6722. 3970. 395. 210. 203. 59.7 24.6 9.2 7.0 0.1787 0.2751 0.0157 7857.
25.1 1372. 671. 136. 0.094 14.3 39675. 8410. 6818. 507. 330. 261. 57.9 24.6 10.3 5.5 0.1958 0.2910 0.0143 7887.
27.1 1666. 741. 146. 3.075 13.3 35170. 13265. 9959. 637. 505. 330. 55.7 24.6 11.3 4.2 0.2204 0.3323 0.0127 7887. H-
29.5 2017. 819. 155. 0.067 12.5 30618. 12283. 13318. 782. 725. 4LO. 51.4 24.6 12.1 3.1 0.2529 0.3062 0.01t1 7887.
32.1 2438. 906. 165. 0.060 11.7 25902. 14464. 16960. 944. 992. 501. 44.9 24.6 12.9 2.1 0.2999 0.2952 3.0094 7887.
34.7 2892. 995. 175. 0.C59 11.1 21452. 16804. 20877. 1121. 1305. 603. 34.5 24.6 13.5 1.3 0.3656 0.2529 0.0078 7887.
37.2 3342. 1078. 185. 0.063 10.5 1779. 19254.24994. 1309. 1653. 712. 18.9 24.5 14.1 0.6 0.4436 0.1509 0.0066 7887.
39.7 3819. 1162. 195. 0.062 -.S 16484. 20727. 27301. 1374. 1790. 759. 9.2 23.7 13.7 0.2 C.4873 0.719 0.0060 7887.
42.5 4394. 1257. 204. 0.055 9.4 15625. 223C8. 29597. 1448. lq21. 812. -3.8 22.9 13.5 3.0 0.5148-0.0441 0.0L57 7887.
45.4 5003. 1354. 213. 0.054 9.1 15C10. 22367. 29538. 1367. 1805. 786. -3.8 21.5 12.4 0.0 0.5362-0.'1357 3.055 7887.
AIRPLANE MO0E CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
45.4 5003. 1354. 216. 0.0 14.5 1(661.
212.2 43602. i0CCO. 247. 0.0 12.2 14606.
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 86.8 EFNCB
TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5
PNL 84.8 85.9 85.2 83.5 81.9 79.8 77.1 73.6 69.7 65.6 61.8
NOISE 500 FT FORwARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 87.5 EPNOB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 54.4 EF -EB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 52.5 EPNCB
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.10338006
S------- 
-----
D TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
S-80-50 
__.. DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL POWEPPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 59672. INST NCRMAL FWR (HP) 9190. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOP 1.00
• EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 44719. . *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. o -IAMETER (FT) __ 10.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4803. *FXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.65 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. * RFATED EMRG HVR _ 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50D CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 284. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF)I ENGINF INSTALLATION 1.70
L/D CRUISE 14.57 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 7.85
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 9190. FUSELAGE 5.58 DESIGN MISSION
* *PASSENGER SEATS 50. CONVER (HP) 8144. EMPENNAGE 4.71 _FIELD ELEVATION (FT) J.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HPI 9000. TOTAL PROFILE 21.95 SOUND SPFED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LR/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 9.58 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
" ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT- 2001.
*DISC LOADING (PSF) 6.50 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LA *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG FI 95.
RADIUS (FT) 38.2 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 8491. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
* SOLIDITY 0.245 . HEL MODF WEIGHT (LB) 10790.__. DRIVE SYSTEM 1790.. ?MAX ACCFIERATInN (G) 0.25
BLADF CHORD (FT) 3.68 AIRPLANF WEIGHT (LBI 10222. POWFRPLANT 1622. ODESIGN CQUISE (MPHI 280.
TOTAL BLADES 16 NACELLES 29. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
* *CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 447. SOUND SPFED CRSF (FPS') 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 1193. WING 5345. *MAX DECELERATION (GI 0.20
T DOWNLOAD 5.5 *LOADING (PS.F) 50.0 FISELAGE 5825. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
* *EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 6.56 EMPENNAGE . . 1163. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CCNVER 0.83 SPfN (FT) 88.4 LANDING GEAR 1790. *CABIN CoFw _1.
CRUISE 0.51 MEAN CHORD (FT) 13.49 FLIGHT CONTROLS 2882. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 849 1. *THICK hESS/CHORD RATIO C.210 HYDRAULICS 31 6.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (L) 8301. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 1065.
S*TIP SPEED HOVER 350. SWEEP (DEG) -5.6 INSTR+AVIJNICS 703.
'D * CRUISE 350. CRUISE LIFT COErF 0.38 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 2.24 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *VAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 298.
* *FLAP ARFA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPO/CCNVER SPD 1.49 CABIN CREW 150.
* DESIGN MISSION SPEED FEIGFT DIST TIME - _ FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING . 2.00__ 84.
D ACCEL. & CONV. 1500. 0.9 0.76 46.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 142.,175. 1350C. 12.3 4.66 230.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 2.5 0.63 33.
._ CRUISE 284. 443.6 93.79 3509.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 284.,230. 13500. 39.8 9.34 55.
DECEL. C CONV. 1500. o.9q 1.09 9.
TOTAL 500.0 112.28 3966.
S RESERVE 20.00 837.
S
S-80-50
STAGF LENGTH (MI.) 25. _ 50. _ 75. 100. 150. _ 2(0. 300.-. 400. 500.__
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 20CO. 4300. 0. 0001. 12500. 150J0. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 299. 290. 289. 284. 284. 284. 284. 284.
CRUISE L/D 11.02 11.51 13.06 13.84 14.57 14.57 14.57 14.57 14.57CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 18.1 36.6 40.3 54.8 93.6 143.6 ._ 243.6_. _343.6 443.6 E 4___BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 9.1 14.4 20.9 26.8 38.3 48.9 70.0 91.1 112.3
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 395. 594. 679. 840. 1216. 1617. 2411. 3194. 3966,
BLOCK SPEED (MPHI 166. 209. 215. 224. 235. 246. 257. 263. 267. 
--
DIRECT -OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATIN(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 63.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FIEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.70+0.0452*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0 0 0=200 100+200+ 0 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH 
__ 25,. 50. 75._ ICC. 150. 200. 303. 400. 500 200. 300, 4
NO. CYCLES/STARTS l/1 1/1 tll 1/1 l/1 1/1 l/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.555 0.440 0.426 0.410 - 0.3q91 0.374 0.357 0.349_ 0.344 _ 0.418 0.396 0.391FUEL & OIL 0.438 0.330 0.252 0.234 0.225 0.225 0.223 0.222 0.221 0.252 0.228 0.225HULL INSURANCE 0.483 0.383 0.371 0.357 0.343 - 0.326 0.311 0.304 0.299 0.351 
_ 3.336 0.326TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.476 1.154 1.050 1.CCl 0.956 0.924 0.892 0.874 0.864 1.021 0.960 3.932LABOR AIRFRAME 0.561 0.369 0.319 0.288 0.256 0.236 0.216 0.206 0.200 0.282 0.252 0.235MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.268 0.165 0.136 0.119 0.102 0.097 0.083 0.078 0.075 0.114 0.099 0.091
LABOR ENGINES 0.317 0.175 0.130 0.1C7 0.083 0.070 0.058 0.052 0.048 0.097 0.076 . 0.066
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.511 0.276 0.201 0.162 0.123 0.102 0.u82 U.072 0.065 0.144 0.111 0.094MAT. RURDEN 1.141 0.707 0.583 0.513 0.441 _ 0.399 0.356 0.335 0.323 0.492 0.427 0.391TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.797 1.693 1.369 1.189 1.005 0.900 0.795 0.742 0.711 1.129 0.964 0.876CFPRECI ATION 1.378 1.094 1.060 1.019 0.971 0.929 0.887 0.967 0.854 1.002 0.959 3.929TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 5.652 3.940 3.479 3.209 2.932 2.753 2.574 2.483 2.429 3.151 2.983 2.737$/FLIGHT HOUR 935.7 822.1 749.C 718.8 689.3 676.3 661.9 654.0 648.9 718.1 686.2 672.3






DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSLI MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MIl CT POWERSSFC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HPOBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 63443. -1. -895. 0. 1148. 1. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.5 0.1119 0.0035 0.0237 6258.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 6C.0 69826. _-8. -1091. 4. 1041. 10._26.6 24.6-35.4 24.4 0.1240 0.0096 0. 3 261 7491.4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 6C.0 72803. -23. -1207. 11. 971. 28. 25.5 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1331 0.0154 0.0273 8309.
5.3 17. 30. 18. 0.248 60.C 73974. -45. -1275. 22. 916. 55. 25.1 24.6-35.4 20.0 0.1417 0.0212 0.0277 8930.5.9 24. 42. 23. 0.250 60.0 74160. -74. -1334. 37. 882. 92. 25.0 24.6-35.4 18.6 0.1491 0.0272 3.0278 9389.6.7 34. 59. 28. 0.211 60.0 72126. -111. -1349. 55. 825. 137. 25.8 24.6-35.4 17.2 0.1563 0.0332 0.0270 9560.
7.6 50. 86. . 33. 0.162 60.0 69574. -155. -1366. 77. 799. 191. 26.8 24.6-35.4 16.2 0.1620 0.0404 0.0261 9560.I 7.9 58. 100. 33. 0.113 6G.C 67103. -206. -1388. 102. 784. 254. 28.0 24.6-35.4 15.4 0. 1680 0.D494 0.0252 9560.
ACCELERATION AND CONVERSICN
9.3 92. 153. 43. 0.106 56.8 64880. -299. -1586. 123. 672. 295. 29.4 24.6-32.3 15.2 0.1736 0.0602 0.0244 9560.i 10.4 129. 196. 51. 0.141 49.5 62154. -517. -2046. 138. 548. 291. 34.0 24.6-25.0 14.9 0.1811 0.3836 3.0234 9560.11.7 184. 245. 58. 0.123 42.C 62633. -817. -2650. 142. 459. 234. 43.0 24.6-17.4 16.7 0.1794 0.11C9 0.0236 9560.
13.2 260. 301. 66. 0.108 36.2 63447. -1214. -3288. 153. 414. 190. 53.0 24.6-11.6 17.2 0.1766 0.1421 0.0239 9563.I 14.5 345. 353. 74. 0.116 31.6 63659. -531. -4005. 128. 400. 157. 53.9 24.6 -7.0 16.2 0.1756 0.1701 0.v240 9560.15.9 446. 407. 83. 0.113 28.0 63713. 394. -4803. 129. 408. 137. 57.4 24.6 -3.4 14.9 0.1749 0.1983 0.0241 956).
17.3 566. 463. 92. 0.108 25.1 .63679. 1522. -5707. 156. 431. 129. 60.1 24.6 -3.5 13.4 0.1742 0.7267 0.0241 9560.I 19.0 724. 529. 101. O.C92 22.7 62337. 2862. -5291. 209. 380. 132. 62.1 24.6 1.9 11.7 0.1773 0.2528 0.0237 9560.20.4 872. 585. 110. 0.1C8 20.7 58747. 4420. -2193. 288. 259. 147. 60.4 24.6 3.9 9.6 0.1874 0.?752 0.3223 9563.
21.9 1034. 641. 120. 0.108 1S.C 54557. 6200. 1196. 393. 245. 174. 58.7 24.6 5.6 7.7 0.2013 .2957 3.C208 9560.I 23.5 1233. 704. 129. 0.096 17.5 49674. 8205. 4935. 524. 331. 213. 57.0 24.6 7.1 6.1 0.2200 0.3134 0.0189 9560.
25.5 1500. 782. 139. 0.077 16.3 44129. 10434. 9u59. 681. 511. 263. 54.8 24.6 8.3 4.6 0.2471 0.3757 0.3169 9563. i
27.7 1814. 867. 148. 0.C71 15.2 38450. 12882. 13492. 863. 775. 325. 53.3 24.6 9.4 3.4 0.2834 0.3299 3.3147 95630. I30.1 2188. 962. 158. 0.064 14.3 32519. 1555). 18329. 1071. 1124. 398. 43.6 24.6 10.3 2.3 0.3361 0.3162 0.U125 9563. -
32.6 2592. 1058. 168. 0.063 13.4 26940. 18434. 23559. 1304. 1553. 482. 32.7 24.6 11.2 1.4 0.4399 0.2654 0.0104 9560.
35.0 2999. 1150. 178. 0.066 12.7 22694. 21536. 29172. 1562. 2058. 577. 15.9 24.6 11.9 0.5 0.4946 C.I449 0.C088 9560.37.8 3519. 1260. 187. 0.055 12.0 2C902. 24937. 34765. 1851. 2583. 685. _-5.0 24.6 12.6 0.0 0.5404-0.04q5 0.0081 9563.
40.7 4077. 1373. 197. 5.C54 11.4 19e99. 25013. 34659. 1725. 2390. 673. -4.8 22.8 11.4 0.0 0.5678-.0493 0.0077 9560.
43.6 4673. 1488. 2(5. 0.053 10.9 19116. 25099. 34583. 1632. 2249. _671 -4.6 21.4_10.5 0.0 0.5912-0.0488 0.Cn75 9560.S AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,OGO FT
43.6 4673. 1488. 209. 0.0 14.2 18950.
217.5 43475. ICCOO. 238. 0.0 11.9 16647.
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 84.0 EFNC
S TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5I PNL 82.1 83.2 82.7 80.6 78.8 76.6 73.9 70.6 66.9 63.0
N6_lS FUU VI F U U U F PU I NT= 4.6 EFNCB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINF= 52.6 EPAC8
I NOISE 25,00 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 50.7 ENDB
) _THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.57228D*C5
I 
-.-- --. -- - - -- -. - ------- -.- - --- - . .
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
C-80-20 . DESIGN ITERATIONS: 4
OVERALL POWERPLANT _ FUSELAGE ............ STRIJCT TECHNOLOGY.FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LBI 18489. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4119. *LENGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (L) 12530. *NUMRER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 8.5 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 1959. *EXCFSS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRPRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 4000. *T RATED EMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB 8.50
CPISE SPFED (MPH) 401. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/n CRPISF .. . 9.C7- * CRUISE O 90. _ WING PROFILE 1.42
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWP EMRG HVR (HP) 4076. FUSELAGE 3.39 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 20. CCNVER - (HP) 2850. - EMPENNAGE 0.85 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 4119. TOTAL PROFILE 6.83 SOUND SPFED HVR (FPSI 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 1.03 *STD DAY TFMP (DFG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADING (PSF) 12.00 DRIVF SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB) _ *HOT DAY TFMP (DEG F) 95.
RADIIIS (FT) 15.7 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 1316. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.081 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1157. DRIVE SYSTEM 1565. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 1.32 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 1565. POWERPLANT 727. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES 6 NACELLES 34. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVFR F.12n WING UFL SYSTEM 96. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILF ORAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 195. WING 1232. _*MAX DECELERATION (GI 0.20
T DOWNLOAD 4.6 *LOADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 2675. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HnVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 8.99 EMPENNAGE 361. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SDAN (FTI 41.8 LANDING GEAR 555. *CABIN CREW 0.
CQJISE 0.80 MEAN CHORD (FT) 4.65 FLIGHT CONTROLS 552. *ATC SPEED LIMIT -YES i
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1316. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 176.
AIRPLANE WFIGHT (LB) 1012. *TAPFR RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 203. ___
*TIP SPEED HOVFP 825. SWEEP (DEG) -5.1 INSTR+AVIONICS 580.
* CRUISE 560. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.37 AIR CONDITIONING 760.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.75 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV PATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 92.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE _ __CLIMB SPD/CnNVER SPD _ 0.68 _ CABIN CREW 0.
DESIGN MISSION SPEFD HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING 2.00 38.
ACCEL. & CDNV. 900. 0.9 0.71 16.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 153.,190. 14100. 11.7 4.12 96.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 10.6 1.93 48.
CRUISE 401. 447.3 66.97 1365.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 401.,292. 14100. 28.5 5.11 17.
DECEL. E CONV. 900. 0.9 1.23 4.
TOTAL 500.0 82.08 1583.
RESERVE __20.00 __375.
C-80-20
.... STAGE LENGTH (MI.) .... 25. 50_ . 75 .... 100 .. 0 .20 . 300._0 400. .. 500 ..
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
____ CPUISE SPFED (MPH) 296. . 305 . 408 . 420. 4. 30._430 
- .30. 430.___ 430.
CRUISE LiD 10.41 10.40 7.71 7.98 8.21 8.21 8.21 8.21 8.21
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.3 36.2 29.8 46.9 82.9.._132.9_3 232,9_332.9 432.9
BLOCK TIuE (MIN.) 8.9 14.0 17.6 21.4 28.7 35.6 49.6 63.5 77.5
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 138. 205. .296. 377. 555. . 726._ 1061.... 1391. . 1714.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 168. 214. 256. 280. 314. 337. 363. 378. 387.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATES/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAMF COST (s/LR?= 80.0 FNGINF COST f(/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 .. FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0 . .
DOC=2.86+0.0411*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 10C+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. _.400. -- 500. 200.- 300. 400.
NO. CYCLCS/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.564 0.443 0.370 0.339 .0.302 0.281. 0.261 0.251 _0.245 .0.353 0.311 0.289
FUEL E OIL 0.154 0.115 0.110 0.105 0.103 0.101 0.099 0.097 0.096 0.106 0.103 0.101
HULL INSURANICE 0.142 0.111 0.0CT 0.C85 0.0.76 0.071 0.066 0.063 0.062 0.085 0.076 0.071
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 0.959 0.669 0.574 0.529 0.481 0.453 0.425 0.411 0.402 0.544 0.489 0.461LAROR AIRFRA F 0.391 0.257 0.200 0.173 0.145 0.129 .0.114 0.107 0.102 0.171 0.143 0.129
MATFRIAL AIRFRAME 0.116 0.071 0.054 0.045 0.036 0.032 0.027 0.025 0.024 0.044 0.035 0.031
LABOR ENGINES 0.260 0.144 0.10C3 0.082 0.062 0.051 0.041 0.035 0.032 0.075 0.057 0.048MATEQIAL ENGINES 0.229 0.123 0.086 0.068 0.049 0.040 0.031 0.026 0.023 0.060 0.044 0.036 .
MAT. BRDEN 
- 0.845 0.521 0.394.. 0.332 0.268 0.235 0.202 .0.185 0.175 0.320 .0.260 0.229TOTAL MAINTENANCE 1.840 1.116 C.836 0.701 0.560 0.487 0.415 0.378 0.356 0.670 0.539 0.473
_.... DEPPFCIATION 0.412 0.323_ 0.271- 0.247 0.220 0.206 0.191 0.183 0.179 0.246 0.220 0.206
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/ATRCRArT MILE 3.111 2.108 1.681 1.477 1.262 --1.147 1.031 _ 0.972 _ 0.937 1.460 - 1.248 1.140$/FLIGHT HOUR 523.2 451.4 430.0 413.6 396.2 386.0 374.1 367.3 362.8 410.6 393'.6 383.8
S/SEAT MTI F 0.1556 0.1054 0.0840 0.0739 0.0631 0.0573 0.0515 0.0486 _0.0469 0.0730 0.0624 0.0570
S/SEAT-TRIP 3.89 5.27 6.30 7.39 9.46 11.47 15.46 19.45 23.43 14.60 18.72 22.80
C-B - 20
DEPARTUIRE PATH Tn 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLFAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCFL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VFL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS . G DEG LB LB LB L8 LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 19600. -0. -227. 0. 296. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.0640 0.0015 0.0079 2806.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 21585. -2. -277. 1. 271, 6. 26.4 24.6-35.4 24.7 0.0698 0.0040 0.0087 3274.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.163 60.0 21446. -4. -281. 2. 253. 16. 26.6 24.6-35.4 23.5 0.0728 0.0067 0.0086 3375.
6.2 24. 41. 18. 0.128 60.0 20877. -9. -282. 4. 236._ 32. 27.4 24.6-35.4 22.4 0.0747 0.0095 0.0084 3375.
7.8 42. 74. 21. 0.094 60.0 20337. -14. -282. 7. '227. 52. 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.0767 0.0125 0.0082 3375.
8.5 58. 100. 24. 0.058 60.0 19782. -22. -282_. 11 .. 217..... 78. 29.0 24,6-35.4 21.2 0.0789 0.0157 0.0080 3375.
ACCEFLERATION AND CONVFRSION
9.4 77. 125. 33. 0.161 52.2 19359. -39. -384. 12. 130. 79. 29.9 24.6-27.6 21.4 0.0806 0.0201 0.0078 3375.
10.3 105. 149. 40. 0.171 41.4 19098. -78. -517. 13. 84. 59. 40.3 24.6-16.8 25.5 0.0817 0.0309 0.0077 3375.
11.2 140. 173. 48. 0.174 33.5 19191. -93. -641. 13. 66. 42. 48.3 24.6 -8.9 28.3 0.0813 0.0431 0.0077 3375.
12.1 185. 196. 57. 0.176 27.9 19205. 31. -747. 12. 58. 31. 53.6 24.6 -3.3 28.3 0.0811 0.0548 0.0077 3375.
13.0 236. 219. 66. 0.182 23.8 19206. 199. -850. 16. 55. 26. 57.2 24.6 0.7 27.1 0.0811 0.0665 0.0078 3375.
13.8 ?93. 241. 75. O.191 20.8 19197. 412. -960. 24. 55. 28. 59.5 24.6 3.8 25.1 0.0810 0.0781 0.0078 3375.
14.6 3SA. 262. 84. 0.191 18.4 19129. 672. -1079. 36. 57. 37. 61.5 24.6 6.2 22.8 0.0812 0.0898 0.0077 3375.
15.4 433. 284. 4. 0.188 16.4 19024. 990. -1213. 53. 61. 52. 63.1 24.6 8.1 20.5 0.0815 0.1014 0.0077 3375.
16.3 519. 317. 104. 3.180 14.9 18547. 1337. -931. 73. 45. 74. 63.6 24.6 9.7 17.7 0.0835 0.1122 0.0075 3375.
17.1 607. 329. 113. O.194 13.6 17867. 1743. -353. 99. 29. 102. 62.0 24.6 11.0 15.1 0.0865 0.1225 0.0072 3375.
18.0 720. 354. 123. 0.166 12.5 16955. 2198. 310. 128. 29. 137. 62.3 24.6 12.1 12.5 0.0915 0.1317 0.0068 3375.
19.0 q45. 379. 133. 0.161 11.5 15891. 2702. 978. 162. 44. 178. 60.8 24.6 13.0 10.4 0.0969 0.1410 0.0064 3375.
20.0 982. 405. 143. 0.159 10.7 14861. 3255. 1687. 201. 70. 226. 58.8 24.6 13.8 8.6 0.1035 0.1496 0.0060 3375.
21.1 1147. 434. 153. 0.142 10.0 13628. 3858. 2472. 243. 110. 280. 57.0 24.6 14.5 6.9 0.1127 0.1566 0.0055 3375.
22.3 1351. 468. 162. 0.172 9.4 12276. 4509. 3320. 293. 163. 340. 54.8 24.6 15.2 5.4 0.1253 0.1614 0.0050 3375.
23.7 1591. 506. 172. 0.110 8.9 10931. 5209. 4212. 342. 224. 407. 51.1 24.6 15.7 4.2 0.1403 0.1635 0.0044 3375.
25.3 1876. 54P. 182. 0.099 8.4 Q536. 5957. 5169. 397. 297. 480. 45.9 24.6 16.2_3.1 0.1610 0.1598 0.0039 3375.
27.1 2222. 596. 102. 0.085 8.0 8709. 6351. 5633. 409. 322. 497. 43.9 23.5 15.6 2.4 0.1763 0.1603 0.0036 3375.
29.1 2621. 649. 202. 0.078 7.6 7933. 6764. 6119. 422. 347. 516. 40.7 22.6 15.0 1.9 0.1937 0.1578 0.0032 3375.
31.2 3063. 705. 212. 0.074 7.2 7181. 7192. 6631. 437. 375. 537. 36.3 21.8 14.6 1.4 0.2144 0.1495 0.0029 3375.
33.4 3527. 767. 221. 0.073 6.9 6568. 7578. 7099. 450. 399. 556. 31.3 21.1 14.2 1.00.2352 0.1359 0.0027 3375.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMR TO 10,000 FT
33.4 3527. 762. 224. 0.0 15.8 6613.
192.9 41918. 100)0. 258. 0.0 13.0 5747.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.68817D+06
NOISF AT 500 FT SIDELINE=103.4 EPNDB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDFLINE= 61.8 EPNOB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 59.7 EPNDB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT=105.1 EPNCB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974 ......
C-80-0 ... .. ... .. DESIGNITERATIONS 6 .......
POFRALL RPANT ...... ..... USELAGE . . STRUCT..TECHNOLGY FACTORS..
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 69044. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 15257. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LR) 46027. *NUMBFR OF ENGINES ........ 2  *DIAMETER (FTI .. .5 .. *TRANSMISSION .. 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT ILE) 6716. *EXCESS FACTOR HFL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LR) 16300. *T RATED EMRG HVR -1 40. ._ . *ENGINE (HP/L8) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 445. * CONV f CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/O CRISF ____ 10.47 ._ * CUITSE 90. __ WING PROFILE 4.75
*RANGE (STAT MI) 530. INST PWP EMRG HVR (HP) 15257. FUSELAGE 7.04 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSFNGER .SATS BO. CONVER (HP) 10665.--8 EMPENNAGE. 85 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 11708. TOTAL PROFILE 17.72 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 -- WING INDUCED _ _ 3.07 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F1 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT IFT) 2000.
*ISC LOADING (PSF)- 12.00 DRIVE SYSTEM. r ... COMPONENT WEIGHTSILB)L . --- *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 30.3 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 5546. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.081 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 5633. DRIVE SYSTEM _ 7652. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.57 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 7652. POWERPLANT 2692. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES . 6 NACELLES ...--..... 760. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) .15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 795. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
SPROFILE DRAG COEFF .C010 ARFA (SF) .... ... 727. WING ___5530. *MAX DECELERATION (GI 0.20
. DOWNLIAD 5.1 *LOADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 7979. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPECT RATIO . 7.54 - FMPENNAGE . 346. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
CONVER 0.B3 SPAN (FT) 74.0 LANOING GEAR 2071. *CABIN CREW 2.
CRUISE 0.78 MEAN CHORD (FT) . 9.82.. FLIGHT CONTROL _____ 3541. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE WFIGHT (LB) 5546. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 340. E-
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) .4272. *TAPER RATIO ..... . 0.70 ._. ELECTRICAL _ __ 1309._ ........
*TIP SPFEO HOVEP 825. SWEEP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 826.
* CRU)ISE 560. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.30 AIR CONDITIONING 1540..---------
*fUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.75 FURNISHINGS 3700.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN . 1.40 .. FLUIIDS 345.-------
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE .. _CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPD __ 0.78 CABIN CREW 300....... .
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LS
TAKEOFF F LANDING ... 2.00 - 140-........
ACCEL. E CONV. 900. 0.9 0.62 52.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 175.,217. 14100... 13.6 _ 4.18 ___ 367......
ACCEL. TO CRIIISE 13.6 2.24 208.
CRUISE 445. 43 5.0C 58.60_ 4458.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 445.,292. 14100. 36.0 6.28 76.
DECEL. & CONV. 90C. . 0.9 _ 1.06 __ 14.
TOTAL 500.0 74.98 . 5315 .
RESERVE ..... . ....... -.-.. 20.00 1401. ___ ____
C-80-80
STAGE LENGTH (MT.) 25. 50. 75. 100. 1 50. 200. 300. 400. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. .
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 458. 464. 416... 476. ... 76. 476. 476.
CRUISE LID- 13.24 13.23 8.91 9.11 9.46 9.46 9.46 9.46 9.46CPIfISE OTSTANCF (MI.) 17.0 34.5 -9.3 36.9 74.5 124.5 224.5 324.5 424.5
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.6 13.7 0.0 20.5 27.1 33.4 46.0 58.6 71.2
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 460. 673. 0. 1265. 1857. 2436. 3579. 4702. 5807.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 174. 220. 0. 293. 333. 360. 392. 410. 421.
DIPFCT qPFRATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LARR RATE( /HRI= 7.00
AITRFPAME COST (t/LR)= 80.0 ENGINE COST (t/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.44+0.0209*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25. 500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. 500. 200. 300. 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.569 0.451 0.0 0.338 0.298 0.275 0.253 0.242 0.235 0.353 0.307 0.284
FIIFL OIL 0.511 0.374 0.0 0.351 0.344 0.338 0.331 0.326 0.322 0.351 0.342 0.338
HULL INSURANCE 0.502 0.399 0.o. 0.299 0.264 0.244 0.224 0.214 0.208 0.297 0.262 0.244
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.581 1.224 0.0 0.988 0.905 0.857 0.808 0.782 0.765 1.001 0.912 0.865
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.546 0.35R 0.0 . 0.236 0.194 0.172 - 0.150 0.139 0.132 0.232 0.191 0.171
MATERIAL AIRFRAMF 0.263 0.16? 0.0 0.101 0.081 0.070 0.059 0.054 0.050 0.097 0.078 0.068LABOR ENrINES 0.381 0.208 0.0 0.116 0.085 0.069 0.053 0.045 0.041 0.104 0.077 0.063
MATERIAL FNGINES 0.843 0.454 0.0 0.249 0.180 0.145 0.110 0.093 0.082 0.219 0.160 0.131
MAT. RHDlEN 1.206 0.735 0.0 0.457 0.362 0.313 0.264 0.239 0.224 0.437 0.349 0.304
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 3.239 1.917 0.0 1.159 0.901 0.769 0.636 0.570 0.530 1.090 0.855 0.736
DEPRECIATION - - 1.460 1.160 0.0 0.869 0.766 _ 0.708 0.651 0.622 0.604 0.864 0.762 0.708
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST ..
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 6.281 4.300 0.0 3.016 2.572 - 2.334 __2.094 1.973 1.899 2.956 2.529 2.310$/FLIGHT HOfUR 1095.6 944.7 0.0 883.9 855.5 839.5 820.0" 808.4 800.4 871.1 845.5 830.7$/SEAT MILE 0.0785 0.0537 0.0_ 0.0377 0.0322 0.0292 0.0262 _0.0247 0.0237 0.0369 0.0316 0.0289
S/SEAT-TRIP 1.96 2.69 0.0 3.77 4.82 5.83 7.85 9.87 11.87 7.39 9.48 11.55
.... ................. 
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL RO9ATION RATEZO. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME 5........
....TIME DIST .ALT .VEL ACC GAM THRUST. LGO LWGL.ODWGO__DWGI.- .DEUSL ALPTHE-_ AWO. ALV .LAMDA _.MU ....CT ._POWER . .
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG GDE DEG HP
___OBSTACLE CLEARANCE -----------..... 
- -...---. .
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 73299. -1. -934. 0. 1224. 2. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0641 0.0015 0.0079 10505.
4.0 7. 13. A. 0.171 60.0 R0696. -5. -1141 ... 3. 1119. 14. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0698 0.0041 0.0087 12251,.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.164 60.C 80190. -15. -1157. 7. 1045. 38. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0728 0.0068 0.0086 12630.
6.2 24. 41. 18. 0.129 60.0 78062. -30. -1162. 15... 975.. 74. 27.4 24.6-35.4 22.5 0.0748 0.0095 0.0084 12630.
7.8 42. 73. 23. 0.095 60.0 76045. -49. -1161. 24. 936. 123. 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.0768 0.0126 0.0082 12630.
8.5 58. 130. 24. 0.060 60.0 _73972., -73._-1160. __ _36. 895. 183. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.0789 0.0158 0.0080 12630.
ACCELERATION AND CONVERSION
9.5 79. 127. 33. 0.149 52.4 72163. -131. -1563. 41. 547. 188. 30.4 24.6-27.9 21.5 0.0807 0.0204 0.0078 12630.
10.4 -106. 152. 40. 0.170 41.8 71268. -261. -2104. 44. 354. 145. 40.1 24.6-17.2 25.3 0.0819 0.0309 0.0077 12630.
11.3 142. 176. 48. 0.174 33.9 71644. -319. -2615. - 44. 283. 102. 48.1 24.6-9.3 28.2 0.0814 0.0431 0.0077 12630.
12.2 186. 200. 57. 0.176 28.3 71755. 87. -3057. 40. 250. 75. 53.6 24.6 -3.7 28.3 0.0812 0.0549 0.0078 12630.
13.0 ... 238. ... 223 .. 66. 0.179 24.1 71818._ 631. -3483. _53. 239. 63. 57.4 24.6 0.4 27.1 0.0811 0.0666 0.0078 12630.
13.9 295. 245. 75. n.191 21.0 71904. 1324. -3933. 82. 242. 67. 59.7 24.6 3.6 25.2 0.0809 0.0783 0.0078 12630.
14.7 361. 267. 85. 0.191 18.6 71783. 2171. -4425. 127. 253. 86. 61.8 24.6. 6.0 23.0 0.0809 0.0901 0.0078 12630.
15.5 435. 289. 94. 0.1I9 16.6 71549. 3174. -4978. 188. 271. 120. 63.5 24.6 7.9 20.7 0.0811 0.1018 0.0078 12630.
16.4 520. 312. 104. 0.181 15.1 69882. 4337. -3913. 265. 197. 169. 64.2 24.6 9.5 18.0 0.0829 0.1126 0.0076 12630.
17.2 613. 335. 113. 0.185 13.8 67134. 5659. -1553. 358. 118. 234. 63.2 24.6 10.8 15.2 0.0861 0.1228 0.0073 12630.
18.0 713. 357. 123. 0.186 12.6 64037. 7141. 929. 468. 111. 314. 62.0 24.6 11.9 12.8 0.0901 0.1326 0.0070 12630.
19.9 833. 392. 133. 0.169 11.7 60193. 8785. 3649. 594. 171. 409. 61.4 24.6 12.9 10.6 0.0957 0.1418 0.0065 12630.
S19.9 963. 407. 143. 0.168 10.9 56403. 10589. 6463. 736. 288. 518. 59.5 24.6 13.7 8.8 0.1020 0.1507 0.0061 12630.
20.9 1116. 434. 153. 0.152 10.2 51895. 12553. 9566. 894. 464. 643. 57.9 24.6 14.4 7.1 0.1106 0.1581 0.0056 12630. -
22.1 130?. 466. 162. 0.134 9.6 46953. 14678. 12915. 1069. 694. 783. 55.9 24.6 15.0 5.6 0.1221 0.1636 0.0051 12630.
23.3 1517. 500. 172. 0.123 9.0 4209. 16960. 16442. 1260. 970. 938. 52.5 24.6 15.6 4.4 0.1364 0.1667 0.0046 12630.
24.7 1769. 538. 182. 0.111. 8.5 36841. 19401. 20222. 1466. 1293. 1108. 47.8 24.6 16.1 3.3 0.1557 0.1649 0.0040 12630.
26.3 2076. 581. 192. 0.096 8.1 32359. 21435. 23363. 1610. 1555. 1228. 43.7 24.1 16.1 2.4 0.1775 0.1590 0.0035 12630.
28.0 2420. 627. 202. 0.090 7.7 29491. 22866. 25383. 1665. 1679. 1278. 40.1 23.2 15.5 1.9 0.1949 0.1562 0.0032 12630.
29.9 2800. 676. 212. 0.086 7.3 26668. 24335. 27512. 1722. 1811. 1330. 35.6 22.4 15.1 1.4 0.2161 0.1472 0.0029 12630.
31.7 3209. 726. 222. 0.084 7.0 24043. 25854. 29748. 1783. 1949. 1387.,29.6 21.614.6_ 1.00.2406 0.1792 0.0026 12630.
33.5 3629. 775. 232. 0.085 6.7 21897. 27479. 32090. 1853. 2094. 1452. 21.4 21.0 14.3 0.6 0.2654 0.1032 0.0024 12630.
35.4 4069. 825. 242. 0.085 6.4 20129. 29134. 34536. 1924. 2245. 1519. 11.7 20.4 14.0 0.3 0.2903 0.0607 0.0022 12630.
37.3 4553. 877. 252. 0.080 6.2 19004. 30861. 37080. 2001. 2402. 1590. 0.3 19.8 13.7 0.0 0.3083 0.0039 0.0021 12630.
39-3 5069. 931. 257. 0.077- 6.0 18665. 31384. 37659. 1999.. 2398. 1596. -2.7 19.4 13.4 0.0 0.3t40-0.0158 0.0021 12630.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMR TO 10,OCO FT
39.3 5069 ... 931..- 257. 0.0 . 13.7. 21676.
198.0 4R843. IC000. 295. 0.0 11.3 18886.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.179160+07.
NOISE AT 500 FT. SIDELINE=103.6 EPNOBD
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDOELINF= 67.6 EFNDO
..__ N ISE 25,000 F T  FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT=. 65.4.EPN08.....il.............. ...... .. .
_ NOSE_500._F.T F ORWARD_ OF TAKEOFF POINT=104.9 _EPNDB ___._ __
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
C-80-0 . .. . DESIGN. ITERATIONS: -_6
.OVERALL .. POWERPLANT . . __ FUSELAGE .. ______ STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS.
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 101100. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 22349. *LENGTH (FT) 110.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 68939...*NUMBER OF ENGINES 2.. *DIAMETER (FT _ _ 13.0 _*TRANSMISSION 0.93
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 9710. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) _ 22450. *1 RATED FMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 451. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRIISF . .. . 10.74_ _ CRUISE 90. ___.WING PROFILE _ 6.76 .
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 22349. FUSELAGE 9.00 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGFR SFATS 110..... CNVER (HP) 15623.__ EMPENNAGE ------ 4.06 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LR) 0. CRUISE (HP) 16222. TOTAL PROFILE 23.97 SOIIND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 4. 17 *STO DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADl'G. IPSFI 12.00__ DIVF SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB _. *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RAnIUS (FT) 36.6 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 8408. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.081 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LA) 8905. DRIVE SYSTEM 12131. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 3.11 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (L) 12131. POWERPLANT 3944. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES 6 NACELLES - _1874.. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1495. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PR3FILE DRAG COEFF ____0.010__ ARFA (SF) .............. 164.- ... WING ___ 8329. _*MX DECELERATION (G) . 0.20
% DOWNLOAD 5.2 *LOADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 10855. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 __ ASPECT PATIOn 7.32 EMPENNAGE _ 972. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
SCONVER 0.83 SPAN (FTI 88.2 LANDING GEAR 3033. *CABIN CREW 3.
CRUISE 0.77 MEAN CHORD (FT) 12.06 FLIGHT CONTROLS---- - 6062. *ATC SPEED LIMIT . . YES
HEL 43DE WFIGHT (LB) 8408.. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 412.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (L)B 6483. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 2247. o
*TIP SPEED HOVER 825. SWEEP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 949.
* CRUISE . . 560. ____ CRUISE LIFT COEFF ._ 0.28 _._ AIR CONDITIONING 1930.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FTI 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.75 FURNISHINGS 4900.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40. FLUIDS __506.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
. INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPn/CONVER SPO Q.80 COABIN CREW 450. __ -
DESIGN MISSION SPFFD HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF f LANDING 2.00 205 _ .
ACCEL. & CONV. 900oo. 0.9 0.60 74.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 180.,123. 14100. 14.0 ... 4.17 538.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 13.6 2.22 302.
CRUISE 453. - 432.9 57.38 6401.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 453.,292. 14100. 37.6 6.55 117.
DECEL. f CONV. 900. 0.9 __ 1.02 20. _
TOTAL 500.0 73.94 7658.
RESERVE ._ 20,00 . .205
C-80-110
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25.. 50. 75. . 100........ 15.0. 00... 300 ....... 400. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
- . CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 2.6... _ 305.----468. --. 478....-483_.-_ 83.. -483- 483.. 483.
CPRUISE L/D 13.88 13.88 9.17 9.46 9.74 9.74 9.74 9.74 9.74
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 16.9 34.2 14.9 -_ 31.2 .- 74.3.. 124.3 ... 224.3 ....324.3 . 424.3.......
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.5 13.6 16.8 20.3 26.8 33.0 45.5 57.9 70.3
SLOCK FUEL (LB.) 660. 962.... 1417. 1836. 2667. 3503. __5156..... 6780. 8377. . .. .
9LOCK SPEEO (MPH) 176. 221. 268. 296. 335. 363. 396. 415. 427.
DIRECT IPERATIN COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATEIS/HRI= 7.00
AIRFRAME C3ST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 _ FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.38+0.0203*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300_ 200+200+ 0+. .0+ 0=400.
STAGF LENGTH 25... 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300.. 400. 500... 200...... 300. .- 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT RFEW 0.574 0.457 0.376 0.341 0.301 0.278 0.255 0.244 _0.237 0.357. 0.310 0.286
FUEL C OIL 0.732 0.534 0.524 0.501 0.493 0.486 0.477 0.470 0.465 0.503 0.491 0.486
HULL INS11RANCE 0.744 0.592 0.48F 0.442 0.390 0.360 0.330 0.316 .0.307 0.441 0.387 0.360
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 2.051 1.583 1.388 1.283 1.184 1.124 1.062 1.029 1.008 1.301 1.189 1.132
LAROR AIRFRAME 0.621 0.406 0.311 0.266 0.219 0.193 .... 0.168 0.155 -. 0.148.. _0.262 0.216 0.192
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.364 0.224 0.167 0.139 0.111 0.096 0.081 0.074 0.069 0.134 0.107 0.094
LABOR ENGINFS 0.459 0.249 0.174 0.138 0.100 0.081 0.062 0.053 0.04? 0.123 0.090 0.074
MATERIAL ENGINES 1.233 0.664 0.463 0.363 0.263 0.212 0.161 0.135 0.120 0.321 0.234 0.191
MAT. RURDEN 1.404 O.51 0.631 0.524 0.415 0.357 0.299 0.270 0.253 .0.501 0.398 0.346
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 4.081 2.394 1.745 1.431 1.107 0.939 0.771 0.687 0.637 1.34L 1.045 0.895
DEPRFCIATION 2.161 1.720 1.416 1.282 1.132 1.046 0.959 0.916 0.890 1.279 1.125 1.046
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
1/ PRCRAFT MILE 8.294 5.697 4.549 3.996 3.424 3.109 2.793 2.632 2.535 .-3.921 3.358 3.074
$/ELIGHT OUJR 1457.6 1?58.4 1220.4 1183.8 1148.4 1129.1 1105.5 1091.3 1081.4 11641.4 1134.0 1116.3$/SEAT MILE 0.0754 0.0518 0.0414 0.0363 0.0311 0.0283 0.0254 0.0239 0.0230 0.0356 0.0305 0.0279
$/SEAT-TRID 1.88 2.59 3.10 3.63 4.67 5.65 7.62 9.57 11.52 7.13 9.16 11.18
- -- ---- ---- --- -  --- - - - ---- ---- --- ------------ -.- ~-
C-8-110
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT WSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OPSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION PATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIMF DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI OWGO .DWGI _DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DG E L L LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
_______ORSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 107399. -1. -1391. 0. 1823. 2. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0641 0.0015 0.0079 15390.4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 118186. -8. -1698.... 4. 1667..._ 18. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0698 0.0041 0.0087 17945.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.164 60.0 117452. -22. -1724. 11. 1556. 50. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0728 0.0068 0.0086 18501.
6.2 24. 41. 19. 0.129 60.0 114334. - -42. -1730.._ 21. 1452.__ 97. 27.5 24.6-35.4 22.5 0.0748 0.0095 0.0084 18501.
7.8 42. 73. 23. 0.096 60.0 111391. -70. -1728. 35. 1394. 160. 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.0768 0.0126 0.0082 18501.
8.. 58. 100. 24. 0.061 60.0 108345. -105. -1727. 52. _1333. 239. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.0789 0.0158 0.0080 18501.
ACCELERATION AND CONVERSION
9.5 79. 128. 33. 0.148 52.5 105986. -188. -2323._ 60._818.._247. 30.5 24.6-27.9 21.6 0.0807 0.0204 0.0078 18501.
10.4 106. 152. 40. 0.171 41.9 104343. -375. -3126. 63. 529. 191. 40.0 24.6-17.3 25.3 0.0919 0.0309 0.0077 18501.
11.3 142. 176. 48. 0.174 34.0 104900. -459. -3888. 63. 423. 135. 48.0 24.6 -9.4 28.1 0.0815 0.0431 0.0077 18501.
12.2 186. 200. 57. 0.176 28.3 105076. 120. -4546. 58. 375. 99. 53.6 24.6 -3.7 28.3 0.0813 0.0549 0.0078 18501.
13.1 239. 224. 66. 0.179 24.2 105198. 897. -5181. 76. 359. 84. 57.4 24.6 0.4 27.1 0.0811 0.0666 0.0078 18501.
13.9 296. 246. 75. 0.191 21.1 105339. 1895. -5852. 118. 364. 88. 59.7 24.6 3.5 25.2 0.0809 0.0784 0.0078 18501.
14.7 361. 267. 85. 0.191 18.6 105195. 309?. -6585. 183. 381. 113. 61.9 24.6 5.9 23.0 0.0809 0.0901 0.0078 18501.
15.5 434. 290. 94. 0.189 16.7 104891. 4524. -7409. 271. 409. 158. 63.5 24.6 7.9 20.7 0.0810 0.1019 0.0078 19501.
16.4 520. 313. 104. 0.181 15.1 102477. 6182. -5842. 384. 297. 2Z2. 64,2 24.6 9.5 18.0 0.0828 0.1127 0.0076 18501.
17.2 612. 335. 113. 0.186 13.8 98473. 8068. -2353. 520. 175. 307. 63.3 24.6 10.8 15.3 0.0960 0.1229 0.0073 18501.
18.0 712. 358. 123. 0.187 12.7 93949. 10183. 1320. 679. 163. 411. 62.0 24.6 11.9 12.9 0.0903 0.1327 0.0070 18501.
18.9 830. 382. 133. 0.171 11.7 A8344. 12527. 5341. 363. 252. 535. 61.5 24.6 12.9 10.7 0.0955 0.1419 0.0066 18501.
19.8 958. 407. 143. 0.170 10.9 82819. 15101. 9500. 1070. 427. 679. 59.6 24.6 13.7 8.8 0.1017 0.1508 0.0061 18501.
20.8 1109. 434. 153. 0.154 10.2 76242. 17904. 14087. 1301. 691. 843. 58.1 24.6 14.4 7.2 0.1103 0.1583 0.0057 18501.
22.0 1?97. 465. 1Z2. 0.136 9.6 69037. 20935. 19034. 1556. 1038. 1026. 56.1 24.6 15.0 5.7 0.1217 0.1639 0.0051 18501.
23.2 1502. 498. 172. 0.176 9.0 61922. 24193. 24246. 1834. 1453. 1229. 52.7 24.6 15.6 4.4 0.1358 0.1672 0.0046 18501. a
24.6 1748. 535. 192. 0.114 8.5 54271. 27675. 29833. 2135. 1941. 1451. 48.2 24.6 16.1 3.3 0.1547 0.1658 0.0040 18501. _
26.1 2036. 576. 192. 0.102 8.1 47577. 33830. 34837. 2381. 2383. 1635. 43.2 24.3 16.2 2.4 0.1768 0.1597 0.0035 18501.
27.8 2370. 621. 202. 0.093 7.7 43155. 32847. 37852. 2456. 2571. 1696. 40.0 23.3 15.6 1.8 0.1951 0.1559 0.0032 19501.
29.5 2740. 669. 212. 0.088 7.3 39004. 34961. 41027. 2540. 2772. 1766. 35.4 22.5 15.2 1.4 0.2164 0.1466 0.0029 19501.
31.3 3139. 718. 222. 0.086 7.0 35161. 37148. 44363. 2629. 2984. 1841. 29.4 21.7 14.7 1.0 0.2410 0.1284 0.0026 18501.
33.1 3551. 766. 232. 0.087 6.7 32026. 39490. 47857. 2733. 3205. 1929. 21.2 21.1 14.4 0.6 0.2658 0.1021 0.0024 18501.
35.0 3987. 815. 242. 0.086 6.4 29455. 41875. 51506. 2838. 3436. 2017. 11.4_20.5 14.1 0.3 0.2906 0.0592 0.0022 18501.
36.9 4469. 867. 252. 0.081 6.2 27835. 44362. 55301. 2951. 3677. 2113. -0.1 20.0 13.8 0.0 0.3083 0.0019 0.0021 18501.
38.9 4990. 922. 260. 0.077 6.0 26976. 45089. 56011. 2878. 3575. 2082. -2.7 19.1 13.1 0.0 0.3182-0.0159 0.0020 18501.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
38.9 4990. 922. 264. 0.0 13.4 31015.
197.4 49906. 1C000. 303. 0.0 11.0 27018.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.26426D+07
NOISF AT 500 FT SIDELINE=104.2 EPNDR
NOISE AT 20.000_FT SIDELINE= 69.3 EPNOR ....
NOISF 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 67.1 EPNDB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT=105.4_EPNDB
----- --
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
M-80-20 
----- _ .D.. 
_ .ESIGN._IiE ATIONS: 4
OVERALL 
_ POWERPLANT .FUSFLAGE 
-._. 
...
_._ STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS ..
GR)SS WEIGHT (LR) 19001. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4069. *LENGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT LtB). 13124.- *NUMBER OF ENGINES 
__-. ?...-*DIAMETER (FT.__ __ 8.5_. *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 1877. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 4000. *S RATED EMRG HVR _ 140. -,__---- *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 431. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SFJ *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISF 9.20_ _ CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 1.45
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 4054. FUSELAGE 3.38 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSFNGCER SEATS 20. CONVER (HP)_ 2818. __ EMPENNAGE 0. 87 -*FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LA) 0. CRUISE (HP) 4068. TOTAL PROFILE 6.90 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SrC (LR/HP HRI) .. 0.400 .WING INDUCED__ ____ 1.07 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS 
*EMERG HOVFR ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISt LO1DING IPSF) .12.00 DRIVE SYSTEM .. COMPONENT WETlHTS_LIL_ .. *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) . 95.
RAOIIUS (FT). 15.9 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 1621. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.143 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1457. DRIVE SYSTEM 1767. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 1.78 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB 1767. POWERPLANT 718. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPHI 400.
TOTAL ALADES 8 NACELLES 33. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVFR 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 89. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) ... 200. WING 1267. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20T DOWNLOAD 4.6 *LOADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 2686. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HnVFR C.85. ASPECT RATIO . 8.92 FMPENNAGE 370. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* - ONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT 42.2 LANDING GEAR 570. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRUISE 0.72 MEAN CHORD (FT 4.73 FLIGHT CONTROLS 574. ,ATC SPEED LIMIT, YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 1621. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYORAULICS 178.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LR) 1558. *-TAPER ATIO 0. 70 ELECTRICAL 211.
*TIP SPEED HOVFP 620. SWEEP (DEG) -5.1 INSTR+4AVIONICS 580.
* CRUISE 550. CRUIISE I.IFT COFFF 0.37 _ AIR CONDITIONING 760.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVFR 1.34 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40. *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN _1.40 _--__ FLUIDS -__ 95.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
. INDICATES INPIJT VARIABLE CLIMB SPD/CONVER.SPD . _ 0.91 CABIN CREW 0.
DESIGN MISSION SPFED HFIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING .. 2.00 37.
ACCEL. & CONV. 900. 0.9 0.70 16.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 154.,191. 14100. 0 3.64 81.
ACCFL. TO CRUISE 8.3 1.53 36.
CRUISE 401. 450.5 67.46 1317.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 401.,292. 14100. 29.0 5.20 14.
DECEL. . CONV. 900. 0.9 1.22 4.




STAGE LENGTH (MI.I 0
.. STAGE LENGTHT ( I.) . 25. 50 . 75. 100 .... 150...... 200. .300.. 400.. . 500._CRUTSE ALTITUOE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 5000. 15000. 15000.
.. C RU IS E SO E EO (M PH ) .......... 29 6 . - -. 30 5 .... .40 6 . 5 4 0 . 4 3 9 ... .0 0. 40 900. 150 0 0 . 1540 9 --00 . .
CRUISE LID 10.54 10.54 . 7.89 8.36 8.86 8.86 8.86 8.86 8.86BLOCK DTIME (MIN .) 7.7 36.8 36.0 55.3 99.1 -149.1 .. 249.1 - 349. 449.1BLOCK TIME (LIN.) 8.9 13.9 17.3 21.3 29.0 36.4 51.0 65.7 80.4LO'CK SPFUELED (.MPH) 16931. 215. 275. 347. 502 . 656 960. 1259. 1554..
DLOCK SPEED (MPH) 169. 215. 260. 281. 310. 330. 353. 365. 373.
DIRECT OPERAtInG C3ST - ANN UTTILIZAT ION(HR)=200 0 . DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE(S/HR)- 7.00
AIRFRAME COST (S/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL) 18.0DOC=2.83+3.042 7 *SL S/SEAT-TRIP ISL= 25.,500.) - (CENTS/GAL) 18.0HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=?00 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. . 200. 300. .400 .. 500. ....200. 300. 
_ 400.NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 211 2/1FLIGHT CREW 0.557 0.437 0.362 0.335 0.303 0.285 0.267 0.258 0.252 0.352 0.312 0.293
FUEL E OIL 0.146 0.10o 0.103 0.097 0.093 0.092 0.089 0.088 0.087 0.097 0.093 0.092HULL INSURANCE 0.146 0.115 0.095- 0.088 0.080 0.075 0.070 0.068 0.066 0.089 0.079 0.075
TOTAL FLIGHT 3PS 0.940 0.659 0.560 0.520 0.477 0.452 0.426 0.413 0.405 0.538 0.485 0.459
LAORQ AIRFRAME .. 0.394 0.259 0.200 
.0.175 0.14R 0.133 -- 0.119 
.0.111 0. 107 ...0.174_ 0.146 
_ 0.132 ..MATERIAL AIRFRAME O .119 0.073 0.055 0.046 0.03 0.033 0.029 0.026 0.025 0.045 0.036 0.032
LARCQ FNGINIES 0.759 0.144 0.102 0.082 0.062 0.052 0.041 0.036 0.033 0.075 0.057 0.048
MATERIAL FNGINES 0.22h 0.121 0.085 0.067 0.049 0.040 0.031 0.026 0.023 0.059 0.044 0.036
MAT. BURDEN 0.949 0.523 0.3c3 0.334 0.273 0.240.... 0.238 .. 0.92 0.182 
_ 0.324._ 0.264 0.235..TOTAL MAINTENANCE 1.P46 1.119 0.934 0.704 0.569 0.498 0.427 0.392 0.370 0.677 0.547 0.483 
.
.. OFDRECIATION 0.424 0.333 0.276 0.255 0.231 
__0.217 0.203 0.196 ... 192 0.2 57 -0.30 0.17 ..TnTAL OTRECT OPERATIGr, COST 






DEPARTURE PATH TO I0,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. ORSTACLF CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL RBUILDUP TIME= 5.
- TIME ..DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST -LWGO _ LWGI ODWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LR LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 20144. -0. -234. 0. 305. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.0852 0.0020 0.0139 2765.
4.0 _ 7. 13._. 8. 0.171 60.0 22184. -2. -286. 1. 279. 6. 26.4 24.6-35.4 24.7 0.0929 0.0054 0.0153 3246.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.161 60.0 22014. -5. -291. 2. 262. 16. 26.6 24.6-35.4 23.5 0.0965 0.0090 0.0152 3337.
6.2 24. 42. 18. 0.122 60.0 21349. -9. -288. 4._ 241. 32. 27.5 24.6-35.4 22.4 0.0996 0.0127 0.0148 3337.
8.0 44. 76. 23. 0.090 60.0 20840. -15. -290. 7. 234. 52. 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.1020 0.0168 0.0144 3337.
8.6 58. 100. 24. 0.055 60.0 20271. _-22. -290 . 11. 224. 78. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.1048 0.0210 0.0141 3337.
ACCELERATION AND CONVERSION
9.4 76. 123. 33. 0.175 51.6 19769. -40. -399. 12. 126. 75. 29.6 24.6-27.1 20.9 0.1075 0.0260 0.0137 3337.
13.3 102. 145. 40. 0.178 40.6 19644. -80. -543. 12. 84. 55. 40.7 24.6-16.0 26.0 0.1081 0.0412 0.0136 3337.
11.2 137. 168. 48. 0.179 32.8 1S728. -78. -670. 12. 67. 38. 48.7 24.6 -8.2 28.7 0.1076 0.0574 0.0137 3337.
12.0 180. 190. 57. 0.180 27.3 19740. 51. -779. 12. 59. 28. 54.0 24.6 -2.7 28.7 0.1074 0.0730 0.0137 3337.
12.9_ 21. 212. _ 66. 0.184 23.3 19738. 225. -884.____ 16. 56. 25. 57.6 24.6 1.3 27.3 0.1073 0.0886 0.0137 3337.
13.7 288. 233. 75. 0.193 20.2 19726. 445. -996. 25. 56. 28. 59.8 24.6 4.3 25.3 0.1072 0.1041 0.0137 3337.
14.5 353. 254. 84. 0.192 17.9 19653. 714. -1119. 38. 58. 38. 61.8 24.6 6.7 23.0 0.1074 0.1196 0.0137 3337.
15.3 428. 275. 94. 0.199 16.0 19542. 1033. -1257. *56. 62. 54. 63.4 24.6 8.6 20.6 0.1078 0.1352 0.0136 3337.
15.2 515. 298. 104. 0.178 14.5 18995. 1402. -904. 78. 43. 77. 63.8 24.6 10.1 17.8 0.1106 0.1494 0.0132 3337.
17.1 611. 320. 113. 0.179 13.2 18214. 1820. -290. 105. 28. 107. 62.8 24.6 11.4 15.0 0.1151 0.1628 0.0127 3337.
17.9 716. 343. 123. 3.178 12.2 17335. 2289. 357. 136. 30. 142. 61.5 24.6 12.4 12.6 0.1207 0.1758 0.0121 3337.
18.9 843. 368. 133. 0.159 11.3 16245. 2809. 1067. 171. 46. 185. 60.9 24.6 13.3 10.4 0.1284 0.1877 0.0113 3337.
19.9 983. 394, 143. 0.155 10.5 15163. 3379. 1804. 211. 76. 234. 58.8 24.6 14.1 8.6 0.1373 0.1992 0.0106 3337.
21.0 1152. 423. 153. 0.138 9.8 13891. 3999. 2615. 256. 118. 289. 57.0 24.6 14.8 6.9 0.1495 0.2085 0.0097 3337.
22.4 1364. 458. 167. 0.118 9.2 12486. 4669. 3494. 305. 174. 350. 54.8 24.6 15.4 5.4 0.1662 0.2147 0.0087 3337.
23.8 1613. 496. 172. 0.106 8.7 11094. 5388. 4418. 358. 239. 418. 50.9 24.6 15.9 4.1 0.1869 0.2172 0.0078 3337.
25.5 1920. 540. 182. 0.091 8.2 9717. 6086. 5319. 407. 307. 482. 46.6 24.4_16.2 3.0 0.2136 0.2131 0.0068 3337. o<
27.4 2?82. 589. 192. 0.381 7.8 89C7. 6495. 5794. 420. 332. 499. 44.3 23.3 15.6 2.4 0.2330 0.2149 0.0063 3337.
29.5 2698. 643. 202. 0.075 7.4 8110. 6918. 6296. 434. 359._518. 41.0 22.4 15.0 1.9 0.2562 0.2117 0.0057 3337.
31.7 3157. 700. 212. 0.071 7.0 7336. 7356. 6824. 448. 387. 539. 36.6 21.6 14.6 1.4 0.2840 0.2008 0.0052 3337.
33.9 3634. 756. 221. 0.071 6.7 6657._ 7781.. 7346. 463. 414. 561. 31,1 20,9 14,2__1._00.3144 0.1804 0.0047 3337.
AIRPLANF MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
33.9 3634. 756. 225. 0.0 17.87412.
175.1 37828. 10000. 259. 0.0 14.7 6441.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.26190D+06
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 93.5 EPNDB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 57.0 EPNDR
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 54.8 EPNDR
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 94.9 EPNDA
TILT.ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
M-80-80 ..... 
___ _DESIGN ITERATIONS: 6 ..
- -OVERALL ._POWERPLANT FUS ELAGEL.. STRUCT__TECHNOLOGY.FACTORS.
GRJSS WEIGHT (LR) 72322. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 15466. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) .49453. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. -*OIAMETER (FTl.. .._ 11.5 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LRl 6568. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 16300. *% RATED EMRG HVR . 140. *ENGINE (HPfLB 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 447. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/ CRUISE 10.61 CISE . 90. WING PROFILE 4.96
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 15466. FUSELAGE 7.04 DESIGN MISSION
*DASSENGER SFATS 80. CONVER (HP) 10750.. EMPENNAGE . 2.98 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LA) 0. CRUISE (HP) 11756. TOTAL PROFILE 18.12 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LR/HP HRP 0.400 . WING INDUCED _ 3.19 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
--- *DISC LOADING (PSF) ..... 1200 DRIVE SYSTEM 
___COMPONENT WEIGHTSL) . . *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RADIUS (FTI 31.0 *EFFICIFNCY 0.97 ROTORS 6975. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.141 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 7257. DRIVE SYSTEM _ _ . 8892. *MAX ACCELERATION (GI 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 3.49 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 8892. POWERPLANT 2729. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES 8 NACELLES 784. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FTI 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 765. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPSI 1058.
*PROFILF DRAG COEFF _ _ 0.010 AREA (SF) 761.-- WING 
_5701._ *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
T DOWNLOAD 5.1 *LPADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 8035. *STRUICT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIFNCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT PATIO 7.48 EMoENNAGE _.__ 1410.. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER .8R3 SPAN fFTI 75.4 LANDING GEAR 2170, *CABIN CREW 2. i-
CRUISE 0.70 MEAN CHORD (FT) 10.09 FLIGHT CONTROLS 3780. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES I
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 6975. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 348.
AIRPLANF WFIGHT (LR) 6733. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 _ ELECTRICAL 1398.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 670. SWEEP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 826.
.* CRUISE 550. CRUISF LIFT COEFF 0.30 AIR CONDITIONING __ __ 1540. __ .
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.34 FURNISHINGS 3700.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 _ FLUIDS _ - - --__ 362.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE _ CLIMB SPO/COVER SPD 1.04 CABIN CREW 300.
DESIGN MISSI3N SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF F. LANDING 2.00 141.... ..
ACCEL. & CONV. 900. 0.9 0.61 52.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 176.,219. 14100. 12.0 3.65 315.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 10.8 1.79 164.
CRUISE 447. 438.7 58.86 4400.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 447.,292. 1410C. 36.6 6.39 68.
DECEL. t CONV. 900. 0.9 __1.05 14.
TOTAL 500.0 74.36 5154.
RESERVE -_ 20.00 1414.
STAGE LEFNGTH (MI,) 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. 200... 300. 400.... 500..............
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) _ 26...... 305 ..... 456. 456. . 4_ 54 .... .454 ..... 454. 454 _454.. _ -.
CRUISE LID 13.44 13.44 9.16 9.69 10.21 10.21 10.21 10.21 10.21
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.4 35.1 1.7 44.6 .87.6 137.6 _237.6 .337.6 4376 .........
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.6 13.6 18.6 20.2, 27.2 33.8 47.0 60.2 73.4
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 444. 642. 728. 1174. 1704. .2235.. 3284.. 4317. .-5335..
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 175. 221. 241. 297. 331. 355. 383. 398. 408.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILTZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YRI=10. LAROR RATE(s/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAMP COST (S/LR)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 .. INSURANCE RATE=0.040.. FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0 . ...
D03C=1.46+0.0219*St t/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.1
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 04 .0=300 200+200+ .0+ 0+. 0=400
STAGF LFNGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. 0. 5 0. _200 300. 400.
NO. CYCLES/STAPTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT TREW 0.561 0.446 0.408 0.337 0.298 0.278 0.257 0.247 0.241 0.351 0.307 0.286
FUEL F OIL 0.493 0.357 0.270 0.326 0.315 0.310 0.304 0.300 0.296 0.326 0.315 0.310
HULL INSIURANCE 0.532 0.4?2 0.387 0.315 0.282 0.263 0.244 0.234 0.228 0.317 0.280 0.263
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.586 1.225 1.064 0.972 0.895 0.851 0.805 0.781 0.766 0.994 0.902 0.859
LARPR AIRFRAME 0.558 0.365 0.301 _0.239 0.199 0.178 0.156 0.145 0.139 -0.238 _0.197 ...0.176 _ _-....
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.279 0.171 0.135 0.107 0.086 0.075 0.064 0.058 0.055 0.103 0.093 0.073
LABOP ENGINES n.383 0.209 0.151 0.116 0.085 0.070 0.054 0.046 0.042 0.105 0.077 0.064
MATERIAL ENGINFS 0.A53 0.459 0.328 0.251 0.183 0.148 0.113 0.095 0.085 0.223 0.163 0.133
MAT. RUIRnEN 1.223 0.746 0.588 0.462 _0.370 0.322 0.273 0.249 0.235 ... 0.446 0.356 0.312 4---
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 3.297 1.950 1.503 1.175 0.923 0.792 0.660 "0.594 0.555 1.114 0.875 0.759
DEPRFCIATION 1.543 1.224 1.121 0.912 _0.818 0.763 0.707 _ 0.679 0.662 0.920 0.812 0.763 o
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 6.426 4.399 3.688 3.059 2.637 2.405 _2.172 2.054 1.983 3.028.- 2.590 _ 2.380 _ ___
%/FLIGHT HOUR 1126.9 972.2 890.2 907.6 871.9 853.2 831.2 818.4 809.9 890.6 862.5 844.4
$/SEAT MILE 0.0803 0.0550 0.0461 0.0382 0.0330 _0.0301 0.0271 _0.0257__ 0.0248 0.0379 0.0324 0.0298
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.01 2.75 3.46 3.82 4.94 6.01 8.14 10.27 12.39 7.57 9.71 11.90
M-90-80
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATEF20ACCEL BUILDUP.TIME-__5....
TIME__ DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM .THRUST . LWGO __._ LWG I _DWGO OWGIDFUST_ALP__THE_ AWO .ALV._..LANDA M nU ... _CT .... POWER -.
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
ORSTACLE CLEARANCE -----.
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 76786. -1. -983. 0. 1288. 2. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0853 0.0020 0.0140 10549.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 3.171 60.0 84533.... -6..- 1201 ..... 3._1178. .. 14. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0929 0.0054 0.0154 12378._
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.162 60.0 83909. -16. -1222. 8. 1103. 38. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0966 0.0090 0.0153 12731.
6.2 24. 42. 18. 0.123 60.0 81379.. -31. -1210... ...15. 1016.... 74. 27.6 24.6-35.4 22.5 0.0996 0.0127 0.0148 12731.
7.9 43. 75. 23. 0.092 60.0 79443. -51. -1216. 25. 987. 123. 28.3 24.6-35.4 22.0 0.1020 0.0168 0.0145 12731.8.5 58. 100 _. 24. 0.058 60.0 .77331 . -76. -1219.. 38. 944._183,_29.L24.6-35.4 21.3 0.1048 0.0210 0.0141 12731 .....
ACCELERATION AND CONVERSION
9.5 77. 125. 33. 0.163 52.1 75633. -136. -1666. 42._ 556. _183. 30.0 24.6-27.5 21.2 0.1072 0.0265 0.0138 12731.
10.4 104. 149. 40. 0.173 41.3 74672. -272. -2240. 44. 366. 137. 40.5 24.6-16.7 25.7 0.1085 0.0413 0.0136 12731.
11.3 140. 172. 48. 0.175 33.4 75C39. -293. -2776. __43. 293... 97. 48.5 24.6 -8.8 28.5 0.1079 0.0575 0.0137 12731........
12.2 184. 195. 57. 0.176 27.8 75152. 133. -3238. 41. 260. 71. 54.0 24.6 -3.2 28.6 0.1076 0.0731 0.0137 12731.
13.0 236._ 218. 66. 0.181 23.P _75235. .704. -3681. 56. 250. 61. 57.6 24.6 0.8 27.3 0.1073 0.0888 0.0137 12731.
13.8 293. 240. 75. 0.190 20.7 7530?. 1431. -4154. 87. 253. 67. 60.0 24.6 3.9 25.4 0.1071 0.1044 0.0138 12731.
14.6 359. 262. 84. 0.190 18.3 75171. 2319. -4669. 136.. 266. 88. 62.1 24.6 6.3 23.1 0.1071 0.1200 0.0138 12731.
15.5 434. 294. 94. 0.187 16.4 74921. 3370. -5250. 201. 285. 124. 63.8 24.6 8.2 20.8 0.1072 0.1357 0.0137 12731.
16.4 526. 308. 104. 0.169 14.8 72891. 4596. -3941. 283. 198. 175. 64.9 24.6 9.8 18.0 0.1099 0.1499 0.0134 12731.
17.2 619. 330. 113. 0.184 13.5 70196. 5969. -1510. 38?. 120. 242. 63.2 24.6 11.1 15.3 0.1139 0.1637 0.0129 12731.
18.1 725. 354.. 123. 0.176 12.4 _ 66729, 7519. 1147. 499. _117. 324. 62.5 24.6 12.2 12.8 0.1195 0.1766 0.0122 12731.
19.0 842. 378. 133. 0.172 11.5 62999, .9237,. 3944. 632. 183. 421. 61.1 24.6 13.1 1Q.7 0.1263 0.1891 0.0116 12731.
20.0 979. 403. 143. 0.199 1C.7 58678. 11121. 6979. 782.- 313. 533. 59.9 24.6 13.9 8.8 0.1352 0.2005 0.0108 12731..
21.0 1135. 431. 152. 0.150 10.0 54137. 13173. t0197. 950. 499. 660. 57.9 24.6 14.6 7.1 0.1463 0.2108 0.0100 12731.
22.3 1329. 463. 162. 0.128 9.4 48833. 15390. 13748. 1134. 749. 802. 56.1 24.6.15.2 5.6 0.1619 0.2179 0.0090 12731. %D
23.6 1553. 498. 172. 0.118 8.8 43632. 17773. 17463. 1335. 1043. 959. 52.6 24.6 15.7 4.4 0.1810 0.2220 0.0080 12731.
25.0 1815. 536. 182. 0.107 8.4_ 38193. 20319. 21450. 1554.,1390, 1131. 47.8 24.6 16.2 3.2 0.2070 0.2195 0.0070 12731.
26.7 2132. 581. 192. 0.093 7.9 33752.. 22314. 24531. 1687. 1641. 1239. 43.9 24.0 16.1 2.4 0.2346 0.2131 0.0062 12731.
28.5 2489. 628. 202. 0.087 7.5 30721. 23799. 26657. 1744. 1774. 1288. 40.4 23.1 15.6 _ 1.9 0.2580 0.2094 0.0057 12731.
30.3 2887. 677. 212. 0.083 7.2 27762. 25327. 28898. 1803. 1913. 1341. 35.8 22.3 15.1 1.4 0.2864 0.1973 0.0051 12731.
32.2 3300. 728. 222. 0.082 6.9 25021. 26906. 31254. 1867. 2060. 1398. 29.7 21.5 14.7 1.0 0.3194 0.1732 0.0046 12731.
34.1 3774. 776. 232. 0.084 6.6 22791. 28597. 33721. 1940. 2213. 1464. 21.5 20.9 14.3 0.6 0.3528 0.1381 0.0042 12731.
35.9_ 4162._ 925._ 24?. 0.095 ,6.3_ 20C979._30327. 36299. 2015. 2374. 1532. 11.8 20.3 14.0 0.3 0.3860 0.0817 0.0039 12731.
37.8 4641. 875. 252. 0.081 6.0 14816. 32137. 38980. 2097. 2540. 1606. 0.5 19.8 13.7 0.0 0.4102 0.0071 0.0D37 12731.
39.8 5153. 928. 258. 0.078 5.9 19392. 32707. 39615. 2083. 2523. 1605. -2.6 19.2 13.3 0.0 0.4194-0.0209 0.0036 12731.
AIRDLANE MODE CLITM TO 100r00 FT
-_ ___ 39.8 5153. 928. ?59. 0.0 15.5 24898.
178.7 43774. 10000. 297. 0.0 12.9 21691.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.71439D+06................
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 96.2 EPNCR
NOISF AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 62.9 EPNDB
NOISF 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF P'INT= 60.7 EPNDB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 97.4 EPNDB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
M-80-110 ....... ..... ..... DESIGN ITERATIONS: 6
OVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GRISS WEIGHT (LB) 106775. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 22844. *LENGTH (FT) 110.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LR) 74757. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 13.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
CUFL WEIGHT (LB) 9569. *EXCFSS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD ILR) 22450. 40 RATED EMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 455. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISF 10.91 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 7.11
*RANGF (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 22844. FUSELAGE 9.00 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGFR SEATS 110. CONVFR (HP) 15878. EMPFNNAGE -- - 4.26 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) . 0.
*CAPGO I(L) 0. CRUISE (HP) 16403. TOTAL PROFILE 24.65 SOUND SPFFD HVR (FPS 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) _0.400... WING INDUCED --.4.37. *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTOQS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*OISC LnADING (PSF) .... 12.00 DRIVF SYSTEM .COMPONENT WEIGHTS L B *HOT DAY TEMP (OEG F 1___.. 95..
RADIUS (FT) 37.6 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 10668. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.144 HEL MODF WEIGHT (LB) 11587. DRIVE SYSTEM 14240. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 4.24 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 14240. POWERPLANT 4031. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL RLADES 8 NACELLES 1973. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1457. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILF DPRA CnEFF 0.010 ARFA (SF) 1124. WING 8580. _*MAX DECELERATION (G) - 0.20
7 DOWNLOAD 5.2 *LOADING IPSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 10944. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPFCT RATIO 7.25 EMPENNAGE 2082. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 90.3 LANDING GEAR 3203. *CABIN CREW 3.
CRUISE 0.69. MEAN CHORD (FT) 12.45 FLIGHT CONTROLS 6548. *ATC SPEED LIMIT _ ES
HEL MODE WFIGHT (LR) 10668. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 423.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LR) 10311. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 2427.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 620. SWFFP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 949.
* CRUISE 550. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.28.- AIR CONDITIONING 1930.
*FUSELACF CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.34 FURNISHINGS 4900.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 .... FLUIDS 534F.L I 
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT. VARIABLE CLIMR SPD/CONVER SPD 1..07 ...... CABIN CREW 45
DESIGN MISSION SPFED HEIGHT. DIST TIME . FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LR
TAKFOFF r. LANDING 2.00 209.
ACCEL. F CONV. 900. 0.9 0.59 75.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 182.,225. 14100. 12.3_ 3.64 465.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 11.0 1.79 243.
CRUISE 455. 436.5 57.56 6363.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 455.9292. 14100. 38.4 6.67 105.
DECEL. & CONV. 90C. 0.9 1.01 20.
TOTAL _-.. _ _500.0 ...... 73. 28 7479.
._.__. RESERVE _ _ _ _ . .. 20.00 2089..........
M-80-110
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. 100. -.. 150. --- 200.--- 300. 400. --_ 500... . .
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
....... CJUTSE SDEED (MPH) .___ 296. 305. 463. 468. 468. 68 468 468.. 468.. .......
CRUISE L/n 14.11 14.10 9.42 10.03 10.60 10.60 10.60 10.60 10.60
CRITIRE DISTANCE (I1.) 17.3 34.7 25.2 42.2 84.2 -- 134.2_ 234.2 334.2 - 434.2
9LOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.5 13.5 16.5 20.0 26.8 33.2 46.0 58.9 71.7
SLOCK FUEL LB.) 641. 924. 1345. 1690. - 2448. 3210. 4717.. 6203. 7667..
BL1CK SPFED (MPH) 177. 222. 273. 300. 336. 361. 391. 408. 418.
DIRECT OPERATING COST. - ANN UTILIZATIONIHR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HRI= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST (S/LB)= 8O.0 ENGINE COST (S/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.4?+0.0212*SL $/SFAT-TRIP (StL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+. 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGF LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. . 150. 200.,_ 300. 400. 500.. 20......300. 400.-. . .
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 11 1/1 11 1/1 11 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CPEW 0.570 0.453 0.369 0.336 0.300 0.279 0.258 0.247 0.241 0.355 0.309 0.287
FUEL & OIL 0.711 3.513 0.497 0.469 0.453 0.445 0.436 0.430 0.425 0.468 0.453 0.445
HULL INSURANCE 0.795 0.633 0.515 0.469 0.419 0.389 0.360 0.345 0.336 0.472 0.416 0.389
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 2.C77 1.599 1.382 1.274 1.171 1.113 1.053 1.022 1.002 1.295 1.178 1.121
LAnOr AlRFRAMF 0.637 0.416 0.316 0.271 0.225 0.200 0.175 0.162 0.155 .0.269. 0.221 0.198
MATERIAL AIPFRAME 0.390 0.240 0.178 0.149 0.119 0.104 0.088 0.080 0.076 0.144 0.115 0.101
LAOR ENGINES 0.464 0.252 0.176 0.139 0.101 0.082 0.063 0.054 0.048 _ 0.124 0.091 0.075
MATFRIAL FNGINES 1.259 0.678 0.471 0.370 0.268 0.217 0.165 0.139 0.124 0.328 0.239 0.195
MAT. 811"REN 1.432 0.868 0.639 0.533 0.424 0.366 - 0.309 0.280 . 0.263 _0.512 0.406 0.355
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 4.193 2.453 1.779 1.461 1.137 0.968 0.800 0.715 0.665 1.377 1.073 0.924
DFPPECTATION 2.304 1.83? 1.493 1.358 1.212 - 1.127_ 1.041 - 0.999 __0.973 _1.3467. 1.204 1.127
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
SfAIRCPAFT MILE 8.564 5.884 4.655 4.094 3.521 3.208 2.894 2.736 2.639 4.039_ 3.455 3.172
S/FLIGHT AOUR 1513.4 1337.4 1769.3 1226.9 1182.3 1159.1 1131.6 1115.4 1104.6 1202.5 1168.2 1146.0
S/SEAT MILE 0.0779 0.0515 0.0423 0.0372 0.0320 0.0292 0.0263 0.0249 0.0240 0.0367 0.0314 0.0288
S/SFAT-TRIP 1.95 2.67 3.17 3.72 4.80 5.83 7.89 9.95 12.00 7.34 9.42 11.53
-- - - - -
M-0- n
DEDRTIIRPE PATH Tn 10,000 FT MSL
_MAX FUISE ANGLF=20. ORSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME 0DIST LT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LBR LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
ORSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 113396. -1. -1476. 0. 1935. 2. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0853 0.0020 0.0140 15582.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 124829. -8. -1803. 4. 1770. 18. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0929 0.0054 0.0154 18281.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.159 60.0 123577. -23. -1818. 11. 1640. 50. 26.8.24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0969 0.0090 0.0152 18803.
6.2 24. 42, 18. 0.125 60.0 120435. -45. -1828. 22..1543. 97. 27.5 24.6-35.4 22.6 0.0994 0.0127 0.0148 18803.
7.9 43. 75. 23. 0.C92 60.0 117328. -74. -1829. 36. 1480. 161. 28.3 24.6-35.4 22.0 0.1020 0.0168 0.0145 18803.
8.5 58. 100. 24. 0.057 60.0 114123. -110. -1827. 54.- 1415....240. 29.2 24.6-35.4 21.3 0.1049 0.0210 0.0141 18803.
ACCFLFRATION AND CCNVERSICN
9.4 76. 124. 33. 0.168 52.1 111674. -197. -2501. _61. 834. 239. 29.8 24.6-27.5 21.3 0.1072 0.0267 0.0138 18803.
10.3 103. 147. 40. 0.175 41.2 110280. -395. -3373. 64. 549. 179. 40.4 24.6-16.6 25.7 0.1085 0.0412 0.0136 18803.
11.2 138,. 170. 49. 0.178 33.3 113813. -411. -4177. 62. 441. 126. 48.5 24.6 -8.7 28.5 0.1079 0.0574 0.0137 19803.
12.1 182. 193. 57. 0.178 27.8 110990. 204. -4871. 59. 393. 93. 53.9 24.6 -3.2 28.6 0.1076 0.0731 0.0137 18803.
12.9 234. 216. 66. 0.180 73.7 111099. 1028. -5538. .81. 378. 81.57.8 24.6 0.9 27.3 0.1074 0.0888 0.0137 18803.
13.7 291. 238. 75. 0.192 20.6 111250. 2075. -6246. 128. 384. 89. 60.0 24.6 3.9 25.4 0.1070 0.1044 0.0138 18803.
14.6 356. 259. 84. 0.191 18.2 111089. 3353. -70?0. 199. 404. It6. 62.1 24.6 6.3 23.1 0.1070 0.1201 0.0138 18803.
15.4 430. 281. q4. 0.18A 16.3 110757. 4867. -7893. 295. 435. 164. 63.8 24.6 8.2 20.8 0.1071 0.1358 0.0137 18803.
16.3 520. 335. 104. 0.172 14.8 107766. 6618. -5873. 417. 297. 232. 64.8 24.6 9.8 18.0 0.1098 0.1500 0.0134 18803.
17.1 613. 327. 113. 0.186 13.5 103735. 8609. -2228. 563. 177. 320. 63.3 24.6 11.1 15.3 0.1138 0.1637 0.0129 18803.
S1.0 717. 350. 173. 0.179 12.4 98646. 10840. 1732. 734. 172. 428. 62.5 24.6 12.2 12.89 0.1194 0.1767 0.0123 19803.
18.9 833. 373. 133. 0.175 11.5 93138. 13312. 5910. 931. 274. 556. 61.2 24.6 13.1 10.7 0.1261 0.1892 0.0116 18803.
19.8 967. 399. 143. 0.162 10.7 86788. 16024. 10436. 1152. 473. 703. 60.0 24.6 13.9 8.8 0.1350 0.2007 0.0108 19803.
20.9 1123. 425. 153, 0.153 10.0 80096. 18976. 15239. 1399. 758. 870. 58.0 24.6 14.6 7.1 0.1460 0.2110 0.0100 18803. -
22.0 1308. 457. 162. 0.132 9.4 72293. 22168. 20536. 1671. 1139. 1057. 56.2 24.6 15.2 5.6 0.1615 Q.2183 0.0090 18803.
23.3 1526. 490. 172. 0.121 8.8 64636. 25597. 26077. 1967. 1588. 1264. 52.7 24.6 15.8 4.4 0.1804 0.2225 0.0081 18803.
24.7 1780. 528. 182. 0.110 8.3 56621. 2926?. 32024. 2288. 2117. 1490. 48.0 24.6 16.2 3.3 0.2061 0.2203 0.0071 18803.
26.3 2087. 570. 192. 0.C96 7.9 49787. 32284. 36896. 2506. 2535. 1647. 43.9 24.1 16.2 2.4 0.2349 0.2128 0.0062 19803.
28.0 2430. 616. 202. 0.090 7.5 45312. 34441. 40096. 2591. 2739. 1713. 40.3 23.2 15.7 1.9 0.2584 0.2090 0.0057 18803.
29.8 2809. 663. 212. 0.086 7.2 40938. 36659. 43470. 2680. 2955. 1784. 35.7 22.4 15.2 1.4 0.2868 0.1967 0.0051 18803.
31.7 3213. 712. 222. 0.085 6.8 36893. 38953. 47017. 2774. 3182. 1861. 29.5 21.6 14.8 1.0 0.3200 0.1722 0.0046 18803.
33.5 3627. 759. 232. 0.086 6.6 33608. 41409. 50732. 2884. 3419. 1949. 21.3 21.0 14.4 0.6 0.3535 0.1366 0.0042 18803.
35.3 4057. 807. 242. 0.087 6.3 30951. 43921. 54612. 2q96. 3667. 2040. 11.5 20.4 14.1 0.3 0.3865 0.0796 0.0039 18803.
37.2 4531. 857. 252. 0.082 6.0 29260. 46548. 58647. 3117. 3925. 2138. 0.1 19.9 13.8 0.0 0.4103 0.0044 0.0037 18803.
39.2 5047. 909. 261. 0.078 5.8 28226. 47343. 59431. 3021. 3793. 2099. -2.6 18.8 13.0 0.0 0.4253-0.0209 0.0036 18803.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
39.2 5047. 909. 266. 0.0 15.1 35896.
178.0 44745. 10000. 306. 0.0 12.6 31265.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.93182D+06
NOISF AT 500 FT SIDELINF= 97.3 EPNCB
NOISE AT.20,000 FT SIDELINE= 64.6 EPNOR
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEqFF.POINT= 62.4 EPNBC
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKF-FF POINT= 98.5 EPNDB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
0-80-20 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 3
OVERALL 
.. .. POWERPLANT .FUSFLAGE 
. -_ STRUCT TECHNOLOGYFACTORSGROSS WEIGHT ILA) 21254. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4336. *LENGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTy WEIGHT (LB) 15295. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2 . *DIAMETER (FT) 8.5 *TRANSMISSION 0.83FUEL WEIGHT (LB) q1960. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78PAYLOAD (LB) 4000. *7 RATED EMRG HVR 140. *ENIE HPIB) .50
CRUISF SPEED I(PH) 491 * CONV + CLIMR 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.54.L/D CRUISE .. 9.18 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 2.00
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR FMRG HVR (HPI 3885. FUSELAGE 3.38 DESIGN MISSION*PASSENGER SEATS 20. CONVER (HPI 2907. • EMPENNAGE 1.20 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.*CAQGO (LAR O. CRUISE (HP) 4336. TOTAL PROFILE 7.97 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 0.99 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.ROOS 
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
DISC LOADING (PSF) __ 9.00 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTS LLB HT DAY TEMP (DEFT) 200095
RADIUS (FT) q.4 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 2327. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150SOLIDITY 0.179 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 2148. DRIVE SYSTEM 2549. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25BLADE CHORD (FT 1.81 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 2549. POWERPLANT 765. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.TOTAL BLADES 12 . NACELLES 39. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 96. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.*PpnFILF DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 293. WING 1587. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20F DOWNLOAD 4.6 *LOAnlNG (PSF) 75.0 FUSELAGE 2731. ---*STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5*EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPECT PATIO 9.57 FMPFNNAGF 414. *FLIGHT CREW 2. -
* CONVER 0.R1 SPAN (FT) 49.3 LANDING GEAR 638. *CABIN CREW 0.CRJISE 0.71 MEAN CHORD (FT) 5.75 . FLIGHT CONTROLS 672. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YESHEL MDE WEIGHT (LPI 2166. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 188. YES
AIRPLANE WFIfHT (LR) 2327. *TAPF:R RATIO C. 70 ___ELECTRICAL 247.
*TIP SPEED H3VER 480. SWEEP (DEG) 
-5.2 INSTR+AVIONICS 580.
* CRUISE 480. CRPUISF LIFT COEFF 0.29 AIR CONDITIONING 760.*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.76 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX HEL MODE AnV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS .106.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
.* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE ... CLIMB SPD/CCNVER SPD 1.11 _CABINCREW 0_
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LA
TAKEOFF E LANDING 2.00 36.
ACCEL. & CONV. 1000. 0.8 0.66 15.AIRPLANE CLIMB 146. 190.__ 14000. 9.3 _ 3.42 1.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 7.9 1.48 37.
CRUISFE 401. 452.3 67.77 1408.AIRPLANE DESCENT 400.,292. 14000. 28.9 5.18 14.
DECEL. G CONV. 1000. 0.8 1.22 5.
.. . ...TOTA L - 500.0 81.,71 1596. 
_
RESERVE -. 20,00 363.
.... ............ . ... ....... . . ZO, 0 " 363 __
4
-.. STAGE.LENGTH (MI .). _ 25... 50 ..... 75. - I00.. ..150. __. 200 _3.00--_400- 500--
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
..CRUJISE _SDEED_ (MPH) ......296 . 305.. _400.. .397..... 400. 400- 400. 00 400
CRUISE L/D 10.63 10.62 8.20 8.61 9.17 9.17 .9.17 9.17 9.17
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) ... 18.2.. 37.4 38.6 _58.3 101.6 151.6 __. 251.6_ 351.6 .__451.6 __ ..__
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.9 13.9 17.4 21.5 29.3 36.8 51.8 66.8 81.7
LOCK FUEL (LB.) . 134. 199. .....281.. 356. 513...... 671 .... 984. .. 291..... 1594.
BLOCK SPFEO (MPH) 169. 216. 259. 279. 307. 326. 348. 359. 367.
DIRECT OOFRATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE(SIHR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST (S/L)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0. INSURANCE RATE=0.040 . FUELCOST (CENT.S/GAL) .18.0 ........
DOC=2.94+0.0459*SL S/SFAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500C )
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+...0+ 0=300 200+200+. 0+ ...0+ 0=400 ............
.STAGF LENGTH 25. 50... 75... 100... 150. ... 200._ _.300.. 4 .00. .. 0 0 3.......O 3 ... 00 ...... 400.
Nn. CYCLFS/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CRFW 0.555 0.435 0.362 .0.337 0.306 0.288 0.270 0.261._0.256_ 0.354 .0.315. 0.296....
FUEL F. OIL 0.150 0.111 0.105 0.099 0.096 0.094 0.091 0.090 0.089 0.099 0.096 0.094
HULL INS'IRANCE C.168 0.132 0.110 0.102 0.f093 0.087 0.082 0.079 0.078 _ 0.102 0.092 0.087 ..
TOTAL FLISHT OPS 0.872 0.678 0.577 0.539 0.494 0.469 0.443 0.430 0.422 0.556 0.503 0.477
LAROR AIOFRAUE ._0.4C9 0.268 . 0.208 0.182 0.154 0.139 0.124 _0.117 0.112 0.181 0.153 0.139
MATERIAL AIRFRAMF 0.129 0.C79 0.059 0.051 0.041 0.036 0.031 0.029 0.027 0.049 0.040 0.035
LAPRO ENGINES 0.26? 0.145 0.103 0.CR3 0.063 0.052 0.042 0.037 0.034 0.076 0.058 0.049
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.243 0.12q 0.090 0.372 0.052 0.043 0.033 0.028 0.025 0.064 0.047 0.039 L)
MAT. BIUPFN .0.872 0.537 0.404 0.345 0.292 0.249 0.216 0.200 0.190 0.335 0.274 0.243
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 1.912 1.159 0.865 0.733 0.593 0.520 0.447 0.411 0.389 0.704 0.571 0.505
___ DEDPFCIATIN 0.455 0.3R1 0.317 0.295 0.267 0.252 0.236 0.229 0.224 0.296 0.266 0.252
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/.IRCRACT MILE 3.270 2.219 1.759 1.566 1.354 1.241 .1.127 1.070-- 1.035 1.556 1.339 1.233 ....
$/FLIGHT HOUR 553.5 478.4 455.9 436.4 415.9 404.6 391.7 384.5 379.8 '431.9 41-3.3 402.2
S/SFAT MILE 0.1635 0.1109 0.0880 0.0783 0.0677 0.0620 0.0563 0.0535 0.0517 0.0778 0.0670 0.0617
S/SEAT-TRIP 4.09 5.55 6.60 7.83 10.16 12.41 16.90 21.39 25.87 15.56 20.09 24.67
.Q-80-20
DEPARTURE PATH TD 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=23. OPSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILOUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI _DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MuI CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LA LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
0ASTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 22533. -0. -264. 0. 343. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.0953 0.0025 0.0174 2641.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 24810. -2. -321. 1. 309..-.. 6. 26.4 24.6-35.4 24.5 0.1049 0.0070 0.0192 3135.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.220 60.0 25759. -6. -343. 3. 301. 16. 25.4 24.6-35.4 23.1 0.1119 0.0116 0.0199 3438.
5.6 19. 34. 18. 0.177 60.0 24936. -12. -349.-- 6. .265,_32. 26.3 24.6-35.4 20.9 0.1156 0.0157 0.0193 3438.
6.7 32. 56. 23. 0.135 60.0 24158. -20. -347. 10. 253. 53. 27.2 24.6-35.4 20.3 0.1193 0.0208 0.0187 3438.
8.4 55. 96. 28. o.C92 60.0 23366. -30. -346. __ 15. 241. 79. 28.2 24.6-35.4 19.5 0.1234 0.0262 0.0181 3438.
8.5 58. 100. 28. 0.053 60.0 22688. -42. -350. 21. 234. 110. 29.1 24.6-35.4 18.8 0.1270 0.0320 0.0176 3438.
ACCFLFRATION AND CCNVFRSInN
9.4 77. 125. 37. 0.180 52.4 27100. -66. -460. 21. 146. 99. 28.5 24.6-27.8 18.2 0.1304 0.0372 0.0171 3438.
10.3 106. 151. 44. 0.175 42.1 22046. -124. -625. 21. 106. 74. 39.4 24.6-17.5 22.2 0.1306 0.0569 0.0171 3438.
11.2 147. 179. 52. 0.160 34.6 22154. -180. -779. 22. 86. 54. 47.9 24.6-10.0 24.1 0.1298 0.0783 0.0172 3438.
12.2 197. 209. 60. 0.162 29.2 22172. -5. -926..__ 19. 77. 41. 53.1 24.6 -4.6 23.8 0.1295 0.0987 0.0172 3438._ 
13.1 254. 214. 69. 0.170 25.1 22186. 227. -1081. 23. 74. 35. 56.4 24.6 -0.5 22.3.0.1292 0.1190 0.0173 3438.
14.0 321. 261. 78. 0.169 22.0 22135. 520. -1250. 33. 76. 35. 59.3 24.6 2.6 20.3 0.1292 0.1393 0.0172 3438.
15.0 399. 289. 87. 0.16q 19.5 22041. 877. -1441. 49. 80. 41. 61.5 24.6 5.0 18.2 0.1294 0.1596 0.0172 3438.
16.0 492. 318. C7. 0.154 17.6 21580. 1298. -1247. 71. 66. 55. 62.7 24.6 7.3 15.8 0.1318 0.1787 0.0169 3438.
16.9 587. 346. 106. 0.167 15.9 20681. 1786. -482. 99. 43. 75. 61.3 24.6 8.6 13.3 0.1371 0.1964 0.0161 3438.
18.1 716. 379. 116. 0.135 14.6 193A7. 2339. 390. 133. 42. 101. 61.9 24.6 10.0 10.8 0.1458 0.2122 0.0151 3438.
19.2 857. 413. 126. 0.135 13.4 18147. 2959. 1283. 174. 62. 134. 60.2 24.6 11.1 8.8 0.1553 0.2281 0.0142 3438.
20.5 1027. 450. 136. 0.121 12.5 16681. 3646. 2271. 220. 101. 174. 58.6 24.6 12.1 7.1 0.1684 0.2418 0.0131 3438.
21.9 1230. 4)2. 145. 0.109 11.6 15094. 4399. 3338. 273. 158. 220. 56.3 24.6 13.0 5.6 0.1857 0.2529 0.0118 3438.
23.5 1474. 539. 155. 0.C97 10.9 13401. 5218. 4491. 331. 230. 272. 52.8 24.6 13.7 4.2 0.2089 0.2594 0.0105 3438. U
25.3 1768. 592. 165. 0.086 10.2 11623. 6101. 5738. 396. 319. 331. 47.9 24.6 14.4 3.1 0.2410 0.2573 0.0091 3438.
27.3 2104. 649. 175. 0.080 9.6 987. 7050. 7077. 467. 423. 396. 40.3 24.6 15.0 2.1 0.2854 0.2390 0.0078 3438.
29.4 2495. 711. 185. 0.072 9.1 8644. 7685. 7956. 499. 481. 428. 34.7 23.8 14.7 1.4 0.3271 0.2162 0.0068 3438.
31.6 2907. 774. 195. 0.072 8.6 7757. 8234. 8684. 519. 522. 450. 28.4 22.9 14.2 0.9 0.3665 0.1884 0.0061 3438.
33.6 3319. 834. 204. 0.076 8.2 7033. 8821. 9452. 542. 564. 476. 19.8 22;1 13.9 0.6 0.4069 0.1454 0.0056 3438.
35.6 3735. 892. 211. 0.078 7.9 6611. 9241. 10012. 559. 595. 494. 12.8 21.6 13.6 0.30.4352 0.0990 0.0052 3438.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMR TO 10,000 FT
35.6 3735. 892. 213. 0.0 19.8 8844. ... ...
167.4 33927. IP000. 245. 0.0 16.5 7701.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.990200+05
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 88.1 EPNOB .
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDFLINE= 53.0 EPNDR
NOISF 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 50.9 FPND .
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 89.3 EPNDB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
-80-80 .... DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5 .
___-OVERALL POWERPLANT---- _. ..---.--. FUSELAGE.. _S__.TRUCT TECHNOLOGYFACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 79928. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 14640. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 57147. *NtIMBER OF ENGINES . 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 11.5 .. *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 6481. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
DAYLOAD (LR) 16300. *t RATFnD EMRG HVR - 140. 
_.._ *ENGINE (HP/LR. 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 422. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SFI *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.54
L/D CRIiISF _ 10.94 * CRUISE ........ 90. WING PROFILE 6.77
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 14640. FUSELAGE 7.04 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 80. CONVER (HP) 1C953.__ EMPENNAGE _ 4.06 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 12593. TOTAL PROFILE 21.63 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 __ WING INDUCED _____ __ 3.38 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HfVER ALT (FTI 2000.
*DISC LOADING {PSF) . _ 9.00. DRIVE SYSTEM O..DMPONENT WEIGHSjLB_ I.. _ *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) . 95.
RA
0 IUS IFT) 37.6 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 9559. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.179 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 10545..- DRIVE SYSTEM -.- 11573. *MAX ACCELERATION (G). 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 3.53 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 11573. POWERPLANT 2583. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPHI 400.
TOTAL RLADES 12 NACELLES . . . 689.... *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CTISIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 747. SOUlND SPEED CRSE (FPS •1058.
*PR'FILF DRAG COEFF _-.0.010 AREA (SF) 1066. WING 7087. *MAX DECELERATION G). 0.20
T DOWNLOAD 5.0 *LOADING (PSF). 75.0 FUSELAGE 8156. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.95 ASPFCT RATIO .7.38 EMPENNAGE 1559. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 88.7 LANDING GEAR 2398. *CABIN CREW 2. i-
CRUISE 0.70 MEAN CHORn (FT) 12.02 FLIGHT CONTROLS 4353. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE WEFIGHT (LB . 9194. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 366.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 9559. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL _ 1611.
*TIO SPEED HOVER 490. SWEEP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 826.
* CR!IISE 480. CRIISF LIFT COEFF 0.26_ AIR CONDITIONING ..___ 1540. .............. .. .
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT C3EFF CONVER 1.76 FURNISHINGS 3700.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 .*MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 . FLUIDS 400.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INnICATES INPUT VARIABLE . CLIMR SPD/CONVFR SPD __ 1.25 __CABIN CREW 300. ___..
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FIJFL
MPH FT MI MIN LR
TAKEOFF F LANDING . 2.00 . 134.
ACCEL. E CONV. 1000. 0.8 0.59 50.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 164.,203. 14000. 12.0 3.93 316. ...
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 9.8 1.74 148.
CRUISE 422.. 440.1 62.60 4422.
AIPPLANE DESCENT 422.*292. 14C00. 36.4 6.45 61.
DECEL. & CONV. 1000. 0.8 1.07 14.
TOTAL 500.0 78.38 5145.
RESERVE 20.00 13 6 . .. . . . . .--- ..... 36_.__ __
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. - 100. 150. 200. _ 300. 400 . 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISF SFEED (MPH) 296. 305. 423. 424. 422 ... 422. 42 2. 422 ... 422.. -------
CRUISE L/D 13.44 13.44 9.83 10.40 10.94 10.94 10.94 10.94 10.94
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.5 35.2 4.9 47.0 89.5 139.5 239.5 339.5 439.5.---
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.6 13.7 18.9 21.1 28.6 35.7 50.0 64.2 78.4
BLOCK FuIJL ILB.) 439. 639. 705. 1135. 1643... 2152. 3161.. 4156. 5139.
BLOCK SPEFO (MPH) 174. 219. 238. 285. 314. 336. 360. 374. 383.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIRFDAMF COST ($/LB)= 90.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE. RATE=O.040 _FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.49+0.0246*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOD LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0__+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100 . 150. _ 230.. 300. _._ 400.- _ 500. ___ 200. __ 300. __ 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 211
FLIGHT CREW 0.562 0.446 0.411 0.343 0.311 0.291 0.271 0.261 0.255 0,361 0.319 0.299
FUEL . OIL 0.438 0.355 0.261 0.315 0.304 0.299 0.292 0.288 0.285 0.317 0.304 0.299
HULL INSU1RANCE 0.603 0.478 0.441 0.368 0.334 0.312 0.291 0.280 0.274 0.370 0.331 0.312
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.653 1.279 1.113 1.026 0.948 0.902 0.855 0.830 0.815 1.047 0.954 0.910
LAROR AIRFRAUF 0.589 0.-85 0.?19 0.259 0.217 0.195 _ 0.172 0.161 0.154 _ 0.257 0.214 _ 0.194
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.317 0.194 0.155 0.124 0.100 0.088 0.076 0.069 0.066 0.119 0.097 0.086
LABOR ENIN.ES 0.375 0.205 0.148 0.115 0.085 0.070 0.055 0.047 0.043 0.104 0.077 0.064
MATEPRIAL ENGINES 0.p09 0.436 0.312 0.240 0.176 0.143 0.110 0.093 0.083 0.213 0.157 0.129
MAT. BUPREN 1.753 0.767 0.6C8 0.486 0.394 0.344 0.295 0.271 0.256 0.468 0.379 0.335
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 3.342 1.986 1.542 1.223 0.972 0.840 0.708 0.642 0.602 1.161 0.925 0.808
DFPRFCIATION 1.734 1.376 1.268 1.059 .0.959 __ 0.898 __. 0.837 0.806 0.788 1.063 0.952 0.898
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
/4ARCRAFT MILE 6.729 4.641 3.922 3.3C8 2.880 2.640_. 2.400 2.278 2.205 3.272 __ 2.831 2.616
$/FLIGHT HOUR 1170.2 1017.3 933.0 942.3 905.5 886.6 864.6 852.0 843.7 928.0 897.0 878.5
$/SEAAT MILE 0.0841 0.0580 0.0490 0.0414 0.0360 0.0330. 0.0300 0.0285 0.0276 0.0409 0.0354 0.0327
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.10 2.90 3.68 4.14 5.40 6.60 9.00 11.39 13.78 8.18 10.61 13.08
-- . - . - - -- - -- - - --.....-. .£ ... ... . ....--
. .. Q-80 -80 ._...._ _..._ ... ____ _____ ____________ _____ __ _________ ___
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX- ACCELROT ATION RATE=20._ ACCELBUILDUPTIME _ 5.....
TIME - DIST A LT VEL ACC GA_ THRUST_ LWGO LWG WGODWG I DWG..DEUSTALP THE AWO_ALV LAMDA MU_ CT__P--OWER
-SEC FT FT FPS ",G DEG LB LB tB LB LB -LB DEG DEC DEG DEG HP
__ 9O8STACLE CLEARANCE --....-.......----..--
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 84841. -1. -1078. 0. 1406.- 2. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.0954 0.0026 0.0175 9952.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 93387. -8. -1312. 4. 1264. .14. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.5 0.1050 0.0070 0.0192 11807.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.221 60.0, 96985. -21. -1403. 10. 1232. 38. 25.5 24.6-35.4 23.2 0.1120 0.0116 0.0200 12952.
5.6 19. 33. 18. 0.178 60.0 93888. -41. -1428. 20. 1083. 75. 26.4 24.6-35.4 21.0 0.1157 0.0157 0.0193 12952.
6.7 32. 55. 23. 0.137 6C.0 90964. -68. -1420. 34. 1034. 123. 27.3 24.6-35.4 20.3 0.1194 0.0208 0.0187 12952.
R.4... 55.__ _ 95. 28. o.C94 60.0 87994.. -102. -1414. 50.. 985. _184..28.2 24.6-35.4 19.60.1234 0.0262 0.0181 12952.....
8.5 58. 100. 28. .0.056 60.0 85435. -142. -1430. 70. 956. 257. 29.2 24.6-35.4 18.9 0.1271 0.0320-0.0176 12952.
ACCEL FERAT ION- ANn CCVERSION
9.5 81. 131. 37. 0.147 52.8 83136. -225. -1859. 72. 605. 239. 30.1 24.6-28.2 18.2 0.1306 0.0374 0.0172 12952.
10.4 111. 158. 44. 0.170 42.7 82773. -421. -2518. 74. 445. 185. 39.2 24;6-18.1 22.0 0.1310 0.0571 0.0171 12952.
11.4 152. 187. 52. 0.157 35.1 83226. -640. -3146. 79. 364. 136. 47.8 24.6-10.6 24.0 0.1302 0.0784 0.0172 12952.
12.4 204.._ 217. __60. 0.159 29.6 81368._ -63. -3749._. 67.. 328. _104. 53.1.24.6 -5.1 23.7 0.1297 0.0989 0.0172 12952.
13.3 261. 244. 69. 0.16q 25.5 83526. 702. -4384. 79. 320. 87. 56.5 24.6 -1.0 22.3 0.1292 0.1193 0.0173 12952.
14.3 1?9. 272. 78. 1.167 22.4 83476. 1668. -5076. 113. 329. 86. 59.4 24.6 2.2 20.4 0.1290 0.1397 0.0173 12952.
15.2 407. 300. 87. 0.163 19.9 83299. 2845. -5855. 170. 349. 100. 61.8 24.6 4.7 18.4 0.1289 0.1601 0.0173 12952.
16.2 500. 330. 97. 0.154 17.9 1802.. 4?38. -5245. 249. 293. 130. 63.2 24.6 6.7 16.0 0.1309 0.1794 0.0170 12952.
17.1 592. 357. 107. 0.173 16.2 78546. 5848. -2235. 352. 179. 175. 61.6 24.6 8.4 13.4 0.1359 0.1972 0.0163 12952.
18.2 714. 339. 116. 0.143 14.8 73809. 7679. 1206. 477. -165. 236. 62.1 24.6 9.7 11.'0 0.1442 0.2132 0.0153 12952..
19.3 R49. 422. 126. 0.140 13.7 69147. 9730. 4746. 625. 244. 313. 60.8 24.6 10.9 9.0 0.1535 0.2293 0.0144 12952.
20.5 1008. 458. 136. 0.129 12.7 63772. 12002. 8630. 795. 407. 404. 59.3 24.6 11.9 7.3 0.1659 0.2435 0.0133 12952.
21.8 1195. 497. 145. 0.118 11.8 57928. 14494. 12830. 989. 647. 511. 57.2 24.6 12.8 5.7 0.1821 0.2554 0.0121 12952. H
23.3 1416. 540. 155. 0.107 11.1 51673. 17205. 17371. 1205. 960. 633. 54.0 24,6 13.5 4.4 0.2038 0.2633 0.0108 12952.
24.9 1679. 588. 165. 0.096 -10.4 -45065. 20134. -22275-. -1444. 1344. ' 770. 49.6 24o6 14.2 3.3 0.2337 0.26390:.0094 12952. 0o
26.7 1985. 641. 175. 0.057 9.8 39414. 23279. 27545. 1705. 1796. 922. 42.8 24.6 14.8 2.2 0.2751 0.2507 0.0090 12952.
28.6 2334. 698. 185. 0.081 9.3 32424. 26355. 32739. 1949. 2257. 1068. 33.9 24.4 15.1 1.4 0.3286 0.2139 0.0068 12952.
30.6 2715. 757. 195. 0.078 8.8 29033. 29243. 35738. 2027. 2446. 1123. 27.5 23.5 14.7 0.9 0.3691 0.1831 0.0061 12952.
32.5 3109. 815. 204. 0.080 8.4 26346. 30277. 38998. 2119. 2646. 1188. 18.7 22.7 14.3 0.5 0.4096 0.1376 0.0055 12952.
34.5 3527. 874. 214. 0.079 8.0 24280. 32379. 42215. 2215. 2855. 1256. 8.1 21l29 14.0 0.2 0.4474 0.0654 0.0051 :12952.
36.7 4012. 939. 224. 0.071 7.6 23094. 34543. 45385. 2313. 3038. 1326. -3.3 21.3 13.7 0.0 0.4711-0.0348 0.0049 12952.
39.9 4529. 10)5. 234. 0.070 7.3 22130. 34642. 45286. 2169. 2836. 1274. -3.2 19.8 12.5 0.0 0.4919-0.0278 0.0047 12952.
41.2 5066. 1072. 240. 0.069 7.1 21629. 34691. 45237. 2098. 2735. 1252. -3.1 19.1 12.0 0.0 0.5033-0.0280 0.0046 12952.
AIRPLANF MF Ct'm9 TO 10,000 FT
41.2 5066. 1072. 241. 0.0 15.3 26767.
189.5 43359. 10000. 276. 0.0 12.7 23369.
THF TOTAL-NOISE IMPACT qS '0.35602D+06
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 91.5 EPNC8
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDFLINE= 58.9 EPNDB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF PCINT= 56.8 EPNDB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKECFF POINT= 92.5 EPNDB.
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
Q-80-110 .DESIGN ITERATIONS: 6
OVERALL POFRPLANT -- FUSELAGE ..-- STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS..
GRISS WEIGHT (LB) 119457. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 21885. *LENGTH (FT) 110.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LR) 87537. *NUIMBER OF ENGINES 2.-. *DIAMETER (FT). 13.0 .*TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 9470. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIPFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 22450. *% RATED EMRG HVR 140.. *FNGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 435. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *FNGINE INSTALLATION 1,.54
L/ CRUISE 11.34 * CRUISE 90., WING PROFILE_ __ _ 9.82
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 21885. FUSELAGE 9.00 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGFR SEATS 110. CONVER (HP) 16374. EMPENNAGE 5.89 *FIELn ELEVATION (FTI 0.
*CARGO (LI) 0. CRUISE (HP) 17735. TOTAL PROFILE 29.89 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 4.82 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADING (PSF) 9.00 DRIVF SYSTEM .. COMPONENT WEIGHTS _LB *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 46.0 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 14829. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLITITY 0.179 HEI MODE WEIGHT (LB) 17082._ DRIVE SYSTEM _ 18793. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 4.32 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 18793. POWERPLANT 3862. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL ALADES 12 1 NACELLES . 1783. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVFR 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1432. SOUND SPFED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010..- AREA (SF) 1593. WING 1___ 0655 . *MAX DECELERATION (GI _ 0.20
% DOWNLOAD 5.1 *LOAnING (PSF) 75.0 FUSELAGE 11129. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPFCT RATIO 7.18 EMPENNAGE 2329. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVFR 0.83 SPAN (FT) 106.9 LANDING GEAR 3584. *CARIN CREW 3.
CRUISE 0.70 MEAN CHORD IFT) 14.90 FLIGHT CONTROLS _ 7669. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES I
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 14?48. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 448.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LR 14829. *TAPER PATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 2845.
*TIP SPEEDF HOVER 490. SWEFP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 949.
* CRUISF 480. CRIITSE LIFT COEFF 0.25 AIR CONDITIONING 1930.
*FUSELAGE CLFARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.76 FURNISHINGS - 4900.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 597.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIARLE CLIMB SPO/CONVER SPD ._ 1.29 __ CABIN CREW 450.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKFOFF F LANDING 2.00 ._ 200.
ACCEL. F CONV. 1000. 0.8 0.57 73.
AIRPLANE CLIMB .. 168.,209. _. 14000. 12.3 . 3.92 _ 473.__ __..
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 11.0 1.88 240.
CRIISE 435.-- 436.7 60.24 __ 6372.
AIRPLANE DESCFNT 435.,292. 14000. 38.4 6.74 95.
DECEL. & CONV. 1000. 0.8 _ 1.04 _ 20.
TT AL 5_00.0 76.39 7472.
RESERVE 20.00 1998 .. .........
Q-80-110
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25.. 50. 75. 100... .. 150.... 200._- 300.. .400. 500..... . .
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
.rR. ITSE SPEED (MPH) ....... 296 . 305 . 434 .435._. 35.. 35 .. 43. 435. . 435. ___- -
CRUISE L/r 14.18 14.17 10.15 10.73 11.34 11.34 11.34 11.34 11.34
CRUISF OTSTANCE (MI.) 17.4 34.8 26.8 ... 44.6 -- 86.1 __.136.1_ .236. . 336.1 436.1
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.6 13.6 17.0 20.8 28.1 35.0 48.8 62.6 76.4
BLDCK FUEL (L.) . 641. 928. . 1316. 1653.. 2386. _ 3125..- 4590..- 6037.. 7465....
qLOCK SPFED (MPH) 175. 220. 264. 288. 320. 342. 369. 383. 393.
DIRECT nPERATING C3ST' - ANN UiTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE(SIHRI= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/1L)= 80.0 ENGINF COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040.. FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
D1C=1.46+0.0241*SL t/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 130+230+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+_0+ - 0=400 -- ...---- -
STAGE LFNGTH 75. 50. .75. - 100. 150. 200. .. 300. .- 400..... 500. OO 300..-- 400.
NO. CYCLFSISTARTS 111 111 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 211 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.573 0.455 0.379 0.348 0.313 0.293 0.272 0.262 .. 0.255 _. 0.366 0.322 0.301
FUEL & OL 0.712 0.515 0.487 0.459 0.441 0.433 0.424 0.419 0.414 0.460 0.442 0.433
HULL INSURANCE 0.915 0.727 0.606 0.556 0.501 .0.468 0.434 0.418 0.408 0.557 0.497 0.468
TOTAL FLIGHT ODS 2.199 1.697 1.472 1.363 1.255 1.194 1.131 1.098 1.077 1.383 1.261 1.202
LABOR AIRFRAME . 0.678 0.443 .. 0.342 0.295 0.247 0.220 0.194 0.181 .0.173 .. 0.292... 0.243 . 0.219
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.453 0.278 0.209 0.176 0.142 0.124 0.107 0.098 0.092 0.170 0.137 0.121
LAROR ENGINES 0.454 0.247 0.173 0.137 0.101 0.082. 0.064 0.054 _0.049 0.123 0.091 0.075
MATEPIAL ENGINES 1.208 0.650 0.454 0.358 0.261 0.212 0.162 0.138 0.123 0.317 0.233 0.191
MAT. BtlRnEN 1.472 0.896 0.669 0.562 0.452 0.394 0.335 - 0.306 - 0.288 0.540 0.435 0.382
TOTAL MAINTFNANJCE 4.266 2.514 1.847 1.530 1.203 1.033 0.862 0.776 0.725 1.443 1.139 0.988
nDRRCCTATION 2.628 2.08q 1.740 . 1.599 1.439 1.344. 1.248 1.201 _1.172 _ 1.601 .1.428 1.344
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 9.992 6.301 5.058 4.491 3.898 3.570 3.241 3.075 2.975 4.427 3.829 3.534
$/FLIGHT HOU!R 1592.1 1 87.6 1337.6 1292.8 1246.3 1222.5 1194.5 1178.4 1167.7 1271.8 1733.3 1210.2
$/SEAT MILE 0.1827 0.0573 0.0460 0.0408 0.0354 .0.0325 0.0295 0.0290 .0.0270 0.0402 0.0348 0.0321
S/SEAT-TRID 2.17 2.86 3.45 4.08 5.31 6.49 8.84 11.18 13.52 8.05 10.44 12.85
0-80-110
DEPARTUPF PATH TO 10,00 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. O8STACLF CLEAR ANGLF=60. OBSTACLE HFIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
- TIME DIST ALT _VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO. LWGI _OWG OWI__OFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMTA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE ... ... .
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 126931. -1. -1637. 1. 2135. 2. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0954 0.0026 0.0175 14881.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 139597. -11. -1991... 5. 1920. 18. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.5 0.1050 0.0070 0.0192 17653.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.221 60.0 144965. -31. -2129. 15. 1871. 50. 25.5 24.6-35.4 23.2 0.1120 0.0116 0.0200 19363.
5.6 19. 33. 18. 0.170 60.0 1403319. -60. -2167. _ 30. 1645. 98.26.4 24.6-35.4 21.0 0.1157 0.0157 0.0193 19363.
6.7 32. 55. 23. 0.137 60.0 135968. -100. -2156. 49. 1570. 162. 27.3 24.6-35.4 20.3 0.1194 0.0208 0.0187 19363.
8.4 55. 95. 72. 0.094 60.0 131516. -149. -2147.-- 74. 1495.__241. 28.3 24.6-35.4. 19.6 0.1234 0.0262 0.0181 19363.
q.5 58. 100. 28. 0.057 60.0 127706. -208. -2171. 103. 1451. 337. 29.2 24.6-35.4 18.9 0.1271 0.0321 0.0176 19363.
ACCELFRATTON ANn CONVERSION
9.6 82. 132. 37. 0.143 52.R 124254. -329. -2817. 106. 920. 315. 30.3 24.6-28.2 18.2 0.1306 0.0375 0.0172 19363.
10.5 111. 159. 44. 0.170 42.8 123675. -617. -3814. 110. 678. 244. 39.2 24.6-18.2 21.9 0.1311 0.0571 0.0171 19363.
11.5 153. 188. 52. 0.158 35.2 124381. -940. -4769. 116. 555. 181. 47.7 24.6-10.6 24.0 0.1302 0.0784 0.0172 19363.
12.4 204. 218. 60. 0.158 29.7 124595. -99. -5684 .. 98. 501. 139.53.1 24.6 -5.1 23.7 0.1298 0.0989 0.0172 19363.
13.4 262. 245. 69. 0.169 25.6 124860. 1014. -6647. 115. 489. 117. 56.5 24.6 -1.0 22.3'0.1292 0.1193 0.0173 19363.
14.3 329. 273. .78. 0.167 22.4 124823. 2420. -7697. 165. 503. 115. 59.5 24.6 2.2 20.4 0.1290 0.1397 0.0173 19363.
15.2 407. 301. 88. 0.163 19.9 124609, 4133. -8880. 249. 536. 134. 61.8 24.6 4.7 18.4 0.1288 0.1602 0.0173 19363.
16.2 500. 331. 97. 0.154 17.9 122473. 6160. -7982. 367. 449. 174. 63.3 24.6 6.7 16.0 0.1308 0.1796 0.0170 19363.
17.2 600. 361. 107. 0.159 16.3 117129. 8504. -3339. 519. 269. 234. 62.5 24.6 8.3 13.4 0.1363 0.1971 0.0163 19363.
18.2 713. 391. 116. 0.154 14.9 110872. 11168. 1651. 704. 246. 314. 61.7 24.6. 9.7 11.1 0.1435 0.2139 0.0154 19363.
19.3 840. 422. 126. 0.150 13.7 103991. 14154. 7018. 924. 364. 414. 60.4 24.6 10.9 9.1 0.1527 0.2297 0.0145 19363.
20.4 989. 455. 136. 0.138 12.7 95900. 17462. 12970. 1177. 611. 535. 59.0 24.6 11.9 7.3 0.1649 0.2441 0.0134 19363.
21.7 1175. 494. 145. 0.119 11.8 P6836. 21097. 19280. 1464. 984. 675. 57.4 24.6 12.7 5.8 0.1816 0.2558 0.0121 19363.
23.1 1391. 536. 155. 0.109 11.1 77573. 25040. 26109. 1785. 1463. 836. 54.2 24.6 13.5 4.4 0.2029 0.2640 0.0108 19363.
24.7 1648. 584. 165. 0.098 10.4 67717. 29306. 33502. 2140, 2052. 1016. 49.9 24.6 14.2 3.3 0.2324 0.2650 0.0095 19363.
26.4 1947. 635. 175. 0.089 9.8 57782. 33886. 41443. 2527. 2745. 1216. 43.3 24.6 14.8 2.3 0.2733 0.2527 0.0081 19363.
28.3 2285. 691. 195. 0.084 9.3 48500. 38648. 49763. 2930. 3515. 1427. 33.6 24.5 15.2 1.4 0.3284 0.2143 0.0068 19363.
30.2 2661. 749. 195. 0.080 8.8 43350. 41407. 54324. 3044. 3810. 1501. 27.3 23.6 14.8. 0.9 0.3696 0.1821 0.0061 19363.
32.2 3050. 807. 204. 0.081 8.4 39343. 44390. 59128. 3183. 4121. 1588. 18.5 22 8 14.4 0.5 0.4100 0.1361 0.0055 19363.
34.1 3468. 865. 214. 0.079 8.0 36277. 47479. 64171. 3326. 4447. 1680 7.8 22.0 14.0 0.2 0.4477 0.0634 0.0051 19363.
36.3 3951. 930. 224. 0.071 7.6 34523. 50588. 68869. 3465. 4717. 1771. -3.3 21.4 13.7 0.0 0.4711-0.0348 0.0049 19363.
38.5 4467. 996. 234. 0.070 7.3 33082. 50736. 68721. 3248. 4400. 1702,_-3.2 19.9 12.6 _0.0_0.4918-0.0279 0.0047 19363..___
40.8 5013. 1064. 243. 0.069 7.1 31912. 50849. 68608. 3078. 4153. 1659. -3.1 18.8 11.7 0.0 0.5100-0.0285 0.0045 19363.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
40.8 5013. 1064. 247. 0.0 14.9 39090.
188.9 44285. 10000. 293. 0.0 12.5 34124.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.494090+06
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 92.8 EPNOB
NOISF AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 60.7 FFNDB
NOISE 25.000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 58.5 EPNDB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 93.7 EPNB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974 --
S0-80-20 ..... D....... ESIGN_LTERATTONS__ ....
IVEPALL __POWERPL ANT ___ ___FUSFLAGE -- STRIICT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS .
GROSS WEIGHT (LBI 22259. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 3873. *LENGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LR) 16391. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2.__ *DIAMETER (FT.) __ ____ 8.5 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LR) 1867. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.50 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 4000.. *t RATED EMRG HVR 140._ __. _ *ENGINE (HP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 341. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.60
L/ID CRUISE 1113 U . 90. WING PROFILE 2.52
*RANGF (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR FMRG HVR (HPI 3567. FUSELAGE 3.46 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 20. CONVER.. (HP) 2874...._ EMPENNAGE 1.. *FIFLD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LR) 0. CRUISE (HP) 3873. TOTAL PROFILE 9.06 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LR/HP HR) 0.400. WING INDUCED _________. 1.64_ *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) ___ 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOAD'ING (PSF) 7.00 DRIVE SYSTEM...... _ COMPONENT WEIGHTS (LB) *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 22.5 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 2663. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.200 HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 2761. DRIVE SYSTEM 3007. __*MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.35 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LBI 3007. POWERPLANT 683. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 340.
TOTAL BLADES 12 NACELLES ___ 30. .*CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 89. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILF DRAG COEFF 0.010 . APFA (SF) 353. _ WING 154. ___*MAX DECELERATION (G) . ....0.20
X DOWNLOAD 4.4 *LOADING (PSF) 63.0 FUSELAGE 2750. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 8.72 EMPENNAGE 434. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER O.3 SPAN (FT) 55.5 LANDING GEAR 668. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRUISE 0.64 MEAN CHORD (FT) 6.37 FLIGHT CONTROLS 718. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES -
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 2569. *THICKNFSS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 193.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (IL) 2663. *TAPER RATIO 0.70_TO ELECTRICAL 264.
*TIP SPEED H3VFP 400. SWEEP (DEG) -5.2 INSTR+AVIONICS 580.
* CRUISE 400.,_ CRUISE IIFT COEFF 0.34 . AIR CONDITIONING__ 760
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 2.16 FURNISHINGS 1300.
*MAX HFL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 .FLUIDS l ____ 111...
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
. INDICATES INPUT VAPIABLE . CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPO 1.25 ... CABINCREW 0.___ _
DESIGN MISSIO4 SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF F. LANDING .... 2.30 .... 33. ...._ ___ .__-
ACCEL. & CONV. 1400. 1.0 0.88 19.
AIRPLANE CLIMB __ 137.,169. 13600. 10.1 _ 3.98 83.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 5.0 1.09 24.
CRUISE 341.. 451.4 _ 79.53 ..... 1357.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 341.9276. 13600. 31.5 6.17 15.
DECEL. & CONV.............. 1400. L.O 1.41 ...___5.
TOTAL 500.0 95.05 1536.
.RESER _- -__ _20.00 3 3L.
D-80-20
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. 100__.. 150.. ... 200..__ 300... 400. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000.. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
.CRUISE SDEED (MPH 296.-- 305.._343 .__ 342... 341. 341. 341. 341. 341...
CRUISE L/D 10.16 10.16 9.51 10.51 11.13 11.13 11.13 11.13 11.13
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) .18.2 37. 3. 43.3 60.3 _ 101.4 _151.4-- 251.4.- 351.4 451.4___
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 9.3 14.4 19.1 24.0 33.4 42.2 59.8 77.4 95.1
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 144. 218. 277. 344. _ 492. 644. 946. 1243. 1536..
RLOCK SPEF (MDH) 162. 2C9. 236. 250. 270. 284. 301. 310. 316.
DIRECT OPERATING C3ST - ANN IITILIZATInN(HR)=2000.-DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=I0. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST (S/HP)= 60.0 INS1URANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=2.R7+0.0536*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SI= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+..0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH ?5. 50. .75. tO0. 150. 200.-_ 300. . 400. . 500. 200. 300.._ 400. --__--
NO. CYCLFS/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLITGT CREW 0.567 0.440 0.390 0.367 0.341 0.323 0.305 0.296 _0.291 0.381, 0.348 0.331
FUEL F OIL 0.161 0.122 0.13 0.096 0.092 0.090 0.088 0.087 0.086 0.099 0.092 0.090
HULL INSURANCE 0.184 0.143 0.126 0.119 0.110 0.105 0.099 0.096 0.094 _ 0.119 0.109 0.105
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 0.912 0.705 0.619 0.582 0.543 0.518 0.492 0.479 0.471 0.599 0.549 0.525
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.427 0.279 .0.227 0.201 0.175 0.159 0.144 0.136 _0.132 _0.199 0.172. 0.158
MATFRIAL AIRFRAME 0.137 0.084 0.065 0.056 0.047 0.042 0.037 0.034 0.013 0.054 0.045 0.041
LABOR ENGINES 0.259 0.144 0.105 0.085 0.066 0.055 0.045 0.040 .. 0.037 0.078 0.060 0.052
MATFEIAL ENGINES 0.216 0.116 0.083 0.066 0.049 0.040 0.032 0.027 0.025 0.059 0.044 0.037
MAT. BtIRnEN 0.892 0.550 0.431 0.372 0.312 0.279 0.246 0.229 0.219 0.360 0.303 0.273 ..
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 1.031 1.174 0.910 0.781 0.648 C.576 0.503 0.467 0.445 0.751 0.625 0.561
DOERECIATION 0.527 0.409 0.362 0.341 0.317 0.300 0.284 0.275 0.271 0.340. 0.314 0.300
TOTAL DIRFCT OPFRATING COST
$/AIRCPAFT MILE 3.371 2.288 1.891 1.704 1.508 1.394. 1.279. 1.221 _ 1.187 .1.689 .. 1.488_ 1.387
$/FLIGHT HOUR 545.7 477.1 445.8 426.7 406.5 396.3 384.9 378.6 374.5 424.3 404.8 394.4
$/SEAT MILE 0.1686 0.1144 0.0946 0.0852 0.0754 0.0697 0.0640 0.0611 0.0593 0.0845 0.0744 0.0693
S/SEAT-TRIP 4.21 5.72 7.09 8.52 11.31 13.94 19.19 24.43 29.67 16.89 22.32 27.74
0-80-80
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. 100. - 150.. 200. .. 300. _ 400.._ 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) _296. 305. _- -363. . 363. -.-- 365. 365. ..365. 365._ .365. __
CRUISE L/D 13.05 13.05 11.55 12.27 13.07 13.07 13.07 13.07 13.07
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.9 _ 35.5 12.4 51.6 91.8 141.8.- 241.8 341.8 441.8 .
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 9.0 14.1 19.6 23.1 31.8 40.0 56.5 72.9 89.4
BLOCK F!UFL LRB.) 492. 725. 748. 1177. 1679._ 2199. -- 3230.- 4248. ... 5253.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 167. 213. 230. 260. 283. 300. 319. 329. 336.
DIRFCT OPERATINC COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YRI=10. LABOR RATE(s/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HPl= 60.0 .. INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUFL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0-
0lC=1.53+0.0296*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOD LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+2004- 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ ,0+ 0+ -0=400 ---
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. __ 100. _ 150. 200. .300. 400. __ 500. 200. 300.. 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS IlL 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.576 0.452 0.419 0.370 0.339 0.320 0.301 0.292. 0.286 0.383_ 0.348 0.328
FUFL E OIL 0.547 0.403 0.277 0.327 0.311 0,.305 0.299 0.295 0.292 0.334 0.312 0.305
HUlt INSURANCE 0.700 0.549 0.508 0.449 0.412 0.389 0.366 0.354 0.348 ... 0.446 0.409 0.389
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.822 1.404 1.205 1.146 1..062 1.014 0.966 0.941 0.926 1.163 1.069 1.022
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.629 0.410--- 0.342 0.289 0.246 0.223 .0.200 0.188 0.181 0.284 0.i243 0.222
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.359 0.221 0.176 0.146 0.120 0.107 0.093 0.086 0.082 0.141 0.117 60104
LABOR ENGINES 0.371 0.203 0.148 0.117 0.088 0.073 0.058 0.050 0.046 0.105 0.080 d.067 --
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.782 0.421 0.3C3 0.237 0.175 0.144 0.112 0.096 0.087 0.210 0.157 0.130
MAT. R!RDEON 1.300 0.797 0.636 0.527 0.434 0.385 0.335 0.310 0.295 0.506 0.420 0.375 .
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 3.442 2.052 1.604 1.316 1.064 0.931 0.798 0.731 0.691 1.247 1.017 0.899
DEPRFCIATION 2.000. 1.569 1.453 _1.285 .1.177 1.112 _ 1.046 1.013_ 0.994 1.275_ 1.169 ..1.112
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE _ 7.264 5.025 4.262 - 3.747 3.303 3.057 _ 2.810 _ 2.686 ._2.611 3.685 3.255 3.033$/FLIGHT HOUR 1211.6 1068.0 978.2 973.0 935.9 917.3 896.0 884.1 876.3 964.0 928.5 910.1
.. /SEAT MILE 0.0908 0.0628 0.0533 0.0468 0.0413 0.0382 0.0351 0.0336 0.0326 0.0461 0.0407 0.0379
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.27 3.14 4.00 4.68 6.19 7.64 10.54 13.43 16.32 9.21 12.21 15.16
.. ..... . . .. .. ..p.. .. ... . . . ....... . .. .. .. .. . ..... ... .. ... .... ...
S _ 
_ __ 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0-80-80 -... . . .
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,DCO FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE. HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20, ACCEL BUILDUP.-TIME=.--.- 5...
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO- .LWGI O WGO__DWGI . DFUST ALP_ THE AWO.__ALV .LAMDA__ MU - ___CT POWER ___
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB BDEG DEG  EG DEG HP
-____OBSTACLE CLEARANCE ... .
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 93003. -1. -1125. 1. 1457. 2. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.1014 0.0031 0.0195 9593.
4.0 7. 13. . 8. 0.171 60.0 102382. -10. -1377. 5. 1301....14. 26.5 24.6-35.4.24.3 0.1121 0.0084 0.0215.11449.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 106760. -27. -1521. 13. 1217. 38. 25.3 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1202 0.0134 0.0224 12668.
5.4 17. 30. 18. 0.230 60.0 107041. . -52. -1578. 26. 1153... 75. 25.3 24.6-35.4 20.4 0.1267 0.0187 0.0225 13332..
6.3 27. 48. 23. 0.175 60.0 102729. -86. -1568. 42. 1044. 124. 26.4 24.6-35.4 18.8 0.1320 0.0740 0.0216 13332.
7.5 44. _ 76. 28. 0.129 60.0 q9226.. -128. -1574.. 63.1009 185_.27.424.6-35.4 18.1 0.1367 0.0306 0.0209 13332..
7.9 58. 100. .29. 0.085 60..0 95915. -179. -1596. 88. 980. 259. 28.5 24.6-35.4 17.3 0.1414 0.0374 0.0202 13332.
ACCELERATION AND CONVERSION
9.7 - 95. 154. 38. 0.090 55.3 92850. -287. -1917. 107. 753. 297. 31.0 24.6-30.7 17.5 0.1460 0.0489 0.0196 13332.
11.0 139. 199. 46. 0.116 46.7 90372. -527. -2536. 118. 569. 271. 37.9 24.6-22.1 18.5 0.1499 0.0694 0.0191 13332.
12.4 196. 247. 54. 0.111 38.9 c1059. -868. -3257. 123. 463. 210. 46.4 24.6-14.3 20.3 0.1485 0.0955 0.0192 13332.
13.8 271. . 295. . 62. 0.108 33.1 )1653. ---753. -4011. _116. 414. 164. 52.5 24.6 -8.5.20.1.0.1472 0.1205 0.0194 13332...
15.1 350. 338. 70. 0.121 28.6 91877. 145. -4939. 109. 400. 134. 56.0 24.6 -4.0 18.8 0.1465 0.1447 0.0195 13332.
16.4 441. 331. 79. 0.121 25.1 91897. 1284. -5756. 130. 409. 120. 59.2 24.6 -0.6 17.0 0.1461 0.1692 0.0195 13312.
17.7 548. 425. 88. 0.119 22.4 91786. 2678. -6798. 180. 434. 122. 61.8 24.6 2.2 15.2 0.1457 0.1938 0.0195 13332.
19.1 677. 472. 98. 0.111 20.1 89522. 4336. -5502. 257. 344. 140. 63.1 24.6 4.4 13.0 0.1489 0.2165 0.0190 13332.
20.4 812. 517. 107. 0.116 18.3 85054. 6263. -1762. 362. 238. 174. 62.2 24.6 6.3 10.8 0.1561 0.2372 0.0181 13332.
21.8 967. 564. 117. 0.112 16.8 79809. 8462. 2314. 495. 247. 223. 61.4 24.6 7.8 8.8 0.1657 0.2570 0.0170 13332.
S2.3 1141. 612. 126. 0.109 15.5 73P52. 10935. 6753. 656. 360. 289. 59.8 24.6 9.1 7.1 0.1782 0.2754 0.0158 13332. H
24.9 1351. 665. 136. 0.097 14.3 67281. 13682. 11630. 845. 571. 369. 58.1 24.6 10.3 5.6 0.1951 0.2915 0.0144 13332.
26.8 1631. 732. 146. 0.078 13.4 5q712. 16701. 17004. 1062. 877. 465. 56.0 24.6 11.2 4.2 0.2193 0.3028 0.0128 13332. Ul
29.0 1965. 806. 155. 0.071 12.5 52050. 19987. 22756. 1306. 1264. 576. 51.7 24.6 12.1 3.1 0.2514 0.3075 0.011.2 13332.
31.5 2364. 889. 165. 0.063 11.8 44094. 23539. 28992. 1577. 1735. 703. 45.4 24.6 12.8 2.2 0.2975 0.2975 0.0095 13332.
34.1 2802. 975. 175. 0.061 11.1 _36545. 27351. 35700. 1874. 2286. 844. 35.3 24.6 13.5. 1.3 0.3624 0.2575 0.0079 13332.
36.5 3244. 1057. 185. 0.064 10.5 30561. 31425. 42871. 2199. 2912. 1000. 19.6 24.6 14.1 0.6 0.4406 0.1594 0.0066 13332.
39.0 3718. 1140. 195. 0.063 10.0 27838. 34056. 47282. 2335. 3209. 1079. 7.8 23.8 13.9 0.2 0.4877 0.0687 0.0060 13332.
41.8 4288. 1235. 204. 0.055 9.5 26409. 36581. 511L9. 2452. 3426. 1151. -3.9 23.0 13.6 0.0 0.5148-0.0442 0.0057 13332.
44.7 499R. 1332. 214. 0.054 9.0 25204. 36696. 51004. 2290. 3183. 1111. -3.8 21.4 12.3 .0.0 0.5397-0.0362 0.0055 13332.
47.6 5542. 1430. 222. 0.053 8.7 24352. 36772. 50928. 2179. 3018. 1092. -3.6 20.2 11.5 0.0 0.5587-0.0366 0.0053 13332.
_AIPPLANE MODE CLIMR Tn 10,000 FT
47.6 5542. 1430. 225. 0.0 14.0 27174.
212.5 45216. ICOO00. 256. 0.0 11.8 23850.
THF TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.188670+06
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 88.4 FPNDB......
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 56.7 EPNDB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 54.8 EPNOD
NOISE 500 PT FORWAROF F TAKEOFF POINT= 89.2 EPNDB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
.- 0-80-110 .. . ... . ....... . . OES.IGN ITERATIONS _15 
OVERALL -_ POWERPLANT F.-...- USELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 160657. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 25801. *LENGTH (FT) 110.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) . 126566. *NUlMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT 13.0 *TRANSMISSION . 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 11641. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.50 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LR) 22450. *4 RATED EMRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/L8. 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 378. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.60
L/P CRUISE 13.69 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 15.56
*RANIGE (STAT MI) 500. - INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 25803. FUSELAGE 9.21 DESIGN MISSION
S *DASSFNGER SFATS . 110. CONVER (HP) 20789. EMPENNAGE 9,34 *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 20165. TOTAL PROFILE 41.27 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR).......... 0.400 WING INDUCED 9.17. *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMFRG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
OISC LOADING IPSF 7.00 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTSJLB) .. ___ *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) . 95.
RADIUS (FT) 60.4 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 32505. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
) SOLIDITY 0.201 HEL MOOF WEIGHT (LB) 29641. DRIVE SYSTEM 30600. *MAX ACCELERATION (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD IFT) 4.76 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LR) 30600. POWERPLANT 4553. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPHI 340.
TOTAL RLADES 16 . NACELLES - 2632.. *CRIIISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER C.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 2040. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
-. *PROFILE DRAG COEFF_ 0.010 - AREA (SF) 2550. - WING 9976. *MAX DECELERATION (GI.. 0.20
DOWNLOAD 4.9 *LOADING (PSF) 63.0 FUSELAGE 11635. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
.. *EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPFCT RATIO 7.24 EMPENNAGE 3133. *FLIGHT CREW . 2.
* CONVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 135.9 LANDING GEAR 4820. *CABIN CREW 3.
CRUISE 0.63 MEAN CHORD (FT) 18.77 -FLIGHT CONTROLS _ 11647. *ATC SPEED LIMIT _ YES
HFL MOOF WEIGHT (LB) 22193. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 519. ,I
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 27490. *TADER RATIl 0.70 ELECTRICAL 4329. - o0
*TIP SPEED HIVFP 400. SWFEP (DEG) -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 949.
* CRUISE 400. CRIIISF LIFT COEFF 0.27 AIR CONDITIONING 1930.
*FUSELAGF CLEARNCE (FT) 7.0 MAX LICT CIEFF CONVER 2.16 FURNISHINGS 4900.
*MAX HEL MOOF AOV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 ..FLUIDS _ B03.
v *FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPO/CCNVER SP D .- 1.47 .. CABIN CREW 450.
P DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEFIGHT ._DIST TIME FUFL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF 1 LANDING 2.00 235.
0 ACCEL. f CONV. 1400. 1.0 0.75 118.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 161.,198. 13600. 13.1 4.40 618.
ACCFL. TO CRUISE 6.9 1.36 204.
CRUISE 378. 438.1 69.52 7966.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 378.9294. 13600. 39.8 7.22 118.
DECEL. E CONV. 1400. 1.0 1.25 28.
TOTAL__ 500.0 86.51 9287. ___
RESERVE ... ......... .. 2354
D-80-110
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50- 75.... 100...... 150. ...200._ .300... 400. 500..........
CRIJTSF ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) ._ 296..... 305 .... 382 ... 379.... 378.. 378.. 378.. 378...378 ...
CRUISE L/O 14.49 14.48 12.24 12.90 13.69 13.69 13.69 13.69 13.69
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.9 34.9... 31.3 47.4.... 87.4 -_137.4_- 237.4 337.4 437*4 ...........
9LOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.9 14.0 19.2 22.6 31.0 38.9 54.8 70.7 86.5
BLOCK FiUEL (LB.) 858. 1251. 1646. 2056. . 2946. 3866. 5691. 7495. 9278.
BLOCK SPEE1 (MPH) 169. 215. 248. 266. 290. 308. 329. 340. 347.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HRI= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/L)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GALU= 18.0
D0C=1.79+0.0351*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,503.)
HOD LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100*200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400 .
STAGe LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. . 400..-.. 500. - 200 .. 300 . 400.
NJ. CYCLES/STAPTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 L/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CEW 0.594 0.469 C.405 0.378 0.346 0.326 0.306 0.296 . 0.290 _ 0.393 0.354 0.334
IJUEL f, OIL 0.952 0.694 0.609 0.570 0.545 0.536. 0.526 0.520 0.515 0.582 0.547 0.536
Hi'LL INSl1$ANCF 1.338 1.054 0.913 0.851 0.779 0.734 0.688 C0.666 0.652 0.848 0.773 0.734
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 2.884 2.216 1.927 1.799 1.669 1.595 1.520 1.481 1.457 1.822 1.675 1.604
LABOR AIQrRAMF 0.791 0.514 0.408 0.357 0.304 0.274 0.244 0.229 0.220 0.352 0.299 0.272........
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.642 0.394 0.303 3.259 0.213 0.188 0.163 0.151 0.144 0.249 0.206 0.184
LASOR FNGINFS 0.500 0.271 0.192 0.153 0.113 0.093 0.073 0.063 0.057 0.137 0.103 0.085
MATERIAL ENGINES 1.431 0.771 0.544 0.432 0.318 0.260 0.202 0.173 0.156 0.383 0.285 0.236
MAT. BUPnEN 1.679 1.021 0.780 0.664 0.542 0.477 0.412 0.380 _0.360 0.636 0.522 0.464 . .
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 5.043 2.971 2.227 1.865 1.490 1.292 1.095 0.996 0.937 1.757 1.414 1.241
DEPRECIATION 3.917 3.007 2,604 2.429 2.221 2.093 _ 1.964 1.900 1.861 2.418 2.205 .2.093
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
/ATRCRAFT MILE 11.743 8.194 6.757 6.093 5.381 4.981 4.579 4.377 4.254 5.997_ 5.294 4.937
S/FLIGHT HOUR 1985.3 1758.4 1674.4 1618.8 1562.9 1535.6 1504.3 1486.6 1475.0 1600.5 1549.2 1522.3
$/SEAT MILE 0.1068 0.0745 0.0614 0.0554 0.0489 0.0453 0.0416 0.0398 _0.0387 .0.0545 0.0481 0.0449
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.67 3.72 4.61 5.54 7.34 9.06 12.49 15.92 19.34 10.90 14.44 17.95
0-80-110. -. . . .. . . ...... .. ..-------_------.... ... . . ....
DEPARTURF PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VFL ACC GAM. THRUST LWGO. LWGI DWG0O DWGI _.DFUST ALP THE , AWO ALV . LAMDA .. M) CT. POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G OEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE ....
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 170441. -2. -2116. 1. 2743. 2. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.1014 0.0331 0.019517585.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 1876C9. -17.-2589. 8. 2449, 18.. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.3 0.1122 0.0084 0.0215 20983.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 195613. -47. -2860. 23. 2290. 51. 25.4 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1202 0.0134 0.0224 23214.
5.4 17. 30. 18. 0.230 6C.0 196191. -92. -2971...45. 21T1. 99. 25.3 24.6-35.4 20.4 0.1267 0.0187 0.0225 24438.
6.3 27. 47. 23. 0.176 60.0 188269. -152. -2950. 75. 1963. 164. 26.4 24.6-35.4 18.8 0.1321 0.0240 0.0216 24438.
7.4 44. 76. 28. 0.130 60.0 181856. -227. -2962._ 112.1898. 245._27.4 24.6-35.4 18.1-0.1367 0.0306 0.0209 24438.
7.9 59. 100. 29. 0.086 60.0 175788. -316. -3003. 156. 1842. 341. 28.5 24.6-35.4 17.3 0.1414 0.0374 0.0202 24438.
ACCELFRATION AND CONVERSION
9.7 95. 154. 38. 0.090 55.4 170114. -537. -3601. 190. 1421. 394. 31.0 24.6-30.8 17.4 0.1461 0.0489 0.0196 24438.
11.0 137. 199. 46. 0.117 46.8 165469. -930. -4760. 210. 1074. 364. 37.8 24.6-22.2 18.4 0.1500 0.0694 0.0191 24438.
12.4 195. 246. 54. 0.111 39.0 166737. -1532. -6115. 219. 875. 284. 46.4 24.6-14.4 20.2 0.1487 0.0955 0.0192 24438.
13.8 269. 294. 62. 0.108 33.2 167857. -1328. -7534.. 205. 785. 226. 52.5 24.6 -8.6 20.1 0.1474 0.1205 0.0194 24438.
15.1 348. 337. 73. 0.122 28.7 168353. 241. -9093. 191. 761. 189. 56.0 24.6 -4.1 18.8 0.1466 0.1447 0.0195 24438.
16.3 439. 390. 79. 0.122 25.2 168499. 2232.-10817. _229. 779. 174. 59.3 24.6 -0.6 17.1 0.1460 0.1693 0.0195 24438....
17.7 545. 424. 88. 0.119 22.4 168432. 4669.-12778. 318. 830. 180. 61.8 24.6 2.1 15.3 0.1456 0.1940 0.0195 24438.
19.0 673. 471. 98. 0.111 20.2 164364. 7567.-10361. 457. 654. 208. 63.2 24.6 4.4 13.1 0.1486 0.2167 0.0191 24438.
20.4 907. 516. 107. 0.118 18.4 156234. 10935. -3401. 647. 443. 256. 62.3 24.6 6.2 10.8 0.1558 0.2375 0.0182 24438.
21.7 959. 562. 117. 0.114 16.8 146666. 14779. 4186. 887. 457. 325. 61.5 24.6 7.8 _8.8 0.1653 0.2573 0.0171 24438.
23.1 1129. 609. 126. 0.111 15.5 136021. 19102. 12439. 1178. 671. 416. 60.0 24.6 9.1 7.1 0.1775 0.2759 0.0159 24438.
24.7 1333. 661. 136. 0.100 14.4 123854. 23905. 21515. 1519. 1073. 527. 58.3 24.6 10.2 5.6 0.1943 0.2921 0.0145 24438. ,_..
26.6 1603. 725. 146. 0.082 13.4 110089. 29185. 31505. 1911. 1659. 659. 56.2 24.6 11.2 4.3 0.2180 0.3037 0.0129 24438.
29.7 1922. 796. 155. 0.074 12.5 96116. 34932. 42203. 2352. 2401. 811. 52.1 24.6 12.0 3.2 0.2494 0.3091 0.0113 24438. "
31.0 2302. 876. 165. 0.066 11.8 81568. 41146. 53803. 2842. 3305. 984. 46.0 24.6 12.8 2.2 0.2946 0.3004 0.0096 24438.
33.5 2727. 959. 175. 0.063 11.1 67669. 47817. 66281. 3381. 4364. 1176. 36.? 24.6 13.5 1.4 0.3582 0.2632 0.0080 24438.
35.9 3165. 1040. 185. 0.064 10.5 56447. 54947. 79623. 3969. 5568. 1389. 21.0 24.6 14.1 0.6 0.4366 0.1700 0.0067 24438.
38.4 3637. 1174. 195. 0.063 10.0 50981. 60241. 89181. 4303. 6309. 1528. 7.4 24.0 14.0 0.2 0.4882 0.0650 0.0060 24438.
41.2 4204. 1218. 204. 0.055 9.5 49404. 64553. 96105. 4497. 6695. 1626. -3.9 23.2 13.7 0.0 0.5148-0.0441 0.0057 24438.
44.1 4809. 1315. 214. 0.054 9.1 46198. 64760. 95897. 4196. 6213. 1582. -3.8 21.5 12.4 0.0 0.5396-0.0364 0.0055 24438.
47.0 5457. 1413. 224. 0.053 8.7 44218. 64935. 95722. 3934. 5799. 1560. -3.6 20.0 11.4 0.0 0.5639-0.0372 0.0053 24438.
50.0 6144. 1514. 232. 0.052. 8.3 42689. 65059. 95598. 3743. 5499. 1557. -3.5 18.9 10.6 0.0 0.5843-0.0368 0.0051 24438.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
53.0 6144. 1514. 236. 0.0 13.4 47692.
212.5 47176. 10000. 269. 0.0 11.3 41911.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.355600+06
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 90.5 EPNDB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 59.4 EPNDB
NOISE 25,000 FT_ FORWARDOF_TAKEOFF PO!NT_5,-.4 EPNOB -
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 91.2 EPNOB
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
S-80-20 .... ESIGNITERATIONS*_ 3
. OVERALL POWERPLANT . FUSELAGE . . TRUCT TECHNOLOGYFACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 24419. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 4126. *LFNGTH (FT) 55.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 18273. *NUJMRER OF ENGINES 2... *DIAMETER (FT)__ ___ 8.5 *TRANSMISSION _ 0.83
FUEL WFIGHT (LR) 2146. *FXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.65 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LA) 4000, * RATED EMRG HVR 140. _ __ __ *ENGINE (HP/LB) ..__ 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 291. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.70
L/n CRUISE 13.09 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILEE 3.45
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 3756. FUSELAGE 3.56 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 20. CONVER . (HP) 3329.-. EMPENNAGE __ _ 2.07 - *FIELD ELEVATION (FT 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 4126. TOTAL PROFILE 10.98 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LR/HP HR) 0.400 . WING INDUCED- ____- 3.74 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMFRG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*DISC LOADING (PSF__-___ 6.50 DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENT WEIGHTSA_LR)___ __*HOT DAY TEMP (DEG Fl 95.
RADIUS (FT) 2f.5 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 3224. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY C.244 HEL MODE WEIGHT (L9) 3689. __ DRIVE SYSTEM 3749. *MAX ACCELERATION (GI 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT 2.34 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 3749. POWERPLANT 728. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 280.
TOTAL RLADES 16 . NACELLES . 34. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) . 15000.
*CTISIG HOVFR 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 112. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILF DRAG CnEFF .... 0.010 AREA (SF) _ 489. __ WING 2067. *MAX DECELERATION (GI _ 0.20
% DOWNLOAD 5.3 *tOA01NG (PSF) 50.0 FUSELAGE 2789. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 7.23 EMPENNAGE --____ 476. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVFR 0.89 SPAN (FT) 59.4 LANDING GEAR 733. *CABIN CREW 0.
CRU I S E 0.51 MEAN CHORD (FT) 8.22 FLIGHT CONTROLS____ 818. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HFL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 3202. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 202.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 3224. *TAPER RATIO ___0.70 __ELECTRICAL 301.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 350. SWEEP (DEGI -5.4 INSTR+AVIONICS 580.
_ * CRUISE 350. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.39 __AIR CONDITIONTNG 760. .........
*FUSFLAGE CLEAqNCE IFT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 2.24 FURNISHINGS 1300.
S MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 . *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN .-. 1.40 __ FLUIDS __ 122.---
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* .INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPD/CCNVER SPD ___. 1.38 .CABIN.REW 0.___
* DESIGN MISSION _ SPEED HEIGHT _ DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF E LANDING __ _2.00 -. 3 5.
* ACCEL. F CONV. 1500. 0.9 0.82 21.
AIRPLANE CLIMB - 132.,163. 13500. 10.1 4.11 91.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 2.3 0.59 14.
S _ CRISE 281. 450.2 96.20 1609.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 281.,228. 13500. 35.7 8.48 22.
DECEL. F CONVN. 1500. _0.9__ 1.18 4.
a
_ .. TOTAL 500.0 113.38 1796.
* .RESERVE _ -- 20.00 . . 349.- . ... ...
..
S-80-20
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) .. 25.. .50.. ... 75 .. 100.... . 150. 20 0 ... .300 ... 400.... 500.. . . ............. ......... ..
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) ... 292. 291 . .284...... 283. .. 281. ....... . 281 .........281. ... .281... . .... .
CRUISE L/D 9.71 10.17 11.62 12.35 13.09 13.09 13.09 13.09 13.09
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 18.5 38.1 44.5 60.2 .... 100.2. 150.2 . 250.2 350.2.. 450 ... ......
BLOCK TIMF (MIN.) 9.3 14.7 21.2 27.1 38.6 49.3 70.6 92.0 113.4
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 177. 270. 310. 385. 555. 736. 1095. 1448.. 1796.
RLOCK SPEED (MPH) 162. 204. 212. 221. 233. 244. 255. 261. 265.
DIRECT OPERATING COST '- ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=?000. DEPPECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE(S/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME CIST ($/tB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GALI= 18.0
DOC=2.73+0.0673*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ .0+-- 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH. 25. 50.. . 75. 100 .. 150. 200. .... 300. .400...-- 500...... 200, 300... 400....
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1 1 /1 1/ 1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.554 0.441 0.424 0.406 0.385 0.369 0.353 0.344 0.340 .. 0.414 . 0.391 0.376 .....
FUEL F. OIL 0.108 0.151 0.116 0.108 0.103 0.103 0.102 0.101 0.100 0.115 0.104 0.103
HLL INSUiQANCE 0.204 0.162 0.156 0.149 0.142 0.136 0.130 0.127 0.125 ._ 0.147 0.140 0.136 -.....
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 0.956 0.753 0.695 0.663 0.630 0.607 0.584 0.572 0.565 0.676 0.636 0.615
LAROR ATRFRAMF 0.439 . 0.292 0.251 0.228 0.202 0.187 0.171 0.164 0.159.. 0.223..... 0.199 0.186
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.146 0.09 0.074 0.065 0.056 0.050 0.045 0.042 0.041 0.062 0.054 0.049
LAROR ENGINFS 0.262 0.146 0.110 0.090 0.071 0.061 0.051 0.045 _.0.042.... 0.082... 0.066 3.057
MATERIAl. ENGINES 0.230 0.125 0.091 0.073 0.055 0.046 0.037 0.032 0.030 0.065 0.050 0.042
MAT. BURnEN 0.911 0.569 0.469 0.413 0.355 .. 0.322 __ 0.2.89 _ 0.272 0.262-_. 0.397 0.345 0.316 ...... I
TOTAL MAINTENANCE I.9R 1.221 0.995 0.870 0.739 0.666 0.592 0.556 0.534 0.829 0.714 0.651
ODPRFCIATION 0.593 0.464 0.446 _0.427 0.405 .0.388 .......0 371 .0.362 -- 0.357 ....0.420... 0.401 0.388 ... ...
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/ATRCPAFT MILE 3.527 2.438 2.136 1.960 1.774 1.661.... 1.548 .1.490 _ 1.456 _. 1.925 ....1.751_ .. 1.654
%/FLIGHT HOUR 571.7 497.3 453.1 433.6 413.9 404.6 394.4 388.8 385.2 433.5 412.5 402.8
/SEAT MILE 0.1763 0.1219 0.1068 0.0980 0.0887 0.0831. 0.0774 0.0745. 0.0728 .0.0963 0.0875 0.0827 ..
S/SEAT-TRIP 4.41 6.10 8.01 9.80 13.31 16.61 23.21 29.81 36.39 19.25 26.26 33.07
S-80-20
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=23. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLF=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT _ VFL ACC GAM THRUST .LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGIDFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
-, .QOBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 25938. -0. -347. 0. 444. 1. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.5 0.1119 0.0035 0.0237 2557.
4.0.- .. 13.. 8. 0.171 60.0 28554. -4. -423.. 2. 402 -- 6. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.3 0.1240 0.0096 0.0261 3062.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 29776. -10. -468. 5. 376. 16. 25.4 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1331 0.0153 0.0272 3397.
5.3 17. 30. 18. 0.248 60.0 30261. -20. -495._ 10. 355. .32. 25.0 24.6-35.4 20.0 0.1416 0.0211 0.0277 3652.
5.9 24. 42. 23. 0.250 60.0 30345. -33. -517. 16. 341. 53. 25.0 24.6-35.4 18.6 0.1491 0.0271 0.0278 3841.
6.7 __ 34. 59. 28. 0.210 60.0 ?9496. -49, -53. 24. 319._ 80. 25.8 24.6-35.4 17.1 0.1563 0.0332 0.0270 3907.
7.7 50. 87. 33. 0.160 60.0 28445. -68. -529. 34. 310. 111. 26.8 24.6-35.4 16.2 0.1620 0.0404 0.0261 3907.
7.9 58. 100. 33. 0.110 60.0 27434. _-90. -538.- 45. 304. 148. 27.9 24.6-35.4 15.4 0.1679 0.0483 0.0252 3907.
ACCFLERATION AND CONVERSION
9.4 93. 154. 43. 0.104 56.8 26540. -131. -616. 54. 260. 171. 29.4 24.6-32.2 15.2 0.1735 0.0601 0.0243 3907.
10.5 .131. 198. 51. 0.136 49.4 25460. -226. -795. 60. 211. 167. 34.3 24.6-24.8 15.0 0.1807 0.0809 0.0234 3907.
11.8_ 187. 249. - 58. 0.119 41.9 25655. -358. -1026. 61. 176. 134. 43.1 24.6-17.3 16.8 0.1790 0.1117 0.0236 3907.
13.3 267. . 337. 66. 0.103 36.1 25990. -532. -1277. 66. 158. 108. 50.2 24.6-11.5 17.3 0.1763 0.1423 0.0239 3907.
14.7 355. 361. 74. 0.112 31.5 26059. -240. -1555. 56. 152. 89. 54.0 24.6 -6.9 16.3 0.1753 0.1702 0.0240 3907.
16.1 459. 416. 83. 0.109 27.9 26042. 173. -1864. 57. 154. 76. 57.3 24.6 -3.3 14.9 0.1748 0.1982 0.0241 3907.
17.6 584. 474. 92. 0.104 25.0 25980. 677. -2214. 68. 162. 71. 60.0 24.6 -0.4 13.4"0.1746 0.2263 0.0241 3907.
19.4 748. 542. 101. 0.088 22.6 25420. 1275. -2081. 91. 145. 72. 61.9 24.6 2.0 11.6 0.1777 0.2525 0.0236 3907.
20.9 905. 601. 110. 0.102 20.6 23931. 1971. -851.. 124. 101. 80. 60.2 24.6 4.0 9.5 0.1881 0.2747 0.0222 3907.
22.6 1101. 668. 120. 0.090 18.9 22116. 2766. 511. 168. 97. 95. 59.3 24.6 5.7 7.6 0.2028 0.2945 0.0206 3907.
24.5 1334. 742. 129. 0.082 17.5 20116. 3661. 1990. 222. 130. 117. 57.2 24.6 7.1 6.0 0.2222 0.3119 0.0188 3907.
26.7 1616. 824. 139. 1.073 16.2 17908. 4655. 3607. 287. 197. 145. 54.2 24.6 8.3 4.6 0.2490 0.3241 0.0167 3907. -un
29.1 1965. 918. 148. 0.064 15.2 15530. 5747. 5374. 363. 295. 180. 49.7 24.6 9.4_ 3.3 0.2870 0.3267 0.0146 3907.
31.7 2371. 10721. 158. 0.059 14.2 13099. 6936. 7293. 450. 425. 222. .42.5 24.6 10.4 2.2 0.3416 0.3102 0.0123 3907.
34.3 2789. 1121. 168. 0.061 13.4 10834. 8222. 9370. 546. 584. 270. 30.9 24.6 11.2__ 1.3_0.4176 0.2532 0.0102 _3907.
36.6 3191. 1211. 178. 0.067 12.6 9183. 9605. 11597. 654. 772. 324. 13.4 24.6 12.0 0.4 0.5007 0.1224 0.0087 3907.
39.4 3699. 1318. 187. 0.056 12.0 8541. 10921. 13498. 751. 928. 376. -5.1 24.4 12.4 0.0 0.5407-0.0461 0.0081 3907.
42.2 4230. 1427. 193. 0.055 11.6 8302. 10947. 13472. 722. 888. 371. -4.9 23.3 11.7 0.0 0.5564-0.0487 0.0079 3907.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
42.2 4230. 1427. 194. 0.0 17.3 9120.
197.0 36279. 10000. 221. 0.0 14.6 ...-08004..
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.138330+05
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDFLINE= 81.1 EPNODR
-NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 48.6 EPNDRB
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKECFF POINT= 46.8 EPNOB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 81.7 EPNOB
b
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
S-80-80 . ..... DESIGN LTERATIONS: -.1-..
.OVERALL. . ---.... POWERPLANT __ FUSELAGE .......TE TRUCT.TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (ILB 113921. INST NORMAL PWR (HP) 17559. *LENGTH (FT) 95.0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LBI 88762. *NUMREP OF ENGINES ,------2. - ..*DIAMETER IFTI. 11.5. *TRANSMISSION ... 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 8858. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.65 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 16300. *T RATED EMRG HVR 140. . *ENGINE (HP/LR) 8.50
CRIISF SPEED (MPH) 297. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.70
L/o CRtIISE 15.31 . CRUISE ........ 90.... WING PROFILE .. ___ 14.26
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR FMRG HVR (HP) 17559. FUSELAGE 7.41 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSFNGER SEATS 0R. CONVER (HP) 15561. EMPENNAGE . . .. 8.55_ *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LR) 0. CRUISE (HP) 15990. TOTAL PROFILE 36.56 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS1 1117.
*SFC (LR/HP HP) 0.400 WING INDUCED __ 16.56 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
DIC LOADING .(PSF)..... 6.50 DRIVE SYSTEM ...... COMPONENT WEIGHTSL)_._.. ... . 1*HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RADIUIS (FT) 52.8 *FFFICIFNCY 0.97 ROTORS 21123. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.245 HEL MODE WEIGHT (L) 23458. DRIVE SYSTEM ___23458. *MAX ACCELERATION (GI 0.25
BLADE CHIRD (FT) 5.09 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 22301. POWERPLANT 3099. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 280.
TOTAL RLADES 16 NACELLES 1059. *CRUISF ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/STG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 1277. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PRDFILF DRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 2278.. WING . _ ___ 7770. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
I POWNLOAn 5.7 *LnADING (PSFI 50.0 FUSELAGE 8601. *STR'ICT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*FFfCIENCY HOVFR 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 6.23 EMPENNAGE 2221. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
CnNVER O.83 SPAN (FT) 119.1 LANDING GEAR 3417. *CABIN CREW 2.
CRUtISE 0.50 MEAN CHORD (FT) 19.12 FLIGHT CONTROLS 7173. *ATC SPEED LIMIT . YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LP) 17193. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.2.10 HYDRAULICS 437.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 16833. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 __ ELECTRICAL _ 2660.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 350. SWEEP (DEGI -5.6 INSTR+AVIONICS 826.
* CRUISE 350. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.36 AIR CONDITIONING 1540. -. ....
*FUSELAGE CLEAPNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 2.24 FURNISHINGS 3700. Ln
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *rAX LIFT C)EFF CLEAN 1.40 -_ FLUIDS .570.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPO/CCNVER SPD.._ 1.56 ___CABIN CREW 300.
. DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF f LANDING 2.00 160.
ACCEL. & CONV. 15)0. 0.9 0.72 84.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 149.,184. 13500. 12.9 4.65 440.
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 2.8 0.68 68.
CRUISE 297. 440.5 89.09 6383..
AIRPLANE DESCENT 297.,241. 13500. 42.1 9.45 106.
DECEL. & CONV. 1500. 0.9 1.07 16.
TOTAL 500.0 107.66 7258.
RESERVE . 20.00 1600.
S-80-80
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. 100. 150,_ 200. 300.. 400...... 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUQ SE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 305. 300. _... 297..... 297.... .297. 297.... 297.__
CRUISE L/D 12.27 12.27 13.79 14.51 15.31 15.31 15.31 15.31 15.31
CQUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 18.2 _ 36.0 38.1 52.3 90.5 140.5 240.5 340.5 __ 440.5
RBLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.9 14.1 20.1 25.9 36.9 47.0 67.2 87.4 107.7
BLOCK FUEL (LR.) 712 .. 1086. 1237. -1536. . 2217._ .2952. .. 4406. ......5842. ... 7259.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 168. 213. 223. 232. 244. 255. 268. 274. 279.
DIRECT nPFRATING COST - ANN UTILI7ATION(HR)=2000. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HP)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST (5/LB)=80.0 ENGINE COST (S/HP)=.60.0 _. INSURANCE RATE=0.040 _FUEL COST_ (CENTS/GAL1 = 18.0
DOC=1.69+D.0448*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,503.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=230 10C+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ -0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LFNGTH 25. 50. 75. 100. _ 150. _ 200.- 300 .__ 400.... 500. 200.___ 300. __ 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.567 0.447 0.426 0.411 0.390 0.372 0.355 0.347 0.341 0.420 0.396 0.390
FUEL E OIL 0.790 0.602 0.458 0.427 0.410 0.410 0.408 0.405 0.403 0.458 0.415 0.410
HULL INSURANCF 0.943 0.743' 0.708 0.682 0.648 0.619 0.590 0.576 0.567 .. 0.672 0.640 0.619
TOTAL FLIGHT 'PS 2.300 1.792 1.591 1.520 1.448 1.401 1.353 1.328 1.312 1.550 1.451 1.409
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.699 0.456 0.387 0.350 0.309 0.284 _ 0.259 0.246 0.239 0.342 __. 0.304 0.282............
MATERIAl. AIRFRAME 0.470 0.289 0.235 0.2C6 0.176 0.158 0.141 0.132 0.127 0.198 0.170 0.155 H
LADOR ENGINES 0.409 0.223 0.163 0.133 0.102 0.085 0.069 0.061 0.056 0.119 0.093 0.079 (i
MATERIAL FNGINES 0.975 0.525 0.380 0.306 0.231 0.192 0.153 0.133 0.122 0.271 0.208 0.175
MAT. 8URnFN 1.441 0.R83 0.716 0.627 0.534 0.480 0.426 0.399 0.383.... 0.600 0.515 0.470
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 3.994 2.376 1.881 1.623 1.351 1.199 1.048 0.972 0.926 1.531 1.289 1.161
DFPRECIATION 2.687 2.117 2.017 1.945 1.846 . 1.764 1.683 1.642 1.617 1.914 1.825 . 1.764
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 8.981 6.284 5.489 5.087 4.645 4.365. 4.084 3.942 --3.855.. 4.994_ 4.565 _ 4.335 -
$/FLIGHT HOUR 1506.4 1338.1 1226.5 1178.7 1133.9 1114.9 1093.7 1082.0 1074.3 1176.0 1127.6 1107.1
$/SEAT MILE .. 0.1123 0.0786 0.0686 0.0636 0.0581 0.0546 0.0510 0.0493 0.0482-0.0624 0.0571 0.0542
$/SEAT-TRIP 2.81 3.93 5.15 6.36 8.71 10.91 15.31 19.71 24.10 12.49 17.12 21.67
... . ........ ....S-83-. 0 ..... --..... - --
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSLMAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBS00TACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE_ HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION.RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME=. 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL . ACC GAM THRUST LWGO . LWGI DWGO.._DWGI .DFUST ALP 
THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU... CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG 
HP




3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 121182. -2. -759. 1. 2258. 2. 29.4 24.6-35.4 
28.5 0. 9 0.0035 0.0238 11958.
.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 133357. -15. -2142 ... 8. 2048..... 14. 26.6 24.6-35.4 
24.4 0.1240 0.0096 0.0262 14309....
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 139027. -42. -2371. 21. 1910. 39. 25.5 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.1332 0.0154 0.0273 
15869.
5.3 17. 30. 18. 0.249 60.0 141244. -83. -2505. 41. 1801. .76. 25.1 24.6-35.4 
20.1 0.1417 0.0212 0.0277 17052.
5.9 24. 42. 23. 0.250 6C.0 141578. -136. -2620. 68. 1732. 126. 25.1 24.6-35.4 18.6 0.1491 
0.0272 0.0278 17925.
6.7 34. 59. 28. 0.212 60.0 137794. -204. -2652 . 101..1622 .... 188..25. 8 
24.6-35.4 17.2 0.1563 0.0333 0.0270 18266....
7.6 53. 86. 33. 0.163 60.0 132936. -294. -2635. 141. 1569. 263. 26.9 24.6-35.4 16.2 
0.1620 0.0404 0.0261 18266.
7.9 58. 100. 33. 0.115 60.0 128189. -378. -2728. 188. 1539, 350. 29.0 24.6-35.4 
15.4 0.1680 0.0484 0.0252 18266.
ACCFLERATION AND CONVFRSICN
9.3 92. 153. 43. C.IC7 5f.9 123893. -549. -3113. 227. 1322. 409. 29.4 24.6-32.3 
15.2 0.1737 0.0603 0.0244 18266.
10.4 128. 195, 51. 0.144 49.6 118578. -948. -4012. 255. 1080. 405. 
33.8 24.6-25.0 14.8 0.1814 0.0803 0.0234 18266.
11.6 181. 243 51. 0.126 42.1 119503. -1499. -5198 _261. Q06. 330. 42.8 24.6-17.5 16.6 
0.1796 0.1108 0.0236 18266...
13.0 256. 2cg. 66. 0.111 36.3 12152. -2228. -6452. .283. 819. 271. 49.9 
24.6-11.7 17.1 0.1769 0.1420 0.0239 18266.
14.4 339. 349. 74. ).119 31.7 121512. -962. -7861. 234. 795. 229. 53.8 24.6 -7.1 
16.2 0.1757 0.1701 0.0240 18266.
15.7 438. 402. 83. 0.115 2A.1 121713. 718. -9423. 235. 812. 204. 57.4 24.6 -3.5 14.9 0.1748 
0.1984 0.0241 18266.
17.1 556. 457 92. 0.110 25.1 121773. 2766.-1205. 285. 861. 195. 60.2 24.6 
-0.5 13.5 0.1741 0.2269 0.0242 18266.
18.8 711. 522, In1. 0.0q3 22.7 119236. 5199.-10317. 385. 752. 204. 62.2 24.6 
1.9 11.7 0.1771 0.2530 0.0237 18266.
20.2 . 955. 576. 110. 0.111 20.7 112436. 80?7. -4311. 533.. 504. 228. 60.4 
24.6 .. 9 9.6 0.1870 0.2755 0.0224 18266.
21.6 1013. 631. 120. 0.111 19.0 104461. 11260. 2267. 731. 474. 270. 
58.9 24.6 5.6 7.7 0.2006 0.2961 0.0208 15266.
23.1 1204. 691. 1Z9. 0.100 17.6 95237. 14900. 9506. 977. 643. 327. 
57.2 24.6 .7.0 6.1 0.2192 0.3140 0.0190 18266.
25.1 1459. 766. 139. 0.081 16.3 e4713. 1847. 17500. 1272. 100. 401. 55.1 24.6 8.3 
4.6 0.2458 0.3266 0.0169 18266.
27.1 1757. 847. 149. 0.075 15.2 7q939. 23394. 26309. 1615. 1532. 491. 50.7 
24.6 9.3 3.4 0.2814 0.3316 0.0148 18266.
29.5 2113. 938. 158. 0.067 14.3 t265- 28241. 35464. 2006 2230. 597. 44.1 24.6 10.3 2.3 0.3331 
0.3194 0.0126 18266. Ln
31.9 2506. 1012. 168. 0.064 13.4 51957. 33482. 45600. 2444. 3090. 718. 33.6 24.6 
11.1... 1.4 0.4055 0.2720 0.0105 18266..
34.2 2913. 1121. 178. 0.066 12.7 43637. 39118. 56479. 2930. 4102. 856. 
17.4 24.6 11.9 0.6 0.4908 0.1572 0.0088 18266.
S37.0 3414. 1230. 17 0.057 12.0 39868. 45153. 67894. 3463. 5234. 1008.. -4.0 24.6 12.6 
-0.1 0.5415-0.0349 0.00R81 18266...
39.9 3978. 1344. 1"7. 0.053 11.4 37;74. 45892. 68029. 3290. 4878. 1014. -4.9 22.9 
11.5 0.0 0.5685-0.0391 0.0077 18266.
42.8 45891. 1460. 207. 0.052 l.9 36269. 46059. 67862. 3078. 4535. 1019. -4.5 21.3 
10.4 0.0 0.5952-0.0501 0.0074 18266.
45.9 5226. 1579. 215. 0.051 10.4 34882. 46180. 67741. 2920. 4284. 1034. -4.4 
20.1 9.6 0.0 0,6191-0.0486 0.0071 18266.
AIRPLANE MOE ClIMR Tf 10,010 FT
45.9 5226. 1579. 219. 0.0 13.6 34654.
217.4 45364. 10030. 24q. 0.0 11.4 304q2..
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.129670+06
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 86.3 EFNCP
N1ISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELTNF= 55.5 EPNDR
) NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 53.5 EPNB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 86.9 EPNCR
THN9001 EXECUITION TERMINATING DUE TO ERROR COUNT FOR ERROR NUMBER 
217
.. IHN2171 FIOCS - END OF DATA SFT ON UNIT 5
TRACEBACK ROUjTINF CALLED FROM ISN REG. 14 REG. 15 REG. O REG. 1
18COM 00107050 00117564 00000000 00000000
SAIN 00013538 01106218 FD000008 001277F8
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
C-75-50 ........ ESIGN. ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL PCWEPPLANT . .....FUSELAGE ......... S......TRUCT TECHNOLOGYEFACTCRS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 46326. INST NCFVAL FkR (HP) 10480. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTCR 1.05
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 31288. *NUMBER OF ENGINES . 2. *DIAMETER (FTI .. 10.0. *TRANSMISSION .0.85
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 48a8. *EXCESS FACTOR FEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAVE 0.80
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. 42 RATED EMRG IVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 7.00
CRUISE SPEED (VPH) 440. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SFI *FNGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISE 10.05._ * CRUISE . 90 .. WING PROFILE 3.29
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 1C480. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVEP (HP) 1326. EMPENNAGE .... 1.97 *FIELD ELEVATICN (FT) G.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRLISE (HP) 8273. TOTAL PROFILE 12.79 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP FR) 0.420 WING INDUCED .. 2.09 *STD CAY TEMP (CEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*CISC LCADING (PSF) 12.00 DRIVE SYSTEM ..................... CMPCNENT WEIGHTS..LB. .._  -*HJT DAY TEMP (CEGFI -.... 95.
RADIUS (FT) 24.8 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 3799. .*CT/SIG MAX C.150
SOLIDITY 0. O81 HEL MOCDE WEIGHT (LB) 3641.-- DRIVE SYSTEM 4934. *MAX ACCELERATION (G). _.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.10 , AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) .4934. POWERPLANT 2246. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES- 6 NACELLES ..... 507. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FTI - L5030.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 461. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF 0.010. AREA (SF) .. 488.... WING .. __... __.- 3479.. *MAX DECELERATICN. GI).... 0.20 ...-
% DOWNLOAD 5.0 *LCACING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 5752. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.83 ASPECT RATIO .7.77 EMPENNAGE 927.. *FLIGHT CREW .. 2.
* CONVER 0.81 SPAN (FT) 61.6 LANDING GEAR 1390. *CABIN CREW 1.
CRUISE 0.78 MEAN CHORD (FT) 7.92 FLIGHT CCNTROLS .. 2017. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES -
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 3799. *TFICKKESS/CFCRO RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 278.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 2923. *TAPER RATIO _ C.7C _. ELECTRICAL _ 744._ _____ _ 
wTIP SPEED HOVER 825. SWEEP (CEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 703.
* CRUISE 560. . CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.31 AIR CONDITIONING1___ 1150. .. _ ..__
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.75 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 ... *VAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 . FLUIDS ... _ _ _ 232.
*FLAF AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE .. CLIMB SPC/CCNVER SPO 0.76 . CABIN..CREW ....... ..... _ 50.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED __ HEIGHT . CIST TIME . FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF E LANDING . 2.00 __. 101.
ACCEL. & CONV. SCC. C.S U.63 39.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 171.,212. ... 14100.. 13.3 .....4.19 265...
ACCEL. TO CRUISE .13.8 2.30 153.
CRUISE 440. _ 436.8 59.60 3257....-..... .. .......
AIRPLANE DESCENT 440.,292. 141G00. 34.2 6.00 52.
DECEL. & CONV,. SCC. C.9 _ 1.09 10... .... .....
TOTAL.... .. ...... .... .. 00.0 .. 75.80 . 1. 3811...
SRESERVE .... 20.00 .. 1011...... . ..........
C-75-50
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75. 100. 15C. 200. 300. 400. 500...
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 40CC. ICCC1. 12500. 1500. 150C00. 15000. 15000. 15000.
.......CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305 . .. 451. .. 458.. . 467. _ 467. -467.. 467..... 467.-. ...
CRUISE L/D 12.66 12.65 E.55 E.76 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.02
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.0 34.9 . 10.4 37.1 .. 79.0 - 29.0. 229.0 329.0 429.0 ... -
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13.7 17.0 20.6. 27.3 33.8 46.6 59.5 72.4
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 337. 493. 128. 929. .137C. .. 1795. 2632. . 3453. 4259.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 173. .219. 265. 291. 329. 355. 386. 403. 415.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATICN(HR)=20CO. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATEI$/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE CCST ($/IP)= 60.C INSURANCE RATE=U.(40 FUEL COST ICENTS/GAL)= .18.0. .
DOC=1.81+0.0260*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,500.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0=200 ICC+2CC+ Cf C+ 0=300 2C0+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
.STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. 1GO. . 150. 200. .. 300. 400... 500. 200._. 300.. 4G0. ..........
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 L/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.563 0.446 0.368 0.335 0.296 0.274 0.253 0.242. 0.235 0.350 0.305 0.283 .-
FUEL & OIL 0.375 C0.274 0.27C 0.258 0.254 0.249 0.244 0.240 0.236 0.259 0.252 0.249
HULL INSURANCE 0.341 0.270 C.223 C.203 0.179 0.166 0.153 0.146 0.142 0.202 0.178 0.166
* TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.278 0.991 0.861 0.7S6 0.729 0.690 0.649 0.628 0.614 0.811 0.736 0.698
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.486 0.319 0.245 0.211 0.174 C.155 0.135 0.125 0.120 . 0.208 0.172 0.154 .
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.196 0.121 C.OSC 0.076 0.060 0.052 0.044 0.040 0.038 0.073 u.058 0.051
LABCR ENGINES 0.329 0.180 0.127 C.LC1 0.075 0.061 0.048 0.041 0.037 0.091 0.068 0.056 -
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.579 0.312 C.218 C.171 u.124 6.100 0.076 0.j64 0.057 0.151 0.111 0.090
MAT. BURDEN 1.059 0.649 0.484 0.406 0.323 C.280 0.237 0.216 0.203 0.389 0.312 0.273 .
) TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.650 1.58 1. 164 0.S 4 -0.756 0.649 0.541 0.487 0.454 0.913 0.721 0.624 0
DEPRECIATION 0.992 0.786 0.649 . 0.550 0.522 C.484. 0.445 0.426 0.414 0.588 0.519 0.484 .
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.920 3.357 2.673 2.350 2.008 1.822 1.635 1.540 1.483 2.312 1.976 1.805.
$/FLIGHT HOUR 852.2 733.9 708.1 684.3 660.8 647.3 631.0 621.4 614.8 675.4 653.9 641.3
$/SEAT MILE 0.0984 0.0671 0.0535 C.C470 0.04C2 C.0364 0.0327 0.0308 0.u297 0.0462 0.0395 0.0361 . ------
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.46 3.36 4.01 4.7C 6.C2 7.29 9.81 12.32 14.83 9.25 11.85 14.44
-------- ----- ~
|S
.. . . . ..S. . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. .
C-75-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. GeSTACLE HEIGHT=100. VAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LhGO. LWGI DWGO CWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G CEG LV LB LB LB LR LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.C05 60.0 45165. -0. -616. 0. 807. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.a 0.0641 0.0015 J.C079 7219.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 6C.C 54134. -4. -753.. 2. 738. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0698 0.0041 O.2087 8423.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.163 6C.C 53762. -10. -763. 5. 688. 28. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 0.0728 0.068 O.CCE6 E676.
6.2 24. 41. 18. 0.128 6C.0 52344. -20. -766. 10. 643. 54. 27.4 24.6-35.4 22.5 0.0748 0.0095 0.0084 8676.
7.8 42. 73. 23. 0.095 6C.C 5C992. -33. -765. 17. 617. 90. 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.0761 0.0126 O.CE2 8676.
8.5 58.. 100. 24. 0.C59 6C.0 49601. -50. -764 .... 25.-.. 590 .. 134. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.0789 0.0158 o0.000 -8676.
ACCELERATION AND CCNVERSICN
9.5 78. 126. 33. 0.155 52.3 48545. -90. -1035. 28.. 358. 136. 30.2 24.6-27.8 21.5 0.0806 0.0203 0.CC78 E676.
10.4 105. 150. 40. 0.171 41.6 47830. -179. -1393. 30. 232. 104. 40.2 24.6-17.1 25.4 0.0818 0.0309 0.0077 8676.
11.3 141. 174. 48. 0.174 33.7 48C77. -213. -1730. 30. 185. 73. 48.2 24.6 -9.1 28.2 0.0813 0.0431 0.CC77. 8676.
12.1 185. 198. 57. 0.176 28.1 48145. 67. -2021. 27. 163. 54. 53.6 24.6 -3.5 28.3 0.0812 U.0549 0.0078 8676.
13.0 237. 221. . 66. 0.179 24.0 48180. 442. -2301. 36. 156. 46. 57.4 24.6 0.6 27.1 0.081C 0.U666 0.0078 8676.
13.8 294. 243. 75. 0.191 20.9 48226. 920. -2598. 56. 157. 49. 59.7 24.6 3.7 25.2 0.0809 0.C783 C.CC78 E676.
14.6 359. 265. 85. 0.191 18.5 48130. 1504. -2923. 86. 165. 63. 61.8 24.6 6.1 23.0 0.0809 0.0900 0.0078 8676.
15.5 434. 2E7. 94. 0.189 16.6 47554. 21S6. -3288. 128. 176. 89. 63.4 24.6 8.0 2C.7 0.0811 o.10C18 U.C077 8676.
16.3 520. 310. 104. 0.181 15.0 46813. 2957. -2559. 180. 128. 125. 64.1 24.6 9.6 17.9 0.0829 0.1125 0.0076 8676.
17.2 613. 333. 113. 0.184 13.7 44957. 39J8. -991. 243. 78. 173. 63.1 24.6 10.9 15.2 0.0862 0.1227 O.CG73 E676.
18.0 714. 355. 123. 0.184 12.6 42868. 4930. 659. 317. 75. 232. 61.9 24.6 12.0 12.8 0.0902 0.1325 J.CC69 - 8676.....
18.9 835. 380. 133. 0.167 11.6 40277. 6063. 2467. 402. 115. 302. 61.3 24.6 12.9 10.6 0.0959 0.1417 0.0065 8676.
19.9 966. 405. 143. 0.165 IC.8 37719. 7306. 4338. 498. 192. 363. 59.4 24.6 13.8 8.8 0.1G22 C.15C5 0.0061 8676.
20.9 1122. 433. t53. 0.150 IC.1 34683. 8659. 64C1. 6C5. 307. 475. 57.8 24.6 14.5 7.1 0.1110 0.1578 3.0056 8676.
22.1 1313. 465. 162. 0.130 S.5 31347. 10123. 8629. 723. 458. 578. 55.7 24.6 15.1 5.6 C.1226 0.1632 0.LC51 8676.
23.4 1534. 500. 172. 0.119 S.0 28017. 11695. 10975. 851. 637. 692. 52.2 24.6 15.6 4.3 0.1372 0.1o61 0.0045 8670. Ln
24.8 1794. 538. 182. 0.108 8,5 24540. 13376. 13489. 991.. 849. 817. 47.5 24.6 16.1 3.2 0.1567 0.1640 0.0040 8676. .-.
26.5 2109. 583. 192. 0.094 8.0 21737. 14663. 15385. 1372. 997. 892. 43.7 24.0 16.0 2.4 0.1771 0.1594 0.CC35 e676.
28.3 2464. 630. 2L2. 0.088 7.6 158C6. 15637. 16715. 1109. 1377. .927. 40.3 23.1 15.4 1.9 0.1946 0.1567 0.0032 8676.
30.1 2857. 681. 212. 0.G83 7.3 17912. 16639. 18116. 1147. 1161. 965. 35.8 22.2 15.0 1.4 0.2156 0.1478 0.0029 8676.
12.1 3277. 7'2. 222. 0.081 6.9 16148. 11674. 19589. 1187. 1250. 10u6. 29.8 21.5 14.5 1.0 0.2401 0.1301 0.CC26 8676.
33.9 3705. 782. 232. 0.084 6.6 147u3. 18782. 21131. 1234. 1342. 1054. 21.7 20.8 14.2 0.6 0.2649 0.1045 0.0024 8676.
35.8 4149. E31. 242. 0.084 6.4 135C8. 19911. 22742. 1281. 1439. 1102. 12.0 20.3 13.9 0.3 .0.2899 0.0623O.CC22- 8676...,
37.6 4615. 882. 248. 0.C82 6.2 12937. 2C694. 23861. 1314. 1506. 1136. 4.6 19.9 13.7 0.1 0.3035 0.0254 0.0021 8676.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIM8 TO 10,000 FT
37.6 4615. ee2. 250. 0.0 14.0 14815.
197.5 47564. 10000. 287. 0.0 11.5 12550.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS O.12453C.C7
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE=103.2 EPNCe
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 65.9 EFNhB
NOISE 25,000 FT FCRWARD OF TAKEOFF FOINT= 63.7 EFNCB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF PCINT=:104.5 EFNEB
TILT ROTOR CESIGN PROGRAM 1974
C-85-50 -
.. CESIGN.. ITERATIONS: .5
.OVERALL ..... POWERPLANT .................. FUSELAE ... ---------- 
STRUCT TECHNOLOGY ._ACTQRS ..
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 39765. INST hCRPAL FWR (HP) E579. *LENGTH IFT) 80.0 *ROTR 
0.95
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 25857. *hUMBER OF ENGINES 2.... *DIAMETER (FT) . 10.0 *TRANSISSION .0.. 0 .
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3758. *EXCESS FACTOR FEL MODE 1.3C *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 
0.76
PAYLOAD (LB) 1015C. *2 RATED EMRG HVR . 140..... 
*ENGINE (HP/LB) IO.CG
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 419. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE 
AREAS (SF)I *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.5C
L/D CRUISE 9.91. + CRUISE . 90... , W ING PROFILE ...... ..... .S 286.
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 8579. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVE - (HP) 5997... EMPENNAGE 
1.72.- FIELD ELEVATICN (FT) 0...
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7572. TOTAL 
PROFILE 11.96 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1111.
*SFC (LB/HP FR) -0.38C_ WING INDUCED .... 2.04.. *STD DAY TEMP (CEC F) .. 5.
ROTORS 
*EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2003,
RODISC LOADING PSF) .. 12.00 DRIVE SSTEM ...COMPONENT 
WEIGHTS ..LB ..- . HOT CAY TEMP (CEG F . 95....
RADIUS FT) 23.0 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 
2863. *CT/SIG MAX 0.153
SOLIDITY 0.C81 HEL MCCE WEIGHT (LB) 2781. DRIVE SYSTEM .-...... 3758. *MAX ACCELERATICN 
(GI) C.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 1.94 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 3758. POWERPLANT 1287. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 
400.
.TOTAL BLADES .6 NACELLES 
.. 129. *CRUISE ALTITUDE FT) .. 15000.
TOCTSIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 
294. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE CRAG COEFF 0.010 AREA (SF) 419. WING 
3000 ... *MAX .DECELERATICN _G) ._ 0.20___
% DOWNLOAD 4.9 *LCADING (PSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 
534L.' *STRLCT LCAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.87 ASPECT RATIO 8.02 
EMPENNAGE 756. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
F CCNVER 0.85 SPAN (FT) 57.9 LANDING GEAR 1193. 
*CABIN CREW I.
CRUISE 0.79 MEAN CHORD (FT) 7.23 FLIGHT CGNTROLS 
1627. _*ATC SPEED LIMIT --- - YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 2863. *THICKNESS/ChORD RATIO C.21C HYDRAULICS 
258. D
AIRPLANE WEIGHT ILB) 2200. *TAFER RATI .. 70 ELECTRICAL 599
*TIP SPEED HOVER 825. SWEEP (EEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 
703.
* CRUISE 560. CRUISE LIFT CCEFF C.33 AIR CONDITIONING --------- 1150 
. .....
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 0.75 
FURNISHINGS 2500
* MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40. *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.4C FLUIDS 
199.....
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
. INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE ... CLIMB SPD/CCNVER SPD 0.74....CABINCREW 
5
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIG-T DIST TIME 
FUEL ....-.-...
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING 2.00 .75.
ACCEL. & CONV. 9CC. C.9 0.65 29.
AIRPLANE CLIMB _ 166.,206 .... 1410... 13. 4.2C .__.19 6----
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 11.0 1.94 95.
CRUISE E 419.... 441.5 63.3 .. 2569 - --...-..--...---------- - ---.-------. --.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 418.,292. 14100. 32.7 5.8C 37.
DECEL. & CONV. 9soc. _C.9 1.13 .- ....--..---. -- 
---.. 
--- 
. ....... . 
..
TOTAL... OO ...0 79C....3010----
RESERVE . -
-20.00 -- 7..48 - -
C-85-50
STAGE'LENGTH (MI.) 25. 5C. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. 500.CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 125C0. 1500C. 150CC. 15000. 15000. 15000.CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 430. 439... 44E ..... 448. - 448. 448. 448.CRUISE L/D 11.96 11.';6 E.46 8.69 8.94 8.94 8.94 8.94 8.94CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.1 17.1 35..3 24.1 41.5 83.4 - 133.4 233.4 333.4 433.4BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13..8 17.2 20.9 27.9 34.6 48.0 61.4 74.8
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 259. 382. 555. 710. 1C4. 1377. 2023.. 2659. 3284.BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 172. 211. 262. 2E7. 322. 347. 375. 391. 401.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATICN(HR)=2CCO. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YRI=IO. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE COST I$/hP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0-...DOC=1.61+0.0236*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5CC.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+15C+ 0+ C+ 0=200 ICC+2CC* C+ O 0=300 .2CC+200+ U+ 0+ 0=400
... STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 75. ICC. 15C. 200. . 300. 400. 500 ... 200..... 300.. 400 .....NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/l 111 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1FLIGHT CREW 0.562 0.444 0.36S 0.337 L.299 0.278 0.257 0.247 0.241 0.352 0.309 0.287FUEL C OIL 0.288 0.213 C.2C6 C.157 0.194 0.191 0.187 0.185 0.183 0.199 0.193 0.191HULL INSURANCE 0.289 0.228 C.ISC 0.173 0.154 0.143 0.132 0.127 0.124 0.172 0.153 0.143TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.139 0.8E5 0.714 C.707 0.648 C.613 .0.577 0.559 0.547 0.723 0.655 0.621LABOR AIRFRAME 0.466 0.305 0.236 0.2C4 0.16 0.151 .0.133 0.123 0.118 0.201 0.16. C. 50....MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.176 O.1C8 0.C81 O.C6E 0.055 C.048 0.041 0.J37 0.035 0.065 0.053 0.046
LABOR ENGINES 0.3C8 0.170 C.120 C.CS6 'J.071 0.058 0.046 0.039 0.036 O.U87 0.065 0.054MATERIAL ENGINES 0.475 0.250 0.179 0.141 O.102 o.083 0.063 0.053 0.U48 0.124 0.0i1 0.075MAT. BURDEN 1.006 0.617 0.463 0.389 0.312 0.272 0.232 0.212 0.200 0.374 0.302 0.265 ..TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.430 1.456 I.C78 C.8e8 .C.7C9 0.611 0.514 0.465 0.436 0.852 0.678 C.590 k-CEPRECIATION 0.839 0.663 0.551 0.503 0.447 0.416 0.385 0.369 0.359 0.501 0.445 0.416TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.407 3.004 2.394 2.1C8 1.804 1.640 1.476 1.392 1.342 2.077 1.778 1.626$/FLIGHT HOUR 757.3 653.0 626.3 604.1 581.5 568.5 553.1 544.1 538.1 597.2 575.9 563.7$/SEAT MILE .C0881 0.0601 C0.475 C.C422 0.J361 C.0328 0.0295 0.0278 0.0268 0.0415 0.0356 0.0325S/SEAT-TRIP 2.20 3.00 3.59 4.22 5.41 6.56 8.85 11.14 13.42 8.31 10.67 13.01
C-85-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANCLE=60. CPSTACLE HEIGHT=103. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRLST LkGO .LWGI DWGO DWGI .DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT PCWER
SEC "FT FT FPS G CEG LE LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
_OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 6C. 42154. -0. -520. 0. 680. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0641 0.0015 0.0079 5902.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 46458. -3. -635. _2. 622. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0698 0.0041 0.0087 6885.
5.0 13. 23. 13. 0.164 60.C 46158. -9. -645. 4. 582. 28. 26.6 24.6-35.4 23.5 0.0728 0.0068 0.C'86 71C2.
6.2 24. 41. 18. 0.129 6C.0 44962. -18. -647. 9. 542. 54. 27.4 24.6-35.4 22.5 0.0748 C.C095 0.C084 71C2.
7.8 42. 73. 23. o.095 6C.C 43799. -29. -646. 14. 521. 90. 28.2 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.0768 O.C126 0.CC82 71C2.
8.4 58. 100. 24. O.C60 6C.0 42604. -44. -646.. 22 .... 498. 134. 29.0 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.0789 0.0157 0.C000 .71C2.
ACCELERATION AND CENVERSION
9.5 79. 127. 33. 0.15C 52.4 41677. -78. -871.... 25.. 303. 137. 30.4 24.6-27.8 21.5 0.C807 C.C203 O.CC78 71C2.
10.4 106. 152. 40. 0.17u 41.8 41355. -156. -1173. 26. 196. 105. 40.1 24.6-17.2 25.3 0.0819 0.0309 0.0077 7102.
11.3 142. 116. 48. 0.173 33.8 41268. -194. -1457. 26. 156. 74. 48.1 24.6 -9.3 28.2 C.C814 0.0431 C.CC77 7102.
12.2 186. 200. 57. 0.175 28.2 41319. 51. -1703. 24. 137. 54. 53.5 24.6 -3.6 28.3 0.0813 0.0548 0.C078 7102.
13.0 238. 223. 66. 0.1ie 24.1 41350. 381. -1939. 32. 131. 45. 57.2 24.6 0.5 27.1 0.9011 0.0666 0.0078 71C2.
13.9 295. 245. 15. 0.191 21.C 41368. ECO. -2191. 48. 131. 47. 59.5 24.6 3.6 25.1 C.G81C G.G783 C.CC76 7102.
14.7 361. 267. 85. 0.191 18.6 41272. 1312. -2464. 74. 137. 61. 61.6 24.6 6.u 22.9 0.0811 C.0899 0.C078 7102.
15.5 435. 289. 94. 0.188 16.6 41105. 1920. -2772. 110. 147. 86. 63.3 24.6 9.0 20.6 C.0913 C.IC17 0.CU77 7102.
16.4 521. 312. 104. 0.180 15.0 40133. 2623. -2L79. 154. 108. 121. 64.0 24.6 9.5 17.9 0.0831 0.1125 0.0-76 7102.
17.2 615. 335. 113. 0.1E3 13.7 38541. 3423. -849. 208. 66. 168. 63.0 24.6 10.9 15.2 C.0864 0.1226 0.C073 7102.
18.0 717. 358. 123. 0.183 12.6 36745. 4321. 551. 272. 64. 226. 61.8 24.6 12.0 12.8 0.09C5 0.1324 0.0069 71C2........
19.0 838. 383. 133. 0.166 11.7 34520. 5316. 2085. 344. 97. 295. 61.2 24.6 12.9 10.6 0.0961 0.1415 0.0065 7102.
19.9 .971. 4G8. 143. 0.164 10.9 32318. 6408. 3674. 427. 160. 375. 59.2 24.6 13.7 8.7 C.1025 0.1503 0.0061 7102.
21.0 LL28. 437. 153. 0.148 10.2 2S71C. 15S7. 5424. 518. 256. 466. 57.6 24.6 14.4 7.1 0.1113 0.157b 0.0056 7102.
22.2 1321. 469. 162. 0.129 9.5 26841. 8883. 7316. 619. 380. 568. 55.6 24.6 15.0 5.6 0.1231 0.1629 0.0351 7102. 0
23.5 1546. 505. 172. 0.117 9.0 23578. 10264. 9307. 729. 529. 680. 52.0 24.6 15.6 4.3 0.1377 0.1656 0.0045 71C2.
25.0 1811. 544. 182. 0.1C6 8.5 20994. 11741. 11442. 849. 704. 804. 47.2 24.6 16.1 3.2 0.1574 0.1633 0.0340 7102.
26.7 2134. 590. 192. 0.092 E.1 18672. 12823. 12973. 913. 818. 871. 43.7 23.9 15.9 2.4 0.1772 0.1593 0.L035 7102.
28.5 2498. 639. 2C2. 0.CE5 7.7 17317. 13672. 14093. 943. 884. 905. 40.3 23.0 15.3 1.9 0.1946 0.1566 0.0032. 102.......
30.4 2902. 691. 212. .C81 7.3 15395. 14545. 15273. 976. 953. 941. 35.8 22.'2 14.9 1.4 C.2156 3.1479 0.0029 7102.
32.4 3334. 743. 222. 0.079 7.0 13884. 15447. 16513. 1010. 1025. 980. 29.9 21.4 14.5 1.0 0.2400 0.1304 0.0026 7102.
34.3 3773. 795. 232. 0.081 6.7 12646. 16415. 17812. 1050. 1101. 1026. 21.8 20.8 14.1 0.6 0.2647 0.1052 0.0024 7102.
36.2 4225. 846. 240. O.C02 6.4 11779. 17211. 18912. 1082. 1166. 1063. 14.2.20.3 13.8 0.4 0.2854.0.u722 .0.C022. 7102.....
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
36.2 4225. E46. 243. 0.0 14.4 13116.
196.9 46160. 1C000. 279. 0.0 11.8 11413.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS C.1CS670+07 - --
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE=103.1 EFNCE
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 65.2 EFNCB ... .....
NOISE 25,000.FT FCRWARD CF TAKECFF FCINIT= 63.0 E FCB .. .. ....................
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKECFFFCIAT=104.5 EFNCE8 ..................
. TILT RCTCR CESIGN FFCGRAM 1974
M-T5-SC - DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
SCVERALL . ... POWERPLANT .FUSELAGE . STUCT TECiNOLCGY FACTCPS
GR'OSS hEIGHT (LR) 49372. INST NCPRAL PwR (HP) 10590. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *RnTR 1.05
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 33456. *NUMBFR OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 10 .0 "TRANSMISSION r.95
FUEL kEIGHT (LB) 4766. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAPE 0.80
FAYLCAC (1i) 1015C. *% RATEC EPRG HVR 14C *ENGIE (HP/LRI 7.C0
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 442. * CONV + CLIMB 12C. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *FNGIINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISE 10.19 _* CRUISE 90. WING PROFII.E 3.42
*RANGE (STAT MI) 5CG. INST PNR EMRG HVR (HP) 1U050. FUSELAGE 5.31 CESIGN MISSIN
PASSENGER SEATS 50. CONVER (HP) 7361. EMPENNAGE 2. 5 *FIFLIJ ELFVATICA (FT) J.
*CARGC (LB) C. CRUISE (HP) 8281. TCTAL PROFILE 13.04 SGUIND SPEED HV4 (FPS) 1117.
*SFC ILB/HP HR) 0.420 WING INCUCEC 2.17 *STn DAY TFPP (nEG F) 59.
RECTCRS *ERG HOVER Al IT (T) 2000CO.
*CISC LOACIN. (PSFI 12,CO DRIVE SYSTEr 
_ CCMPCNENT WEIGHTS_(LB *HOT DAY TEMP (DEG F) 55.
RADILS (FT) 25.3 *EFFICIENCY v.97 RfjTORS 4761. *CT/SIG VAX C.!15
SOLIDITY 0.143 HEL MOCE bEIGHT (LBI 4674. DRIVE SYSTEM __ 5711. *MAX ACCEI..FRATI:N (G) co25
BLADE CFORD (FT) 2.85 AIPPLANE WEIGHT (LI) 5711.- DOWERPLANT 2?69. *CESIGJ CPUISE (MPH) 4-.
TOTAL BLADES -_ 8 NACELLES 520. CRIISE ALTITUCE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 441. S'UN D SPFED CPSE (FPS) IC58.
*PROFILE CRAG COEFF . J.JI' ._ AREA (SF) 5,,. WI; .. 3571. 1 FAX 5ECFLEPATI' N (G) L.20
% DONLCAD 5.0 ALCAOING (FSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 579C. *STRUCT LIAD FrCTOR -o5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER CO83 ASPFCT PATIC 7o71 EMPENNNGE 968. *FLIGHT CREW 2. -
CCNVER 0.81 SPAII (FT) 62.7 LANOING GEAR 1451. *CABIN CREW 1. I
CRUISE C.70 MEAN CHORE (FT) 8.13 FlIGHT COITPOI.S 2144, *ATC SPEEP LIMIT YES m
FEL PCCE WEIGHT (L) 4761. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.21u HYDRAULICS 285.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 4591. *TAPFR RATIO 0.73 ELECTRICAL 791.
*TIP SPEED HOVER 62C. SWFLP (DEC) 
-5o3 INSTP+AVIONICS 7C3.
* CRUISE 55J. . CRUISE LIFT CJEFF 0.30 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLLARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT CGEFF CCNVER 1.34 FURNISHINGS 250C.
*MAX IEL MODE ACV RATIO Co4v *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 242.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 40t.
* INDICATES INPLT VARIABLE _ CLIMB SPC/CCNVER SPD 1.02 CABIN CREW 15C.
CESIGN.MISSICN SPEEC HEIGHT LIST TIME FUEL
MPF FT MI MIN LB
TAKECFF & LANDING 2......00 102.
ACCEL. & CCNV. 91. 0.9 0.63 38.
AIRPLANE CLIMA 172.,213. 14100. 11.7 3.66 226.
ACCEL, TO CRLISE 10o8 1.82 119.
CRUISE 442. 440.8 5S.89 3208.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 442.,252. 14100. 34.9 6.10 47.
CECEL. & CCNV. 900. 0.9 1.08 10.
..TOTAL ... ...... 500.0 75.18 _3750. .. -
RESERVE _. -- 20.00 1017.-
4
0-75-50--
STAGE LENGTH IMI.1 25. _ 50. 75.. 1ju. 150. 200. 300. 40U. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUCE (FT.) 23 0.. 4C00. 1)C0 . 1253C. 15000. 150C0. 15000. 15!,0G. 15CO0.
CP LISE SPEED I(PH)I ..... 29.... 30 5.... 449 . .447. ..49 ... .44949 ... 49. 449. ....449...... ......
CRUISE I/C 12.85 12.95 E.7E 9.24 9.79 9.79 9.79 9.79 9.79
CPLISE CISTANCE (VI.) 17.4 35.4 . 27.. 46.6 89.5 134.5 239.5 339.5 439.5
BLOCK TIME (MIN.) 8.6 13.6 16.7 20.4 27.4 34.1 47.5 60.8 74,2
BLCCK FUEL (LE.) 324. 469. 6F3. 864. 1248. 163 3. 2394. 3143. 3879.
BLCCK SPEE (PFHI 174. 220. 270. 294. 328. 352. 379. 394. 404.
DIRECT GPERATING CCST - ANN UTILIZATICN(-R)=2UCO. DEPRECIATION PERIOr(YRI=10. LA1CR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIrFRAmE CCST ($/LE) 8u.) ENGINE COST (I/H )= 61.0 INSURANCE RATLE=0.4C FUEL CCST (CENTS/GALl= 18.0
OJC=1.E3+C.C27C*EL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5C0.
HCF LENGTHS 50+15C+ G+ C+ =2*ju 1CC+20C+ 0+ 0+ 0=3L. 2u+20J)+ 0+ j+ ,=40V
STAGE LENGTH 25. 5). 75. 1O. 150. 200. 30,. 400. .5,0. .200... 300. 400.
NC. CYCLE./STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/I 1/1 1/1 1/1I 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FL IGHT CRE4 0.557 0.441 J.360 C.33. 0.26 0.276 0.256 U.24'6 .24') C.348 u.3J5 0.284
FUEL & GIL 0.36C 0.261 0.253 C.240 0.231 0.227 0.222 0.218 0.215 C.239 0.231 0.227
HULL INSURANCE 0.36J Co285 Co232 Co213 0.191 1.178 0.165 0.159 0.155 2.214 .19_' .178
TCTAL FLIGHT CPS 1.277 C.887 0.q45 C.783 U.718 C.681 0.643 0.623 0.610 0.831 ,.725 U.6.9
LABOR AIRFRAAE C.495 C.324 0.247 C.21 0.178 0,159 0.140 0,130 (0.125 0.213 o0.176 0o15E
MATERIAL AIRFrAME 0.2U6 0.126 V.0S4 C.279 L.u64 .055 0.J47 j0.043 u. J41 0.0176 ,. 061 0.,54
LAEOR ENGINES C.33J 0.11 J.127 C.131 6;J75 0.062 0.C0 0.041 0.037 0.092 0.068 0.057
MATERI1. ENGINES C.585 C0315 0.219 C.172 0.125 u.lul 0.U78 0.u66 0.058 0.153 0.112 0.191
MAT. LUPCEN 1.072 0.656 '0.486 0.409 0.329 .287 G. 244 0.223 0.211 0.395 0.317 '.27
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.687 1.603 1.173 C.975 0.771 0.664 0.557 0.504 0o412 0.928 0.734 0,639
DEPRECIATICN 1.043 0.E26 0.674 C.L18 C.554 0.517 .u.479 0.461 0.4i5 0.622- 0.550 0.517
TCTAL CIFECT CPERATING CCST
S/AIRCRAFTRII. E 5.007 3,416 .2,691 2o376 2.042 1.861 1.679 1.588 1. 532 2,352 2c010 1.844
$/FLIGFT HOUR 872.0 751.1 726.0 698.7 670.1 654.7 636.7 626.2 619.2 687.0 663.7 648.7$/SEAT MILE C.1C01 .0C683 .0C538 0.0475 0.C408 0.0372 .0.0336 0.0318 0.0306 0.0470 0.0402 -0.0369
S/SEAT-TRID 2.50 2.42 4.04 4.75 6.13 7.45 10.08 12.70 15.32 9.41 12.-6 14.75
M-75-5U .
DEFARTLRE FATH TC 10,000 FT WSL
MAX FLSE ANGLE=2C. 0eSTACL.E CLEAR ANGLE=6C. CBSTACIE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCE. PCTATION RATF=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5,
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST ._LwGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA .mU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G CEG LP LB LP LB LB LR OEG ODG DEG CEGo H
GESTACLE. CLEAPANCE
3.1 -4. 7. 3. 0.050 6 .J 5134. - -647. O. 846. 1, 29.3 24.6-35.4 29.3 0.0853 0.00230 .1139 7227.
4.0 7. 13. 8. C.171 6).0 56529. -4. -789. 2. 774. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.C929 00054 0o)154 8480 .
5.0 13. 23. 13o 0.162 60o0 56CSlo -11. -8C3. 5. 725. 28. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.6 (. ;96 6  1;. '*90 1.3152 8717.
6.2 24. 42. 18. 0.122 6J. 54395. -21. -795. 10. 668. 54. 27.6 24.6-35.4 22.5 C.C996 0.0127 0.3143 8717.
7.9 44. 75. 23. C.C91 60.0 53102. -35. -799. 17. 649. 90O 28.3 24.6-35.4 22.0 0.1020 0.0168 09.144 9717,
8.5 58. I10. 24. 0.657 60.C 516SC. -52. -8%1. 26. 621. 134. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.3 ,.l1-48 0.- 210 ., 141 8717.
ACCELERATICh ANC CCNVERSION
9.5 76, 124. 33. C. 169 52.0 5U56C. -930 -10957 29, 3b64 132, 29,7. 24.6-27.4 21.3 '. I171 0.u2 6 6 3L.138 8717.
IJ.4 103. 147. 40. u.174 41.1 49955. -136. -1480. 30. 239. q9. 40.6 24.6-16.5 25.8 0.1384 0.L41 3 3.3136 8717.
11.2 139. 171. 46. 0.176 33.2 5ClSE. -194. -1832. 29. 191. 69. 48.6 24.6 -8.6 28.6 C.1oC7 0.0575 00137 8717.
12.1 163. 194. 57. Co177 27.7 5C260. 99. -2135. 28. 169. 51. 54.) 24.6 -3.1 28.6 j.1j75 J.i731 C.3137 8717. 4
13J. 235. 216. 66. 0.181 23.6 50313. 492. -2425. 38. 162. 45. 57.7 24.6 1.0 27.4 0.1073 '.&888 0.0137 8717.
13.E 292. 23E. 75. C.190 20.6 5C34o6 992. -2736. 60o 164, 49. 6'o0 24.6 4.J 2504 ,0 1(7:( , 1044 0.0139 8717.
14.6 357. 259. 84. 3.19) 18.2 5'242. 1613. -3375. 93. 172. 65. 62.1 24.6 6.4 23.1 .1.73 .'.123 C .3137 P717.
15.4 433. 281. 94. C.186 16.3 5! jt,6. 2326. -3457. 137. 185. 92. 63.7 24.6 3.3 21.8 0.11,72 L.1356 .)137 9717.
16.4 524. 305. lu4.. 0.171 1,.7, 48686. 3162. -2571. 192. 129. 130. 64.7 24.6 9.9 17.9 0.1100 0.1499 0.0133 8717.
11.2 618. 32E. 113. ,ol82 13.4 46645. 4113. -950, 259. 79. 179. 63,2 24.0 11.1 15.2 (.114) 0.1635 Z.:129 8717.
18.1 724. 351. 123. 3.175 12.4 44522. 5178. 8C5. 337. 78. 239. 62.4 24.6 12.2 12.8 0.1!17 o.17e5 0.3122 8717.
19.C 843. 375. 133. C.17C 11.4 42812. 6358. 2662. 427. 122. 311. 61.1 24.6 13 l 10.6 0.1265 0,18SS 0O0115 8717.
2u. 92. . 401 l 143. 0.157 10.6 35117. 7f53. 4671. 528. 2,;8. 394. 59.8 24.6 13.9 8.7 0.1356 o.2.3 0.;1 7 8717.
21.1 1141. 429. 152. C.147 9.9 36056. 9.63. 6807. 641. 330. 487. 57.8 24.6 14.6 7.1 0.1468 0.2105 0.C009 8717. I
22.3 1339. 462. 162. 0.125 9.3 32493. 10536. 9161. 7b5. 492. 592. 55.9 24.6 15.2 5.6 o1626 U.2174 C. C39C 8717.
23.6 1570. 497. 172. J.115 8.8 29J0C. 12223. 11624. tSC. 684. 7C7. 52.3 24.6 15.8 4.3 u.1820 0.2212 C.Ab8' 8717.
25.1 1840. 537. 182. 60.13 8.3 25352. 13972. 142A8. 1047. 910. 834. 47.4 24.6 16.3 3.2 0.20 4 0.2181 0.0070 8717,
26.9 2168o 582. 192. C.L90 7.o 226C1. 15219. 16LCl. 112u. 1 49. 809. 44.u 23.9 16.0 2.4 -. 2341 8.2137 C.C062 £717.
28.7 2537. 631. 202. J..84 7.5 2056E. 16227. 174,7. 1157. 1133. 935. 40.6 23.0 15.5 1.9 C.2575 0.2101 0.3057 8717. 4
30.7 2544. 682. 212. C.C8C 7.1 185P8. 17266. 189t6o 1197. 1222. 973. 36oC 22.1 .15.C 1.4 o2657 0.1932 U.CE51 8717.
32.6 3374. 733. 222. 0.086 6.8 16752. 18339. 20514. 1239. 1316. 1014. 33.;) 21.4 14.6 1.0 :.3187 0.1745 0.C';46 8717.
34;5 38C6. 783. 232. C.L83 6.5 15254. 19498. 22133. 1288. 1414. 1062. 21.P 20.8 14.2 0.6 0.3522 0.1398 0.0042 8717.
36.3 4248. 831. 242. C.C84 6.3 14033, 2C664. 23826. 1337. 1t17, 1111. 12.1 2J.2 13,9 0.3 6.3856 0.0839 G0.C39 8717.
38.2 4714. 88t. 249. 0.883 6.1 1337E. 2161C. 25163. 1378. 15 9. 1152. 3.5 19.8 13.7 0.1 0.4059 0.0274 0.JJ37 8717.
AIRPLANE PODE CLIME TC 10,utC FT
38.2 4714. e80. 252o CoC 15.9 17632.
178.1 42600. 1C G6. 290. v.G 13.2 14826.
TFE TCTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.542420+0t
NCISE AT 5CC fl SIDELINE= 95.2 EPNCH
NOISE AT 20,CCC FT 5ICELINE= 61.1 EPhCR
NCISE 25OU0 FT FCRlRC OF TAKEOFF PCINT= 51.9 EPNOB
NGISE 5CC F7 FCRAREC CF TAKECFF PCINT= 96.4 EFNDE
TILT PCTCR CESIGN FFCGFAC 1S74
M-85-50 .. ....... DESIGN ITERATIONS: .. 5
CVERALL POWERPLANT ... .,..FUSELAGE .... ......... .. STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS hEIGHT (LH) 41200. INST NCPVRL PWR (HP) 8602. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTk 0.95
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 2741C0. *NUMER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER. (FT) . 10.0 *TRANSMISSION C.81
FUEL hEIGHT (LB) 3640. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAMF C.76
PAYLCAD (LB) 1015C. v% RATED EPRG HVR 140. *ENGINE (HP/LB) 10.30
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 42G. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRPLISE 10.04 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE _ 2.95
*RANGE (SIAT MI) 5CC. INST PWR ENRG HVR (HP) 8602a FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSInN
*PASSENGER SEATS 5). CCNVER (HP) 5979. EMPENNAGE . 1.77 *FIELD ELFVATICN (FT) C.
*CARGC (L'H 3. CRUISE (HP) 7532. TOTAL PROFII.E 12.14 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/iP HRK) 6.38U WING INCUCED 2.10. *STO CAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
FOTORS *EARG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
.*DISC LCADING (PSF) . 12.00 DRIVE SYSTEF CCMPCNFNT WEIGHTS LB) _ *HIT DAY TEMP (DFG F) S5.
PACIUS (FT) 23.4 *EFFICIENC 0.97 RPTnRS 3558. *CT/SIG VAX C.15k
SOLIDITY 0.143 HEL MOCE WEIGHT (LB) 3537. DRIVE SYSTEM 430q. 4M X ACCFI.ERATICO (G) 0.25
eLAtL C-ORD (FT) 2.63 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (Lil) 43L9. PCWEaPLANT 129. *CESIGN CRUISE I(PH) 40g.
TCTAL ELACES 8 - NACELLES 13u. *CQUISE tLTITICE (CT) 15ClO.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.12C WING FUEl. SYSTEM 278. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) IC5E.
*FPOFILE CRAG CDEFF ..10 AREA (SF) 434. WING .31> . *VAX OECEL FATI:N (G) i.2J
t CCNLCAC 4.9 *LUACING (FSF) 95.0 FUSELAGE 536S. ,STPUCT LCAC FACTGR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER CE7 4SPECT RATIO 7.96 EMPCNNAGE 783o uFLI-HT CREW 2.
* CLNVER v.85 SPAN (FT) 5e.8 LANDING GEAR 1236. *CAHIN CREw 1.
CRUISE C.71 MEAN CHOPC (FT) 7.38 FLIGHT CONTPOLS .. 1710. *ATC SPtED LIMIT .. YES
FEL CCGE WEICHT (1.B) 3558. *THICKNRECSCHIRC RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 263.
AIRPLANE WEICHT (LE) 3426. TAPER RATIO C.7C . ELECTRICAL 630.
*TIP SPEED HCLER 62C. SNEEP (DEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 703*
* CRLISE 55. CRUISE LIFT COEFF C.33 .. AIR CONCITIONING 115'.
*FUSELAGE CLEARhCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CCNVER 1.34 FURNISHINGS 25Q0.
*MAX FEL MCOE AOV RATIO C.4C *VAX IIFT CEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUICS 206,
+FLAP AREt/hING AREA J.25 FLIGHT CREW 4<.
* INDICATES INPUT VRIAELE CLIMB SPC/CCNVER SPD 0.99 CAPIN CREW 150, ....
DESIGN MISSION SPEEC HEIGHT CIST TIME FUEL.
MPH FT MI MIN LR
TAKECFF 8 LANDING 2.00 75.
ACCEL. & CCNV. J~U. C.9 C.65 29.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 167.,2C7. 141J0. 11.4 3.67 166.
ACCEL. TO CRLISE EoB 1.56 75.
..CRISE . .420 ... 444.7 63.56 ..258.. .......
AIRPLANE CESCENT 42C.,292. 14100. 33.2 5.89 33.
CECEL. & CCNVe 900. iS9 1.12 8.
TOTAL ................. . 50.0. 78.45. 2993.
RESERE ............ 20.00 747.
1-85-50
STAGE LENGTH (VI.) 25. 50. 75. U. . 150. 2 0. 330. 4 '. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2030. 4030. 10001. 12500. 15030. 15CC0. 15000. 15C000. 15CU.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) .. 296 305, 432. 432o 433. .433. 4 33. 433. 433.
CRUISE L/ . 12.13 12.12 E.72 9.22 9.75 9.75 9.75 9.75 9.75
CRUISE CISTANCE (MI.) 17.5 35.9 0.86 49.8 92.6 142.6 242.6 342.6 442.6
BLGCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 137 16o5 20.7 28.U 349 48.8 62.7 76.6
ELCCK FLEL (LE.) 297. 362. 51S. 654. 47. 1241. 1823. 2396. 2961.
BLGCK SPEED (MFH) 173. 219. 266. 290. 321. 343. 369, 383. 392.
CIRECT CPERATING CCST - ANN UTILIZATICN( FR)200j. DEPRECIATICN PERICC(YR)=10. LA8CR RATE($/HR)= 7.':
AIRFRAmE COST ($/LE)= 80.0 ENGINE COST (S/HPI= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
COC=1.62+C.C243*SL I/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5CO.)
HCF LENGTHS 5(:+154 0+ 04 L=2Uo 10 0+20+ 0+ 0+ 0=32C 2 00+2J:3+ 0+ n+ =40G
STAGE LENGTH' 25, 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. 50C0  200o 300, 4000
NG. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.556 0.439 0.361 C.331 0.299 0.280 C. 26C 0.251 0.245 0.350 0.3 9 0.2 8
FUEL & 0II. C.276 C.201 0.192 C.182 0.176 0.173 0.169 0.167 0.165 0.182 0.176 t.173
HULL INSURANCE 0.3,2 0.238 0.196 .180 0.162 0.152 .141 ;.136 0.133 -).181 0.161 0.152
TOTAL FLIGHT CPS 1.133 0.879 0.7#8 C.653 0.637 0.604 0.571 0.554 0.543 C.713 O.b64 0.612
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.472 0.309 0.237 L. 25 0.172 0.155 v.137 0.128 0.122 0.205 0.170 0.L54
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.183 0.112 U.U83 .7 L .357 .G5C 0.043 t.C39 C. 37 .068 0.055 0.049
LABOR ENGINES C.308 C.169 0.119 C.095 0.071 0.059 0.046 00040 0o036 00,C7 u.065 Lo-J54
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.476 U.256 0.178 C.141 C. 13 Q.L83 0.064 .54 0.343 0.125 0. )91 '0. 75
MAT. BURDEN 1.014 C.623 0.463 C.391 0.317 0.277 0.238 0.?18 S.2,6 0.379 0.306 0.27
TOTAL PAINTENANCE 2,453 1.47C 1.082 C. ( 3 U. 720 0.623 0. 527 . 479 0.450 6. E63 3.687 0.60 1
DEFRECIATICN 0.874 U.691 0.567 C.521 0.470 C.440 U.41U 0.395 0.385 C.525 0.467 0(.440
TOTAL CIRECT CPERAIING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 4,461 3.C039 2.397 2.118 1.826 1.667 1.5i7 1.427 1.373 2.1v2 1.799 1.653
$/FLIGHT HOUR 77.6 664.6 639.7 613.7 586.9 572.5 555.9 546.3 540.1 634.4 581.8 567.7
$/SEAT MILE C.CE92 C.C608 0.0479 C.C424 0.0365 0.0333 0.0301 0o0285 uo.u276 o J42J 0ou360 . U331
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.23 3.04 3.60 4.24 5.48 6.67 9.04 11.42 13.78 8.41 12.79 13.23
-85S-5
DEPARTURE PAT TO IC,CCO FT VSI.
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OEST4CLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. 1OSTACLE HEIGHT=1jO. MAX ACCEL POTATION RATE=20. ACCEL OUILOUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT . VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO OWGI OFUST ALP .THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT .. POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LR LB L. LB LeB EG CEG CEG CEG HP
. CBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. C.050 60.0 4 3715. -0. -541. 0, 701.o 29.3 24.o6-35.4 28.8 0.0852 0.0020 0.0139 5863.
S... 4 7. . 13. . 8. 0.171 60.0 4813-. -3. .- 661. .2. 647... 1v. 26.5.24.6-35.4 24.7 0.6 9 29 J.j054 Q.0 154. 688t.5.0 .13. 23. 13. 0.159 60.0 4767E. -9. -667. 5. 60C. 28. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.5 0.0968 0.0090 0.0152 7080.
6.2 24. 42. 18. 0.126 60.0 46457. -le1 -670, . .9. 564. .54. 2705 24o6-35o4 22.5 0. 0994 C.0127 0.u148 7CEC.
7.9 43. 75. 23. 0.192 6J.U 4525E. -30. -67.. 15. i41. 90. 28.3 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.1u20 L).0167 0.0145 7280.
.8.5 58. 10C. 24. 0.057 6V.0 4402C. -45. -b69. 22. 518. 134. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21o2 0,1049 .0f10 OCI41 7080,
ACCELERATICN ANC CCKVERSION
9.4 76. 123. 33. U.172 51.9 43069. -81. -920. 25. 303. .132. 29.5 24.6-27.4 21.2 0.1072 0).0265 0.;138 7000.
10.3 103. 147. 40. C.175 41.0. 4256 . -162. -1241. 26 199, 980 40.5 24,6-16.4 25,8 0 1084 00412 0136 7CE.
11.2 138. 170. 48. 3.177 33.2 42765. -17C. -1535. 25. 159. 68. 48.5 24.0 -8.6 28.5 :.1 ,178 C.0574 c.:J!37 70?0.
12.1 162. 193. 57. C.178 27.6 42314. 87. -1789. 24. 141. 50. 53.9 24.6 -3.1 28.6 C.1076 0.0731 0.C137 7C00.
12.9 233. 215. 66. 0.183 23,6 42F42. 431, -2032o 33. 134. 43. 57.6 24.6 1.C 27.3 .1.74 0.0887 0.017 7( 8<
13.7 29'J. 236. 75. 0.192 20.5 42E56. 86E. -2292. 51. 136. *7. 59.9 24.6 4.0 25.3 0.1b72 0.10.3 0.0138 7r0C.
14.5 355. 258. 84. C.191 18.2 42751. 1401. -2576. 80. 142. 63. 61.9 24.6 6.4 230 0,.1072 0.1199 Co0137 7C(2,
15.4 430. 279. 94. 0.187 16.3 42573. 2033. -2895. 117. 152. 89. 63.6 24.6 8.3 20.7 0.1375 0.1355 0.,137 7C86.
16.3 52C. 303. 104. C.172 14.7 41404. 2764. -2141. 165. 106. 127. 64.5 24.6 9.9 17.0 0.1102 0.1497 0.C133 70L0.
f 17.1 614. 326. 113. 0.182 13.4 39811, 3595. -773. 222. 66. 175. 63.1 24.6 11.2 15.2 0.1144 0.1633 (.3128 7E08.
18.0 721. 349. 123. 0.175 12.3 3784(. 4526. 7(4. 2P9. 66. 235. 62.2 24.6 12.2 12.7 0.12.1 U.1763 0.0122 7PC.
18.9 840. 373. 133. C.170 11.4 35682. 5558. 2269. 365. 103. 306. 60.9 24.6 13.2 10.6 0.1270 0.1886 0,0115 7080,
* 19.9 579. 399. 143. U.157 1l. 6 3212i 669C. 3962. 452. 174. 338. 59.6 24.b 14.; 8.7 6.1 361 0.20J J.'.l';7 ?7(8. F.
21.0 1139. 427. 153. J.146 9.9 3C593. 7921. 5763. 548. 275. 48'C. 57.6 24.6 14.7 7.0 0.1 475 .21.J 0.O99 7CPC. I
22.2 1339. 4.C. 16. 0.124 9.3 2?i55C. 9253. 7748, 654, 409. 544, .5,6 24.6 15,3 5.5 .1635 uo216 8 00C089 70-L.
23.6 1572. 496. 172. 0.113 8.8 24566. 106,3. 9825. 769. 567. 6 ;9. 52.U 24.6 15.8 4.3 :.1832 v. 2 2., 3 '.. ,79 7080.
25.1 1847. 536. 182. C.lu2 8.3 21461. 12211. 12C03. E94. 753. 824. 47.0 24.6 16.3. 3.1 0.2100 0.2167 0.0069 7C80.
26.9 2180. 582. 192. C.C89 7.9 19267. 13217, 13461. 945. 852, 877. 44,0 23.8 15.9 2.4 0.2341 0.2137 C0.0062 7(FC.
29.8 2557. 632. 202. 10.t82 7.5 17535. 14C89. 14627. 977. 921. 911. 40.6 22.9 15.4 1.9 0.2575 0.2101 0.3057 7E0.
3u.7 2974. 684. 212. C.078 7.1 15F52. 14989. 15857. 1010. 993. 947. 36.1 22.0C 149 i1.4 0.2856 0.1985 0.0051 7080.
32.7 3414. 736. 222. 0.078 6o8 142C0. 15918. 17148. 1C45. 1069. 987. 33.1 21.3 14.5 1.0 0.3185 0.1749 u. Jl46 7 PC.f 34.6 3855. 787. 232. 0.081 6.5 13016. 16914. 18501. 1086. 1149. 1033. 22.0 20.7 14.1 6.6 0.3518 0.1408 0.0042 7090.
3o.5 4304. 836. 241. C.C083 6.3 12C5S 17827. 19770. 1124. 1224. 1075. 13.4 2,.L 1 13.8 0.3 U03822 00,91? 0,0039 7080C
AIRPLANE CCE CLIPE TC 10,.UC FT
36.5 43L4. 836. 244. C.C 16.3 14916.
177.3 41292. 1C0000. 281. C.C 13.5 12976.
TI-E TOTAL NCISE IPPACT IS 0.483940+06
S... NOISE AT 5CC Fl SIDELINE= 94.8 EPNCP
NCISE AT 20,030 FT SICELINE= 60.4 EPNDB
NCISE 25,CCC F1 FORhARE OF TAKECFF PCINT= 5E.2 EFhOD
S--.. NCISE 5C FT FCFhARD CF TAKECFF PCINT= 96.1 EFNE
TILT RCTCR CESIGN FRCCRAM 1974
C-15-5 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 4
OVERALL POWERPLANT 
..FUSELAGE ._STRUCT TECHNOLOGY-FACTORSGROSS hEIGHT (LB) 52827. INST NCPPAL PWP (HP) 9906. *LENGTH (FT) 81.O0 SPOT0R 1.05EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 38029. vNUMBER OF ENGINES 2. - *DIAMETER (FT) 10.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.85FUEL hEIGHT (LB) 4648. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.40 *CRAG FACTOR 1.00 :AIPRAME 0.80PAYLCAC iLB) 1015C. *r PATEC EPRG HVR 140. ENGINE (HP/IB) 7.00CRUISE SPtED (UFH) 417. * CCNV + CLIMR 12u. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) ,FNGINE INSTALLATICN 1.54L/0 CRLISE 10.52 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFII.E 4.62
~PANGE (STAT MI) 5Cu. INST PhR EWRG HVR (HP) 99t6. FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS SO. C-NVER (HP) 7412. EMPEFNNAGE 2.77 ;FIEL FL.FVATICK I(T) 0.1CARG: (L .) Co CRUISF (HP) 87Z9o TCTAL PROFILE 15.36 S UND SPEED HV- (FPS) 1117.
S*SFC (LB/FP FR-) u.420 WING; INCUCED 2.29 'STD QAY TEmF (EG F) 59.
I E ERG HOVER ALT (FTI 2000,REISC LCACING (PSF) . CU CRIVE SYSTE CCPCNENT WEIGHTS .(L) HT DAy TEMP (CEG F) 95.RADILS (FT) 30.0 *EFFICIFNCY 
.97 ROTORS 6436. *CT/SIG MAX 0.150SOLICI3Y 0.179 HEI. MOOE HEIGHT (1iB) 66,5. CRIVE SYSTEM 73?1. *lAAX ACCELE~,T TIN (GI C.25ELACE CFCHD (FT) 2.87 AIRDLANE WEIGHT (LB) 7331. PONEPPLANT 2123. *CESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 34J0.ICTAL ELdCES 12 NAC;CLLES 444. *CRUTSE AI.TITUCE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTFM 423. SORUND SPEED CPSE (FPS) 1S5E.kPRCFILE CRAG COEFF o.J1 AREA (SF) 7(4. WI["G 399. .. -A ' CELPATI0N (G) ,,20
% D~CNLCAC 4.9 LCADOING (FSF) 75.0 FUSI AGE 5867. *STRUCT I.CA FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY FCVER L.83 ASPECT RA11IO 7.59 EMPFEJNAGE 157. -FLIGHT CRFW 2.
* CCNVER O.81 SPAN (FT) 73.1 LANDING GFAR 1585. ;CAfIN CREw I.
CRUISE (.70 MEPN CHORC (FT) 9063 FL. IHT CONTPOI.S 2428o *A.TC SPEE LIMIT YES o\IEL 'ICE WEIGHT (LB) 6196. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO ..210 HYORAULICS 297.
AIRPLANE hEIGHT (LE) t436. 'TAPER PATI' 0.70 ELECTRICAL PB.
*TIP SPEEC I-CVER 48t, SWEEP (Ctc) -5.3 INSTF+AVIONICS 7u3.
* CRLISE 4d,. CRUISE LIFT C'EFF 0.26 AIP CIN ITICNING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX I.IFT COErF CCNVER 1.76 FURNISHINGS 250C.
*PAX FEL PCDE ACV RATIO L.40 *:AAX LIFT CCEFF CLEAN 1.4J FLUIS ' 264.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 40U0.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CI.. 1 SPC/CC-NVER SPO 1.22 CAPINr CREW 1505
DESIGN PISSION SPEEU HEIGHT EIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN 1B
TAKEOFF C I.ANCING 2.00 95.
ACCEL. & CCNV. lu1000. U.8 0.60 36.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 16C.,19E. 14000. 11,7 3.9- 225,
ACCEL. TC CRUISE 9.8 1.76 106.
- CRUISE 417. 442.2 63.65 3185.
AIRPLANE CESCENT 417.,22., 14000a 24*6 6.14 41.
CECEL. & CCNV. ~0JU. . 1.1(1 10.
TOTAL ........ .... .... ... 500.0 79.19 3698.
RESERVE .. 20.00 950.
STAGE I.ENGT H (PI.) 25. 50.0 5. . 100. 153. 200. 300. 40r.. 5u .
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2-u0. 400J. 13001. 125.)(. 15000. 150CC. 15,0C. 15CG,. 15C00.
CRUISE SPEED (IFH) 296. .305. ' 17. 415. 417. 417. 417. .417 .7o 417.
CRUISE L/C 12.79 12.78 9.43 9.53 1i.52 10.52 10.52 1I.52 1C.52
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.6 35.'5 30.8 49.1 91.5 141.5 241.5 341.5 441.5
RICCK IIPE (MIN.1 8o 7 13.8 17.2 21.3 28.8 36,0 50.4 64,8 79o2
BLCCK FUEL (LB.) 317. 462. 655. 826. 1189. 1555. 2278. 2991. 3694.
BLOCK SPEED (PFH) 173. 218. 261. 282. 312. 333. 357. 37C. 379.
CIRECT OPERATING CCST - ANN UTILIZATICN(hR)=20JO. DEPRECIATION PERIODIYP)=1O. LABGP RATE($/HR)= 7.])
AIRFRAME CCST ($/Le)= 80.0 ENGINE COST (I/HP)= 60.U INSURANCE RATE=O.L4C FUFL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 1'.u
DOC=1.E4+C.C299*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SI.= 25.,5C0oI
HGF LENGTHS 50+150 200 140+ 2+ 0+ + + C=3C 2C+2 ),+ C+ 9+ 0=430
STAGE LENGTH 25. 5 .. 75. lvj. 150. 200.. 300. 400. . 50CC.. 200 . . 300.. 400.
NC. CYCLES/STARIS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CRE 3.556 0.441 0.368 C.341 C. 308 0.289 0.269 C. 26, 0.254 0.357 C.317 C.297
FUEL & OIL C.353 C.257 0.243 C.230 0.220 0.216 0,211 0,208 Co205 C.230 0.221 (.216
FULL INSURANCE 4.401 0.18 0.266 0.246 0.222 0.2038 .194 0.187 0.183 0.246 0.221 2.2. F
TCIAL FLIGHT CPS 1.310 1.016 o.877 C.016 0.751 0.713 0.675 G.A55 C.642 C.P33 0.75R 0.721
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.518 Co339 0.263 C.229 0.193 0.173 0.153 0.(144 0.138 C0227 0.190 0.172
MATERIAL. AIRFRAME 0.229 u.141 .1'6 C.~S( Lc.073 :. ( 64 (1. 55 '(. 51 0 . 048 (.L 7 .: 70 0..i2 .
LAEBR ENGINES ..322 0.177 0.125 C.100 0.075 0.062 0.049 0.042 0.038 C.091 0.06R 0,057 I
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.548 0.295 0.206 C.163 u. 19 0.09,7 0.075 0.063 0.0157 0.144 '. i.. 7 .88
MAT. ELPCEN 1.093 0.672 0.505 0.429 0.348 0.305 0.263 (.242 0.229 C.414 0.336 0.29P
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.710 1.624 1.206 1.011 0.808 0,701 0.595 0,541 0.509 0.963 0.772 L.617
GEPRECIATICN 1.155 0.915 0.765 (.7'7 0.640 (.599 0.559 (-.539 ;.527 U.7 8 ,.635 1.599
TOTAL DIRECT CFERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MII.E 5.176 3.554 2.848 2.534 2.198 20U14 1.328 1.735 1.679 2.504 2.165 1.997
$/FLIGHT HOUR 894.3 775.4 743.1 715.1 685.9 670.5 652.6 642.3 635.6 755.5 680.1 665.0
S/SEAT MILE .. _. . 0.1C35 C.C711 0.0570 C.0507 0.0440 0.0403 0.0366 00347 0,0336 0oC501 0C0433 0o 399
$/SEAT-TRIP 2.5S 3.55 4.27 5.07 6.59 8. (5 10.97 13.88 16.79 1J.02 12.99 15.9P
C-75-5
DEPARTURE PAITH TO 1C,CCO FT PSL
MAX FUSE ANCLE=20. GESTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. COBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL RCTATION RAFE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME' DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI 0WGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWERSEC FT FT FPS G DES LB L8 I.E LB LB LB DEG CEG CEG CEG HP
CESTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. O.C5u 60.0 56361. -1. -7L2. 0. 914. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 0.0954 0.0026 0.0174 6737.
4.C 7. 13. 8. C.171 60.0 61711. -5. -854. 3. 822o 10o 26o5 24.6-35.4 24.5 O.1u5v 0.0070 0.0192 7994.
4.7 L2. 20. 13. 0.220 60.O0 64C63. -14. -912. 7. 601. 28. 25.5 24.6-35.4 23.2 0.1119 0.0116 j.01c9 8764.
5.6 19. 33. 18. 0.178 60.0 62C17. -28. -929. 14. 705. 55. 26.3 24.6-35.4 21.0 0.1156 0.0157 0.0193 8764.
6.7 32. 56. 23. 0.136 60.0 61(.5. -46. -923. 23. 673. 90. 27.3 24.6-35.4 2u1.3 C.1193 0.02C8 0.3187 8764.
8.4 55. 95. 28. L.093 60.0 5P116. -69. -92J. 34. 641. 135. 28.2 24.6-35.4 19.6 0.1234 U0.262 0.311l 8764.
8.5 58. iC0. 28. C.C55 60.0 5t432, -96, -920. 47. 622, 188 29,2 24.6-35.4 18.9 0.1270 0.0320 0.3176 8764.
ACCELE1TICN ANC CCNVE4SIJN
9.5 8j. 129. 37. 0.157 52.6 54 c3 4. -152. -1213. 49. 392. 174. 29.6 24.6-28.1 18.2 0.1305 0.0374 3.0171 8764.10.4 1C9. 156. t4. Co172 42.5 54131. -284. -16,6. 50. 281. 133. 39,3 24.(-17.9 22,U C .13 9 G.057U 30.171 8764.
11.4 15J. 185. 52. 0.159 3.0 55t.22. -422. -2354. 52. 235. ,8. 47.8 24.6-1G.4 24.0 0.13 v u.Lt784 L.0172 8764.
12.3 201. 213. 6j. 0.160 29.5 551C7. -30. -2+47. 45. 212. 74. 53.1 24.6 -4.9 23,7 C,1206 000989 0oC172 8764.
13.3 259. 241. t6o 0. 169 25.4 5515E. 490. -2859. 53. 2C6. 62. 56.5 24.6 - ).9 22.3 L. 129'1 .L L93 3.0173 8764.
14.2 326. 26c. 78. 0.17 22.2 55147. 1147. -33C9. 76. 211. 62. 59.5 24.6 2.3 20.4 0.1213 0.1396 3. 173 8764.
15.1 404. 296. 87. G.163 19.8 55CCSo 1947. -3816. 115. 225. 73. 61.8 24.6 4.t 1 .3 C1i289 0ob01 003173 8764.16.1 497. 326. 97. u.154 17.8 53972. 2893. -3375. 160. 187. 95. (63.1 24.6 6.8 15.9 t.131, 0.17 3 , . 169 9764.
17.C 590. 353. 1l 7 . 0.171 16.1 517SE. 3987. -14r . 237. 116. 129. 61.5 24.6 8.5 13.4 (.1361 0.1971 J.J163 F76.4.
18.1 712. 385. 116. 0.143 1-.d 4 67C. 5230. 851. 32J. 109. 174. 62.0 24.6 9.8 11.0 0.1444 0.2130 0.0153 876't.
19.3 E49. 418. 126. C.139 13.6 45555, 66?2. 3175. 419o 1610 2 3uo 60.7 24.6 11.C 9.0 0.1538 0.229 0..C143 8764.
2-.5 1J1,. 454. 136. 0.127 12.6 41994. 8165; 5721. 533. 268. 297. 5c.2 24.6 12.C 7.2 6.1664 0.2432 0.0132 8764.
21.8 12C1. 494. 145. 0.116 11.7 381C7. 9857. 8477. 662. 424. 376. 57.0 24.6 12.8 5.7 0.1829 0.2549 0.0120 8764.23.3 1428. 53E. 155. C. 105 11.o 33254. 11697. 11456. 806. 626. 465. 53.8 24.6 13.6 4.4 0.2 .49 J.2625 i.01 1 8764.
25.U 1698. 587. 165. 0.:93 10.3 2q573. 13604. 14673. 965. 874. 566. 49.2 24.6 14.3 3.2 0.2353 3.2625 0.0303 8764.26.E 2C11. 641. 175. C.C5 9.7 25175, 15818. 18130. 1138. .1160 0673. 4203 24,6 I/c8 2=2 0.2714 0,2482 0.080 07t64o
28.7 2359. 697. 185. G.J81 9.2 21542. 17776. 21267. 1284. 143J. 774. 33.8 24.3 15.1 1.4 V.3264 0.2112 ,.0f 68 8764.
30.7 2746. 757. 195. 0.077 8.7 192C4. 19023. 23217. 1332. 1551. 812. 27.7 23.3 14.6 C.9 0.36S4 0.1845 O.CCil 8764.
32.7 3142. 815. 204. 0o. 79 3, 3 1741E= 20338. 25270. 1393. 1677, 859. 19.J 22.5 14.2 3.5 0.4()90 0.1393 C. I55 8764.34.6 3560. 873. 214. 0.079 7.9 16(4t . 21831. 27427. 1455, 1810. 9L8. P.' 21.8 13.9 1.2 u.4-*71 0.0676 C.0.)51 8764.
36.E 4C44. 937. 224. C.C7l 7.6 1525C. 23287. 29540. 1523. 1932, 9ol1 -3.2 21.2 13.6 CoC Co4712-0Uo347 Co0C49 8764.
39.0 4553. 1003. 232. O.C70 7.3 14755. 23338. 29489. 1451. 1834. 931. -3.2 2).1 12.7 (). 1.4871- .,273 3.i,47 8764.
AIFPLANE NOCE CLIPF 7C 10,CLC FT
39.C 4553. 1CC". 234. 0,0 15.6 I1C93
188.6 42241. 1CCC. 269. O.u 13.0 15780.
ThE TTAL KCISE IVFACT IS 0.23886C+06
NCISE AT 50( FT SIDELINE= 90.3 EPNDS
NOISE AT 2C,CCC FT SICELINE= 57.0 EPNCB
NCISE 25,Gu FT FCRARC OF TAKEFF PCINT= 54.9 EPNDB
NCISE 5CC FT FCRhARE CF TAKECFF PCINT= 91.3 EFNO8
TILT ROTOR CESIGN PRCCRAM 1974
Q-85-50 . . .. .. CES ICN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL ....POWERPLANT _..__ FUSELAE_ ". .. STFUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTCRS
CROSS hEIGHT (LR) 44477. INST NCRPAL FWE (HP) 7954. *L NGTH (FT) 80.0 jTOPR C.95
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) . 3 853. .*NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETEF (FT) . 10.0 *TRANSMISSION L.81
FUEL WEIGHT (LBI 3474. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MOCE 1.40 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 vAIRFRAPE 0.76
PAYLCAC (B.) 10150o . * RATED EMPR HVR 140 *ENGINE (HP/LP) Ic.00
CRUISE SPEEC (MPH) 4u3. * CCNV + CLIMB 12C. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALL TIN 1.54
L/D CRLISE 10.54 _ CRUISE 90. WING PROFII.F . 3. 95
*RANGE (STAT MII 5(0. INST PWR EMPG HVR (HP) 7954. FUSELAGP 5.31 CESIGN MISSION
*FASSENGER SEATS 50. CGNVEP (HP) 5951. EMPENNAGE 2.37 *FIELO ELEVATICN (rT) 0.
*CARGC ILB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7916. 'TCTAI PROFILE 14o.6 SOUNO SPEED HVP (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/-F HR) 0.380 WING INCUCED 2.27 STD CAY TFMF (CEG F) 59.
RCTORS vE;AEPG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
S*ISC LCACING (PSF1 9.LU DRIVE SYSTEF CCIFCLNENT WEIGHTS I(LB)_ HOiT LAY lTEP (CEC F) 95.
RACILS (FT) 2t>" *EFFICIENC ,.97 PR T"RS 4745. ACT/SIG !AX C.15
SOLICITY 0.179 HEL MOCF WEIGHT (I.h) 4997. DRIVE SYSTEM 545F, *MAX ACCELEwATICN (G) C025
ELAEE CHORD (FT) 2.63 AIRPLANE VEIGHT (LB) 5458. POWERPLANT 1193. vCESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 41 .,
TOTAL PLADES 12 NACELLES 8.IC *CPUISF ALTITUC (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.12C WING FUEl. SYSTEM 257. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1C58.
*PROFILE CRAG COEFF V-.010 ARFA (SF) 53. WING ........... 348. MAX DECELERATI2N] (G) 0.20
% OCWNLCAD 4.9 *LCADING (FSF) 75.0 FUSELAGE 5431. *STUCT ICAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY FOVER .8e7 ASPECT RATIO 7082 EMPFENNAGE 845. *FLIGHT CQE, 2.
S CCNVE u.t5 SPAN IFT) 68.1 LAD!)ING GEAR 1335. vCAFIN CPFE 1. I-
CRUISE C.71 FMAN CHF[P (FT) 8.71 Fl. IGHT CDNTROI.S _ C5c *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
-EL PCCE WEIGHT (LB) 4572. *THICKNE5CIICHORD RATIO 0.210, HYDRAULICS 273.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LP) 4745. *TAPER RAT IO 0.70 ELE CTPICAL 7C3.
*TIP SPEED hOVER 4EC. SWEEP (DEG) -5.3 INSTR+AVIIVNICS 703.
* CRLISE 48C. CRUISE LIFT CGEFF 0.20 LIR CONDITIONING .......... 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2,C MAX LI.FT COEFF CCOVEP 1,76 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*PAX FEL MCCE ACV RATIO C.4u _ *MAX LIFT CIEFF CLEAN 1.4C FLUIDS 222.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INFLT VARIABLE . _ CLIMB SPC/CONVER SPO 1.19 CABIN CREW...... .
DESIGN MISSICh SPEED HEIGHT CIST TIME FIIEL
MPH FT MI PIN LB
TAKECFF t LANCING 2.0' 6 9.
ACCEL. & CClV. 1000. 0.8 0.62 27.
AIRPLANE CLIMB . 155.,153.. 14000. 11.4 3.94 163o . ....
ACCEL. IC CPLISE 8.9 1.64 72.
.CRLISE . 403. .... 444.9 66.33 2417.
AIRPLANE CESCENT 402*,292. 14000. 33.2 5.94 29.
_CECEL. & CCN. .. .. LO. .8 1.14 7 .
.. TOTAL- .. 50.0 . 81.60 2784Q -. .......
RESERVE. 20.00 690.
QE-5-50
STAGE LENGTH (PI.) 25. 50. 75. 12. 150. .200. 310. 401. 50J3.
CRLISE ALTITUOE (FT.) 2030. 4000O. 10CCI. 12530. 15;GC. 150CC. 15000. 15C00. 15000.
CRUISE SPEEC (FPH) 296. 305.. 3SE. 400. 402. 402o . 402. 4U02 _ 402 o.
CRUISE L/C 12.04 12.J4 9.34 g9.3 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53
CRUISE CISTANCE (MI.) 17.7 36.0 34.1 52.3 94.2 144.2 244.2 344.2 444.2
BLCCK TIVE (MIN.) 8.I 13.8 17.5 21.6 2,.4 36.9 51.8 66.7 91.6
eLCCK FLEL (Le.) 242. 354. 493. 618. 891. 1166. 1711. 2250. 2781.
BLCCK SPEED (MFH) 172. 217. 257. 277. 306. 325. 347. 360. 368.
OIECT CPERATING CCST - AN:N UTILIZATIN(IFR)=2Lvt. DEPRECIATICN PERIDD(YR)=1u. LABCR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME CCST (/LE)= 80.0 EFGINE COST (I/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATF=G.C40 FUIJL COST (CENTS/GAtL= 18.0
COC=1.62+C.C267*SL I/SEAT-TRIP (SI.= 25.,5(C li
HCF LENGTHS 53+15)4 G+ 04 L=20u IL +2JL+ + L+ C+ ;=3cC C 2+2+ + 0+ (=40
STAGE LENGTH 25. 5G. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. 5CC, 200, 300. 400.
NG. CYCLES/STAPTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/L 1/1 L/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREwh 0.55 0.438 0.371 C.343 C.311 0.293 0.214 0.215 C.259 0.359 o. 3 20 0.301
FUEL & GOI C.268 C.197 0.183 0C172 0.165 0.162 0,159 0.156 0.155 0 173 0,166 0.162
HULL INSURANCE u.332 0.263 U.22.2 0.2,5 L.186 o. 175 (.164 ,.158 .. 155 ;.2)0 0U.1B5 0.175
TCTAL FLIGHT CPS 1.155 0.898 3.775 C.721 C.663 0.630 0.597 0.579 0.569 0.738 0.671 0.638
LAEOR AIRFRAME 0.492 Co322 0.252 ,.220 o. 186 u. 167 u. 140 0.140 . 134 0.218 0.1!3 0. 166
MATERIAL AIRFRAME G.20L., .123 0.093 C.07S C.064 o.L57 0.049 0.045 C.043 U.070 u.062 0.055
LABJR ENGINES C.301 0.166 J.118 C.095 0.071 0.059 0.047 0.041 0.037 C.C86 0o-65 0055
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.440 C.237 C.166 L.132 0.CS6 .C79 0.61 .C.52 C.04b 3.117 ,. 86 G.o71
MAT. BLRCEN 1.C31 G.635 0.481 C.409 0.334 0.2q4 0.254 0.235 L.223 0.395 0.323 0.287
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.464 1.483 1.110 C.S34 0u751 0.656 0.560 U.512 0.483 C.891 0,720 0.634
CEFRECIlTICN 0.956 0.755 .. 638 (.591 0.536 0.504 0.472 0.456 0.446 C.591 0.533 . 0.504
TOTAL CIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT VILE 4.574 3.136 2.524 2,245 1.951 1.790 1.628 1.547 1.498 2.220 1.924 1.776
S/FLIGHT HOUR 784.6 680.7 648.2 623.J 596.3 5E2.0 565.7 556.5 550.5 '615.8 591.7 577.7
$/SEAT VILE . C.C515 C.C627 0.0505 C.04-9 0o0390 0.0358 0.0326 000309 _00o300 U.0444 0o0385 00o355
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.29 3.14 3.79 4.49 5.E5 7.16 9.77 12.38 14.98 8.88 11.54 14.21
I . . ....
C'-E5-5C
DEPARTURE PATE TO 1C,CCC FT PSI
PAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=1,. MAX ACCEL RPCTATIrN RATT=2t0. ACCEL eU7LCUP TIWE= 5.
TIME 0DIST . ALT VEL ACC GAM THPRUST .. LWGC LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE Pv8f AI.V I.AMDA MU CT POWEP
SEC FT FT FPS G CEG LB LB L LB LR LB 8DE CEG LEG CEG HP
OBSTACLE CLELEANCE
3.1 .4. 7. 3. C.050 60.0 47187. -0. -581. 0 757. 1, 24.3 24.6-35.4 28.7 (0.0953 0.3 02o 0.00174 5463o
4.0 _ 7... 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 51S47. -4. -707. 2. 681. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.5 0.1'49 . 7J 0 v.192 6411.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.221 6J.0 5346S. -12. -756. 6. 664. 2e. 25.4 24.6-35.4 23.2 0.1120 0.011b 0.0200 7037.
5.6 19. 33. 18. C. 179 60.0 5224.. -24. -770. 12. 584. 54. 26.3 24.6-35.4 20.5 0.1157 0.0157 0.C013 7037.
6.7 32. 55. 23. 0.137 6J.0 5C617. -39. -766. 20. 557. 90. 27.2 24.6-35.4 20.3 0,1194 0.02C8 0.0187 7C37.
8.4 55. 95. 29. 0.094 60.0 4ES5E. -5S. -762. 29. 531. 134. 29.2 24.6-35.4 19.5 0.1234 . 262 1. )191 7'07.
8.5 58. IL0. 28. 0.056 60.0 4753S. -82. -771. 41. 515. 187. 29.2 24.6-35.4 18.1 C.1271 0.-320 0.C176 7037.
ACCELERATICh AND CCN ERSION
9.5 80. 130. 37. 0.154 52.7 4626S. -130. -1 5. 42. 325. 173. 29.7 24.6-28.1 18.2 0.13J6 .: 374 .0172 7037.
10.4 11(. 156. 44. u.171 42.5 46,87. -244. -1362. 43. 239. 132. 39.2 24.6-17.4 22.0 0.1310 0.0570 0.0171 7037.
11.4 151. 1E86 52. 0.158 3500 46332. -370. -1761o 450 194. 97, 47o8 24.6-1U.4 24.j C.131 U.078,t LC.c172 7,[37.
12.4 2L2._ 214. 6 ,. 1.154 29.5 46353. -32. -2026. 35. 174. 73. 53.1 2'4. -4.5 23.7 0.12 )7 v.(898 .172 7037.
13.3 26C. 242. 69. 0.169 25.4 46456. 416. -2368. 46. 164. 60. 56,4 24f6 -0.9 22.3 0,1293 0.112 .;.0173 7C37
14.2 327. 26S. 78. 0.167 22.3 4 341. 482. -2746. 65. 173. 59. 59.4 24.6 2.3 2!,.4 ;.1292 J.13(5 ).01173 7-37.
15.2 405. 297. 87. 0.163 18.8 46260C. 1672. -3160. 97. 184. 69. 61.7 24.6 4.6 18.3 0.1292 0.1599 0.0172 7037.
16.2 4S8. 327. 97o 0.154 7.8 45385. 24P7. -2814. 142 .154, 91. 63,0 24.6 6,8 15.9 0o1313 0.17S2 G,2 16 7C37.
17.1 591. 354. 107. 0.171 16.2 43553. 3431. -1169. 20. 96 123. 61.4 24.6 8.4 13.4 0.1364 0.169 0.0163 7037.
1d.2 713. 3E7. 116. 6.143 14.8 4(521. 4503. 705. 270. 91. 167. 61.9 24.6 9.8 10.9 0.1448 0.2128 0.0153 7037.
19.3 851. 42U0 126. o 138 13.6 3E251. 5704. 2643. 354. 134, 222. 6u,.6 24.6 11.C 8.9 .1542 1.22S8 . 143 707.
20.5 1J13. 456. 136. t.126 12.6 35283. 7(35. 4765. 449. 220. 2P8. 59.0 24.6 12.0 7.2 0.1669 0.2t29 0.3132 7037.
21.9 12Ct. 4c 6 . 145. C.114 11.8 32CC004. 8494. 7061. 558. 347, 365, 50.8 24,6 12.8 5.7 0,1335 L.2545 L.C12- 70C7.
23.4 1435. 541. 155. 0. 1o3 11.0 2E501. 1,1..82. 9543. 68J. 512. 453. 53.6 24.6 13.6 4.3 1,.20'57 o.2618 0.- l7 7r37. -
25.1 17C9. 551. 165. U.C92 1J.3 248CS. 11796. 12224. 814. 714. 552. 44.0 24.6 14.2 3.2 0.2364 0.2615 0.C93 7C37. hM
26. 2028o. 646. 175. C.C84 9.8 2110So 13637. 151(6. 960. 952o 662. 41,9 24.6 14.8 2.2 0.2789 0.2466 0.C079 7037.
28.9 2393. 715. 185. 0 .c77 9.2 1Eu6. 15231'. 176C0. 171. 1154. 748. 34.2 24.2 14. 1.4 C.328? 0.2145 0.'jk 7C37.
31.0 2788. 766. 195. 0.076 8.8 161iC. 16321. 19211. 1114. 1250. 786. 27.6 23.2 14.5 Co9 0.3602 0.1849 0.0061 7037 .
33.0 3191. 825, 264. 0,o 78 8.3 1464C. 17491. 209(9. 1165. 1352. 831. 19.1 22.4 "14.1 :).6 (.4;.86 0.14u4 0. i;56 7037.
35.0 3614. 884. 214. 0.078 7.9 13526. 1871J. 22692. 1217. 145S. 877. 8.6 21.7 13.8 0.? 0.*469 0.0694 0".0051 7037.
37.1 4096. 949. 224. 0.071 7.6 1286l. 198982 24429. 1269, 1564. 924. -2.7 21.1 13.5 -0.0 G.47j8- .0186 GJC*49 7C37.
AIRPLANE PCCE CLIVP TC ,C C FT....
37.1 40C6. 949. 228. 0.1 16.0 15645.
188C 4CSEO. ICCCC. 261, .oC 13.4 1334.o
TiE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS C.2C10C10D+C6
NOISE AT 500 F1 SIDELINE= 89.8 EPCNE
NCISE AT 20,000 FT SICELINE= 56.2 EPNOB
NOISE 25,CCC F FCRRhARE CF TAKECFF PCINT=- 54.2 EF4D
NCISE 5CC FT FCPWARr CF TAKECFF PCINT= 90.8 EPNCB
.- .-- 4-
TILT RCTOR CESIGN PPCCRAM 1514
C-75-5C DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL POWERPI.ANT FUSE. AGE STFUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 57227. INST NOPVAL PWR (HP) S944. *LENGTH (FT) 8C.u P-PJTCP 1.05
EMPTY WEIGHT (LA) 4244 S. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 10.0 *TRANSMISS!rN 0.85
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4628. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.50 vDRAG FACTCR 1.0 .0 -:AIRFRAFF i.80
FAYLGAC (L) 10150. *4 RATEC EMRG HVR . 140. .:ENGINE (HP/LB) 7.00
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 36C. o CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) FNGINE INSTALLATION 1.60
L/C CRUISE 12.58 * CRLISE SC. WING PROFILE .11
*RANGE (STAT 0I) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 94G4. FUSELAGF 5.43 DESIGN MISSION
#PASSENCER SEATS 50. CCNVEP (HP) 7576. EFENNAGE 3.60 *FIEL FLEVATICN (FTI C.
*CARGC (LO) U. CRUISE (HP) 8304. TCTAL PROFILE 18.18 SOUNC SPEEC HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.420 WING INCUCEC 3.85 *ST3 DAY T~FP (ORG F) 59.
ROTORS F E , HVCR ,LT (FT) 2C . .
*CISC LCACING (PSF) 7.u0_J RIvE SYSTEM COMPUNENT WEIGHTS (LB) ,cHT DAY TE'F (CEG F) c5.
RADILS (FT) 36.1 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTOS 7704. CT/SIG VAX 6.150
SOLICITY 0.2J: HEL MOOF WEIGHT (LB) 85E. DRIVE SYSTEM 9193. *'MAK ACCELERATIOh (G) 0.25
ELACE CHORD (FT) 2.83 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 9193. POWFRPLANT 2015. =DESIGN CRUISE (MFHI 340.
TOTAL EI.ACES 16 NACILLES 3,3. *CRUISE ALTITUCE (FT) 15 -,.
*CT/SIG FOVER 0.12U WING FUEL SYSTEM 420. SOUNC SPEEC CPSE (FPSI 1.5F.
*PROFILE CRAG CCEFF 0.C0 AREA (SF) 908. WING 5143. *MAX DECEEI.ATICN, (G) .20
4 DCWNLCAC 4.7 *LOADING (PSF) 63.0 FLSELAGE 5937. *STRUCT L3'C FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY -CVFR 0.3 _ ASPECT RATIO 7.79 EMPFNNAG 1144. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* Cr VER Cp.1 SPAN (FT) 34.1 LANCING GCAP 1717. *CARIN CREW I. F
CRUISE 1.64 MEAN CHOND (FT) 1L.8J FLIGHT CONTPOLS 2117. , ATC SPEEC LIMIT YFSHEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 7621. *THICKNESS/CHORC RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULI.CS 310.
AIRPLANE WEIGHFT (I.B) 7704. wTAPER RATIO ...76v ELECTRICAL 1 '.i4. .
*TIP SPEED HOVER 4010. SWEEP (CEG 
-5.3 INSTR+AVIONICS 7C3.
* ' CRLISE 4CC. CRUISE LIFT CGEFF 0.31 AIR C3NCITICNING 
-. . 115b.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CCNVER 2.16 FURNISHINGS 250.
.,*MAX HEL CDE ACV RATIO C.40_ *MAX LIFT (CEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 2E6.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
*..INCICA1ES INFUT VARIABLE _CLIMF SPCICCNVER SPD 1.37 CABIN CREW 150.
DESIGN MISSIC . . SPEEC HEIGHT CIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
IAKECFF & LANCING 2.CO '90.
ACCEL. t CGNV. 1400. lo0 0.80 49.
SAIRFLANE CL I B . 15C.,1 4 . 1360u. 12.3 4.43 237.
ACCEL. TC CRLISE 6.4 1.31 75.
CRLISE .. ~ .__ 4~3,4 73.SC 3225.
AIRPLANE CESCENT 360.,292. 13600. 35.9 6.66 41.
CECEL. G CCFL. 1400. 1.0 1.34 _ 11.
--..- _-TOTAL.. _ 
__ ... 5.U.0 90.44 _ _3728..
. . -RESERVE 20.00 901.
0-75-50
STAGE LENGTH (PI.) 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. .. 200. 300. .. 400. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUCE (FT.) 2000. 4000. 10001. 12500. 15000. 15000. 15000, 15000o 150U.
.C UISE SPEED ( F-) 296. 3C5.. 355. . 35 . .. 360.. . 36 .. .. 360. 36 ... 36 ... ........
CRLISE L/C 12.36 12.36 11.11 11.80 12.58 12.58 12.58 12.58 12.58
CRUISE CISTANCE (MI.) 17.9 35.8 . 36o( 53.4 93.4 143o4 24394 343.4 4434
- LCCK TINE (MIN.) 9.1 14.2 18.7 23.3 32.1 40.4 57.1 73.8 C0.4
BLGCK FLEL (LB.) 352. 520. 677. 843. 1198. 1566. 2206. 3017. 2728.
S eLCK SPEED (MPH) 166. 211. 241. 257. 280. 297. 315. 325. 332.
DIRECT CFPERATIG CCST - ANN UTILIZATICN(-R)=20)0. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=IC. LARCR RATE($/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME CCST ($/I )= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60,0 INSURANCE RATE=0o04U FUEL C'ST (CENTS/GAL)= .180
COC=I.E74u.C354*SL $/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5SC.I
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ U+ C=200 1CC+2(+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ 0+ C=400
STAGE LENGT . 25. 500 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. . 5)0. . 2, 3,C... 40,.
NC. CYCLES/STATS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREN C.570 0.4t 6  0.392 C.367 04337 0.318 0.299 0,290 0.294 0.380 0.345 0.326
FUEL & CIL 0.391 C.289 0.251 G.234 0.222 j.218 0.213 J.21 9.2.7 .239 U.223 0.218
HLLL INSURANCE C.459 0.359 0.316 C.295 0.271 0.256 0.241 0.234 0.229 C.293 0.269 0.256
TCTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.419 1.094 0.959 0tC.96 0.830 0.792 6o753 0.733 u 721 0.912 0.837 0.0CC
LAECR AIRFItiE L.551 C.359 0.288 C.254 0.218 u.1 9 7 G.177 0.167 0.161 0.251 U.?15 0.196
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.255 0.156 0.121 C.104 0.086 0.076 0.066 0.062 0.059 CIO00 0.03 0.074
LAEOR ENGINES (.319 C.176 0.126 C.IC2 0.071 0.064 0.052 t.. 45 .i41 V0.92 ..,71 t:.
MATERIAL ENGINES C.523 0.282 U.200 C.159 0.118 0.096 0.075 C.C65 C..56 C.141 0.105 0.v87
MAT. BURDEN 1.130 C.t 5 0O539 C,463 0.383 00340 0 297 00276 0 263 0.446 0.371 0,332
TCTAL PAINTENANCE 2.776 1.667 1.275 1.082 C.E81 J.774 0.667 0.614 0.582 1.u29 0.845 0.750
DEPRECIATICN 1.313 1.028 0.903 C.845 0.776 0.733 0.690 0.668 0.655 0.839 0.770 0.733
TCTAI. CIRECT CPERATING CCST
s/AIRCRAFT MILE 5.508 3.790 3.137 2.822 2.486 2.299 2.11C 2.015 1.958 2.780 2.452 2.282
$/FL IGT HOUR S12.3 8C1.4 755.1 726.6 696.9 682.0 66501 655.6 649,5 -720e5 692o2 677o2
S/SEAT MILE 0.1102 0.0758 U.627 C.0565 U0.0497 0.(460 0.0i422 U.04 3 t.,392 )0.556 .049; 0.0456
$/SEAT-TRIP 2.75 3.79 4.71 5.65 7.46 9.19 12.66 16.12 19.58 11.12 14.71 18.26
.. .. .... .. .... ....... .. . . .... ...... . . .... . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. .... ... .. .. . . .... .. . ... . ... . .. ..
0-75-SC
CEFARTURE FATI- TC 10,C00 FT PSL
MAX FLSE 4NGLE=20. CESTACI E CLEAR ANGLE=6C. OPSTACLE FEIGHT=1GO. MAX ACCEL ROTATION PATE=2C. ACCEL PUILOUP TIMF= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THPLST L1%GO IL WGI CWGC DWGI DFUST ALP TFE AWO ALV LAMDA mU CT PJWFP
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB LB L8 DEG CEG CEG CEG FP
_OeSTACLE.CLEARANCE
3.1 . 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 60675. -1. -724. 0. 936. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.6 0.1,j14 0.,-)31 0.3195 6412.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 6-1.0 66798. -6. -885. 3. 836. 10. 26.4 24.6-35.4 24.2 0.1121 C0.C(84 0.3215 7653.
4.7 12. 20. 13. C.227 60C.0 6965. -18. -978. 9o 782o 28, 25.3 24.6-35.4 21,8 U.1202 0o(134 Go0224 8469.
5.4 18. 30. 18. 0.229 60.0 69785. -35. -1 14. 17. 741. 55. 25.3 24.6-35.4 2 .4 0.1267 0.( 187 d.;225 894 6.
6.3 28. 48. 23. L.174 60.0 66993. -57. -10C9. 28. 671. 91. 26.- 24.6-35.4 18.8 0.1320 0.0240 0.C216 890O .
7.5 44. 77. 28. 0.128 60.0 64705. -5,. -lulo 42. 649, 136. 27.4 24.6-35.4 18.1 C.1367 u0.(3U6 ,.02.,9 R):6.
7.9 58. IhO. 29. 0.t84 6J., 62546. -11. -C126. 59. 630. 18S. 28.5 24.6-35.4 17.3 0.1414 J.0374 0.32C2 89(6.
ACCELERATICN AND CCNVERSIOA
9.7 95. 154. 38. 0.U90 55.3 6056 . -191. -1234. 71. 483. 216. 31.1 24.6-3).7 17.5 (:.1459 J.CR48P8 '.195 8926.
11.0 138. 199. 46. 0.116 46.6 58967. -350. -134. 78. 364. 197. 3P.) 24.6-22.0 18.5 G.1497 u0.C6 5 C .2191 990.
12.4 197. 247. 53. C.110 30.8 59431. -578. -2048. 82. 296. 151. 4605 24.6-14.2 20.4 0.1483 3J.k56 Co 'S2 8 i6.
13.9 272. 295. 62. 0.1 J7 33.0 59419. -495. -2563. 77. 265. 118. 52.6 24.6 -8.4 2,.2 0.1471 0.'12',6 J.19'. Pq; 6.
15.2 351. 338. 7C. 0.121 28.5 59951. 106. -3115. 72. 256. 96. 56.1 24.6 -3.9 18.8 0.1464 0.14-7 0.01 ;5 8906.
16.4 443. 382. 79. C. 121 25.1 59S46. 860. -37C5, 87. 261. 86. 5902 24.6 -0.5 17.1 '.1460 0.1691 0.01,5 8Cc6.
17.8 551. 426. 88. 0.118 22.3 5S94S. 18Jl. -4375. 120. 277. 88. 61.R 24.6 2.3 15.2 ').1457 0.193f8 0.019,5 8906.
19.2 681. 473. 98. 0.1101 20.1 58348. 2911. -3525. 171. 220. 101. 63.0 24.6 4.5 130 0.14,9 0,2164 0.o010 P89C0
20.5 818. 519. 107. (, 115 18.3 5542C. 420C. -1104. 240. 154. 126. 62.2 24.6 6.3 10.7 0.1562 0.2371 0.)181 89(6.
21.5 576. 566. 117. C.110 16.7 51981. 5672. 1572. 32R. 161. 162. 61.3 24.6 7.9 8.3 0.1659 0.2509 0. T170 S9C6.
23.4 1154. 615. 126. C.106 15.4 48149. 7326, 4406, 434, 234. 2u09 5Q0. 24.6 9,2 7.0 0.1184 uo2752 0i,0158 8936.
25.u 1369. 670. 136. ..C95 14.3 43783. 9164. 75t2. 558. 368. 268. 58., 24.6 1(.3 5.6 (.1955 J.2912 0.143 80o6.
27.1 1661. 739. 146. 0.075 13.3 38822. 11184. 11042. 701. 564. 338. 55.8 24.6 11.3 4.2 0.2200 0.3C23 0.C127 89S06
29.4 2009. 816. 155. L.068 12.5 33EC- 13381. 147t:4. 861. 810. 419. 51.5 24.6 12.1 3.1 0.2524 ';.3.67 -. :111 89.6.
32.0 2426. 9c2. 165. 0.060 11.7 286C7. 15756. 18799. 1039. 111. 511. 45.1 24.6 12.9 7.1 0.2991 U.2959 .0 8926. -I
34.6 2177. 990. 175. C.C59 11.1 23693. 18304. 23140. 12340 1461. 614. 34o8 24.6 13.5 1.3 0.?647 0.,2542 0(JC78 89C6. U'
37.1 3322. 1U72. 185. G.(63 1. 5 1S 141. 21027. 27779. 1447. 1859. 7283. 18.3 24.6 14.1 0.6 0.4428 .. 1532 % .: 66 89 15 .
39.5 3796. 1155. 195. C.063 9.9 1816C. 22627. 30352. 1518. 2015. 716. P.1 23.7 13.8 C.2 C.4874 0.0711 C.CC60 8906.
42.4 4367. 1250, 204. CoC55 9.4 17217. 24343. 32884, 1598, 2159o 830. -3.9 22.9 13.5 0.0 0,.5148-0.0442 0.057 P896.
45.2 4978. 1347. 214. 0.054 9.0 16432. 24418. 32865. 1494. 20'7. 8d. -3.8 21.3 12.3 C.C 0.5397-0.036) 0.):55 8906.
48.2 5612. 1445. 219. 0.053 8.8 16067. 24451. 32776. 1448. 1941. 791. -3.7 20.6 11.8 0.0 0.5521-0.0360 003054 8906.
.AIRPLANE GCE CLIVR TC 10,CG0 FT
48.2 5612. 1445. 22J. J.0 14.3 181C5.
213.2 44360. ICCCC. 250. C.0 12.0 15894.
TiE TOIAL NI6SE IPPACT IS C.11503D+u6
NCISE tT 5Uu FT SICELINE= 87.1 EPNCB
NOISE AT 2C,CC FT SICELINE= 54.8 EPDB
NOISE 25,CCC FT FCRWARE CF TAKEOFF PCINT= 52.9 EFNO8
NCISE 500 FT FORWARC CF TAKEOFF PCINT= 87.E EPNDB
TILT RCTOR DESIGN PRCGRAM 1974
.0-85-50 '-.... ... _ .- . . DESIGN ITERATICNS: 5..
.OVERALL . ............. .. PCWERPLAT ..... .......... . ... FUSELAGE. .. .... ......... RUC TECHN LOG FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (IB) 47902. INST NCRVAL PhP (HP) 7508. *LENGTH (IFT) 80.0 *POTOR C.c5
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 34278. . -NUMBEP OF ENGINES 2.. *DIAMETER (FT .......... 10.0 . *TRANSMISSION . O.81
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 3474. wEXCESS FACTORP HEL MODE 1.50 *DRAG FACTOR 1o00 *AIRRAPE C76b
PAYLCAC (LB) 10150. *t RATED EWRG HVR 140. . *ENGINE (hP/LB) 1G0.C
CRUISE SPEEC (PPH) 342. * CCNV + CLIMB 12C. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.60
L/C CRLISE 12.46 ' CRUISE 90. . ING PPCFILF 5o 10
*RANGE (STAT Il) 5u). INST PWR FMPG HVR (HD) 75"8. FLSELAGE 5.43 CESIGN MISSI.JN
*FASSENGER SEATS S5. CONVER (HP) 6049. EMPE.NNAGE 3.06 *FIFI.D EI.EVATICN (FT) 0.
*CA.GC (I.B) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7351. TCTAL PROFILE 16.44 SOUNO SPEFD HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LP/FP HR) 0.380 WING INDUCED 3.66 *STD DAY TFMf (CEG F) 59.
RCTORS *EMERG HCVER ALT (FT) 2060.
*CISC LC4EINC (PSF) 7.CC CRIVE SYSTEM CMPONENT WEIGHTS (LS) . tHDT IAY TFkP (CEC F) 95.
RADILS (FT) 33.0 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 5647. *CT/SIG VAX 0.150
SOLIDITY C2CC HEL MCCE hEIGHT (.LH) 6641. CRIVF SYSTEM C1. tMAX ACCFLERATICN (G) L.25
ELAGE CDO (FT) 3.46 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 68L1. POHWRPLANT 1126. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 340.
13TAL ELADES . 12 NACELI.ES 94. *CRLISF Al. ITUDE (FTI 150(iC.
*CT/SIG -,CVER 0.120 hING FUEL SYSTFM 257. SOIUND SPEED CPSE (FPS), 15e.
*FR).FILE DRAG COEFF U.Cu1 AREA (SF) 7 0. l, ING 4582. *VAX OECELERATICN (G) 0.20
% DCnNLC4A 4,6b LGADING (FSF! 63.0 FUSE. AGE 5492 *STPUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY FCVER .&7 ASPECT RATIO 8.1) EMPFNNPAGE 910'. *FLIGHT CPEW 2.
* CCNVER L.85 SPAN (FT) 78.0 LANCING GEAR 1437. MCARIN CREW 1, -
CRUISE ot4 MEAN CHORE (FT) 9.75 FLIGHT CONTROLS 2115. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YE S
FEL MCDE wEIGHT (LR) 5590. *THICKNESS/CHORC RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 283.
AIPPLANE hEICHT (L21 5647. xTAPER RATIO 0.70 .El EIECTICAL 7809
*TIP SPEEC ICVER 400. SWEEP .(DEG) -5.3 INSTk+AVICNICS 7u3.
* . CPLISE 4iC. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.33 AIR CONITIO ING ......... 1150...............
*FUSELACE CLEAPNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT C'bFF CCNVER 2.16 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*PAX FEL MCCE AEV RATIO l.4 v *MAX LIFT ()EFF CLEAN 1.4u . FLUIDS 24'.
4FLAP APEA/wlING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
...... INCICATES IPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPD/CONVER SPD 1.34 CABIN CrEW . . . . 15.
DESIGN PISSICN SPEED HEIGHT CIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN L.R
TAKECFF C LANCING 2.00 65.
ACCEL. & CCNV. 1400. 1.0 0.82 36.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 146.,180o 13e00. 1i2. 4.44 171.
ACCEL. TC CRLISE 5.2 1.13 . 46.
S. ... CRUISE 342. 445.5 78.09 2466.__
AIRPLANE CESCENT 342.,217. 13600. 35.3 6.87 31.
CECEL. & CCAV. 1400. .1.0 1.32 8.
TOTAL .. 500.0 94.68 2824.
RESERVE 20.CC -651.
STAGE LENGTH (PI. 25. 50. 75. IJ . 150. . .2CC. 3C . 4 u. 500.
CRLISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4 .JJ. 1)001. 12530. 15000. 15300. 15000. 1500O. 15CCO.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) .. 2S6o 2 305. 34t. 343. 342 342* 342. 342. 342.
CRUISE L/I 11.64 11.64 11.15 11.74 12.46 12.46 12.46 12.46 12.46
CRLISE CISTANCE (MI.I 17.9 36.0 39.C 55.8 95.5 145.5 245.5 345.5 445.5
eLCCK TIME IMIN.) 9.1 14.3 19.{ 23.9 33.3 42.1 59.6 77.1 p4.7
BLCCK FLEL ILE.) 266. 397. 505. 630. 897. 1177. 1733. 2281. 2E24.
BLCCK SPEED (MFHI 164. 210. 237. 251. 270. 285. 302. 311. 317.
DIRECT CPERATING CCST - ANN UTILIZATICNIfR)=2LGC. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=1(;. LABCR RATE($/HR)= 7.0
AIRFRAME CCST ($/LE)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=O.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAI.)= 18.0
00C=I.62+C.1321*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25o,5(o.)
HCP LENGTFS 50+15* 30+ L; L=200 1CC+2C+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 2CC+2C3+ C+ C+ C=4CC
STAGE LENGTH i5. 50. 75. 100. 150o 200o 300. 40C. 5)0 . 200o 300. 400.
hL. CYCLES/STAFTS 1/1 1/1 L/L 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREN C.567 0.443 0.394 C.372 0.345 G.327 (.309 C.3CO 0.294 C.3q5 0.352 0.335
FUEL F GIL Co296 C.221 0.187 C.175 C.166 0.164 0ol61 00159 0.157 0.1 Iu 0.168 C.164
tULL INSLRANCE 0.377. c.295 a,262 C.247 .23u ..95  3.2)6 .149 c.16 C.246 C.228 0.21
TOTAL FLIGHT CPS 1.240 C.959 0.843 C.795 0.7,2 0.709 0.675 0.658 0.647 CE12 Go748 0.716
LABOR AIRFRAME CoS20 0.339 0.275 (.245 0.212 0.193 :l0.174 (t.164 0.15? 1.241 1.239 0.192
MATERIAL AIFFRAME 0.220 0.135 J.10 c.091 0.076 0.068 .059 0.0C55 C.053 C.L88 0.073 0.066
LABOR ENCINES C.299 Co165 00 119 Co097 0074 0.062 0o.(50 0o044 0o041 0.088 0o68 0. 05
MATERIAL ENGINES u.418 U.225 0.1 b C .128 i0.0 5 . .. P 7 .61 C..,53 j.048 C.113 10.0 5 C.( 71
MAT. BLRDEN 1.C64 0.655 J.513 C.444 0.371 0.331 0.291 0.271 0.259 0.#28 0.359 0.324
TOTAL PAINTENANCE 2.52C0 1.520 1.173 oC004 0.828 0.732 0.636 0.588 0.559 C.959 0.795 C.711
DEPRECIATICN 1.(79 0.843 o.749 C.7a7 0.657 0.622 0.588 C.570 C.560 C.7C3 0.651 0.622
TCTAL CIRECT CFERATING CCST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.E40 3.323 2.766 2.506 2.226 2.C63 1.998 1.816 1.766 2.474 2.193 2.,49
$/FLIGHT HOUR 795.6 698.9 654.9 628.5 601.3 5E8.1 573.1' 564.9 559.5 623.9 597.9 58t.3$/SEAT MILE C.CS68 0oC665 0. C553 C.0501 0.0445 0.0413 .o038 . 0.0363 0.0353 u.0495 0.0439 ;.6410
$/SEAT-TRIP 2.42 3.32 4.15 5.01 6.68 8.25 11.39 14.53 17.66 9.90 13.16 16.40
o-e5-50
CEFARTURE PAT TO 10,G00 FT IVSL.
MAX FLSE ANCLE=20. CESTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX.ACCEL.RCTATION RATE=20. ACCEL RUILOUP TI'E= .5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRLSI LFWGO LWGI DWGC DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS C DEG LR LB LB Lr8 L LB CEG CEG EG CEG PP
......... BSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 50777. -1. -5q7. 0. 772. 1. 29.3 24.6-35*4 2R.6 Co1013 0.0031 0.0195 5112.
4.0 7. 13. .8. 0.171 60.0 55905. -5. -73J. 3. 69". 10. 26.4 24.6-35.4 24.2 L.1121 J.)F393 0.3215 61C3.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 583C2. -15. -807. 7. 645. 28. 25.3 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1202 0.0134 0.0224 6754.
5.4 17. 30. 18. 0.230 60.0 58484. -30. -838 15o. 612. 55. 25.2 24*6-35.4 20.3 0.1267 0.0U17 0.G225 7111.
6.3 27. 48. 23. 0.175 6).0 5611l. -45. -832. 24. 554. 95. 26.4 2-.6-35.4 18.8 0.1321 0.0240 0.0216 7111.
7.5 44. 76. 23. C.129 60.0 54205. -73. -835. 36. 535. 135. 27.4 24.6-35.4 18.1 0.1367 0.0305 0OC209 7111.
7.9 58o. IL. 29. U.C84 60.0 523,5. -102. -847. 50. 520. 189. 28.4 24.6-35.4 17.3 0.1414 0. j374 .22 7111.
ACCELERATICN ANC CCrVERSICK
9.7 96. 155. 38. C.C90 55.3 50723. -163. -1018. 61. 309o 215o 31oC 24o6-30o7 17.5 U). ir6 0,0488 oC0196 7111.
11.0 138. 2to. 46. 0.115 46.7 49393. -299. -1347. 67. 301. 196. 38.J 24.6-22.1 18.5 1.1498 ,),.615 0.0191 7111.
12.4 197. 248. 54. C.110 38.9 49764. -493. -1730. 70. 244. 15C. 46.5 24.6-14.3 20.3 0.1405 0.0955 0.0192 7111.
13.5 273. 2S26. 62. 0C107 33.0 5CC82o -433. -2130. 66. 218, 116. 52.6 24.6 -8.4 20.1 0.1412 0.1205 0.0194 
7111.
15.2 352. 340. 70. (.120 28.6 5)117. 81. -2569. 62. 21u. 9-4. 56.0 24.6 -4.C 19.8 0.1466 0.1446 i.)195 7111.
16.5 444. 333. 79. 0.121 25.1 50153. 734. -3056. 74. 214. 83. 59.1 24.6 -0.5 17.0 0,1462 0,1600 0,0195 7111.
17.8 552. 427. 88. 0 118 22.4 5CC49. 1532. -36C9. 101. 227. 83. 61.7 24.6 2.2 15.2 1).146J 0.1036 80.195 7111.
19.2 682. 475. 98. 0.110 20.1 4'8801. . 2483. -2931. 144.. 132. 95. 62.9 24.6 4.5 13.0 u.1492 0.2163 0.0190 7111.
20.6 820. 521. 107. C.114 18.3 46346. 3587o -924o 202. 128. 118. 62.1 24.6 6*3 10.7 C.1565 02369 C.11Oel 7111.
21.5 972. 566. 117. J.115 16.7 43525. 4e47. 1252. 276. 133. 153. 61.9 24.6 7.8 8.8 ,.166 u.2567 *-.3170 7111.
23.5 1163. 619. 126. C.099 15.4 4C144. 6265. 3664. 365. 193. 199. 60.1 24.6 9.2 7.0 0.1794 0.2748 0.0157 7111.
25.1 14C1. 680. 136. Jo66 14.3 36440, 7838. 6289, 409. 3u3o 256. 58.4 24.6 10.3 5.5 G.1969 0.29-3 ..0143 7111.
27.3 1089. 748. 146. 0).,)77 13.3 3247-. 5567. 9136. 588. 460. 324. 55.5 24.6 11.2 4.2 0.22L04 0.3J19 0.127? 7111.
29.1 2C43. 826. 155. C.Cb6 12.5 2822C. 11449. 12232. 723. 661. 403. 51.3 24,6 12o1 3o10.2534 Co3C58 .0111I 7111. H
32.3 2467. 914. 165. 0.0C59 11.7 23(15. 13482. 15576. E72. 904. 493. 44.8 24.6 12.8 2.1 u.3i.j5 0.246 (.70 4 7111.
35.1; 2924. 1Ou4. 175. 0.058 11.1 19773. 15664. 19175. 1036. 1189. 594. 3".4 24.6 13.5 1.3 0.3604 0.2518 0.GC78 7111. o
37.5 3379. ICP8. 185. CoC62 10.5 16582. 17905. 2290,)0 1204. 1498. 699. 19.1 24o5 14.0 005 0.4442 0.1491 0.0066 7111.
4U.c 3359. 1172. 1)5. 0.162 9.9 15224. 19285. 25t!12. 1265. 1623. 746. 8.3 23.6 13.7 C.2 q.4q72 0.0727 C.CrO0 7111.
42.E 4437. 1268. 204. 0.054 9.5 14428. 20767. 27135. 1334. 1743. 798. -3.8 22.9 13.'4 0.0 0.51-49-0.0't4 0.0057 
71110
45.7 5046, 1366o 212. o.053 S. 1?541. 2C814. 27069. 1271. 1654. 775. -3.8 21.7 12.6 ). .5331-0.4354 i..,56 7111.
AIRPLANE PCCE CLIVO TC IO,(GU FT
45.7 5C6. 1366. 214. C.C 14.7 15547.
212.4 43153. 10CO. 244. C.C 12.3 13632.
TFE TOTAl. CISE IMPACT IS U.0SC4ED+C5
NOISE AT !CC Fl SIDELINE= 85.8 EPCER
- CISE AT 2U,(,0 FT SIEELINE= 54.1 EPNCB
NOISE 25,CCC Fl FCkARE CF TAKEOFF PCINT= 52.2 EPNOB
NOISE 5CC FT FCFRAPC CF TAKEOFF PCINT= 86.6 EFNCE
IFN9001 EXECLTION TERMINATING DUE TO ERkOP CCUNT FOR ERROR NUMBER _217
1-,N2171 FICCS - ENC CF CATA SET CN UNIT 5
TRACEIACK ROLTINE CA.I.I.EO FRCP ISN REG. 14 REG* 15 RPEG. 0 REG. 1
SIBCCM OU(9955( 00AB8064 C0:o0 000 3Cu0i)jC006
IAIN 00u13
7 5
; ,11' 7 A 18 FO rLCoC 000BP FFR
r l T y Fi: IT= (1CSTA7 l
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
S-75-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 6 - -
._. OVERALL POWERPLANT ... FUSELAGE ... ............... ........ .. STRUCT.TECHNOLOGY FACTORS..-
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 66951. INST NORPAL FWR (HP) IC562. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 1.C5
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 51121. *NUMBER OF ENGINES. 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 10.0 . *TRANSMISSION. 0.85
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 5680. *EXCESS FACTOR FEL MODE 1.65 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.80
PAYLOAD (LB) 1015C. *4 RATED EMRG hVR 140. - .*ENGINE (HP/LB) 7.00
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 291. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.70
L/D CRUISE .. 14.63 * CRLISE 90. WING PROFILE ....... 8.72.....
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 1C562. FUSELAGE 5.58 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CCNVER (HP) 9360.. EMPENNAGE . 5.23 *FIELD ELEVATION (FTI C.
*CARGO (ILB) 0. CRLISE (HP) 5875. TOTAL PROFILE 23.65 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) . 0.420.. WING INDUCED.. ... 9.91_ *STD DAY TEMP (CEG_FI 5... 
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2C0.
*DISC LCADING (PSF) 6.50 DRIVE SYSTEM .. . COMPONENT hEIGHTS.. (LB) *HOT DAY TEMP (CEG F.) 95.
RADIUS (FT) 40.5 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 10191. *CT/SIG MAX C.15C
SOLIDITY 0.245 FEL MCDE WEIGHT (LB) 12932i DRIVE SYSTEM . 12932. *MAX ACCELERATICN (G) _C.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 3.90 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 12264. POWERPLANT 2263. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 28C.
TOTAL ELADES 16 NACELLES 517. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUFL SYSTEM 596. SCUNC SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF . C.010 AREA (SF) 1339. WING .. 5465. *MAX DECELERATICN (G) . 2C
SDOCWNLOAD 5.6 *LCOACING (PSFI 50.0 FUSELAGE 6079. *STRUCT LOAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.83 ASPECT RATIC 6.46 EMPENNAGE 1339. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.81 SPAN (FTI 93.0 LANDING GEAR 2008. *CABIN CREW 1.
CRUISE 0.50 MEAN CHCRC (FT) 14.4C FLIGHT CONTROLS 3390. *ATC SPEED LIMIT .. YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 10191. *THICKNESS/C-CRO RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 335.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 9967. *TAPER RATIO C.70 .. ELECTRICAL . ... 1253........ .. .....
*TIP SPEED HOVER 353. SWEEP (CEGI -5.6 INSTR+AVIONICS 703.
* CRUISE 350. CRP ISE LIFT COEFF 0.37.. AIR CONDITIONING 1150...... .. ......
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 2.24 FURNISHINGS 25,00.
*MAX HEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40. FLUIDS ... 335..
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SFO/CCNVER SPD .. _ L.51 .... CABIN CREW ......... 150. .... .....- ....
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT DIST TIME FUEL
MFH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING 2.00 101.
ACCEL. & CONV. 15CC. C.S 0.75 55.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 144.,178. 13500. 12.5 4.66 . 278......
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 2.7 0.67 43.
CRUISE 291. 442.S 91.27 _ 4117.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 291.236. 13500. 40.1 9.18 65.
OECEL. & CONV. . 15CC. . C.5 1.10 . 11. ----
TOTAL ... .......... 500.0... 109.63. 4669.. ... .
. .____ RESERVE 2.00 1011...... ..... .... _O. OC_....... __ . .. .
S-75-50
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) . 25. 50. '75. 100. 15C... 2CC. 300. 400. 500.
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 200C. 400C. 10001. 125C0. 15000. 15jCC. 15000. 15C00. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 256. 303. 299. 24. .. 291...... 291. .291.... 291. . 291.
CRUISE L/D 11.39 11.44 . 13.18 13.86 14.63 14.63 14.63 14.63 14.63
CRUISE DISTANCE I0.) 181 . 36.5 17.0.. 54.3 -_ 92.9 .. 142.9 .. 242.9 ....342.9_. _442.9 .. ___ _
BLCCK TIME (MIN.) 9.0 14.2 21.3 26.3 37.5 47.8 68.4 89.0 109.6
BLOCK FUEL (LB.) 463. 710. 628. ~S8. 1438,. 1910. 2843. 3763. 4669.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 166. 211. 211. 228. 240. 251. 263. 270. 274.
DIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATICN(HR)=2000. CEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATEI$/HR)= 7.00
AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGIKE CCST ($/HP)= 60.0 _INSURANCE RATE=0.U40 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 180 .
DOC=1.87+0.0485*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5CO.)
HOP LENGTHS 50+150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 10C+20G0 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+200+ 0+ C+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH 25. 50. 15. ICC. . 15C. . 200. .300. 430. 5 .. 200. .. 300.......400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CREW 0.556 0.439 0.438 0.4C6 0.385 0.368 .- 0.351 0.343 0.338 _ 0.414 0.391 0.376
FUEL & OIL 0.515 0.394 0.233 C.277 0.266 0.265 0.263 0.261 0.259 0.298 0.269 0.265
HULL INSURANCE 0.547 0.431 C.430 0.399 0.379 0.362. 0.345 0.337 0.332 0.392 C.374 0.362
TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.617 1.264 1.1C1 1.C82 1.030 0.996 0.960 0.941 0.929 1.104 1.035 1.C03
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.582 0.381 0.336 0.2S5 0.261 0.241 0.220 G.210 0.203 _ 0.289 0.257. 0.239
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.295 0.182 0.152 0.130 0.111 0u.CO 0.089 u.084 0.081 0.125 0.108 0.098
LABOR ENGINES 0.332 0.183 0.127 C.111 0.086 0.072 0.059 C.0:3 0.049 0.100 0.079 0.067
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.587 0.317 0.232 0.185 0.140 0.116 0.093 0.081 0.074 0.164 0.126 0.1C6
MAT. BURDEN 1.188 0.733 C.614 0.528 0.451 0.407 0.363 0.341 0.328 ..0.505 0.436. 0.399 .. o ...
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.984 1.755 1.471 1.249 1.C49 0.937 0.824 "0.768 0.734 1.183 1.006 0.910 0
DEPRECIATION 1.560 1.231 1.228 1.139 1.081 1.033 .. 0,986 0.962 .. 0.948 . 1.118 .1.06 1.033 .....
TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 6.162 4.290 3.800 3.470 3.160 2.965 . 2.77U 2.671.. 2.611 3.406 . 3.109 . 2.947..$/FLIGHT HOUR 1024.2 904.0 802.4 790.4 758.4 744.3 728.7 720.1 714.5 789.8 754.7 739.7
$/SEAT MILE 0.1232 0.0858 C.0760 0.06S4 0.0632 .. C0593 0.0554 0.0534 0.0522 0.0681 0.0622. 0.0589....
s/SEAT-TRIP 3.08 4.29 5.70 6.94 9.48 11.86 16.62 21.37 26.11 13.62 18.65 23.57
S-85-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. CBSTACLE HEIGT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL8BUILDUP.TIME=_o 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRLST LhGO .LWGI .DWGO DWGI OFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA .. MU CT... PCWERSEC FT FT FPS G CEG LB LB LB LB LB LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
.........OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 6C.0 57934. -1. -812. 0. 1041.. 1. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.5 0.1119 0.0035 0.0237 5580.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 63764. . -8. -989.. 4. 944. 10. 26.6 24.6-35.4 24.4 0.1240 0.0096 0.0261. 6678.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 f64E5. -21. -1095. 10. 881. 28. 25.5 24.6-35.4 21.8 0.1331 0.0154 0.0273 7408.
5.3 17. 30. 18. 0.248 60.0 67557. -41. -1157. 21. 831. 55. 25.1 24.6-35.4 2C.0 0.1416 0.0212 C.C277 7963.
5.9 24. 42. 23. 0.250 6C.0 67730. -68. -1210. 34. 800. 91. 25.0 24.6-35.4 18.6 0.1491 0.0272 0.0278 8373.
6.7 34. 59. 28. 0.212 60.0 5SSCS. -102. -1225. 51. 749. 136. 25.8 24.6-35.4 17.2 0.1563 0.0332 0.0270. 8530.
7.6 50. 86. 33. 0.162 60.0 63571. -143. -1240. 71. 724. 190. 26.8 24.6-35.4 16.2 0.162C C.0404 0.C26L 9530.
7.9 58. 100. 33. 0.113 6C.0 61313. -19C. -1260. S4. 711. 253. 27.9 24.6-35.4 15.4 0.1680 0.0483 0.C252 8530.
ACCELERATION AND CCNVERSION
9.3 92. 153. 43. 0.106 56. 59277. -276. -1439. 114. 610. 295. 29.4 24.6-32.3 15.1 0.1737 C.0bC2 0.L244. 8530.
10.4 129. 196. 51. 0.141 49.6 56781. -476. -1855. 128. 498. 29u. 34.0 24.6-25.0 14.9 0.1812 0.0805 0.0234 8530.
11.7 184. 245. 58. 0.123 42.0 57213. -753. -2403. 130. 416. 233. 42.9 24.6-17.4 16.6 C.1795 O.11CS 0.C236. 9533.
13.2 260. 301. 66. 0.IC8 36.2 57953. -1119. -2982. 141. 375. 188. 50.0 24.6-11.6 17.2 0.1767 0.1421 30.239 8530.
14.5 345. 354. 74. 0.116 31.6 58143. -497. -3633. 118. 362. 155. 53.9 24.6 -7.1 16.2 0.1757 0.1700 0.024u 8530.
15.9 446. 4C7. 83. 0.113 2E.C 5117S. 357. -4357. 119. 369. 134. 57.3 24.6 -3.4 14.9 0.175C 0.1983 0.L241 8530.
17.3 566. 463. 92. 0.1C8 25.1 .58133. 1399. -5177. 143. 389. 125. 60.1 24.6 -0.5 13.4 0.1744 0.2266 0.0241 8530.
19.0 723. 529. 1CI1. 0.CS2 22.7 56911. 2637. -4818. 192. 345. 128. 62.1 24.6 1.9 11.6 0.1775 0.2527 0.C236 853.
20.4 872. 585. 110. 0.IC8 20.7 3628. 40C76. -2300. 264. 235. 142. 60.3 24.6 3.9 9.5 0.1876 0.2751 0.0223.. 8530.
21.9 1034. 641. 120. 0.108 19.0 49799. 5722. 1083. 361. 223. 168. 58.7 24.6 5.6 7.7 0.2013 0.2556 0.0208 8530.
23.5 1233. 704. 129. 0.CS6 17.5 45321. 7574. 4485. 481. 300. 205. 57.0 24.6 7.0 6.1 0.2204 0.3132 0.01e9 8530.
25.5 1501. 782. 139. 0.C77 16.3 40261. S633. 8237. 624. 462. 254. 54.7 24.6 8.3 4.6 0.2475 0.3253 U.0168 353u.
27.7 1817. 868. 148. 0.C70 15.2 35C68. 11896. 12270. 791. 701. 315. 50.2 24.6 9.4 3.4 0.2840 0.3294 O.C147 8530. o
30.2 2191. 963. 158. 0.064 14.3 2 55C. 14361. 16671. 981. 1015. 386. 43.4 24.6 10.3 2.3 0.3370 0.3153 0.0125 8530.
32.6 2595. C1060. 16. 0.063 13.4 24563. 17C26. 21431. 1194. 1402. 469. 32.4 24.6 11.2 1.3 0.4109 0.2638 0.C0I4 8530.
35.0 3001. 1151. 178. 0.C66 12.7 2C710. 19893. 26537. 1430. 1857. 563. 15.6 24.6 11.9 0.5 0.4955 0.1420 0.0CC8 8530.
37.8 3520. 1261. 187. 0.055 12. 1910. 22S61. 31536. 1689. 2319. 668. -5.0 24.6 12.6 0.0 0.5404-0.0483 0.00C81 530.
40.7 4078. 1374. 1I7. 0.054 11.4 18185. 23058. 31439. 1574. 2146. 654. -4.8 22.8 11.4 0.0 0.5678-0.0493 0.0077 8530.
43.6 4668. 1489. 204. 0.053 11.0 11569. 22118. 31379. 15C01. 2038. 651. -4.6 21.6 10.6 0.0 0.5878-0.0485 0.0075 8530.
AIRPLANE PODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
43.6 4669,. 1489. 2C6. O.C 14.8 17884.
212.5 41934. 10CCG. 235. 0.0 12.4 15710.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.50535C#05
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 83.7 EF~CE
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 52.2 EFNCB.
NOISE 25,000 FT FORWARD OF TAKECFF FCINT= 50.3 EFCB
NOI.SE 500 FT FCRWARD OF TAKEOFF PCIhT= 4.3 EFNCE
S-75-50 -
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. GBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM TFRUST LWGO .LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP .THE AWO ALV LAMOA MU CT .PGwER
SEC FT FT FPS G CEG LP LB LP LB LB LB OEG CEG DEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 6C.O 71193. -1. -1013. 1. 1300. 1. 29.4 24.6-35.4 28.5 0.1119 0.0035 0.C238 7197.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.C 78352. -9. -1234. 5.. 1179. 10. 26.6 24.6-35.4 24.4 0.1240 O.OC96 0.C261 8613.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 60.0 81690. -25. -1366. 13. 1099. 28. 25.5 24.6-35.4 21.8 u.1331 0.0154 u.0273 9554.
5.3 17. 30. 18. 0.248 6C.C 83C00. -50. -1443. 25. 1037.. 56. 25.1 24.6-35.4 20.0 0.1417 0.C212 0.0277.10267.
5.9 24. 42. 23. 0.250 6C.0 832C4. -82. -1510. 41. 998. 92. 25.0 24.6-35.4 18.6 0.1491 0.0272 0.0278 10794.
6.7 34. 59. 28. 0.211 6C. 80C900. -123. -1526. 61. 933. 137. 25.8 24.6-35.4 17.2 0.1563 C.0333 0.0270 1C937....
7.6 50. 86. 33. 0.162 6C.C 78C40 -172. -1545. 85. 904. 192. 26.9 24.6-35.4 16.2 0.162C G.0404 0.0261 1C9E7.
7.9 58. 100. 33. 0.113 60.0 75269. -229. -1570. 113. 887. 255. 28.0 24.6-35.4 15.4 0.1679 0.0484 0.0252 10987.
ACCELERATION AND CCNVERSICN
9.3 92. 153. 43. O.1C6 5t.8 72176. -331. -1794. 137. 760. 297. 29.5 24.6-32.3 15.2 0.1736 G.0603 0.0244 10987.
10.4 129. 196. 51. 0.141 49.5 69714. -573. -2314. 154. 621. 292. 34.C 24.6-25.0 14.9 0.1811 0.0836 0.0234 10987.
11.7 183. 245. 58. 0.123 42.C 70258. -SC6. -2997. 157. 520. 236. 43.0 24.6-17.4 16.7 0.1793 0.11C9 0.C236 IC987.
13.1 260. 301. 66. 0.18 36.2 71175. -1347. -372L. 170. 469. 192. 50.0 24.6-11.6 17.2 C.1766 0.1422 0.0239 10987.
14.5 344. 353. 74. 0.116 31.6 71421. -581. -4531. 142. 454. 161. 53.9 24.6 -7.0 16.2 0.1755 C.1701 U.'240 10987.
15.9 445. 406. 83. 0.113 2E.C 715CI. 442. -5434. 142. 463. 141. 57.4 24.6 -3.4 14.9 0.1747 0.1984 0.0241 10i87.
17.3 565. 463. 92. 0.108 25.1 71487. 1689. -6457. 173. 490. 134. 60.2 24.6 -0.5 13.5 0.1741 0.2268 0.C241 10987.
19.0 723. 529. 11. 0.692 22.7 65e1. 3172. -5966. 232. 431. 138. 62.2 24.6 1.9 11.7 0.1771 0.2529 C.L237 10987.
.20.4 871. 584. 110. 0.18 20.7 65961. 4894. -2473. 321. 292. 155. 60.4 24.6 3.9 9.6 0.1872 0.2754 0.0224 10987.
21.9 IC33. 64C. 120. 0.1C9 19.0 61263. 6863. 1349. 439. 276. 183. 58.8 24.6 5.6 7.7 C.20C8 0.2S59 0.02L8 1C987.
23.5 1231. 703. 129. 0.097 17.5 55799. 9080. 5563. 585. 374. 223. 57.1 24.6 7.1 6.1 0.2197 0.3136 0.o190 1987. H
25.5 1497. 780. 139. O.C78 16.3 49585. 11545. 10211. 761. 579. 275. 54.9 24.6 8.3 4.6 0.2466 0.3260 0.0169 10987. I
27.6 1810. 865. 148. 0.01 15.2 43222. 14252. 15207. 965. 880. 338. 50.4 24.6 9.4 3.4 0.2827 0.3305 0.CL48 LCS87. 0
30.1 2182. 960. 158. 0.064 14.3 36571. 172C3. 20660. 1197. 1278. 413. 43.7 24.6 10.3 2.3 0.3351 0.3172 0.0125 10987.
32.6 2586. 1C56. 168. J.C63 13.4 30300. 20392. 26555. 1457. 1767. 499. 33.0 24.6 11.2 1.4 C.4095 0.2674 0.CIC4 1C987.
34.9 2993. 1148. 178. 0.C66 12.7 25497. 23822. 32882. 1745. 2342 .596. 16.3 24.6 11.9 0.5 0.4936 0.1484 0.0C88 10987.
37.8 3515. 1259. 187. 3.055 12.0 23436. 27623. 3S328. 2079. 2959. 709. -5.0 24.7 12.7 0.0 C.5406-0.0467 0.0081 10987.
40.6 4074. 1371. 1I7. 0.054 11.4 22317. 27742. 39209. 1936. 2736. 699. -4.8 22.8 11.4 i0.0 0.5677-0.L4
9 4 O. O77 10987.
43.6 4678. 1487. 207. 0.052 10.8 21292. 21E41. 3S110. 1814. 2548. 699. -4.5 21.2 10.4 0.0 0.5952-0.0491 0.0074 10987.
AIRPLANE MODE CLIMB TO 10,000 FT
43.6 4678. 1487. 212. 0.0 14.0 2CSE6.
217.4 44020. 10CCO. 241. 0.0 11.8 18434.
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.669570+05
NOISE AT 500 FT SICELINE= 84.4 EFNC0
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 53.1 EFhCB
NOISE 259000 FT FCRhARD OF TAKECFF FCINT= 51.2 EFNCB
NOISE 500 FT FORWARD OF TAKEOFF PCIhT= ES.C EPNB..............
TILT ROTOR DESIGN PROGRAM 1974
S-85-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 3..
. OVERALL POWERFLANT ...... ..... .... FUSELAGE ..... . .............-..... STRUCT. TECHNOLOGY .FACTCRS_
GROSS WEIGHT (LB) 54497. INST NCRMAL FWR (HP) 8379. *LENGTH (FT) 80.0 *ROTOR 0.95
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 40165. *NUMEER OF ENGINES .-- _- ..... 2  *DIAMETER. IFT) 10.30 *TRANSMISSICN 0.81
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4182. *EXCESS FACTOR IEL MOCE 1.65 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.76
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. 42 RATED EMRG HVR .. 140. .ENGINE (HP/LB) c... OC
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 281. * CCNV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.70
L/C CRUISE 14.42 * CRUISE 90. .. WING PROFILE ---------.. 7.22 -.. .
*RANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG FVR (HP) 8201. FUSELAGE 5.58 CDESIGN MISSION
* *PASSENGER SEATS 50. CONVER .(HP) 7267.- EMPENNAGE .4.33.. *FIELD ELEVATION (FT) . C.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRLISE (HP) 8379. TOTAL PROFILE 20.74 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPSI 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.380 WING INDUCED 9.09 *STD DAY TEMP (CEG F) .. _ 59.
ROTORS *EMERG IOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
..*DISC LOADING (PSF) 6.50 DRIVE SYSTEM ... COMPONENT WEIGHTS ILB) . .. ... *HOT.DAY_TEMP. (EG. F) ..... S5.
RADIUS (FT) 36.5 *EFFICIENCY 0.97 ROTORS 7251. *CT/SIG MAX C.15C
S ..... SOLIDITY 0.245 FEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 9271.-_ DRIVE SYSTEM ... 9271. *MAX ACCELERATICN (G) .L.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 3.51 AIRPLANE WEIGFT (LB) 8928. POWERPLANT 1257. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 280.
TOTAL BLADES 16 NACELLES 122. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 150 L.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 353. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF C.010 AREA (SF) 1090.. WING ..... 5113. *MAX DECELERATICN (GI ...... 20
% DOWNLOAD 5.5 *LCACING (PSF) 50.0 FUSELAGE 5599. *STRUCT LCAD FACTOR 4.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER C.87 ASPECT RATIC 6.64 EMPENNAGE 1036. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CONVER 0.85 SPAN (FT) 85.1 LANDING GEAR 1635. *CABIN CREW 1.
CRUISE 0.51 MEAN CHORE (FT) 12.81 .FLIGHT CONTROLS 2537. *ATC SPEED LIMIT............. YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 7251. *THICKNESS/CFOPC .RATIC C.210 HYDRAULICS 302.
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) . 7137. *TAPE RATI 0.70 .... ELECTRICAL . . .. 937. . ........ ...... .. I
*TIP SPEED HOVER 350. SwEEP (CEGI -5.5 INSTRfAVIONICS 703. 0o
* CRUISE 350. CRUISE LIFT CCEFF 0.39 ..AIR CONDITIONING 1150..... ........ .....
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT CJEFF CONVER 2.24 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX HEL MODE AOV RATIO 0.40 *PAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40.... FLUIDS .273. -.. --
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT CREW 400.
I* NDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPC/CCNVEQ SPD... 1.47...... CABIN CREW 150.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGFT 0IST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI PIN LB
TAKEOFF & LANDING 2.00 .71......
ACCEL. & CONV. 15CC. C.9 0.77 40.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 141.,173. 13500. 11.8 4.53 194. - ...- ........
ACCEL. TO CRUISE 2.3 0.60 27.
CRUISE 281.... 444.7 .. 95.00C 3082. ............... .......... ...
AIRPLANE DESCENT 281.,228. 13500. 39.3 9.34 48.
.DECEL. & CONV. 15CC. C.S 1.1C 8. .. .........
TOTAL . ...... ............ 50.0-_-. 113.33. 3469.......
! .RESERVE . ... ....... 20.CC _- 713.-- ..... .... . ..-..-....-.... ..... .
S-85-50
STAGE LENGTH (MI.1 25. 5{. 15. ICO. 15C. 20C. 300. 400. 500.CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4000C. 10001. 12500. 15000. 150CC. 150u0. 15000. 15CCO.CRUISE SPEED IMPH) 294. 295. 2E7. 285. 281. 281. 281. 281. 281.CRUISE L/D 10.78 11.37 12.94 13.69 14.42 14.42 14.42 14.42 14.42CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 18.3 37.0 41.0 55.7 94.7 144.7 .244.7 344.7 .444.7BLCCK TIME (MIN.) 9.1 14.5 21.0 27.0 38.6 49.2 70.6 92.0 113.3
BLOCK.FUEL (LB.) 344. 517. 589. 730. 1059. 1410. 2105. 2791. 3469.BLOCK SPEED (MPHI 165. 207. 214. 223. 233. 244. 255. 261. 265.
DIRECT GPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATION(HR)=2CO0. DEPRECIATION PERIOD(YR)=10. LABOR RATE($/HR)= 7.00AIRFRAME COST ($/LB)= 80.0 ENGINE CCST ($/I-P)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=O.040 FUEL COST (C'ENTS/GAL)= 18.0D00C=1.59+0.0424*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5CC.)
HOP LENGTHS 50,150+ 0+ 0+ 0=200 ICC+20C+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 2CC+2004 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH T 25. 5C. 15. -_ 1i. 150. 200. 300. 40U . 500. -_ 200. .30.... 400.. ...NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 111 2/1 2/1 2/1FLIGHT CREW 0.555 0.442 0.427 0.411 0.392 C.375 0.359 C.350 0.345 U.419 C.397 0.393FUEL & OIL 0.382 0.288 0.21i 0.2C3 0.196 0.196 0.195 0.194 3.193 0.219 0.199 0.196HULL INSURANCE 0.439 0.349 ,C.338 C.225 0.310 C.297 0.284 0.277 0.273 0.320 C.306 0.297TOTAL FLIGHT OPS 1.376 1.C78 C.SE4 0.939 0.899 0.868 0.838 0.822 0.812 0.958 0.902 0.376LABOR AIRFRAME 0.545 0.36C C.I?1 0.281 0.250 0.231 0.211 0.202 0.196 0.275 0.246 .. 0.230MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.248 0.153 0.126 0.111 0.095 C.O86 0.077 0.072 0.070 U.106 0.092 0.C84LABOR ENGINES 0.308 0.I70 0.127 C.LC4 0.081 C.069 0.057 0.051 0.047 0.095 0.075 0.065MATERIAL ENGINES 0.466 0.252 0.L83 0.148 0.112 0.094 0.075 0.066 0.060 0.131 0.101 0.086MAT. BURDEN 1.109 0.689 C.568 0.5C1 0.431 0.390 0.349 U.329 0.316 . 0.481 0.417 0.382 ..TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.675 1.625 1.315 1.145 0.969 0.869 0.769 0.719 U.b89 1.088 0.931 0.847DEPRECIATION 1.252 0.997 0.S64 0.928 0.884 0.847 .C.810 0.791 0.780 0.912 0.874.. 0.847TOTAL DIRECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 5.304 3.700 3.263 3.012 2.752 2.584 2.416 2.332 2.281 2.959 2.707 2.569S/FLIGHT HOUR 874.1 766.2 69E.6 670.1 642.2 629.8 616.1 608.5 603.7 669.3 639.3 626.1S/SEAT MILE 0.1061 0.C74C C.0653 0.0602 0.J550 C.0517 0.0483 0.0466 0.0456 0.0592 0.0541 0.0514$/SEAT-TRIP 2.65 3.70 4.89 6.02 8.25 10.34 14.50 18.65 22.81 11.83 16.24 20.55
TILT ROTOR CESIGN PACGPAM 1974
QP-80-50 DESIGN ITERATIONS: 4
OVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (LB 5349. "'.INST NCPRtL PWR (HP) '- 10500. .*LFNGTH (FT) 80,0 . ROTP .1.0
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 38939. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMFTER (FT) 10.u *TRPANSISSION C0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LB) 4561. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 2.00 *DRAG FACTOR ............ 1.00 AIRFRANF 0.78
PAYLOAD (I.) O1010C *9 RATED EVRG HVR 140o *FNGINE (IH/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 427. CONV + CLIMB 12). FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *E"'GINE INSTALLATIO 1.54
L/D CRUISE 10.36 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 4.69
'RANGE (STAT MI) ... 5CC.. INST PWR EMPG HVR (HP)-9823;... FUSELAGE 5...... .31 OESIGN MISSION ..................
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CONVER (HP) 10500. EMPENNAGE 2.81 *FIELO ELEVATICN (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 8885. TOTAl. PPOFIIE 15.49 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.40,) WING INDUCED 2.21 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS 
.*F'FPG HOVER AI.T (FT) 2000.
*CISC l.OADING (PSFI 9.00 DRIVE SYSTEP COMPCNENT WEIGHTS (LB) *HIT DAY TEAP (DEG F) 95.
PADILS (FT) 
-30.8 *EFFICIENCY - - 0.97 PTORPS -679;.-- *CTSIG ,MAX 0.150
SOLIDITY 0.179 HFL MODE WEIGHT (LR) 8692. DRIVE SYSTEM 8692. *MAX ACCE.LERATIGN (GI 0.25
BLADE CHORD (FT) 2.89 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 7548. POWEPPLANT 1853.- *DESTGNJ CRUISF (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES .12 NACELLES 314. *CR.UISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVEP 0.120 WING FUEl. SYSTEM ....... 409. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG CJEFF 0.01i AREA (SF) 715. WING 4122. nMAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
7 DOWNLAD ..... 4.9 *LOADING (PSF) 75.0-- FUSLGE -5733-- STPUCT LOAD FACTOR 45
*EFFICIENCY HOVER V.85 ASPECT RATIO 7.57 EMPENNAGE 1046. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* .CCNVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 73.6 LANDING GEAR 1610. *CABIN CREW 1. I
CRUISE 0.70 'EAN CHORC (FT) 9.72 F. IGHT COnNTROLS 2481. *kTC SPEED LIMIT YES
-EL CDOE WEIGHT (LE) 6709. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYDRAULICS 310. Do
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 6324. *TADEu RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 916.
*TIP SPEED H.VER 480,. SWFED (PEC) -5.3 .---TNSTR+AVION ITCS- 703 ---------- -
* CRUISE 480. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.26 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELACE CLEARNCE (FT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.76 - FIURNISHINGS 2500. ----------.
*MAX FEl. MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.4U FLUIDS 268.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA 0.25 FLIGHT.CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPC/CONVER SPO 1.22 CABIN CREW 150.
DESIGN MISSION SPEED HEIGHT CIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LR
TAKECFF 8 LANDING 2000 91.
ACCEL. CONV. 1000. 0.8 0.60 47.
AIRPLANE CLIPB 160.,199. 14000. 10.8 3.61 208.
ACCELt. RI T SE -C-R U- -- - --- -".8" i.72 05.
CRUISE 427. 443.1 62.26 3149.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 427.,292.. 14000. 34.7 - 6.11 41. -- -.... . .
DECEL. G CCNV. 1000. 0.8 1.10 10.
TOTAL 500.0 77.40 3652.
RESERVE 20.00 910.
C P- 0-5S
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 15. 100. 150S. 20U. 300. 400, 500o
CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT.I 210. 40'). 10. 3001. 12500. 150'. 150 ~3. 15) . 150. 15030.
CPUISE SPEED (IPHI 296. 305. 425. 426. 427. 427. 427. 427. 427.
CRUISE L/0 12.85 12 95 9.25 9.79 10.36 10.36 10.36 10.36 10.36
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.9 35.9 31.5 53.1 92.4 142.4 242.4 342.4 442.4
BLCCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13.7 17.G 20.9 28.3 35*3 49.3 63.4 77,4
BLCCK FUEL (LB.) 318. 459. t52. 817. 1176. 1536. 2250. 2953. 3648.
BLOCK SPEED (MPH) 173. 219. 265. 298. 318. 340. 365. 379. 387.
DIRECT IPERATING CCST - AN ; UTILIZITICNIFR)=2030. DEPRECTATION PERIOD(YR)=IC. LABOR RATE(S/HR)= 7.,T0
AIRFRAME COST ($/LE)= 8J.L ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.) INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CFNTSIGAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.90+0.0298*SL S/SEAT-TRIP (SL= 25.,5C0.)
HnF LENGTHS 50+150+ 3+ C+ 0=200 ICO+20+ 0+ c+ 0=3 C 200+20+ 0+ 0+ 0=4U
STAGE LENGTH 25. 5,. 75. 100. 150. 200. 333. 400. 5:0. 200. 300. 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 111 2/1 2/1 2/1
FLIGHT CPRW 0.557 0!.441 ).364 0.336 u1.313 0.284 C3.265 0.255 C.240 0.354 0.312 u.292
FUIEL F. OIL C.354 0.255 0.241 C.227 0.218 0.213 0.208 0.205 0.203 0,227 0.218 0.213
HULL INSU'4ANCE 0.415 0.329 io 272 0.250 0.226 J.212 U.1)7 0.19% i .1 B6 0.252 0. 224 0.212
TOTAL FLIGHT 'PS 1.326 1.025 0.878 0.813 0.747 0.70c 0.570 0.650 0.637 0.832 0.754 C.717
LA48R AIRFRAME 0.523 0.342 0.263 0.223 0.192 0.172 0,152 0.142 0, 136 0.227 0R189 0.171
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.234 0.144 0.18 0C.91 0. 374 .065 0.055 0.051 0.343 3.088 0.71 0.063
LABCR ENGINES 0.329 0.180 J.127 0.102 0.076 0.062 0.049 0.042 0.03R 0.092 0.069 0.057
MATERIAI. ENGINES C.580 0.312 0.218 C.172 0.126 0.102 0,078 0.066 0.059 0.152 0.112 0.092 P
MAT. BUODEN 1.107 0.679 0.5 07 0.429 0.347 0.304 0.261 0.240 0.227 0.415 0.335 0.296 I
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.773 1.658 1.223 1.021 0.014 0.705 0.596 0.541 0.509 Co074 0.776 0.679 o
DEPRECIATION 1.196 0.947 0.783 C.721 0.65L ).609 3.568 0.547 0.535 3.725 ).647 0 .69 o
TOTAL CIPECT OPERATING COST
$/AIRCRAFT MILE 5.296 3.629 2.884 2.555 2.211 2o023 1.834 1.739 1.681 2.531 2.177 .2.005$/FLIGHT HOUR 917.5 794.6 763.6 734.8 704.2 687.9 669.1 658.3 651.2 723.8 697.9 682.0
S/SEAT MILE 0.1059 0.0726 0.0577 0.0511 0.0442 O.0405 0.0)367 0.0348 0.0336 Oo0506 0.0435 0.)401
S/SEAT-TRIP 2.65 3.63 4.33 5.11 6.63 8.09 11.30 13.91 16.81 13.12 13.06 16.04
CP-8c-50
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL -
MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV I.AMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LR LB LB LR LB LB DE, DEG CEGD EG HP
OeSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7.. 3. 0.050 60.0- 56931. -1.--717 0;-922 1.- 29.3 24.6-35.4 28o6 0.o954 0.0026 0.0174 6677.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 62672. -5. -869. 3. 834. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.5 P.li50P 0.O07!) 0.)192 7923.
4.7 12. 20. 13. 0.227 6J.0 65345. -14. -950. 7. 781. 28. 25.4 24.6-35.4 22.2 0.1122 0.0112 0.0200 8742.
5.3 17. 30. 18A. C.248 60.0 66410, -289 -102. 14. 754. 55. 25.0 24.6-35.4 20.8 0.1181 0.0154 u.0204 92q3.
5.9 24. 42. 23. 0.250 60.3 66564. -47. -1036. 23. 722. 93. 24.9 24.6-35.4 11.6 0.1237 0.0197 0.0204 9721.
6.6 33. 56. 28. 0.250 60.0 66631. -70. -1076. 34. 700. 135. 24.9 24.6-35.4 18.4 0.1292 0.0241 0.0204 10125.
--7.2 43. 74. 33. 0.250 63.0 6 6716. -97. -1115. 48. 683. 188. 24.9 24.6-35.4 17.3 C.1352 1.r025 G0.325 1 571.
7.8 54. 94. 38. 0.250 6j.0 66820. -129. -1157. 64. 672. 250. 24.9 24.6-35.4 16.2 3.1416 0.0329 0.0205 11053.
7.S 58. ICO. 38. C.250 60,0 66G47. -166. -1206. 82. 670. 321. 25.0 24.6-35.4 15.1 01481 0.0374 0.025C 11541.
ACCELERATION ANC CCNVERSION
8.5 73. 126. 48. 0.250 5e.7 65621. -221. -1307. 101. 616. 3q2. 24.1 2'..6-34.1 13.5 0.1548 0.0410 0.0202 11805.
9.1 94. 155. 57. 0.250 54.7 61733. -353. -1520. 128. 551. 469. 24.6 24.6-30.1 11.8 0. 1644 0 .0499 0.9190 11799.
9.8 121. 185. 65. 0.25 48.7 571C4. -538. -1820. 136. -45S. 438. 28.9 24.6-24.1 12.1 0.1678 0.0656 0.0176 I119C.
10.4 154. 215. 72. 0.250 42.7 5748q. -774. -2260. 137. 400. 364. 35.3 24.6-19.1 13.4 0.1694 0o068 0.0177 11370.
11.C .193. 246. 8U. 0.250 37.8 58061. -1072. -2736. 144. 366. 303. 40.6 24.6-13.2 13.9 0.1707 0.1031 0.0179 11572.
11.6 238. 276. 88. 0.250 33.8 58483. -939. -3250. 137. 350. 252. 44.7 24.6 -9.2 13.7 0.1723 ".1288 0.'181 11767.
12.2 290. 3C7. 96. C.250 3-.5 58557. -336. -3812. 125. 347. 214. 47.8 24.6 -5.9 13.3 0.1746 0.1496 0.0181 11946.
12.S 347. 337. 105. C.250 27.7 5959C. 442. -4435. 128. 354, 186. 50.2 24.6 -3.2 12.1 0.1773 0.1682 0.)181 12150.
13.5 411. 367. 114. 0.250 25.4 51575. 1353. -513 n .  147. 373. 171. 52.2 24.6 -3.8 11.1 0.1812 0.1871 0.311 12416.
14.2 49C. 4C1. 123. 0.223 23.4 56714. 242. -3864. 181. 295. 166. 53.7 24.6 1.2 9.7 0.1868 0.2042 0.0175 12416.
14.9 575. 435. 132. 0.226 21o7 5443E, 3592. -1305. 230. 233. 173. 52.8 24.6 2.9 8B4 0.1942 0.2269 0.0169 12416.
15.6 67). 47C. 142. 0.216 2J.2 5162t. 4,25. 486. 204. 21q. 191. 52.0 24.6 4.4 7.2 0.2043 0.2351 6.0160 12416. 00
16.4 785. 5C9. 151. 0.194 18.9 48248. 6405. 3019. 373. 253. 221. 51.4 24.6 5.7 5.9 0.2183 0.2469 0.0150 12416.
17.2 912o 550. 161. C. 187 17.7 44SCC. 8029. 5677. 468. 332. 261. 49.3 24.6 6.9 4.9 0.2342 0.2573 0.,'14) 12416.
13.1 1057. 594. 170. '.174 16.7 41126. 9800. 8591. 577.--456. 313. 46.8 24.6 7.9 3.9 0.7555 7.2629 0.3128 12416.
19.1 1231. 643. 180. 0.154 15.8 36906. 11718. 11794. 701. 628. 376. 43.6 24.6 8.8 3.0 0.2849 0.2593 0.0115 12416.
20.2 1425. 695. 189. 0.146 15.0 32889. 13781. 15163. 841. 837.. 451. 38.3 24.6 9.6 2.2 0.3233 3.2473 0.0193 12416.
21.3 1637. 748. 199. 0.141 14.2 29017. 15988. 18774. 995. 1087. 536. 30.9 24.6.10.4 1.5 0.3647 0.2162 0.0001 12416.
22.4 1863. 803. 209. 0.140 13.5 25684. 18341. 22616. 1164. 1377. 632. 20.7 24.6 11.0 0.8 0.4150 0.1566 0.0030 1241t.
23.5 21)8. 859. 219. 0.135 12.9 23360. 2C840. 26662. 1348. 17)2. 730. 7.4 24.6 11.7 0.3 C.4592 6.0606 0.)073 12416.
24.9 2401. 923. 228. C.118 12.4 22357. 23392. 30257. 1537. 1987. 851. -6.3 24o5 1202 Oc0 0,4800-0o0529 0.0073 12416.
26.2 27N7. S88. 234 0U. 116 12.1 21825. 23446. 30203. 1486. 1914. 837. -6.1 23.6 11.6 0., t.4918-0.0535 0.JC69 12416.
AIRDLANE MCCE CLIMe TC 10,000C FT
26.2 27C7. S98. 235. 0.0 17,0 19612.
163.7 37399. 13000. 269. C.t 14.2 17101.
- NOtSF-A 5CO-FT--SIft-INE= 9lo- tEPhb38 --- 22.5 2--. .
TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5
PNL E8.5 89.6 89.6 87.0 84.4 79.3 72.9 65.0 57.2
NCISE 500 FT FORWARC CF TAKECFF PCINT= 90.6 EPNDS
NOISE AT 20,030 FT SIOELINE= 56.7 EPND-R.
NOISE 25,0GC FT FORhARD OF TAKEOFF POINT= 54.5 EPNDB
THE TOTAL NOISE IMPACT IS 0.251200+06
TILT RCTOR DESIGN PRCGRAM 1974
HOVER EXAMPLE DESIGN ITERATIONS: 5
OVERALL POWERPLANT FUSELAGE STRUCT TECHNOLOGY FACTORS
GROSS WEIGHT (lR) 43572. INST NCRMAL PWR (HP) 9393. *LENGTH (FT) 80O0 *ROTOR 1.00
EMPTY WEIGHT (LB) 29295. *NUMBER OF ENGINES 2. *DIAMETER (FT) 10.0 *TRANSMISSION 0.83
FUEL WEIGHT (LE) 4127. *EXCESS FACTOR HEL MODE 1.30 *DRAG FACTOR 1.00 *AIRFRAME 0.78
PAYLOAD (LB) 10150. *% RATED ENRG HVR 140. *ENGINE IHP/LB) 8.50
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 432. * CONV + CLIMB 120. FLAT PLATE AREAS (SF) *ENGINE INSTALLATION 1.50
L/D CRUISE 10.01 * CRUISE 90. WING PROFILE 3.11
*PANGE (STAT MI) 500. INST PWR EMRG HVR (HP) 9393. --FUSELAGE 5.31 DESIGN MISSION
*PASSENGER SEATS 50. CONVER (HP) 6539. EMPENNAGE 1.87 -FIELD ELEVATION (FT) 0.
*CARGO (LB) 0. CRUISE (HP) 7749. TOTAL PROFILE 12.44 SOUND SPEED HVR (FPS) 1117.
*SFC (LB/HP HR) 0.400 WING INDUCED 2.08 *STD DAY TEMP (DEG F) 59.
ROTORS *EMERG HOVER ALT (FT) 2000.
*CISC LCADING (PSF) 12.00 DRIVE SYSTEM CCMPCNENT WEIGHTS (LB) *H.1T DAY TEMP (DEG F) 95.
RACIUS. (FT) 24.0 -EFFICIENCY 0.91 ROTORS 3811. *CT/SIG MAX 0. .150
SOLIDITY 0.122 HEI. MOCE WEIGHT (LB) 3728. DRIVE SYSTEM 4688. *MAX ACCELERATICN (G) 0.25
BLADE CHORD IFT) 2.29 AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LB) 4688. PCOERPLANT 1658. *DESIGN CRUISE (MPH) 400.
TOTAL BLADES 8 NACELLES 241. *CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) 15000.
*CT/SIG HOVER 0.120 WING FUEL SYSTEM 345. SOUND SPEED CRSE (FPS) 1058.
*PROFILE DRAG COEFF O.O0o AREA ISF) 459. WING 3282. *MAX DECELERATION (G) 0.20
% OChNLGAC 5.0 L--LOADING (PSF) - -- 95.0 -- FUSELAGE 5557 ----*STRUCT -. CAD FACTOR -- 47.5
*EFFICIENCY HOVER 0.85 ASPECT RATIO 7.87 EMPENNAGE 850. *FLIGHT CREW 2.
* CCNVER 0.83 SPAN (FT) 60.1 LANDING GEAR 1307. *CABIN CREW 1. -
CRUISE 0.74 MEAN CHORD (FT) 7,63 FLIGHT CONTROLS 1850. *ATC SPEED LIMIT YES
HEL MODE WEIGHT (LB) 3811. *THICKNESS/CHORD RATIO 0.210 HYORAULICS 270. 0
AIRPLANE WEIGHT (LE) 3425. *TAPER RATIO 0.70 ELECTRICAL 682.
*TIP SPEED HOVER - 673.. SWEEP (DEC-) -.----- .53 C. INSTR+AVION'TC S703.
* CRUISE 550. CRUISE LIFT COEFF 0.32 AIR CONDITIONING 1150.
*FUSELAGE CLEARNCE IFT) 2.0 MAX LIFT COEFF CONVER 1.13 FURNISHINGS 2500.
*MAX IEL MODE ADV RATIO 0.40 *MAX LIFT COEFF CLEAN 1.40 FLUIDS 218.
*FLAP AREA/WING AREA - 0.25 -FLIGHT CREW 400.
* INDICATES INPUT VARIABLE CLIMB SPO/CONVER SPO 0.92 CABIN CREW 150.
OESIGN MISSICN SPEED HEIGHT CIST TIME FUEL
MPH FT MI MIN LB
TAKEOFF t LANDING 2.00 86.
ACCEL. & CONV. 9)0.. 0.9 0.64 33.
AIRPLANE CLIMB 169.,2C9. 14100. 12.0 3.83 201.
.. ACCEL. TO CRUISE -- 10.9 1.87.-- 104.
CRUISE 432. 441.5 61.32 2795.
AIRPLANE DESCENT 432.,292. 14100..-- 3 3..7 5.93 40....-- --------- -.-
CECEL. & CCNV. 900. 0.9 1.11 9.
TOTAL 500.0 76.71. 3267.
RESERVE 20.00 860.
HOVER EXAMPFLE
STAGE LENGTH (MI.) 25. 50. 75, 130. 150. 200. 300. 400. 530.
CRLISE ALTITUDE (FT.) 2000. 4(00. 10CO1. 12500. 150CO. 15000. 15000. 15000. 15000.
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) 296. 305. 440. 445. 446. 446. 446. 446* 446.
CPLISE L/C 12.38 12.38 -8.46 8.8. 9.42 9.42 - 9.42 9.42 9.42
CRUISE DISTANCE (MI.) 17.4 35.5 27.2 45.5 89.2 139.2 239.2 339.2 439.2
BLCCK TIME (MIN.) 8.7 13.7 16.S 20.6 -27.7 34.4 47.8 61.3 74.7
ELCCK FUEL (LB.) 282. 412. 6C1. 763. 1106. 1448. 2123. 2788. 3442.
BLOCK SPEED IFFH) 173. 219. 267. 291. 325. 349. 376. 392. 401.
OIRECT OPERATING COST - ANN UTILIZATICN(FR)=2000.--- DEPRECIATION PERIODI Y=1R-- LABOR RATE($/HR--7.JO0
AIRFRAME COST ($/LP)= 80.0 ENGINE COST ($/HP)= 60.0 INSURANCE RATE=0.040 FUEL COST (CENTS/GAL)= 18.0
DOC=1.71+0.C251*SL I/SEAT-TPIP (SL= 25.,5CU.)
HCP LENGTHS 50+1504 + G4 L=200 100+200+ 0+ 0+ 0=300 200+209+ 0+ 0+ 0=400
STAGE LENGTH . 25. 50. 75. 100. 150. 200. 300. 400. 50CC. 200. 300. 400.
NO. CYCLES/STARTS 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 - 1/1 /1 - 1/1 / 1/1 . 2/1 2/1 211
FLIGHT CREW 0.559 0.442 0.363 C.332 0.297 0.277 0.257 0.247 0.241 0.349 0.306 0.285
FUEL F OIL C.314 0.229 0.223 0.212 0.205 0.201 0.197 ---0.194 0.191 0.211 0.205 0.201
HULL INSURANCE 0.321 0.254 0.208 (.190 0.171 0.159 0.147 0.142 0.138 0.191 0.169 0.159
T3TAL FLIGHT CPS 1.193 0.925 0.794 C.734 0.673 0.637 0.601 0,582 0.57C 0.752 0.680 0.645
LABOR AIRFRAME 0.479 0.314 0.241 C.208 0.173 0.155 0.136 0.127 0.121 0.207 0.171 0.154
MATERIAL AIRFRAME 0.190 0.117- 0.087 0C.073 0. 59 .. 0. 051 -0044 . 040 .0. 03 6---0.071 -0.057 0.050
LABOR ENGINES 0.317 C.174 0.123 0.098 0.073 0.060 0.047 0.040 0.036 0.089 0.066 0.055
MATERIAL ENGINES 0.519 C.280 0.195 C.153 0.112 0.090 0.069 -0.358 U.052 0.136 - .0
9 9  0..81
MAT. BURCEN 1.035 0.635 0.472 C.397 0.320 0.279 0.238 0.217 0.205 0.384 0.308 0.271 Fl
TOTAL MAINTENANCE 2.540 1.519 1.117 0.929 - 0.736 - 0*635 0.534 0.483 0.453 0.885 0.7U2 0.612 oc
CEPRECIATICN C.931 0.736 • 0.604 C.553 0.495 0.462 0.428 0.411 0.401 0.555 0.492 0.462 11
TOTAL CIRECT OPERATING COST
S/AIRCRAFT MILE 4.664 3.180 2o515 2.216 1.904 1.734 1.563 1.477 1.424 2.192 1.874 1.718
S/FLIGHT HOUR 8J7.2 695.7 670.4 .45.9 .619.2 604.9 588.0 578.3 571.8 -- 635.7 613.6 599.6
$/SEAT MILE 0.0933 0.0636 0.0503 0.0443 0.0381 0.0347 0.0313 0.0295 0.0285 0.0438 0.0375 0.0344
$/SEAT-TRIP 2.33 3.18 3.77 4.43 5.71 6.93-- 9.38 11.81 14.24 8.77 11.24 13.75
-------------------------- 
-.- .. . .
. . . .. 
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HOVER EXAMPLE
HOVER S 100 FT ABOVE TAKEOFF FCR 1 MIN
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO OWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB LB I.B LB DEG DEG DEG DEG HP
0.0 0. luO. 0. C.COO 90.0 43572.
60.C 0. 1CO. 0. C.000 90.0 43572.
NUISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE=102.8 EPNDB
TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5 40.5 43.5 46.5 49.5 52.5 55.5 58.5
FNL 95.0 9%50 95°0 95.0 5.0 5 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0  95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0 95.0
S-NC I SE-- 50C-- T O--_ R C -OF T-AK ECF F-PC I NT= 102 EPNO
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 65.6 EPNDB
NOISE 25,CCC FT FCRhARC OF TAKEOFF POINT= 63.6 EPNDB
THE TOTAL hCISE IMPACT IS 0.77481 .06
4--
. . . .... ... . . . . . ... .......-.- ------... ---.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..........-- ........ -..
HOVER EXAMPLE
DEPARTURE PATH TO 10,000 FT MSL
• MAX FUSE ANGLE=20. OBSTACLE CLEAR ANGLE=60. OBSTACLE HEIGHT=100. MAX ACCEL ROTATION RATE=20. ACCEL BUILDUP TIME= 5.
TIME DIST ALT VEL ACC GAM THRUST LWGO LWGI DWGO DWGI DFUST ALP THE AWO ALV LAMDA MU CT POWER
0 SEC FT FT FPS G DEG LB LB LB L8 LB LB DEG CEG EEG DEG HP
OBSTACLE CLEARANCE
3.1 4. 7. 3. 0.050 60.0 46242. -0. -576. 0. 753. 1. 29.3 24.6-35.4 28.8 0.0785 0.0018 0.0118 6422.
4.0 7. 13. 8. 0.171 60.0 50913. -4. -703. 2. 689. 10. 26.5 24.6-35.4 24.8 0.0856 0.0050 0.0130 7524.
5.C 13. 23. 13. C.160 60.0 50448. -10. -710. 5. 640. 28. 26.7 24.6-35.4 23.5 0.0892 0;0083 0.0129 7743.
6.2 24. 42. 18. 0.126 60.0 49151. -19. -714. 9. 601. 54. 27.5 24.6-35.4 22.5 0.0916 0.0117 0.0126 7743.
7.9 43. 74. 23. C.C93 60.0 47882. -32. -713. 16. 576. 90. 28.3 24.6-35.4 21.9 0.0940 0.0154 0.0123 7743.
8*5 58. 100. 24. 0.057 60.0 46574. -47. -713. 23. 551. 134. 29.1 24.6-35.4 21.2 0.0967 0.0193 0.3119 7743.
ACCELERATICN ANC CCNVERSION
9.4 76. 124. 33. 0.168 52.0 45573. -85. -976. 26. 325. 133. 29.7 24.6-27.4 21.3 0.0988 0.0245 0.0117 7743.
10.3 103. 147. 40. C.175 41.2 45013. -170. -1317. 27. 213. 99. 40.4 24.6-16.6 25.7 C.100J 0.0380 0.0116 7743.
11.2 139. 171. 48. 0.177 33.3 45227. -183. -1630. 27. 170. 69. 48.4 24.6 -8.7 28.5 0.0994 0.0529 0.C116 7743.
12.1 182. 194. 57. 0.178 27.7 45283. 85. -1900. 26. 151. 51. 53.9 24.6 -3.2 28.5 0.0992 0.0673 0.0116 7743.
12.9 234. 216. 66. 0.182 23.7 45318. 445. -2160. 35. 144. 44. 57.5 24.6 0.9 27.3 0.0990 0.0817 0.0117 7743.
13.7 290. 237. 75. 0.192 20.6 45340. 902. -2437. 54. 145. 48. 59.8 24.6 4.0 25.3 0.0988 0.0961 0.0117 7743.
14.5 356. 259. 84. 0.191 18.2 45237. 1461. -2739. 83. 152. 63. 61.9 24.6 6.4 23.0 0.0989 0.1104 0.0117 7743.
15.4 430. 281. 94. C.188 16.3 4505E. 2122. -3079. 123. 163. 89. 63.6 24.6 8.3 20.7 0.0991 0.1248 0.0116 7743.
16.3 521. 305. 104. 0.171 14.8 43824. 2887. -2294. 173. 114. 127. 64.6 24.6 9.8 17.9 0.1016 0.1379 0.0113 7743.
17*1 614. 327. 113. 0.184 13.5 4217C. 3757. -849. 233. 70. 176. 63.1 24.6 11.1 15.2 U.1054 0.15C5 0.3109 7743.
18.C 720. 350. 123. 0.176 12.4 4C0C4. 4732. 721. 304. 70. 235. 62.2 24.6 12.2 12.7 0.1107 0.1624 0.0104 7743.
18.9 838. 374. 133. 0.171 11.5 37816. 5812. 2381. 384. 109. 306. 60.9 24.6 13.1 10.6 0.1170 0.1738 0.0098 7743.
19.9 976. 400. 143. 0.158 IC.7 3520E. 6997. 4178. 476. 184. 388. 59.6 24.6 13.9 8.7 0.1254 0.1842 0.0091 7743.
20.9 1133. 428. 153. C.148 130.0 32450. 8287. 6088. 577. 291. 481. 57.6 24.6 14.6 7.1 0.1358 0.1935 0.0084 7743.
22.2 1330. 460. 162. 0.126 9.4 25241. S682. 8193. 689. 434. 584. 55.7 24.6 15.2 5.5 0.1505 0.1998 0.0076 7743.
23.5 1559. 496. 172. 0.116 8.8 26C95. 11179. 10396. 810. 603. 699. 52.1 24.6 15.8 4.3 0.1685 0.2032 0.0068 7743.
25.0 1828. 535. 182. 0.104 8.3 22813. 12780. 12760. 942. 802o. 824. 47.1 24.6 16.2 3.2 0.1930 0.2001 0.0059 7743.
26.7 2153. 580. 192. 0.091 7.9 2C391. 13886. 14341. 1004. 918. 884. 43.9 23.8 15.9 2.4 0.2160 0.1965 0.0053 7743.
28.6 2522. 629. 202. 0.084 7.5 1656S. 14805. 15583. 1037. 991. 919. 40.5 22.9 15.4 1.9 0.2376 0.1932 0.0048 7743.
30.5 2929. 68C. 212. 0C.080 7.2 167871 15751. 16891. 1072. 1069. 956. 36.0 22.1 14.9 1.4 0.2635"0.1824 0.0044 7743.
32.5 3361. 732. 222. 0.079 6.8 15132. 16729. 18267. 1110. 1151. 996. 30.0 21.3 14.5 1.0 0.2937 0.1607 0.00C40 7743.
34.3 3796. 782. 232. 0.082 6.5 13780. 17777. 19707. 1154. 1237. 1043. 21.9 20.7 14.2 0.6 0.3243 0.1292 0.0036 7743.
36.2 4242. 831. 242. 0.084 6.3 12665. 18847. 21213. 1198. 1326. 1091. 12.2 20.1 13.8 0.3 0.3551 0.0779 0.3033 7743.
38.1 4703. 881. 247. 0.083 6.1 12232. 19424. 22028. 1222. 1375. 1117. 6.5 19.8 13.7 0.2 0.3688 0.0432 0.0032 7743.
• AIRPLANE MCOE CLIMB TC 10,000 FT
38.1 470C3. 881. 247. 0.0 15.4 15CS3.
184.6 436C9. 10CO0. 284. C.0 12.8 1314C.
NOISE AT 500 FT SIDELINE= 97.5 EPNCB
'TIME 1.5 4.5 7.5 10.5 13.5 16.5 19.5 22.5 25.5 28.5 31.5 34.5 37.5 42.0
PNL 95.8 96.6 96.0 94.7 53.2 90.1 84.9 78.7 72.1 67.2_ 63.2 58.7 53.9 52.1....... .....
NOISE 500 FT FCRWARC OF TAKEOFF PCINT= 98.8 EPNDB
NOISE AT 20,000 FT SIDELINE= 62.1 EPNDOB ---
NOISE 25,CC0 Fl FORhARC OF TAKEOFF POINT= 59.9 EPNDB
THE TOTAL NCISE IMPACT IS 0.650240+06
Appendix 2
Departure Noise Maps for
Basic Variation Aircraft
C-80-50
NOISE FOOTPRINT IN EPNDB. FLIGHT DIRECTION IS COWN THE PAGE. 125 FT GRID.
81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 1. 81. 80. 8.  0. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78.
81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81--i. 81. 1. 81. 80. 8. 80. 80. 80. 8.3. . 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78.
82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81, 81l 81. 80. 80. 83. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78.
82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 83. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79.
83. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79.
83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79.
84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 83. 83. e3. 83. 82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79.
84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. .80.
85. 85. 85. 85. 85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 92. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80,
86. 86. 86. 86. 86. 85. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80.
88. 87. 87. 87. 8787 86. 86. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 91. 80. 80P
89. 89. 88. 88. 88. 87. 87. 86. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. t81. 80.
90. 90. 90. 89. 89. 88. 88. P7. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 80.
91. 91. 91. 90. 90. 90. 89. 88. 88. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81.
92. 92. 92. 92. 91. 91. 90. 89. 89. 88. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81,
94. 94. 93. 93. 92. 92. 91. 90. 89. 89. 88. 87. 86. 8 5. 84. 83. 83. 83. 8 . 82. 81. 81. 81.
95. 95. 95. 94. 94. 93. 92. S1. 90. 89. 89. 89. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 8?. 82. S2. 81. 81.
97. 97. 96. 96. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 92. 81. 81.
99. 99. 98. 97. 96. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81.
101. 101. 100. 99. 98. 96. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 89. 88. 87.- 86. 85. 85. 84. 83. 83. 92. 82. 82. 81A.
-0. -. 0. 0. 99. -97. 96. 95. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. -83. 82. 82. .81.
0. 0. 0. 0. 99. 97. 96. 95. 93. 92. 9L. 9u. MV. U1. 0r. no. od.. o. o. O . o0.. o.. o. 1
0. 0. 0. 0. 100. 98. 97. 95. 94. 93. 92. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 83. 8?. R2. i .
0. 0. 0. 0. 10t. 99. 98. S6. 95. 93. 92. 91. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83, 82. 92. 82.
0. 0. 0. 0. 102. 100. 98. 96. 95. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 2. 82.
0. 0. 0. 0. 102. 100. 98. 97. 95. 94. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 85. 85. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82.
0. 0. 0. 0. 102. 100. 98. 97. 95. 94. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82.
0. 0. 0. 0. 101. 100. 98. 96. 95. 94. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88, 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83, 82, 82. 2 R
0. 0. 0. 0. 101. 99. 98. 96. 95. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 87. 82. 82.
103. 103. 102. 101. 100. 98. 97. 96. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82.
102. 102. 101. 100. 99. 98. 96. 95. 94. 93. 92. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82.
101. 100. 100. 99. 98. 97. 96. 95. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82.
99. 99. 99. 98. 97. 96. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 92.
98. 98. 98. 97. 96. 95. 94. S3. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 8. 84. 84. 83. 83. 93. 82. 82. 81t.
97. 97. 97. 96. 95. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. R2. St.
96. 96. 96. 95. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81.
95. 95. 95. 94. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81.
94. 94. 94. 93. 93. 92. 91. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81.
93. 93. 9393 . 92. .9. 91. 90. 8. 88. 88. 87. 86. 85. 85. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. Al. 81A.
92. 92. 92. 92. 91. 91. 90. 89. 88. 88. B7. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81.
91. 91. 91. 1. 90. 90. 89. 89. 88. 87. 86. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 91. 81. 81.
90. 90. 90. 90. 90. 89. 89. 88. 87. 87. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. S2. 82. 82. 81. 81. 91. 91.
90. 90. 90. 89. 89. 88. 88. 87, 87. 86. 85. 85. 4. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 90.
R9, 89. R9. 89. 88. 88. 87. 87. A866.RA. 85. 84. 94. 83. 83. 83. A. 8P?. 82. 1. 81. Al. ~ . .
89. 88. 88. 88. 88. 87. 87. 86. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 32. 82. 82. 81. U1. 81. 81. 8). 80.
88. 88. 88. 87. 87. 87. 86. 86. 85. 85. 84, 84. 83. 83. 82. 82 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 0,.
87. 87. 87. 87. 87. 86. -6. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 0o. o0.
87. 87. 87. 86. 86. 86. e85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82, 81, 81. 81. 81. 80, 80, O,. 80.
86. 86. 86. 86. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79.
86. 86. 86. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79, 79.
85. 85. 85. 85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79.
85._ 85. 85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80, 80. 80. 79. 7Q. 79. 79.
84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 84. 8- . 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 8. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 7 7979. 79. 79. 78.
84. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81.  81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78.
84. 84. 84. 3. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78.
83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78.
83. 83. 8 3 83. 82. 82. 82, 82. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78.
----------- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - -
M-8-50
NOISE FOOTPRINT IN EPNOB. FLIGHT DIRECTION IS DOWN THE PAGE. 125 FT GRID.
76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72,
76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73.
77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73.
77. 77 77. 7. 77. 77. 77.7. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73.
78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74.
78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74.
79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74,
79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 18. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74.
80_.80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74,
81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75 75. 75. 75.
82. ___82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75.
83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75.
84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75.
85. 85. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75.
86. 86. 85. 85. 85. 84. 84. e3. E3. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75.
87. 87. 87. 86. 86. 85. 85. E4. 83. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76.
88. 88. 88. 87. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76.
90. 89. 99. 88. 88. 87. 86. E5. 85. 84. 83. 82. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76.
91. 91. 90. 90. 89. 88. 87. E6. 85. 85. 84, 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76.
93. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76.
0. 0. 0. .0. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
0. 0. 0. 0. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 93. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
0. 0. 0. 0. 92. 91. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
0. 0. 0. 0. 93. 92. 90. 89. 88. 86. 85. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 83. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
0. 0. 0. 0. 94. 92. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. ----80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
0. 0. 0. 0. 94. 92. 91. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
0. 0. 0. 0. 94. 92. 9. 89. 88. 87. 8-6. 85° 84. 83 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
0. 0. 0. 0. 93. 92. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
0. 0. 0. 0. 93. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
95. 95. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77.
94. 94. 93. 92. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
93. 93. 92. 91. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
91. 91. 91. 91. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. . 84. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
---- ------- ------ -- -  ----- 86 E5. -8-4- -84. -8-3--~~-- 82-.- -~-~~ ~
90. 90. 90. 90. 89. 88. 87. 87. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76.
90. 90. 89. 89. 88. 88. 87. -86. 85. 84. 84. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. '77. 77. 76. 76.
89. 89. 88. 88. 88. 87. 86. e5. e5. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 7R. 77. 77. 76. 76.
--- -7 -7 -7 --- -- 6 -- 7 - - - 6
88. 88. 88. 87. 87. 86. 86. 25. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76.
87. 87. 87. 86. 86. 86. 85. E4. 84. 83. 82. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76.
86. 786. 8 6. 86. 85. 85. 84. 84. 3. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76.
85. 85. 85. 85. 85. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75.
85 85. 85 8 8 84. 3. 83. 2. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75.
84. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75.
83. 83. 83. 83. 83. 82. 82. el. 81. Fl. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 789 77. 77. :77. 76. 76.. 75. 75. 75-
R8. A3. 83. 83. 08. P7. Al. 81. 81. A. R). 797. 70. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 7 7. 76. 75. 75. 75.
82. 82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. E . 86. 80. 79. 79. 78. 7R. 73. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75.
82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75, 75, 74,
81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. eO. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74.
81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75, 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74.
80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 73.
80. 80. 808 . 80. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73.
79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73.
79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. '78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73, 72,
78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70.
78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 71. 73. 72. 71. 69. 68.
77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72. 71. 68. 68. 65.
77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72. 71. 71. 68. 65. 65. 65.
77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72. 71. 71. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0.
Q-8U-50
NOISE FOOTPRINT IN EPNDR. FLIGHT DIRECTION IS COWN THE PAGE. 125 FT GRID.
65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
68. 68. 68. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
70. 70. 70. 70. 70. 68. 68. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 65, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 0.
72. 72. 72. 71. 70. 70. 7070.0. 68. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
73. 73. 73. 72. 72. 72. 72. 71. 70. 70. 70. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
73. 73. 73. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72. 72. 72. 70. 70. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 73. 73. 72. 71. 70. 70. 68. 65. 65, 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 74. 14. 73. 73. 73. 72. 72. 70. 70. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 76. 75. 75 .75. 75. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70. 70. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0.
77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0.
78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70. 68. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0.
79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0.
80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 73. 71. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0.
81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 72. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0.
82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 73. 71. 69. 68. 65. 65.
83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 75. 0. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 72. 70. 68. 65. 65.
84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 76. 0. 80. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 70. 6R. 65. 65.
86. 86. 85. 85. 83. 82. 81. 75. 81. RO. 79. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 69. 68. 65.
88. B. 87. 86. 85. 83. 82. 80. 81. 81. BO. 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 70. 68. 65.
0. 0-. 0. 0. 86. 85. 83. 82. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. -78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73'. 70. 68. 65.
0. 6. '0. d. 86. s85. 83. e2. 82. df. 80. -79. '78. 7If, 7. 76. 5. 75. 74. 74. 73. 70. 68. 65.
. - o. 0'. 'o. 8:. '8. -84. 82. 82. 0. .'8 s. 79.-78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 70. 68. 65.
0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 87. 85. 83. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 77. 77. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65.
0. 0. 0. 0. 89. 87. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65.
0. 0. 0. 0. 89. 87. 86. E4. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65.
0. 0. 0. 0. 89. 87. 86. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65.
0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 87. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65.
0. 0. 0. 0. 88. 86. 85. 84. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65.
90. 90. 89. 88. 87. 86. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65.
89. 88. 88. 87. 86. 85. 84. 81. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65.
87. 87. 87. 86. 85. 85. 82. 75. 82. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 68. 68. 65.
86. 86. 86. 85. 85. 83. 78. 0. 82. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 68. 65. 65.
85. 85. 85. 85. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 77. T7. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 71. 69. 65. 65.
84. 84. 84. 84. 83. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 68. 68. 65. 0.
84. 84. 83. 83. 83. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65. 65. 0.
83. 83. 83. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 73. 73. 70. 68. 65. U. 0.
82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0.
81. 81. 81. 81. 81. 80. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0.
80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. '0.
80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65. 65. 0. U. 0. 0.
79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65. 65. 0. G. 0. 0. 0.
78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73, 71. 73. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. r. 0. 0.
-n o - 'o 70 -77 7A-. '. 7. 7C 74- 7. 71. 7C. ,. . . 0.   
77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 71. 71. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 74. 72. 71. 70. 65. 65d 65. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 75. 76. 76. 75. 74. 72. 71. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 73. 72. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
73. 73. 72. 71. 70. 70. 65.- 5. 65. 0. 0. 0 0., 0. .. . 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
69. 69. 69. 68. 68. 65. 0. G. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0.
0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 .0 o. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. p. -. o. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
o. 0. oo 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O 0. 0. T-
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
o. O. O. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . o. 0. 0.
- o 6- - --- 6-- -6.-- -b . ---- -o - - -'6- 
- 0. ' . 0. 0. 0. . 0
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D-80)-50
NOISE FOOTPRINT IN EPNDB. FLIGHT DIRECTION IS DOWN THE PAGF. 125 FT GRID.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. ). 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. Q. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . . 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. o. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. . . . 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
65. 65. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . . 0. 0. 0. 0. U. 0.
70. 70. 68. 68. 68. 65. 65. 65. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
73. 71. 71. 71. 70. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
73. 73. 72. 72. 72. 72. 71. 70. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 72. 72. 71. 70. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
75. 75.-- 75. 74. 74. 74. -74. -3. ----72. 71. 73. 68. 65. 0. 0; 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0.
76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 72. 70. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. D. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
77. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. -0. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 72. 70. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 71. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 71. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 76. 76. 75. 75. 73. 72. 70. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
80. 76. 75. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 77. .7. 76. 75- 74. 73. 72. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
82. 81. 81. 80. 75. 0. 0. 0. 78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 74. 73. 73. 651 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
84. 84. 83. 81. 80. 75. 0. 0. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 73. 70. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 81. 80. 0. . 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74, 72. 68. 65. 0. . O. 0. 0. 0.
0. "0. 0. 0. :81. 80. 0. 0. 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 72. 68. 65. 0. 0. . . 0,. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 83. 81. 75. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 73. 69. 65. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 85. 82. 78. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 73. 70. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. o. o. o. 85. 83. 80. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 73. 70. 65. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 85. 83. 80. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 70. 65. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 85. 83. 79. C 80, -79. 78, 78. 76. 76, 75. 74. 70. 65. 0. 0. O, 0, 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 85. 83. 78. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 73. 69. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 84. -82. 75. 0.6 80. 79. 78. 7. 77. 75. 75. 73. 69. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0.
86. 86. 85. 84. 83. 78. 0. 0. 80. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 75. 73. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0.
85. 85. 84. 83. 78. 0. 0. 0. RO. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 73. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
83. 83. 82. 78. 0. 0. 0. 0. 79. 79. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 71. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
78. 75. 0. 0. . o. 0. O.79. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 70. 65. o. o. 0o o. oo . o.
82. 82. 82. 82. 81. 81. 80. 79. 78. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 73. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
81. 8 8 --81. 81. 80. 79. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 74. 71. 65. 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
80. 80. 80. 80. 80. 79. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 75. 72. 70. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
so80. 80so. 80. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 7. 76. 76. 75. 74. 70. o. 0. o. o. o. 0. 0. 0. o. 0.
79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 78. 78. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 71. 65. O. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 75. 73. 71. 68. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. 0. 0. 0.
77. 77. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 71. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 O0. 0. 0. O. 0. . '0.
76, 76. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 71. 70. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 74. 74. 72. 70. 68. 65. -0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. O71. 70. 8. o. .. O. 0. o 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o,
. 7 I 7n 7n. 70. R . F5 . . , 0 0. 0. o . 1) , , .O, 0
68. 68. 68. 68. 68. E5. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . .0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
o. 0 . .-. .0 - . . 0.---- 0. 0. 0. o. 0. C-. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. o. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. -. o. . .. o. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0.
0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0. .0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
S-80-50
NOISE FOOTPRINT IN EPNDB. FLIGHT DIRECTION IS DOWN THE PAGE. 125 FT GRID.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. u. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
70. 6870. 70. 6570. 6. . . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
72. 72. 71. 71. 71. 70. 69. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 73. 73. 71. 72. 72. 71. 70. 68. 65. 0. . . o. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 734. 734. 73. 72. 723. 71. 71. 68. 65. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 746. 7. 74. 74. 73. 74. 73. 7-. 67. 6. 06. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 75. 75. 746. 74. 74. 73. 72. 71. 69. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
77. 0. . . . . . . 74. 73. 72.4. 3 72. 1  68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. D.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 74. 743. 72. 701. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 75. 754. 73. 7. 7069. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
75. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 75. 75. 74. 72. 70. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
81. 80. 76. 0. 0. 0.- . c. 76. 75. 74. 73. 72. 69. 6. 0. 0. . . 0, 0.. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. -. 0. 0. 0. -0. 76. 76. 75. 73. 72. 70, '68. 0. 0. 0. 0 0. -0. O. 0. 0.
VU U. U. U. U UV U. UV fo.e Iu . r . r, r "rue Jue * Vo
6. o. o. 0 . o. ' .7. 7 . "7 .74. 73. 7 . . .. 0. 0. . o. '0. o. . o0.
0. 0. 0. . 81. . . 0. 77. 77. 75. 74. 73. 71. 68. . . . . . 0. . . 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 81. 75. 0. 0. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 72. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 81. 75. 0. 0. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 72. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 81. 7. 0. 0. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 72. 68. 6. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 79. 0. 0. 0. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 72. 613. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. o. 7. 0. 0. 0. 78. 77. 76. 75. 74. 71. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0.
83. 83. 80. 78. 0. 0. 0. 0. 78. 76. 76. 75. 74. 70. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0.
78. 78. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 77. 76. 75. 75. 73. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 77. 76. 75. 74. 71. 68. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 76. 76. 75. 74. 71. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O. 0. 0.
79. 79. 79. 79. 79. 78. 77. 77. 76. 75. 74. 72. 70. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. 0. 0.
78. 78. 78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 76. 76.- 75. 73. 72. 0. 0. 0 .0. 0. 0. q. . . . 0. O.
78. 78. 78. 77. 77. 77. 76. 76. 75. 73. 72. 65. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. G. 0. 0. 0.
77. 76. 77. 76. 76. 76. 75. 75. 74. 72. 70. 0. 0. 0. . 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. . . 0. 0. 0.
76. 76. 76. 76. 76. 75. 74. 73. 72. 68. J. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
75. 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 68. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
74. 74. 74. 73. 73. 72. 69. 68. 65. 0. 0. O. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. ,0.
72. 72. 70. 69. 69. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
69. 68. 68. 68. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
65. 65. 65. 65. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
0. 0. 0. a. . o. 0. 0. 0. 0. o. 0. 0. . 0 . 0.  0.  0. 0. . .0.
